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(A) Filter performance is dependent upon three major factors, basic design...
Q of coil and capacitor elements ... and precision of adjustment. The superiority of UTC products in this field has been effected through many years of

research and development on core materials and measuring apparatus. Wei
illustrate below a typical filter formula and some of the UTC apparatus used
to determine quantitative and qualitative values:

<.,...:-

6ö
4=26 to

6

(B) The UTC inductance bridge is

capable

of four

digit accuracy and

covers a range from extremely low
values to over 100 Hys. The effective

resistance and inductance values are
direct reading, eliminating the possibility of error in conversion.

(C) The UTC oscillator is direct reading,
where the frequency desired is set as in a
four digit decade box, and is accurate within 1 cycle at 1,000 cycles. The range is 10
cycles to 100 kc. Accuracy of this type is essential with filters having sharp attenuation
characteristics.This instrument is augmented
by a UTC harmonic analyzer for the output
measuring device.

unique de
considerably
in the
which has helped
core
materials
velopment of the special
in our filters. It is also of importance in rn
taining uniform quality in our produc
coils. The Q is read directly and covers)
entire range of possible Q factors over
entire audio frequency band.
(D) The UTC Q meter is a
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One reason why Tobe Capacitors have
forged to the front is their consistently
long life. But there's another reason
the successful pioneering
work of Tobe engineers.
Tak its an example the CA -355,
shown below in streamlined, hermetically sealed drawn container. It is being used in large quantities by the U. S. Army Signal
Corps in front line telephones.

-

LONG -LIFE ASSURED
For This Unique Capacitor

Tobe is the only manufacturer
furnishing this capacitor in a
drawn container.
The CA -355 is just one instance
of Tobe engineering ingenuity in
developing and perfecting new
devices. However tough your own
condenser problems we invite the
opportunity for our engineers to
help you `solve them. Please get
in touch with us.

SPECIFICATIONS-CA-355
wax filled capacitor
impregnated,
Wax
2.0-0.5-0.3 mf d.
Capacity Rating:
200 D C
Voltage Rating:
Power Factor: __ 1000 cycles .01 maxiiuum

j

Resistance:. -.2000 megohms per microfarad
Dimension: 1" depth -2V2" length -2%" height
Meets requirements of U. S. Army Signal Corps

A
2

small part in 'victory today-A BIG PART IN INDUSTRY TOMORROW
November 1943
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ELECTRONICS

* STABILIZED

to keep its tough-

ness and transparency

- that's

Albanene Tracing Paper. Because
it is treated with crystal-clear
Albanite, a new synthetic solid
developed in the K&E laboratories-Albanene will not oxidize,
become brittle or lose transparency with age. Albanene's improvedslráwing surface takes ink
or pencil fluently, erases with ease
Ask your K&E dealer.

...

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
CHICAGO

ELECTRONICS

-

ST. LOUIS

November 1943

.

NEW YORK

HOBOKEN,

SAN FRANCISCO

N.J..

LOS ANGELES

Est. 1867

MONTREAL

DETROIT

3

-

ADVANCED DESIGN -IMPROVED MANUFACTURING METHODS
MODERN PRODUCTION FACILITIES -PLUS LONG AND CONSTANTLY
GROWING EXPERIENCE

... ENABLE

GENERAL ELECTRIC TO ANNOUNCE

SUBSTANTIAL FRIC E
REDUCTIONS IN G -

s

TRANSMITTER TU

GL-880

GL -169 (and GL-159)
Transmitting

triodes -

for police rodio
.

.

NEW PRICE .

.

Old price

.

.

THERE'S A

$80
$60

G -E

triode- for
international short-wave.
High -frequency

frequency modulation
Old price
$850
NEW PRICE

.

.

.

$600

GL -893
Transmitting triode-for
broadcast, international
short-wave, and also for
high -frequency heating

Old price
NEW PRICE

.

.

.

$750
$650

ELECTRONIC TUBE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

GL-862 (and GL -898)
100 -kw triodes
for 50-kw
broadcast, and also for high.

-

frequency heating
Old price
NEW PRICE

.

.

.

$1650
$1250

GL-8009
High -frequency triode-for
frequency modulation and
television
Old price
51100
NEW PRICE .

.

.

$850

GL -8578 (and GL -2668)
Mercury vapor rectifiers
for 50 -kw broadcast and
international short-wave
Old price
$240
NEW PRICE

.

.

.

$200

Write for COMPLETE new price list showing reductions on additional
tubes
(Publication ET -5). Address Dept. 6-215, General Electric, Schenectady,
N. Y.

LEADERSHIP. General Electric has prob..
ably made more important contributions to
the development of transmitting tubes than
any other manufacturer. For example: G.E.
did much of the early development work on
tubes and circuits to produce the highfrequency oscillations that make radio broadcasting possible. G. E. developed the first
water-cooled transmitting tube which made
high -power broadcasting possible. G.E. developed the hot-cathode mercury-vapor tubes
SiAtlûii NW

STUDIO EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTERS

which cut broadcasting power costs greatly.

research, tube developments and
manufacturing improvements go on-endlessly. Savings gained in this progress will
always be reflected in favorable price advantages, in still higher tube efficiency, and
in longer service.
G -E

Tune in "The World Today" every evening except Sunday
at 6:45 E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday listen to the G-E "All
Girl Orchestra" at 10 P.M. E.W.T. over NBC.

*

BACK THE ATTACK- BUY WAR BONDS 1

ANTENNAS

GENERAL

ELECTRONIC TUBES

*

HOME RECEIVERS

ELECTRIC
160.110

GEARED TO THE JOB

Designed to meet

a

wid : variety of essential requirements.

EVERY

HAMMARLUND variable condenser is

"geared to the job."

Combining mechanical

and physical features with electrical characteristics
to meet specific requirements is an art for which

Hammarlund engineers have built an enviable

reputation.

QUAI/ry,
,

w

6

THE HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
460 West 34th Street, New York, N. Y.

November 1943
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AMPEREX ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
79 WASHINGTON STREET

BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
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Callite Stainless Steel Wire, processed by The

Montgomery Co., manufacturers of wire and tinsel
products in Windsor Locks, Conn., serves as o
filter in the Cambridge Analysis Cell.

CHECK A

L L

FOUR

....

..,T..1441.4.
11111111111.13

ANALYSIS

CELL

Precision flight depends on the teamwork of
many men. In a T.W.A. Stratoliner, a vitally im-

portant precision device, the Cambridge Aero Mixture Indicator constantly informs the pilot of
the fuel mixture in all four powerful motors.
This constant check enables optimum engine
greater safety. Unseen delicate
performance

...

spiral wire in the Analysis Cell functions faith-

fully, resisting torrid heat and corrosion.
Seek teamwork in your sources of supply ..
Callite offers fine alloy wires for springs, instrument parts,
scratch brushes, control cables, bonding
in 9 major metals and their alloys; in
down to .002 or smaller, drawn to
39th
Callite Tungsten Corporation, 544

-

jumpers, and sieves;
precision diameters
your specifications.
St., Union City, N.J.

.

-V

check these four factors
Precision Production, controlled by long -experienced, technically

v

trained men;
Expert metallurgical and engineering cooperation; V Consistent deliveries the" ability to meet emergencies;
A fair price.

-

01»

8

bytNwi
November 1943
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1

EMEMBER
YOUR FIRST
DESIGN JOB?

Chances are you do and will never forget that
first contribution you made to a new and growing industry. That's the way we feel about our
"first job", too Varnished Cambric and Tape.

Shortly after the turn of the century, Varnished Fabrics became
a vital factor in controlling the current that was harnessing
electric power to the wheels of industry. For it was then that
the Irvington Varnish & Insulator Company, a pioneer in the
field of electrical insulation, began its career by developing an
improved yellow varnished cambric and perfecting the manufacture of black varnished cambric. Later, as the need became
evident, Irvington also developed and first introduced seamless
bias cut tape.
Today, with a line embracing a wide range of electrical insulation requirements, we still regard Varnished Cambric and
Tape as our "first job" and steadfastly maintain the standards
l which earned their early success. From its founding 38 years
ago, on an unswerving policy of high quality and rigidly controlled production methods, the name "Irvington"'still signifies
outstanding electrical insulation.
If you do not already use the dependable products manufactured by Irvington, send for latest literature on any of those
listed at the right. Or, if specific information is needed on any
unusual problems, our engineers are always ready to assist you.
Write Dept. 106.

IRVINGTON
El,E(; FRONtCS

-

November 1943

-

Varnished
Varnished
Varnished
Varnished

Paper
Varnished Canvas & Duck
Tubing
Varnished Fiberglas
Nylon
Insulating Varnishes
Rayon
Extruded Plastic Tubing
Varnished Slot Insulation

IRVINGTON VARNISH & INSULATOR CO
Irvington, New Jersey, U. S. A.
Plants at Irvington, New Jersey, and Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Representatives in 20 Principal Cities

INSULATION

In our nine years, tiu/erior has become a strung company, through

earejul management with inherent economy
Is we start

as

our watchword.

our tenth year, we are interested more in winning

1

the II .ar than in plans for Post War.

Let us,

as we

irork tu uin, keep our Domestic House in order.

When tee come out of this conflict as winners. ice can then, with

high purpose, work together to go forth in the Peace.

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS IN SMALL TUBING
(%" OD and Smaller)
CARBON STEELS

NICKEL AND "INCONEL"

ALLOY STEELS

"MONEL"

STAINLESS STEELS
(Seamless and We'drawn'

(Seamless and Brawn')

ALUMINUM

)

COPPER AND BERYLLIUM COPPER
SUPERIOR is the only American producer of pure nickel cathode
sleeves in both Seamless and Lockseam.' '
* Registerei U.

S.

Trademark

sup

rr

E

U. S. Patented

RIOR

GUADALCANAL.
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WAR
TELESCOPES

TIME

ONE YEAR AGO, we at Superior
thought
P
g

hundreds of mechanical applications, the

our sights were set and that we were ready for

fruits of our labor are going out to do battle

war -time production. But in this year since

as radio equipment,

our eighth birthday, we havé successfully re-

tural parts, surgical and other instruments,

cast our ideas to a program which far exceeds

fire alarm systems, and a myriad of tubular

our earlier expectations.

parts for tanks, ships, and industry.

aircraft engine and struc-

Superior fine small metal tubing, some-

What is just as important is the healthy im-

times erroneously called "specialty" tubing,

pact that the past year has had on our organ-

is being produced today in a mill which has

ization and our plant equipment. Today we

upheld quality standards in the face of labor

are ready for any task for tomorrow-capa-

shortages and greatly increased demands for

ble and tried in the heat of battle production.

a wide

variety of tubing.

Superior is doing a big job in small tubing.

In electronics, aviation, instruments, and

us E

NORRISTOWN,

co

PENNSYLVANIA

HF war record of America's radio tube engineers is an impressive one. Yet these able and

ingenious men, too, have their "problem children".
In this category are the miniature tubes used by
our combat troops in communication radio sets.
Admittedly these tubes are tough little "hombres"
especially "tough" for that selected group of
engineers whose responsibility is to produce them
by the tens of thousands. Only because of the
sweat and tears of these men has the flow of miniatures to our armed forces been maintained and
steadily expanded month after month.

-

That National Union is one of the nation's important manufacturers of miniatures is evidence of
the success of N.U. engineers in helping to solve
one of this Industry's most difficult war production
problems. Thus do research and development experiences in wartime build a reservoir for post-war
accomplishment. Whenever problems involving
vacuum tube design and application press for
solution, look to National Union engineers for
the answers. Learn to count on National Union.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J.
Factories: Newark and Rlaplewood, N.J., Lansdale and Robesonia, Pa.

ATIONA

i,

N

.

.

t:`

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES

Transmitting, Cathode Ray, Receiving, Special Purpose Tubes Condensers Volume Controls Photo Electric
Cells Panel Lamps Flashlight Bulbs

12
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hen a compass will not show you the way to go home
ESIDUAL MAGNETISM, in plane parts

and members, too
often causes compass deflections that set a pilot off his
course. Magnetic fields, to be properly dealt with, must be measured-their effects at compass locations accurately determined.
WAUGH MAGNETOMETERS provide a practical means for
measuring residual magnetic fields accurately and instantaneously. Deflections can be read in milligausses or degrees. Polarity is also indicated. MODEL MW-2 is for inspection of airplane
materials and parts. MODEL Mw-3, especially fitted for use
in checking compasses in completed
planes, speeds and simplifies the important operation of swinging planes on
the compass rose. MODEL MW-4 has a
miniature pick-up unit that can be substituted for the compass in the instrument panel.
Send for descriptive literature.
Pacific Coast Branch: 180 East California St., Pasadena 5, California

MAGNETOMETER

WAUGH-MW2
Materials inspection type.

420 LEXINGT0N AVE., NEW

YORK 17, N. Y,

erQi

OCOYlì

In the railroad systems of Tomorrow, it is possible that locomotives
will be reached by telephone-as easily as you would "call up'`the
drug store today. By means of radiotelephony a yardmaster, for
example, may contact locomotive engineers in their cabs, or conductors, yard foremen and other supervisory personnel in direct
two-way communication.
Indeed, the postwar potentialities for expansion of communications through new applications of radio and television have only
begun to be explored. In precisely what new directions this expansion
may go, and how soon, is of course still anybody's guess.
Right now, the entire output of Communication Products is
needed for war purposes. But with Victory, the items shown here
again be availäble for peacetime purposes. And if their contribution to the war prograiñ is any indication, these products will
have a vital part to play in Tomorrow's applications.

1-1
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744 BROAD STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
FACTORY: 346 BERGEN AVE., JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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THAT ASSURES
PERFECT CRAFTSMANSHIP

,==ra
eve: TEMCO Model 1000 AG-CW 1000
watt radio telegraph transmitter with
pretuned tank circuits for 6 -frequency
operation with motor driven frequency

selection.

Below: TEMCO Model 350 AG 350 watts

output 6 -frequency band switching mobile transmitter, designed for military
service aboard trucks.

Hundreds of hand operations enter into the custom -style construction
of every TEMCO unit.

Of all these, the last and simplest

the most important: the affixing
of the TEMCO name plate, which seis our "hand and seal" to certify
that the last detail of perfect workmanship has been patiently and

skillfully built

in

.

.

.

is

assuring years of dependable service.

Application of the name plate signifies that the job has passed the
most exacting inspections and tests imposed by our own engineers ..
and now invites inspection by U. S. Government services, or any other
users employing the most critical standards.

0

i

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.
345 Hudson Street

New York 14, N.

Y.

b nd=craftsr»an
................

.............................

Throughout the ages, the products
of certain masters of handcraft have stood out above
all others in their class.

Despite the wonders of this machine age, the fashioning of United Electronic Tubes is essentially an operation of unsurpassed hand craftsmanship.
Tubes by United are regarded as masterpieces in'
their field. One of the many reasons for this reputation is
that United has been for long years a specialist and pioneer

ELECTRONICS COMPANY
NEWARK,

2

New Jersey

Transmitting Tubes EXCLUSIVELY Since 1934

in transmitting tube design and production

... exclusively.

Another important reason for UNITED leadership
is that the. UNITED production policy never has been
one of how

many-but

how well.
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Just off the press! The new Lafayette Radio Corporation Catalog 94
ready for you! It presents hundreds of new listings of radio and electronicis now
and equipment. Many items shown were merely designs on the drafting parts
board a
short while
ago.

Lafayette Radio Catalog 94 lists the most complete stock
tronic

of radio and elecproducts available today for industrials, the armed forces,
agencies, schools, etc., on_priority. For civilian maintenance and repair government
items, your
order will bring quick delivery without priority.
This catalog is a must for all procurement men and expediters
- for industrial,
civilian and military needs. Write today for your FREE
copy
of
this complete,
up-to-the-minute Lafayette Radio Catalog 94.

OM

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP.
901

JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS
265 PEACHTREE sr. ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA
W.
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L.1F:IYETTE R:IDIO CORPORATION
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 11G3, Chicago 7, ill.
Please send nie a FREE copy of the New Lafayette Radio
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MASS., U. S. A.
AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW
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some of safety and some of danger...all are aids tornavigation of the airways the "Highways Of The Air".

-

Another symbol

-

im

- the trademark of

INC.-stands for advanced demanufacture and reliability of operation

RADIO RECEPTOR CO.,

sign. honesty in
on all types of airline and airport radio equipment.

hN

AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROLS
RADIO RANGES
MARKERS
LOCALIZERS
COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS

%/

Please do not ask us now for catalogs or technical literature because all of our efforts are concentrated on war work. We shall,
however, have off the press shortly an interesting non -technical
booklet, "HIGHWAYS OF THE AIR", which we will send on request.
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Up-Buy

More War Bonds

19

A NEW HIGH -WATTAGE

VO LTAGE
REGULATOR

by WEBSTER
FEATURING ECONOMY OF SPACE
FOR AIR -BORNE APPLICATIONS
Occupying exactly the same chassis
space as previous conventional designs
... with 8% less cubic volume ... only
6% heavier . . . but dissipating 300 to
400% more power-these are the re.

Illustrated
at right are
standard model
Webster voltage
regulators.

markably advanced performance specifications of the new Webster -developed
VR -2200 Series carbon pile voltage
regulators.
Manufacturers of communications
equipment are invited to consult with
us regarding the many advantages of
this new design. We will make every
effort to adjust our production to meet
all urgent requirements.

WEBSTER

PRODUCTS

3825 W. ARMITAGE AVE.

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS
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arldagene MULE

FOR WAR SERVICE

THAT DOESN'T BALK
-

Science has finally proved that it can outstrip nature
by devising a mule that doesn't balk. This offspring of
a tugboat has outgrown the stubbornness characteristic
of the old Missouri Army Mule. A small, floating power
unit for, propelling barges, scows, and many other types
of motorless vessels, it has to be thoroughly dependable.

If you are producing electrical war equipment or ma-

Belden wire is used
in this "Sea Mule."

chines, keep them from "balking" caused by wiring failures or Corditis. Belden engineers have had over forty
years of experience in building plus values into wire.
Investigate Belden wire and Belden wiring assemblies.

BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY'
4625 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago 94, Illinois
Awarded the U. S Treasury Special
Citation of Merit for initiating the
War Bo,,d. or. Cash Dividend Plan

licideji WIRE
Aida.

LECTRONICS
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CORDS
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11/100

H.P.

(enrarged illustration)

Aftegeeeer,

e.

.. developed for space saving,
weight saving, dependability

- in specialized

aircraft uses...

This Oster 1/100 H.P. motor is designed
for continuous duty in high ambient temperatures; it operates satisfactorily in
standing up under the
a 90° ambient
most adverse conditions in blower applications ...Behind it stands the 15 -year
performance record of Oster motors,
used exclusively before the present war
as original equipment on Oster motor driven appliances. These Oster appliances, Oster -powered, have long been a
recognized leader in their field, widely

-

used by the armed services and other
departments of U. S. and foreign governments...Type C -2B -1A is one of many
Oster motors now being built to power vital instruments and mechanisms in
airplanes and submarines. It is ball -bearing equipped, built in an aluminum diecast housing. 6, 12, 24, or 115 volts DC;
For satisfactory results
115 volts AC
that are a credit to your judgment, select
Oster motors. Let us help you fit this or

...

other Oster motors to your requirements.
M-12

John Oster Mfg. Co. of Illinois

Genoa, Illinois

Department L-12
4

99
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These are the BENEFITS of

a

CLOSELY HELD VOLTAGE SUPPLY
Better performance, greater reliability, and
longer life of electronic devices

Protection of delicate instruments and machines, precision tools, and electronic tubes

against sudden overvoltages
More accurate test results, fewer rejects

EXTREMELY CLOSE VOLTAGE REGULATION,

so essential to speedy, accurate production -line testing, is automatically
maintained by a 500 -volt-ampere
G -E stabilizer on a test bench in a
fluorescent -ballast factory.

And manufacturers-don't forget:
A product's salability can be increased when
voltage stabilization is a built-in feature.
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115

120
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Input volts

LOOK AT THIS

...and Here's the Way

to Get It

PERFORMANCE-Practically

constant voltage for several typica;
conditions (A-Open circuit; BFull load, unity power factor; CFull load, 0.8 power factor lagging I.
Stabilizing action practically instantaneous, taking place in less
than three cycles.
IMPROVES THE PERFORMANCE
OF EQUIPMENT LIKE

VOLTAGE

STABILIZERS

GENERAL )ELECTRIC
403 53

ELECTRONICS
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THIS:

Radio transmitters and testing equipment
, Photoelectric equipment and other
electronic -tube apparatus
Motion -picture projectors and sound
equipment
Telephone apparatus
X-ray machined
Precision photographic equipment
and photometers
Color comparators
Calibration of meters, instruments,
relays
Laboratory precision processes and
testing equipment
FOR DETAILS on this stabilizer's unique
circuit, write for Bulletin GEA-.
3634. General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
investment in the world is in this
country's future-BUY WAR BONDS

The best

Ub
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H. R

(enrarged illustration)

.. developed for space saving,
weight saving, dependability

- in specialized

aircraft uses...
This Oster 1/100 H.P. motor is designed
for continuous duty in high ambient temperatures; it operates satisfactorily in
standing up under the
a 900 ambient
most adverse conditions in blower applications... Behind it stands the 15 -year
performance record of Oster motors,
used exclusively before the present war
as original equipment on Oster motor driven appliances. These Oster appliances, Oster -powered, have long been a
recognized leader in their field, widely

-

used by the armed services and other
departments of U. S. and foreign governments...Type C -2B -1A is one of many
Oster motors now being built to power vital instruments and mechanisms in
airplanes and submarines. It is ball -bearing equipped, built in an aluminum diecast housing. 6, 12, 24, or 115 volts DC;
For satisfactory results
115 volts AC
that are a credit to your judgment, select
Oster motors. Let us help you fit this or
other Oster motors to your requirements.

...

M-12

John Oster Mfg. Co. of Illinois
Department L-12
22
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These are the BENEFITS of

a

CLOSELY HELD VOLTAGE SUPPLY
Better performance, greater reliability, and

longer life of electronic devices
Protection of delicate instruments and machines, precision tools, and electronic tubes

against sudden overvoltages
More accurate test results, fewer rejects

EXTREMELY CLOSE VOLTAGE REGULATION,

And manufacturers-don't forget:
A product's salability can be increased when
voltage stabilization is a built-in feature.

so essential to speedy, accurate production -line testing, is automatically
maintained by a 500 -volt-ampere
G -E stabilizer on a test bench in a

fluorescent -ballast factory.
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Input volts

LOOK AT THIS

...and Here's the Way

to Get It
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PERFORMANCE-Practically

constant voltage for several typical
conditions (A-Open circuit; BFull load, unity power factor; CFull load, 0.8 power factor lagging
Stabilizing action practically instantaneous, taking place in less
than three cycles.
IMPROVES THE PERFORMANCE
OF EQUIPMENT LIKE

VOLTAGE

STABILIZERS

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

-
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THIS:

Radio transmitters and testing equipment
Photoelectric equipment and other
electronic -tube apparatus
Motion -picture projectors and sound
equipment
Telephone apparatus
X-ray machines
Precision photographic equipment
and photometers
Color comparators
Calibration of meters, instruments,
relays
Laboratory precision processes and
testing equipment
FOR DETAILS on this stabilizer's unique
circuit, write for Bulletin GEA 3634. General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
investment in the world is in this
country's future-BUY WAR BONDS

The best

403-53-5206
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CONSTRUCTION .
Oil Impregnated - Oil Filled
Oil Sealed
Ceramic or Bakelite Tubes
Bakelite Cement Ends
(Oil Proof)
Suitable for Operation
750 to 1000 C
Ideal for Extreme High
Altitude Duty
No Danger of ' flash Over"
Between Terminals
No

Metal for 'Body Capacity"

The

Egyptian Pyramids stand
majestically, through the ages, as
mute witnesses to the skill and rugged
craftsmanship of the thousands of
slaves who toiled to erect them ...
TODAY ... not slaves ... but creative
engineering skill and willing hands
achieved the same result with the new
DUMONT TYPE PC2 Oil Paper
Capacitor ... an oil impregnated oil
sealed capacitor that gives assured
"LONGER LIFE" for continuous operation
Its special features and
.

.

.

construction are exclusive with
Dumont.

DUMONT
ELECTRIC
CO.

MFR'S OF
CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

34 HUBERT STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
24
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aircraft applications, the AmerTran Airborne RI-I
Transtat Voltage Regulator for 400 Cycle A. C. is a new
addition to the already famous Transtat family. It meets the
rigid tests of combat aircraft equipment in action.
Like other Transtats, the Airborne RH is a highly efficient trans*
former type regulator. The velvety smooth Transtat system that
controls without circuit interruption is further refined in this
newer unit. And, similar to its predecessor, it does not distort
USED in

wave form or interfere with radio reception. Small, compact, its
weight is the minimum achieved for its power rating.

Well suited to incorporation in other electrical equipment where
precise line voltage correction or special voltage maintenance is
required, its dramatic wartime performance presages a useful
peacetime future.

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY

178
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DELCO RADIO

PRODUCTION METHODS

represent the
practical application of
research and invention

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH

Technicians of Delco Radio are carrying forward
pioneer research in the field of radio and electr onics.

The products of research and invention become factors of Victory only after methods
are developed for mass-producing them.
This is a skill which Delco Radio has acquired
through years of automotive radio manufacturing for millions of cars. It is serving
wartime needs through the volume production
of highly intricate radio communication parts
and equipment . . . push-button tuning for
tank radio receivers
parts for air -borne
communication equipment ... complete transmitters and receivers for artillery equipment
... and many other products.

...

PROCESS ENGINEERING

Delco engineers are equipped through years of
experience to translate swiftly the product of research and design into practical, useful products.

Yesterday, Delco Radio's ability to combine
research with production worked for higher
entertainment value. Today it works in
Victory's cause. Delco Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana.

Back the Attack
WITH WAR BONDS
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

PRECISION ON A PRODUCTION BASIS

Delco specializes in the ability to mass-produce
highly intricate products. Years of experience in
the automotive radio field qualify Delco for
vehicular radio production for war.

D
DIVISION

eiJA
26
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COMMON with other wire and
cable manufacturers, Roebling is
doing its best today to meet the
needs of war plants with the best
products that can be made under
government restrictions.
N

We appreciate the consideration and

understanding being shown by our
customers It has not been easy, for
us or for the industry, to step from
known, proved products and engineering standards into new fields that
must be proved in use.
We are looking forward to the day

after Victory when Roebling Electrical Wires and Cables can again
serve you with the full measure of
performance this name has always
stood for.
JOHN

A.

ROEBLING'S SONS

COMPANY

TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY
Branches and Warehouses in Principal Cities

ROEBLING
ELECTRICAL WIRES
ELECTRONICS

November 1943
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Doorway to Electronic Vision
...

Control of the forces of electronics begins with vision
especially by experienced
engineering minds accustomed to achievement. RAULAND engineers and scientists have
earned recognition in the field of electronic achievement with such notable examples as
(1) High Powered Cathode Ray Tubes for large screen (15 foot x 20 foot) television projection of
fine line definition. (2) Frequency Standards having a control accuracy of 1/100th of 1% and
maintaining this almost unbelievable control throughout the entire temperature range of
minus 30°C to plus 50°C. (3) Communications, as exemplified by precision -built transmitting type tuning condensers, two-way radio and intercommunicating and sound
control units for industry. All of the fruits of RAULAND Electroneering* are at
work for our war effort today as they will serve industry in the new days to come.
The Rauland word for

all of the carefully thought out steps in

electronics from vision to completion.

RADIO ...SOUND...,

COMMUNICATIONS

Electroneering is our business
THE RAULAND CORPORATION . . . CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Buy War Bonds and Stamps! Rauland employees are still investing 10% of their salaries in War Bonds
2R

November 1943
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Picker X -Ray Diffraction Equipment is serving industry in many

...
... in

...

diverse roles

in the identification of unknowns

ity control

analysis of sub -microscopic crystal structures.

chemical

in qual-

It provides quick, accurate determinations in a fraction of the

time required by other methods, and has wide applications,

particularly in cold work, alloy structures and silicates in clays.

and

physical
determinations

PICKER X-RAY
DIFFRACTION
APPARATUS
Two Portal Beryllium window. Watercooled X- Ray Tube 2" Diameter.

-

Targets
Molybdenum Chromium
Copper Cobalt Iron

Camera
Laue Pattern

Back Reflection

200 mm. Precision Powder
70 mm. Powder

3 0 0

Fourth

A v e n u

WAITE MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURERS

ELECTRONICS

OF
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VOLTAGE

New Y o r k, New York
DIVISION CLEVELAND, OHIO

e,

ELECTRICAL

APPARATUS

SINCE, 1879
29

PROVING IIROUXII
for post-war plans

V.

r.b

Westinghouse
Electronic Tubes AT

30

WORE
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TOMORROW is on the drawing boards
of today!
Yes, it's here in sketches, charts,

plans-

proved and being proved by today's engineers and designers. It's here in tried
and tested formulae. Here in the performance records of electronic tubes and

countless other devices which bring
Victory nearer!

Consider now the help that Westinghouse
and Westinghouse Electronic Tubes can
give you! Tubes, which "stop" and record
the flight of a bullet! Tubes which make
wood strong as steel, weld metals, clean

the air of every particle of dust in vast
rooms! Tubes which see, hear, feel, perform endless jobs with speed, accuracy
and dependability!
All this is yours to command in planning

products

... electronic tubes built with

all the care and skill for which Westinghouse is famous ... plus the "know-how,"
the advanced technical assistance, Westinghouse can offer to help pre -prove your
ideas for the post-war world of tomorrow.

For further information, address West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Bloomfield, New Jersey.

SERVING

INDUSTRY

Th yratrons

Used for

high speed

and controlled rectifiers
forrelays,
such purposes
ers
control and
as
wel d ingg
motor s
Mods in bothpeed contro,
mercury
and gas
vapor
filled types.
bulletins TD_
types' Ask for

Kenotron
These high

81;
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vacuu m

ply hi $h voltage rectifiers sup_
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for use in Precipitron current DC.
X -Ra
voltage
high
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Electrometer
With these
Tube
s it is
possible
measure
to
curre
as
low as 10 -'.
ampere
and to indicate
as low as
currents
10 -.6
ampere.
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THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER NEEDS
1938

General

Ceramics is at his beck and call to help with
his insulator problems. In nine cases out of ten the
solution will be STEATITE.
Electronic Engineers know that there is a very
sound reason for the extensive demands made on the
Steatite Industry, demands that are clearly portrayed
by the almost astronomical increase in the production
of Steatite insulators since 1938 (see graph).
During the course of this unprecedented progress,
General Ceramics has been in the foreground both in
regard to increased productive capacity and engineering skill in the development of new methods and products meeting the strict specifications of the United
States Army and Navy for the best and only the best
in Steatite insulators.

e

1939 NM@

1940
1941

1942
1943

INCREASE IN -STEATITE'.
PRODUCTION USING 193$ AS BASIS,

li

PROPORTIONAL

31.
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For all your insulator problems whether specialized or standard, our Engineering Department is always at your service.

GENERAL
CERAMICS .+o STEATITE CORPORATION

AND STEATITE CORPORATION
KEASBEY

32

NEW JERSEY
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Oscillogram taken on a 50 ampere breaker showing short circuit with 6450 amperes ruts flowing through the breaker
which interrupted within I,4 cycle on 120V
AC with a power factor of approximately

80%.

This was the third operation on a circuit
having a capacity of approximately 8000
amperes rms.

CURRENT

HEINEMANN
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Employ High Speed Blowout
Send for
CATALOG 40

showing
Complete Line

and

Engineering
Data

The stationary contact is coiled around an insulated iron
core which connects the steel plates forming a U-shaped

magnet. On overloads and short circuits, the current flowing
through the contact creates magnetic lines which force the
arc into the arcing chamber and blow it out. As the value of
the current to be interrupted increases, the quenching effect
becomes greater due to the intensified magnetic blowout
field.

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT BREAKER CO.
Subsidiary of Heinemann Electric Co., Established
1888

97 PLUM STREET

TRENTON, N. J.

s.

gilSilTilli
TUBES

1,61

Whether the field of electronics is
comparatively new or old is of no
particular significance. Both schools
of thought are perhaps right to a
certain degree. Basically what matters is the job that will be done for
Mr. and Mrs. America . . . electronic's future customers.
Engineers and designers are busily
engaged in completing their "bag
of tricks", for development and
use immediately following the war.
In this highly specialized field, a
myriad of new products, equipment
each embodying
and processes
specific improvements and efficien-

-

cies-are assured.
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ELECTRONIC
ENTERPRISES
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Electronic Enterprises will offer its
share, too. The design and production resourcefulness being engineered into E -E power and transmitting tubes for critical Army,
Navy and Signal Corps applicamaterially help in allaying doubts regarding any future
other than healthier and happier
one.
The E -E Data Book is available, free
on request. Write for your copy.

tiohould

ELECTRONIC
ERPRISES, INC.

That's why
If you're thinking of an insulator for
use in electronic applications, take ad-

vantage of the unequaled experience

General Electric has had in the field of
electronics insulation.
Use G -E mycalex-the high -density,
glass -bonded mica ceramic that, for more
than twenty-one years, has been solving the tough insulating problems.
Because of its high dielectric and mechanical strength, superior refractory
qualities and other characteristics, G -E

G -E

mycalex gets first call for electronic insulation

mycalex is used extensively in various
types of electrical apparatus, particularly
in radio, industrial control and heating
equipment where high -frequency insulation is required.
G -E mycalex is easily subjected to all
the usual machining operations-drilling, filing, sawing and polishing. This
makes it remarkably flexible for exacting production specifications.
To solve your electronic insulation
problems, all of General Electric's match -

GENERAL
EI.EC`l'RONICS

-- November

1943

less experience in electronics is at your

command. Write today for a sample of
G -E mycalex and the data bulletin,
"G -E Compression Molded Mycalex."

Address: Electronics Dept., General
Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.
Tune in "The World Today" and hear the news
from the men who see it happen, every evening
except Sunday at 6: 45 E.W.T. over CBS network.
On Sunday listen to the G-E "All Girl Orchestra" at 10 P. M. E.W.T. over NBC network.

ELECTRIC
77-MSa-9915
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SCR -Z99

The SCR -299 Mobile Radio Communications unit is
equipped with tables and cabinets built by Churchill

Cabinet Company.
This valuable new weapon is designed for the
"Blitz" type of warfare and has proven its ability to
fight successfully the "Battle of Communications."
Dependable equipment built by Churchill Cabinet
Company is serving with this excellent transmitting
unit that is giving such superb service on all fighting
fronts.

Two of Our Peacetime Communication Products.

2119 CHU'RCH'ILL ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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FOR RADIO MEN
IN THE SERVICE!

WRITE

Hallicrafters
make a wide range of Radio
Communications equipment, including the SCR -299 Mobile
Communications unit. We are
proud of our handiwork, proud of
the job you men have been doing
As you know, the

LETTER

A

vember, December, January,

//

with them on every battlefront.

RULES FOR THE CONTEST
We want letters telling of actual
experiences with this equipment.
We will give $100.00 for the
best such letter received during
each of the five months of No -

February and March! (Deadline:
Midnight, the last day of each
month.)
We will send $1.00 for every
serious letter received so even if
you should not win a big prize
your time will not be in vain.
Your letter will be our property, of course, and we have
the right to reproduce it in a
Hallicrafters advertisement.
Good luck and write as many
letters as you wish. V -Mail letters
will do.
.

_--

.

BUY MORE

BONDS!

the IliIIIicraEuIIPr5
CHICAGO, U.S.A.

MAKERS OF THE
ELECTRONICS

-- NoremUer

1943
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2611 INDIANA AVENUE
CHICAGO, U.S.A.
FAMOUS SCR -299 COMMUNICATIONS TRUCK

:a

ERMITS uniform installation with
unskilled labor. Provides a strong
mechanical joint that withstands severe

vibration.

Used by leading electrical contractors.
Approved by prominent electrical
engineers.

Cut down installation time and save
valuable man-hours by using "Grip -it"
Solderless Terminals.

Silver
Let

IN THREE FINISHES
Nickel
Hot Tin
Send for Samples and Quotations.
us

have your prints and specifications.

Quick response to inquiries!

STEWART STAMPING COMPANY
621 East 216th St., New

York 67, N. Y.

BUY MORE
WAR BONDS
i
1
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When Sandino was a rebel
Henry L. Stimson had personally arranged a truce between the two factions in Nicaragua, and the Marines
were asked to stay until after the 1928 election.
But one young "general" refused to be bound by the
truce, and fled with his little band into the wilds of
the department of Neuva Segovia. There Augustino
Sandino proclaimed himself head of a republic, and
might have lived unmolested to a ripe old age if he
hadn't taken up the practice of ambushing small detachments of Marines.
After 400 of Sandino's men surrounded 39 Marines
near Ocotal, killing one and wounding one before
they were driven off, Heintz and Kaufman Ltd. received
an urgent message from Washington to design and
build at the earliest moment 22 special field transmitters capable of being transported along narrow
jungle trails, and of being operated even. after immersion in water.
This was the first time Heintz and Kaufman equipment served with the Marines. Today as thousands of
Gammatron tubes pass final inspection, we like to think
that some will see action with the U. S. Marine Corps
confident that every Gammatron will have that
extra stamina, efficiency, and dependability when the
odds are long that the Marines themselves possess.

...

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA,

U. S. A.

HK -854 .. This general purpose Gammotron
triode offers exceptional VHF performance,
and has the ability to withstand high voltages. Maximum plate dissipation 450 watts.

ELECTRONICS

November 1943
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THE SCR -299 high powered mobile transmitter,
using

Quartz Laboratories crystals has more than met the

expectations of the

with the famous
SCR -299 built by

HaIIc raffe rs

Signal Corps and has
received high praise from leading military authorities,
U. S.

one of whom said, "My observations in the
theatres
of war make it possible to say that the SCR
-299 hit
the jackpot in the mobile radio field as has
the jeep
in transportation."

Quartz Laboratories is proud of its contribution
to
this fine transmitter unit.

QUARTZ LABORATORIES
KANSAS
CITY, MO.
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This is a special-purpose electronic part. It is a plug receptacle assembly for use with rack -panel type of
mounting. Twenty-four silver-plated phospherbronze contacts are provided, each male and female
contact full floating between steatite plates. Heavy
guide pins and matching holes in the frame assure
perfect alignment.
We don't know that your product has any need for
such a part as this. We do know, however, that this
part is most exactly suited to its special requirement,
just as are hundreds upon hundreds of other parts
which have been created through Lapp engineering
and Lapp production facilities directed to the solution of specific problems.
With a broad basic knowledge of ceramics-their
capabilities and their limitations-Lapp has been
able to simplify and to improve many types of elec-

ENGINEERED TO A SPECIFIC NEED
tronic equipment through engineering and production of sub -assemblies that make most efficient use of
porcelain or steatite and associated metal parts.
There may be a way you can improve performance,
cut costs and cut production time through use of
Lapp -designed and Lapp -built sub -assemblies. We'd
like to discuss your specific requirements with you.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

Instrument Manufacturer
Questions Every Fastening
and changes to the simple
P -K Self -tapping Screw method!

-

"A" Screws fasten instrument to wood
ovide heifer holding power than wood
screws because they are more -mechanically correct and
are
threaded to the head.
TOP

CENTER

Type

P -!C

housing

.

.

.

pä

-p -K Type

"Z"

steel panel.

Screws fasten index

roller to 1/32"

-

RIGHT
P -K Type "Z" Screws fasten steel cover
to 1/16"
steel shield container, and coil shield to 1/16" steel chassis.

BELOW -12-K Type

metal housing.

"A"

Multiply the fastenings illustrated here by many hundreds
of similar war -needed assemblies made daily in the
plant of
the Radio City Products Co., New York. You will then
have
an idea of the many vital work -hours this company saves
by
adopting P-K Self -tapping Screws wherever possible, and
avoiding tapping holes for machine screws.
The simple P -K Self -tapping Screw method of making fastenings not only does away with tapping and tap maintenance.
It also ends the slow washer-placing and nut-running that
goes with bolts; the difficulties of riveting in hard -to -reach
places; the need for inserts in molded plastics. With Selftapping Screws, only one easy operation is necessary ... turning the Screws into plain holes. No special tools or skilled
help are required.
Whether your assemblies are of thin or heavy sheet metal,
of castings or plastics, you'll find, in 7 out of 10 cases, that you
can simplify work, and improve products with P-K Self -tapping Screws. Question every fastening job on your drafting
boards, and on your production lines, now! Ask for a P -K
Assembly Engineer to call and help you check your fastening
jobs for opportunities to save time, labor, and money. If
you prefer, mail assembly details for recommendations.
Parker-Kalon Corp., 192-194, Varick St., New York 14, N. Y.

Screws fasten instrument to 1/32"

PARKER-KALON
-axereneed
SELF -TAPPING SCREWS

Give the Green Light

,

eid
tie

to War Assemblies
I
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SCORES of prominent manufacturers and
service organizations in the aviation, electrical
and electronic fields are using these quickly -applied, easily -read wire identifiers to speed production, save man hours and reduce costs.
You can use E -Z -Code Labels for every type of
wire assembly and on conduits, cables, tubing,
etc. And they speed maintenance and repair
work, too. Use E -Z -Code Labels and you avoid
wire confusion ... even green hands can identify
the right wire when it is E -Z -Coded. Made of
flexible, durable material with transparent coating. Ready for use ... no moistening necessary.
Available in standard code numbers and "tailor
made" with special symbols for your specific requirements. Use the coupon.
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215 - 05 27th Ave., Bayside
L. I., New York

Buren Street,
Chicago 5, Illinois
216 E. Tenth Street,
Kansas City 6, Missouri
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Eastern Sales Offices
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LITHOGRAPH

600 E. Second Street
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WESTERN LITHOGRAPH CO., 600 E. Second St., Los Angeles 54, Calif.
Send item checked by return mail
Trial order of 100 cards (3300 labels) @ 12c per card. Nos. 1 to 33 on each caru.
D Samples, price 11s1 and catalog
Name

Firm
Address

City

State

._

MRO or War Contract Number priority required.

PRESTIGE?
zJerivi

910500,0100

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

GO

T

serves almost every electronic tube manufacturer with a tremendous variety of stock and special parts, made of any metal
to any specified degree
of accuracy. Because of experience gained since the days of radio
infancy, GOAT
has been able to meet the demands of this industry for
greater

a

quality, durability

and quantity production. GOAT'S prestige, today, is based
on this consistent ability
to handle tough jobs requiring skill, precision and efficiency.

STAMPING GROUNDS
For Small Tough lobs

TYPICAL
Shown here are just

PARTS

few GOAT
electronic tube parts and shields
a

+hat have been stamped, drawn
and formed on GOAT machines,
dies end presses.

, who use Variable Resistors
..
The products
the Chicago

Telephone Supply Company
have been standard for high quality and fine workmanship
throughout the world for 46 years. Chicago Telephone
Supply has specialized in variable resistors (carbon and
wire wound) for 15 years and production of them in the
last peacetime year exceeded 14 million. Wartime production must remain a military secret but Chicago Telephone
Supply will continue to serve the electronic industries with
the quality workmanship and the service that customers
have grown accustomed to during the years.
Chicago Telephone Supply facilities are also being used
to produce plugs, jacks, switches (separate and in combination with variable resistors).
of

Plugs Jacks Switches
Variable Resistors

Representatives
R. W Farris
2600 Grand Ave
Kansas City, Me

,,

Phone: Victory 3070

Branch Offices
J
Hutchinson, Jr
401 N Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone. Walnut 536'3
S

Frank A. Emmet Co
2837 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

.77

ELECTRONICS

In

Canada

Meredith & Co
Streetsville, Ontario

C. C

"
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Telephone Generators
and Ringers

ELK HART
"

*
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Hard to find
...

Specific parts for a specific application
those are the things that are hardest to
find, these days. At Ucinite we specialize in the carrying
out of such orders.
Take banana pin assemblies like the ones illustrated above,
for instance. We can
design them from the start for your particular needs.
We make the pins, die -stamp
the mounts, assemble them, inspect them and get them
out on

time.

Small jobs don't bother us. But we have the engineering
staff and the production
capacity to handle the big jobs, too.

The UCINITE CO.
Newtonville 60, Mass.
Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp.

42

Specialists in RADIO & ELECTRONICS
LAMINATED BAKELITE ASSEMBLIES
CERAMIC SOCKETS

JACKS

PLUGS

BANANA PINS &

CONNECTORS

November 1943
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...BY EAR
A fighting man must fly blind sometimes, but deaf never. In long range bombers
. . . in scrappy pursuit planes . . . whatever the visibility,
vital communication
channels must be kept clear. Unless the proper suppression filter system is installed,
noisy radio interference acts like a pack of demons .. . sabotages communications
upon which the safety of men and their military missions depend.
Solar Elim-O-Stats are Communications' Life-savers. They are compact filters
which protect against local static, absorbing it right where it starts-at generators,
motors, contacts, and other sources. Solar Capacitors are reliable components used
by practically all leading manufacturers of military radio equipment. From command car to jeep or tank . . . from ship to ship or plane . . . between planeswherever radio is vital-Solar Capacitors and Elim-O-Stats help keep channels
clear, so fighting men can hear.
If you have a problem concerning capacitors or radio noise suppression, call
on Solar Manufacturing Corporation, 285 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

CAPACITORS

ELI 111- 0- STATS
AND

RADIO

NOISE -SUPPRESSION

FILTERS

MEASURE YOUR FREQUENCY

DRIVE YOUR RECORDER
SEE THE ANSWER AT A GLANCE

WITH THE NEW

torefeo
DIRECT READING
FREQUENCY METER

HERE

is a brand new Norelco tool for industry-

an electronic direct reading frequency meter
remarkable for its compactness, simplicity and
wide range of applications.
Six scale ranges make possible the accurate
coverage of all frequencies from 0 to 50,000
cycles. The six scale ranges are:
0
100 cycles per second
0
500 cycles per second
.
0
1,000 cycles per second
0
5,000 cycles per second
0 10,000 cycles per second
0
50,000 cycles per second
Any standard 5 milliampere recorder may be
connected to the frequency meter and be driven
without the aid of an auxiliary amplifier. It operates on 110 volts AC and requires only 100 watts
of power. It measures frequencies to an accuracy
within 2% regardless of the input voltage, which
may vary from 1/2 volt to 200 volts.
Adaptable for either relay rack or cabinet
mounting, the new Norelco Electronic Direct
Reading Frequency Meter is as useful in the laboratory as it is in the industrial plant. This instrument can be used in testing quartz crystals,
or experimentally as the base of an FM modulation indicator. Combined with a photo -electric

--

cell and amplifier, it can be made into a speed
indicator. It permits the reading of high speeds,
such as are encountered in ultraspeed centrifuges.
It is equipped with safety cutout to prevent meter
and recorder burnout from accidental overload.

The new Norelco Electronic Direct Reading
Frequency Meter is only one of several Norelco
devices designed to help industry achieve better
quality, flexibility and product control. Write
to North American Philips engineers today and
get the benefit of our wide experience in solving
problems for industry.

For our Armed Forces we make Quartz Oscillator Plates; Amplifier, Transmitting, Rectifier
and Cathode Ray Tubes for land, sea and airborne communications equipment. For our war
industries we make Searchray (X-ray) apparatus
for industrial and research applications; X-ray
Diffraction Apparatus; Electronic Temperature
Indicators; Direct Reading Frequency Meters;
Tungsten and Molybdenum in powder, rod, wire
and sheet form; Tungsten Alloys; Fine wire of
practically all drawable metals and alloys: bare,
plated and enameled; Diamond Dies; High
Frequency Heating Equipment. And for Victory
we say: Buy More War Bonds.

/f4pefcELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS

by

AMERICAN

PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
Industrial Electronics Division,

NORTH

419 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Main factory and offices in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; other factories at Lewiston, Maine (Elmet Division); Mount Vernon,
New York
(Philips Metalix Corporation). Represented in Canada by Eleetrical Trading Company, Ltd., Sun Life Building, Montreal,
Canada
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"It pays to have rigid specifications
HYTRON TOLERANCES ARE
TIGHTER THAN CUSTOMER
TOLERANCES . . . . .

When measuring aesthetic curves, or
when conducting electrical and mechanical tests on vacuum tubes, the more
stringent the adherence to accepted standards, the more desirable the resulting
selection.
Impracticable as it is to manufacture all
tubes of a given type exactly alike, it is
possible to insure against slight meter inaccuracies and the human element by

OLDEST

EXCLUSIVE

MANUFACTURER

- eh boys?"..

.

observing specification tolerances tighter
than customers' requirements. Each Hytron
tube is thus made to fit precisely the circuit constants with which it must operate.
For example, strict observance of specifications for grid -to -plate capacitance makes
easier the adjustment of tuned circuits to
any Hytron tube of the chosen type.
Simplify your design problems for initial
and replacement tubes by taking advantage of Hytron's insistence upon close
tolerances. Specify Hytron.

OF

RADIO

RECEIVING

TUBES

NEWBURYPORI, MASS.
SALE
ELECTRONICS

-
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RECOGNIZES IN THIs AWARD FOR DISTIN(;l'ISIiFD SERVICE
THE LOYALTY ENERGY

OF

1-1 11

.\NF) EFFICIEN(Y IN "HIT PERFORMANCE
WAR WORK BY YCHICH
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L

I
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IY IN oBTAINING VICIORY FOR

ME ARMS
OF AMERICA IN THE WAR WITH
F 1MI'FRL1l. (,ERM;W GOVERNMENT
AND THE IMPERIAL
a1N1L RoYAI_ AUS FRO -HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT
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The men and women

pride

in

of National Company take great
the reception of the Army-Navy "E" Award for

excellence in produclion. To us it brings a special satisfaction, for twenty-five years ago we received a
similar
award for service to the Nation in World War I.
Old
timers have set the pace in winning both awards,
but new
hands have joined with old skills in putting
our difficult job
across. It is our pride and our pledge that
we of National
Company shall keep our record of service bright.

NATIONAL ,COMPANY, INC.,
MALDEN, 'MASS., U. S. A.
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WILCOX EQUIPMENT
used by major Airlines throughout
the United States
Proof of quality and dependability is in performance. Wilcox
radio equipment is installed on

major Commercial airlines
throughout America, and in addition it is being used throughout the entire world in connec-

tion with military operations.
For airline radio communica-

tions, depend on Wilcox!

WILCOX ELECTRIC
COMPANY
Quality Manufacturing
of Radio Equipment
14th & Chestnut

ELECTRONICS

*

-

Kansas City, Mo.
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Alcoa offers you

5

NEW "HOW -TO -DO -IT" MOVIES

on Forming Aluminum
FORM
NOW TO

HOW TO FORM ALUMINUM

SHEET -METAL

DRAWING,

PRACTICE

STRETCHING and

Basic

alloy s, tools
Both the
methods.
are included.;.

and prat.:

tine

10

STAMPING

on sheet
information
and genera. shop

FORM

ALUMINUM

The ho

b

`

ráwing,

stretching, stamping and other
press operations are expiai
ed. The design of the tools
methods of lubrication and
other factors are described.

gIANKING

and

SHAPE
BENDING
Hand
forming
and machine methods
aluminu
for
illustrated
llustra
scribed ,are
tubes
d
on1e
detail, and de_
HOW

TO FORM

ALUMINUM

FIRST

PIERCING
und operdesign
ing
the
peals withblanking p efora
Suggests
anon of
tools.
Clearances
Alerting
and
methods
ore discussed.
layout
lubrication
an d

TUBE

SPINNING

and
.

TO

ALUMINUM

GENERAL

HOW

NOW

ALUMINUM

PUBLIC SHOWING
at Alcoa headquarters,
National Wartime
Metal Congress,
Palmer House, Chicago

OCTOBER

Describes

proper
p
for hand
cal spinning, te and
of
as well Me_
do"
cusseastto
as
als and
ntdis_
equipment.

18-22

These five brand-new, how-to -do -it sound motion pictures are
now
available for your instructional work. They may he borrowed
or
purchased; 16 and 35 mm sizes. For further information,
write
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 2136 Gulf
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

ALCOA

ALCOA
48
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200 pages of .

only

.

Appreciating the present special need for radio ref-

CHECK THIS TABLE OF CONTENTS NOW

erence data in compact, convenient form, the Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation presents
"Reference Data for Radio Engineers" as an aid to
radio research, development, production and operation.

Conversion Table,
Fractions of an Inch with Metric Equivalents, Copper Wire Table, Copperweld
Wire: Mechanical and Electrical Properties, Standard Stranded Copper Conductors, Screw Head Styles and Method
of Length Measurement, Standard Machine Screw Data-Chart for Hole Sizes.

General Engineering Tables.

selecting material for this book, the aim was to
provide for the requirements of the engineer as
well as the practical technician. Hence, more fundaIn

Engineering and

glance at the table of contents, listed at the right
will show the wealth of sul;ject matter included. All
material is presented in a concise, practical form
generously illustrated, with more than 175 charts,
graphs and tables all conveniently arranged for
ready use.

A

oratories in collaboration with other associate companies of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. This group of companies (including their predecessors) possesses experience
gained throughout the world over a period of many
years in the materialization of important radio
projects.
should be on the desk of
every radio engineer. Order your copy today only
one dollar, in serviceable green cloth binding. The
order form at the right is for your convenience.

-

r
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Waveforms, Analyses of Commonly

Encountered Waveforms.
Dimensional Expressions.
Greek Alphabet.

Mathematical Formulas and General Infor-

CONVENIENT ORDER FORM

Publication Department,
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
I enclose
dollars for which send me
Radio Engineers" ($1.00 per copy)
Name
Address

67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.

Uniform Lines, Transmission Line Types
and Their Characteristic Impedance, Impedance Matching with Shorted Stub,
Impedance Matching with Open Stub.)
Wave Guides and Resonators.
Radio Propagation and Antennas. FieldStrength
of Radiation from an Antenna, Field
Strength from an Elementary Dipole,
Ultra -Short Wave Propagation: ( Line of
Sight Transmission Distance.) Reflection
Coefficient of Plane Radio Waves from
Surface of the Sea, Distance Ranges of
Radio Waves, Radio Transmission and
the Ionosphere, Time Interval between
Transmission and Reception of Reflected Signal, Linear Radiators: ( Maxima
and Minima of Radiation-Single-Wire
Radiator.) Antenna Arrays: ( Radiation
Pattern of Several Common Types of
Antennas, Radiation Pattern of Multi Element Linear Broadside Array, Radiation Pattern of Multi -Element Binomial
Broadside Array.) Frequency Tolerances.
Noise and Noise Measurement. Wire Telephony, Radio.
Non -Sinusoidal Waveforms. Relaxation Oscillators, Electronic Differentiation Methods, Fourier Analysis of Recurrent

Connections and Circuit mation. Miscellaneous Data, MensuraData for Typical Rectifiers, Selenium
tion Formulas, Formulas for Complex
Rectifiers.
Quantities, Algebraic and Trigonometric Formulas, Approximations for
Vacuum Tubes and Amplifiers. Vacuum Tube
Small Angles, Quadratic Equation,
Design: ( Nomenclature, Coefficients,
Arithmetical Progression, Geometrical
Terminology, Formulas, Electrode, DisProgression, Combinations and Persipation Data, Filament Characteristics. )
mutations, Binomial Theorem, MacUltra -High Frequency Tubes, Vacuum
laurin's Theorem, Trigonometric SoluTube Amplifier Design: ( Classification,
tion of Triangles, Complex Hyperbolic
General Design, Graphical Methods,)
and other Functions, Great Circle
Resistance Coupled Audio Amplifier DeCalculations.
sign, Negative Feedback, Distortion,
Army and Navy Preferred List of Vacuum Mathematical Tables. Logarithms of Numbers and Proportional Parts, Natural
Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes, ApproxiTrigonometric Functions for Decimal
mate Formulas.
Fractions of a Degree, Logarithms of
Telephone Transmission. Power Ratio, VoltTrigonometric Functions for Decimal
age Ratio, Decibel Table, Transmission
Fractions of a Degree, exponentials (e n
Line Data and Constants.
and a-n) , Natural or Naperian Logarithms, Hyperbolic Sines, Hyperbolic
Radio Frequency Transmission Lines. TransCosines, Hyperbolic Tangents, Bessel
mission Line Data: ( Surge Impedance of
Functions.
Rectifiers, Special

Material for this Reference was compiled under the
direction of the Federal Telephone and Radio Lab-

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation

Insulating

Condenser
Color Code, Resistor Color Code, Standard Color Coding for Resistors, Inductance Charts for Single Layer Solenoids,
Copper Wire Coil Data, Reactance
Charts, Time Constants for Series Circuits, Impedance Formulas, Network
Theorems, Electrical Circuit Formulas,
Attenuators, Piker Networks.

Audio and Radio Design-General.

-

Published by the

Material Data.

Materials, Plastics: Trade Names, Physical Constants of Various Metals, Fusing
Currents of Wire, Melting Points of
Solder, Temperature Chart of Heated
Metals, Spark Gap Voltages, Thermocouples and Their Characteristics, Characteristics of Typical Thermocouples,
Head of Water and Approximate Discharge Rate, Wind Velocities and Pressures, Weather Data:
( Temperature Extremes, Precipitation Extremes, World Temperatures,
World Precipitation.)
Principal Power Supplies in Foreign
Countries, Audible Spectrum, Ether
Spectrum, Radio Frequency Classifications.

mental Jata are included than usually found in a
concise radio handbook, in order to fill a gap that
has existed in the past between handbooks and
standard radio engineering text books. Special effort
also was directed to making the material useful both
in the laboratory and in the field.

This handy new reference

$100

City

copies of "Reference Data for

ELECTRONICS

State
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War's necessity mothers tomorrow's blessing. War-

born electronic devices which now strengthen and
sharpen a war pilot's radio signal may, some happier

tomorrow, guard the glory of a symphony.

fioYff fife nit»dofinm
glories flicker in the electronic tubes? Or in
any of the modern miracles so familiar to us at
Sylvania?

Who

sound for the ears of the world. New knowledge for the eyes of the world. More mists of

through the deafening crackle of

ignorance swept away! Those are the potentials
which inspire us, in everything we do, to work to
one standard and that the highest known.

New

knows the future of these discoveries which
keep our pilots in clear communication, even
a

tropical storm?

Who knows what undreamed comforts, undreamed

SYLVANIAELECTRIC

PRODUCTS INC.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

5 0 0
FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK IC, N.Y.
RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES,
INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS,
FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES

IN ACTION ON

THE HOME FRONT

...

Sylvania Fluorescent Lamps and Equipment

are helping our war factories speed production. Sylvania Radio
Tubes are helping bring information and entertainment to homes throughout
the land. Sylvania

Incandescent Lamps ore serving long and economically in these
same homes.
As always, the Sylvania trade-mork means extra performance,
extra worth.

50
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A CELANESE *PLAST/C
Keeps Out
The Black Hand

Electro - Chemical
Corrosion

it

if

s

Electro -chemical corrosion is a built-in hazard of many
insulating materials. Lumarith (cellulose acetate) foil
is chemically inert to the oxidizing action of current carrying copper wire and moisture. When used as an
extra covering for coil spools, paper tubing and bobbins,
it does not promote corrosion-brings the equivalent
of "free air" protection to delicate electrical circuits.
¶ For special applications, Lumarith foil A-78 finish,
matte -surfaced on one side, is a production time-saver
for certain insulating operations. It can be slit into
strips and wound on pancakes or kops
without the use of talc, oil or other lubricants. The microscopic air spaces in the
matte finish prevent sticking or packing. Because of this absence of lubricant, handling is
therefore easier and production can be speeded
up. Lumarith A-78 finish has a greater elongation
tremendous advantage, especially on automatic
equipment. ¶ The.Celanese Celluloid Corporation has
prepared a booklet outlining the qualities of Lumarith
for dielectrics and protective coverings. Information on
dielectric strength, resistivity, power factors, etc. is
In molded form, as well as film and foil,
readily available in its pages. Write_ for your copy.
the possibilities of Lumarith plastics are
manifold. Here is a molded Lumarith coil
¶ Celanese Celluloid Corporation, The First Name in
spool with structural as well as dielectric strength ... and two spirally wound
Plastics,180 Madison Ave., New York City 16, a division
Lumarith coil covers, which both insulate
of Celanese Corporation of America. 'Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
and protect at the same time.

-a
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... I know, Fred

.

but we

Okay

hold this job
up any longer ...

... but it means

we'll have to get
our VC from some

CAN'T

body else

... QUICK

IF YOU

need another source of supply for your insulating
materials, it will pay you to investigate The National Varnished
Products Corporation.

For here is a group of old hands in the development and production
of varnished insulating materials-with up-to-the-minute machinery
and equipment and equally important
keen appreciation
of today's wartime needs.

- -

-a

source of supply you can depend upon for Varnished Cambric, Canvas, Duck, Acetate and Papers of high quality and uniformity
in a full range of thicknesses, sizes and finishes
for
immediate delivery.
It is a

-

Varnished cable tape
Varnished canvas

Varnished duck
Varnished cellulose acetate
Varnished papers
Varnished tubings and sleevings
Varnished identification markers
Lacquered tubings and sleevings

Write, wire or phone us your requirements and we will ship at

Extruded Vinylite tubings

once either from conveniently located wholesalers stocks or from
our own. We welcome emergency orders.

Extruded Vinylite identification markers

THE N °
2

-

Varnished cambric-straight cut and bias

1

52

1

R

NAL

ANDOLPH

Write for bulletins

VARNISHED P Ó'DUCTS

AVENUE

*

WOODBRIDGE

TEL.

RAHWAY 7-2171

NEW
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BUTTON SILVER MICA CONDENSERS
FOR V.H.F.-U.H.F. APPLICATIONS
THESE small condensers consist essentially of a stack of silvered mica sheets
encased in a silver plated housing. The
housing forms one terminal, the other terminal being connected at the center of the

stack, thus providing the shortest possible
electrical path to and from the capacitor.
For V.H.F. and U.H.F. applications
where short ribbon -type leads, low series
inductance, and compactness are requisite
factors, Erie Type 370 Button Mica Condensers are ideal components.
A wide selection of terminal and
mounting designs is available to provide
both feed -through and by-pass connections. Capacity ranges and electrical characteristics are given above.
The efficiency and quality of Erie
Button Silver Micas have been thoroughly

CHARACTERISTICS
CAPACITY RANGE:
15 to 500 MMF at 1 mc.
POWER FACTORS:
.08% max. for capacity tolerance ± 5% or
closer (for resonant circuit applications).
.12% max. for capacity tolerance over ± 5%
(for by-pass and blocking use).
MAX. WORKING VOLTAGE:

350 Volts A.C., 500 Volts D.C.
Flash Test (2 seconds) 1,000 Volts D.C.
Leakage Resistance, Over 10,000 megohms.

proven in wartime communications equipment since before Pearl Harbor.
Write for data sheet which gives
complete information.

BACK THE ATTACK WITH WAR BONDS

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
ELECTRONICS
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LONDON, ENGLAND

TORONTO, CANADA.
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he can do your work
if you are

not really concerned about what happens
to your designs after they leave the drafting board. And if the
choice of electronic tubes and other components is left to
chance, the performance of the finished product can scarcely
measure up to the engineers' conception of it. Imagination is
the well -spring of true progress in the field of electronics - - - but
the performance of the most finely conceived design is no better
than the tubes incorporated in it.
.

.

.

.. .

FOUR

"E" AWARDS

FOR EXCELLENCE

Each Division of Raytheon
has been Awarded the Army and Navy

III

"E"

The name Raytheon

is synonymous with quality and dependability wherever tubes are in use. When production can again
be directed to civilian use Raytheon tubes will be built better
than ever before - - - the engineering of Raytheon tubes will
afford hitherto undreamed of new horizons for amateur,
commercial and industrial radio.

nAYtNEoN
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
R althant atol .Newton,
Massachusetts

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE
OF TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR
THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONIC4
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It's a tough job at best...this business of
bombing, but around -the -dock-it must continue...if we'd shorten the path to victory
...and it's during the jittery hours of darkness ... or when fog shuts down, that getting
home in safety depends on accurate radio
transmissions. "Blueprints of Safety" assure
that A. A. C. whip -antenna is reliable at all
times, and under the most exacting conditions. Its automatic direction finder allocates
the course and an additional safety factor
is the retractable feature, which facilitates
easy replacement from within the ship.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

lit Clt: f FT iCCESSORIES

CORPORATION

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRECISION AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULICS
ELECTRONICS
ANK, CALIF.

KANSAS CITY, KANS.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

CABLE ADDRESS: AACPRO

OLILEY CRYSTALS
RIDE WITH THE
Built by

SCR -299

kallicraftprs

ONE of the outstanding achievements in wartime
radio transmitter design is the SCR -299. Serving
equally well as a mobile or stationary radio station,
this now famous equipment is doing a real job on our

battle fronts.

This war is run by radio. The vital importance of

maintaining reliable communications necessitates the
selection of quartz crystal units that are accurate and
dependable. Bliley Crystals are engineered for service
they are used in all branches of military communications and are, of course, supplied for the SCR -299.
.

BACK THE ATTACK WITH WAR BONDS

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO., ERIE, PA.
56
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INTERNAL -PIVOT
YES, HICKOK

has pioneered again by

ELECTRIC METERS

developing Internal -Pivot Meters. Here
are some of the important advantages of
this improved instrument.

It is obvious that mounting the

pivot

on the inside of the armature permits
much thinner construction than heretofore
meters measure about one
inch deep.

-

This is a result of large radius pivots

and high torque.

It is impossible to shock the move-

ment out of the jewels, because they
are not held in bridges or brackets
which might spring or warp.

ALSO
ings

- Fast

se and accurate read-

eral all around reliability.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
ELECTRONICS

-
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MEYERCORD
DECALS
'Meyercord Decals are serving the war effort in a thousand
different ways ... saving metal ... money ... weight ..
and man -power. Decal nameplates, instructions, inspection data, serial numbers, dial faces, insignia, etc., are used
on tanks, combat and merchant ships, planes and communication equipment. They're durable, washable, and can
be reproduced in any color, size or design. No screws,
bolts or rivets required for application. No sharp edges.
Meyercord Decals can be applied to flat convex or concave surfaces... for interior or exterior use... on metal,
wood, fabric, rubber... even CRINKLED METAL! Special
mar -proof Decals are resistant to temperature extremes,
fumes, abrasion, vibration. Free designing and technical
service. For complete information address Dept. 710.
.

fKTNcPAE

World's Leading Decalcomania Manufacturer

5323 West Lake Street

Chicago 44, Illinois

"
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BETTER PRODUCT .

..

Cornell-Dubilier Capacitors
fO,N

In chemistry, the key to the qualities of a

Special C -D impregnation process, resulting in a capacitor of

compound lie in the molecular structure of

extreme stability and high insulation resistance. These capaci-

its components. In radio, too, the formula

tors are unaffected by variations in temperature and humidity

for a better product

conditions.

is in

the quality of the

components used. That is why many of the leading manufacturers of radio equipment specify C -D Capacitors. These

manufacturers know and recognize the importance of reliable
capacitors. You too, can insure the dependable performance

of your equipment by specifying C -D capacitors for your manu-

Careful selection of gauged mica, providing

a

unit of higher

breakdown voltage and low power -factor.

No magnetic materials used in construction, reducing losses
at all frequencies.

facturing requirements. Our engineers will be glad to cooperate with you on applications involving the use of capacitors.

Cornell Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, N. J.

Moulded in Bakelite, producing a mechanically -strong well insulated capacitor of increased moisture resistance.
Short, heavy terminals result in reduced r.f. and contact
resistance

Moulded Mica Transmitter Capacitors
Used in power amplifiers and low -power transmitters principally for r.f. by-passing, grid and plate blocking applications,
the Cornell-Dubilier Type 9 Moulded Mica Capacitor offers
these features'- typical of all C -D Molded Mica Capacitors:

These capacitors as well as. others in
the complete C-D line are described
in Catalog 160T. Free on request.

WORLD'S
LECTRONICS

-
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ANOTHER SECRET WEAPON
THAT TELLS THE STORY OF

PHILCO AT WAR!
_

---

.._

NOW comes news of another American
secret weapon ...the "Bazooka"! It's an
amazing rocket gun that's as easy to carry as
a rifle and can shatter the heaviest enemy
tank like a howitzer.
And now we are permitted to tell another
fascinating part of the sensational story of
Philco at war. The Philco Metal Division,
whose huge presses produce the metal parts of
peacetime Philco radios, is today building the
projectile of the Army's newest secret weapon.

The "Bazooka" makes a two -man soldier
team a tornado of destruction. It consists of
a launcher and a rocket -propelled. projectile.
Operated by two men, one loads and the
other fires. Tanks, pill- boxes, buildings,
bridges and railroads wither under the fire
of its deadly, rocket - propelled projectile.
Conceived and developed by the engineers
of the Army Ordnance Department, Philco is
proud of having been chosen for a leading
part in its final perfection and production.
This is one more example of how the
diversified Philco research, engineering and
production facilities are serving almost every
branch of the Army and Navy. It is a promise,
too, of the future ... when Philco leadership
will bring to the homes and industries of
the nation the newest developments of war
research and production.

PHILCO

CORPORATION
60
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HEATER
CAR
YOUR
OF
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One of the things you seldom think

takes whatever neglect comes its way.

about, because it is so dependable on

It's just one of those out -of -sight re-

the job, is the motor that drives your

liables that help make the modern car

car heater fan.

the comfortable, satisfactory transpor-

You flip 'er on, and get prompt

tation it is. And very likely that little

warmth. You flip 'er off, and that's that.

motor is a "Smooth Power" model.

But that little motor is a husky for

But there are other jobs, equally

work. It starts cold, but instantly. It

exacting, these "Smooth Power" motors
can do. We want to know about them

THE

now so we can, if necessary, design

ENERAL
NDUSTRIES
COMPANY

St/weez4

77cetei«,
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special models to serve them.

Please let us know if you have work
for these husky little "Smooth Power"

motors to do.
THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES
Elyria

COMPANY
Ohio
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lot,

"for great
achievement"
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Stupakoff produces a complete line of
precision, "radio grade", low loss insulators
made of Steatite and other materials

Back The .ittark-Buy War Bonds

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING
CO., LATROBE, PA.
62
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SPECIALISTS IN ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING VACUUM PRODUCTS FOR ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS
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if he were asked to send his dull blades back to the factory for reconditioning. He has a way of his own. Equally simple and economical
is
the restoration of original efficiency to the Center Pivot Assembler's
Bit used with CLUTCH HEAD Screws. A brief application of
the end
surface to a grinding wheel is all that is needed to send it
back
to
the Line with a new lease on life
ready again for another long
spell of uninterrupted service. This is an important factor
in time
and money saving on assembly lines. Yet, it is just one of
several

...

exclusive CLUTCH HEAD features that contribute to faster,
better,
safer, and lower cost production. The wide roomy clutch
invites
confidence for higher speed ... even with "green" operators.
Natural
self centering entry removes the hazard of slippage. Vertical
reduce the driving effort required. The Lock -On feature, clutch walls
uniting screw
and bit as a unit for easy one -handed reaching, eliminates
dropped
screws and fumbling with "mechanical" fingers. Add
to these, the fact
that CLUTCH HEAD is the only modern screw operative with
type screwdrivers ... so important to service and adjustments ordinary
in the field.
CLUTCH HEAD

Screws, used

today in important wartime
work, are available in Stand-

that you may get a firsthand understanding of these
many advantages, United
invites you to send for an
assortment of CLUTCH HEAD
Screws and sample Center
Pivot Assembler's Bit...also
fully illustrated Brochure.
So

ard and Thread -forming
types for every purpose.

Their production is backed
by the extensive resources
of this Corporation and
by responsible Licensees.

UNITED SCREW AND BOLT CORPORATION

CHICAGO
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CLEVELAND
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electrical

insulator

known

today"

-an

opinion subscribed to by leading
engineers in radio, television and industry.

THERE IS ONLY
MYCALEX is not a new discovery

ONE

MYCALEX

... it is the matured creation of a group of visionary

men who set out twenty-five years ago to produce a superior type of low -loss insulation.
Forged in the furnace of thousands of applications, MYCALEX is as dependable as an old
friend, and its performance is so reliable that it has been chosen by military and civilian
engineers for important assignments in practically every activity in the war effort.
Engineers prefer MYCALEX not only for its dependability, but for its great diversity
of applications. Here's an insulation that may be cut, drilled, tapped, machined, milled,
polished, and moulded. Here's an insulation which meets requirements for close tolerances.
Here's an insulation that has a low power factor, low loss, negligible moisture absorption,
high dielectric strength. Truly, MYCALEX stands head and shoulders above other types of
glass bound mica insulation.
MYCALEX is not the name of

a class of materials.

registered trade -name for
low-loss insulation manufactured in the Western Hemisphere only by the Mycalex Corporation of America. Sheets and rods are immediately available for fabrication by us or in your
own plant. We suggest that you send in your requirements for moulded parts.
THE

It is the

NAL
INSULATOR

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Help Shorten the War

...

Keep Buying More War Bonds

IMYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Exclusive Licensee under all patents of MYCALEX (PARENT)
(
) CO., Ltd.

60 CLIFTON BOULEVARD

ELECTRONICS
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CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
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good men went lots of places
with just a gas gauge, altimeter, tachometer and a hunch.
But flying "by the seat of his pants"
doesn't help today's- pilot take a 20 ton
bomber on a 1400 mile flight, bring him
downstairs through the overcast 90 seconds from his aiming point, deposit a
load of eggs down a chimney 5 miles
below, and then bring him home in the
LOTS of

dark.

That takes flyers. It takes planes.
And it takes a method for obtaining and

...

evaluating information
precise and
utterly dependable information ... concerning every single feature offlight
operations. Phis detailed information
is at the fingertips of every pilot,
navigator and bombardier today, placed there
by precision instruments undreamed
of
only yesterday. The responsibility
placed on instruments today can hardly
be overstated. We're assuming our
share
of that responsibility ... building Boes
electrical and navigational instruments
to do the job today, conceiving and testing newer ideas for tomorrow.

eel/0)E

RADIO COMPASS INDICATOR,
ANOTHER BOES PRODUCT.

n) .59(-7//n, 0/14,O.

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL
AND NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR AIRCRAFT

BONDS
66
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This new speaker, recently developed

by JENSEN engineers, is but one of many improved
types now being manufactured for military uses.
Thus another loud -speaker is ready for expanded fields

of operation after the war.
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TYPE 5CP
CATHODE-RAY
TUBE

Type 5CP is a mighty popular cathode-ray tube
in the present
war effort. It is required in large numbers for
oscillographic

CHARACTERISTICS
and focus
5" electrostatic deflection
Intensifier feature

tube.
fbrimanmum
deflection sensitivity
ns:
of tour fluorescent
e cr Long
resc
n
u
dium
Blue
Green White
Medium (5CP4);
(5CP2):
Short (SCP5).

efor

Bulged
designc proTube b segreater
ical strength.
insulation between
invides adequate
leads for high -altitude

electrode
stallations.
Elec6.3. Intensifier
ng
Heater voltage4400 v. max. focusictrode Potential
Electrode Electrodetential lPotential 2200 v.
celetating

max.
DID., 36.5 d.c.
Deflection Factor:-minus 20%; DID i.
plus inch, plus -minus
volis/kv inch,
kv
32.0 d.c. volts/
20%.
acce
4000 v. total biases
Grid bias: at cutoff
ating Potential,
50%.
v., plus -minus
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and
special indicating purposes. And DuMont is indeed
proud fo be
producing its full share of 5CP's as still another
contribution to
victory, on the all-important electronic front.
Here again the specialized skill of DuMont engineers
and craftsmen is in evidence. While adhering rigidly
fo standard specifications governing this popular type, DuMont
has introduced its own
refinements, improvements and double-check
inspection for more
rugged, longer -lasting cathode-ray tubes.
Always remember, when it bears the DuMont
seal it is a product
of the pioneer in the commercialized
cathode-ray tube field.
Be sure you have a copy of the
new DuMont manual and
catalog in your working library.
Contains invaluable data
on cathode-ray technique together
with listings of DuMont
tubes, oscillographs and allied equipment.
Write on business stationery for your registered
copy.

ALLEN B. DU MONT
LABORATORIES, Inc.
Passaic
Coble Address

November 1943
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IMAGINE
SOLDERING METAL
TO GLASS!

New PYREX Metallized Bushings help 8 Big Ways!
'

Foolproof-the metallized layer solders easily.
You can use any common solder and flux, applied by
soldering iron, soft air-gas flame or induction heating.
You get a permanent hermetic bond-a positive seal against
leakage of oil, water, and air-with no gaskets, washers,
or "dopes" to leak.
You save time and money on 'çssembly
fewer parts and
fewer operations reduce labor costs and speed up production-several Pyrex bushings can be soldered at onceno baking required.
Practically

-

4

6.
7.

Water absorption

8.

Selection is

chip.

is

negligible-there's no glaze to crack or

Pyrex bushings do not carbonise or

track-because glass

wide-there's one to
available standard sizes.

your needs in the several

inorganic.

fit

MAIL COUPON TODAY

is

!

Pyrex metallized bushings offer great thermal shock resist-

ance-easily meet Army and Navy specifications for rapid
temperature change.
You enjoy all the superior electrical characteristics of glasslow dielectric constant, low power factor, high dielectric
strength, and great electrical resistivity.

/vex
WWII RAND

Electronic Sales Dept. E-1 1-2
Bulb & Tubing Division
Corning Glass Works
Corning, N. Y.
Please send me full details of improved method of
metallizing on glass.
Name and Title

iinviwarors

Company

Street
City

State

"PYREX" is a registered trade -mark and indicate' manufacture
by Corning Glass Works

;LFCTRONICS
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Wherever, whenever the need
is for a blank where absolutely
faithful
recording is a necessity, engineers
are sure
to specify Audiodiscs.

Quality has been built into every disc, from
the
initial base material to the final superior
lacquer
coating by an exclusive Audio process. These
better
"ingredients" must produce a better recording
blank. That they do
is the reason why Audiodiscs
are longer-lasting, assure a minimum
of
surface noise, and give absolutely true playback
performance.
'Whether your need is a commercial one,
or for the most exacting wartime applications,
be certain
of quality with Audiodiscs.

Audio Devices Inc., 444 Madison
Avenue, New Y

70
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Aboard the ECA ship of the future ... manned by our creative
engineers ... is a precious cargo of electronic techniques
adaptable to postwar living. At present, however, our total

efforts are pointed toward the liquidation of the Axis. We
are supplying vital equipment to the Armed Services at a
faster rate to help shorten the war. More than two decades

of radio and electronic specialization are recorded in our
laboratory's "log"

... and the

many practical developments,

borne of past commercial and current wartime experiences,

will be made available to you. From time to time, our present schedules permit us to accept additional assignments.

FORMULA FOR GREATER PRODUCTION
.

.

cordial management - labor relations, good

working conditions, recognition of índiuídual merit,
incentive-bonus plan, recreational and educational
facilities, and the will to get the war over in a hurry.

ELECTRONIC CORP. OF AMERICA
45 WEST 18th STREET

ELECTRONICS
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NEW YORK Il, N.Y.

WATKINS 9-1870
71

'NE

O FOR ACCURACY

HAY D U BROTHERS
in the

are playing a vital part

important and strenuous war efforts of the
Electronic

Industries

.

.

.

supplying this field with over twenty-two

million precision parts daily.

No matter how large the quantity,
how close the tolerance, how impossible the problem,
we have always
arrived at a solution that saves time,
money and
materials
is

... and

waste of time, money or materials

criminal in these war times.

Additional space, extra equipment
permits
to serve more clients

... faster,

us

better, at

greater economy. We have the
experience, engineering staff, the men
and
the machines to undertake your
difficult problems. Consult us at once.

SPECIALISTS IN BURNER
TIPS

TUBE PARTS, WIRE FORMS,
A MEMBER OF THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS

ASSOCIATION

METAL STAMPING FOR
RADIO,

ELECTRICAL, AVIATION
AND

INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURERS
72
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your specifications,
we're likely to have the answer
are in an excellent position
to provide you with hermetically -sealed capacitors for wartime applications. Our extensive engineering,
research, and manufacturing facilities
are at your service.
In some cases there will be no need
to look further than our standard line
of Pyranol* capacitors for built-in
applications.
The line includes more than 350
ratings in space -saving shapes and
WE

sizes. Many of the ratings are available in three shapes-oval, cylindrical,
rectangular-to make your design
problems easier. And they can be
mounted in any position.
your copies of our
time -saving catalogs on d -c (GEA -2621A)
and a -c (GEA -2027B) types. Ask your G -E
representative for them by number, or
write to General Electric, Schenectady,
New York.
BE SURE TO

GET

*Pyranol is the G -E trade mark for capacitors and for askarel, the synthetic, noninflammable liquid used in
treating G-E capacitors.

BUY

ELECTRONICS

-- November

WAR

1943

BONDS

PYRANOL
CAPACITORS
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DO YOU HAVE A

CRYSTAL PROBLEM?

For years, we have specialized
quantity production of an exceptionally in the
wide
variety of quality Quartz Crystals. Recent patents
granted to us on new precision cuts and improved
mechanical processes have increased still
further
the accuracy and volume output of James
Knights
Crystals. We make samples nearly every
day for
some new customer so that he can design
his
equipment to fit a crystal that is now a standard
of comparison. Why not let us help you?

PRECISION CUTTERS OF
QUARTZ

for
COMMUNICATIONS & OPTICAL
USES

The JAMES KNIGHTS Company
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS
PHONE 65

74
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in retrospect is a convincing
revelation of how far we have come along the
pathway of science and invention in a half century. It is also a promise and a prediction of what
goals may be reached in the years ahead.
AFLEETING GLANCE

The AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER-today a specified unit of modern phonographs-is a striking
example of this progress. Prior to Pearl Harbor
G. I. Record Changers had won distinct recognition for their long-term, service -free dependability, their permanence of factory adjustment and
ease of installation. But our record changers of
the future will definitely surpass those of yesterday, for normal advancement has been accelerated by the improved designing and production
skill demanded by the present great emergency.
While we cannot plan all the details now, we
can lay the foundation for the new devices and
products which are the harvest of wartime ingenuity. Our thinking-our designing and potential production facilities can be of value to you if
you include them in your own post-war plans. We
would be happy at the opportunity to call and
sit down with you to discuss it.

enera
ELECTRONICS

-
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FOIr THE SOLUTION
OF YOUR

TRANSFORMER PROBLEMS
matter-as measured in terms of Victory in
war, or progress in peacetime-is a decisive, tanGrey

gible factor Strategies, techniques and analyses
-whether for military or commerce-are its by-products.
Success is directly proportionate to the quality
involved.
The calibre of N -Y -T engineering is proved
by the thou-

sands* of new transformer designs evolved
to individual
requirements over the past few years.
These audio and
power components are now assuming a vitally
important
role in World War Il, in Army, Navy
and Air Corps applications.
When the world crisis is over, and
our present 100 % Victory
effort terminates, N -Y -T engineers and
technicians will be
available for collaboration in the solution
of your transformer problems. The vast experience
gained now, should
be of tremendous value then.

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER CO
26 WAVERLY
PLACE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

"The exact number is confidential
information for the duration

76
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OPEN CIRCUIT JACK

CLOSED CIRCUIT JACK

MICROPHONE JACK

TU -WAY PHONE PLUG

ONE-WAY PLUG

UIS. CAN HELP YOU

(MAKE THE RIGHT `CONTACTS"...
right "contacts" are always important. In electrical
and electronic applications a poor contact can mean
costly losses. By using Utah Jacks and Plugs you can be
sure that your equipment, will not fail from the want of
proper contact. They have been tested in the laboratory
and in actual use thousands of times, answering every test
successfully-under all types of conditions.
UTAH PHONE JACKS are everything that selected
materials and human ingenuity can make them. They are
available in Imp, Short and Long frame types to .fit the
standard phone plugs. Special Jacks are also made to meet
Navy and Signal Corps Specifications.
UTAH PHONE PLUGS can be supplied in two or three
conductor types-for practically every type of application.
THE

Compact, sturdy and dependable-they're all a plug should
be. Utah standard plugs are being used on many products
destined for use by the Armed Forces. In addition, special
plugs are being manufactured.
Investigate today the possibilities of using Utah Jacks
and Plugs in your electrical applications. You'll be assured of absolute dependability-and you'll be cashing in
on Utah's extensive electrical and electronic experience.
Write today for full information on Utah's Jacks and Plugs
-it may save you considerable time and money.
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY, 837 Orleans St.,
Chicago, Illinois. Canadian Office: 5.60 King Street West,
Toronto. In Argentine: UCOA Radio Products Co.,
S. R. L., Buenos Aires.

PARTS FOR RADIO, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCLUDING
SPEAKERS, TRANSFORMERS, VIBRATORS, VITREOUS ENAMELED RESISTORS,

WIREWOUND CONTROLS, PLUGS, JACKS, SWITCHES, ELECTRIC MOTORS

CABLE ADDR
ELECTRONICS
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SPECIAL

Superbly engineered . . . mechanically and electrically,
DeJur wire -wound potentiometers perform their
functions
dependably. There's a DeJur potentiometer to
fill your
needs. Here, we illustrate a few ... however,
we can and
do produce these units to required
resistances. We will
gladly furnish technical data upon
request.

e,

NEW

78

YORK

Awarded for Excellence in Pro duction and Quality of Material

PLANT:

99 Hudson Street, New York City

msco Corporation

SHELTON,
CANADIAN

CONNECTICUT

SALES

OFFICE:

560 King Street West, Toronto

November 1943
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POSITION

CONTACTS
SAVE PRODUCTION

Solder faster and accomplish better connections with Amphenol connectors. No rearranging
no twisting
no
turning. Strong, permanent, perfectly soldered connections
in record time! Amphenol Fixed Position Contacts make it
easy to insert wire into the pre -tinned solder cups. Oversize
cups on size 20 contacts assure rapid fine wire installations.

...

Quality an all important factor

...

-

speed that increases production remarkably on your assembly line. Use Amphenol
Connectors to guarantee satisfactory operation and assured
dependability.
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
IN CANADA-AMPHENOL LIMITED

roques

your

et er

CHICAGO
TORONTO

cataloged data on Connectors, Cables, and Dielectric Plastics

New and more exacting problems
in insulation are being
solved by MYKROY, the perfect
low -loss, glass -bound mica
insulating material.
One of the many outstanding mechanical
properties of MYKROY
is that it will not warp,
shrink or change its physical form
under adverse conditions of
heat, cold or humidity.
Equipment insulated with
MYKROY functions with dependable
efficiency in torrid
es
, polar regions, vapor
g
-laden chemical
plants . .. at sea and under
the sea.

:;.

I

From Reports of Independent Testing
Laboratories
No.4
No.8
6.68
Dielectric Constant (Dry)
6.75
6.73
Dielectric Constant (Wet)
6.70

l

VASTLY INCREASED FACILITIES
TO FILL YOUR ORDERS
PROMPTLY

No more delays or bottlenecks!
Increases of more than 400%
in our plant and personnel
.00241
now afford ample capacity to
1.60
handle largest orders. We
are equipped to mold or
1.62
machine
any type or volume of component
630 Volts perMil
parts
specications.
Our specialized engineering
knowledgeour
is oat your service.
Write for complete engineering data and
ratings. Talk 'over your insulating
problems with our s ecialists.
P
.00240

MYKROY

Power Factor
Power Factor
Loss Factor
Loss Factor

(Dry)
.00164
(Wet)
.00231
(Dry)
1.11
(Wet)
1.54
Dielectric Strength.___660 Volts per
Mil.

IS SUPPLIED

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

80

IN SHEETS AND RODS
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MACHINED OR MOLDED
TO SPECIFICATIONS
SPE
70 CLIFTON BOULEVARD
Chicago 47:

1917

CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

NO. SPRINGFIELD AVENUE
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What

PANELYTE*
can do for your
1

-

exact specifications
and shipped ready for assembly.
Molding and fabrication of finished parts, as well as the
manufacture of the major part of the resins used, are done in
the PANELYTE plant. "Out front" in the war effort, this
greatly enlarged plant is now supplying over 2000 parts
to the aviation industry alone. In addition, a tremendous
volume of PANELYTE mechanical and electrical parts is
being used in maritime construction, and for equipment in
the Signal Corps and other branches of the service.

ELIMINATE COSTLY EXPERIMENT

of the 32 grades of PANELYTE laminated resinous structural plastics are clearly defined and as easy to
evaluate as different steels. PANELYTE should not be considered as a substitute for any natural or manufactured
material
but as a "preferred material" for applications
calling for the unique combination of electrical and mechanical properties found only in PANELYTE. To specify the
correct PANELYTE for a given application, our engineers
have only to know the exact requirements for the part.
The properties

-

4

GIVE TECHNICAL AID...AND ASSIST IN DESIGNING

-

PANELYTE policy for the past 13 years has been to work
in closest cooperation with the engineering staffs of leading
firms in the Automotive, Aviation, Central Station, Chemical,

PANELYTE structural parts are molded or fabricated to your

Communications, Electrical Equipment, Marine, Transportation, Petroleum, Radio, Refrigeration, Textile and Paper
Industries. PANELYTE engineers designed or assisted in the
design of many structural parts which are recognized as
important advances in the Aviation and Electrical industries.
Our thorough knowledge of the design, manufacture, and
use of structural laminated resinous plastics may help you
with some immediate problem
or in planning for future
production. Samples and factual Data Sheets are available.

2 SPEED PRODUCTION

-

Many manufacturers are cutting days
sometimes weeks
from production schedules by using molded PANELYTE parts.
By simplifying assemblies and reducing number of parts
needed, both time and money are saved. PANELYTE (paper,
fabric, wood veneers, fibre glass, and asbestos base) is
made in Sheets, Rods and Tubes.

3 FURNISH MOLDED

PANELYTE

-

OR FABRICATED PARTS

DIVISION, ST. REGIS

PAPER

ERICA'S

COMPAN

LARGEST

rL

A

MASS PRODUCTION

OF

SHEETS,

MANUFACTURER

OF

THERMO-SETTING

MOLUFi)

LAMINATED

PLASTICS

, 11-1'0910-$
co,sVA

it. -Orts

2.30

PRE-WAR

P apER
gN vE

NE

(0(20(

PßK PV

RODS,

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Kansas City,

Los

TUBES,

MOLDED

FORMS, FABRICATED

PARTS

Angeles, Montreal, New Orleans, St. Louis, St. Paul, San Francisco, Seattle, Toronto, Vancouver

Experienced and reliable Fabricators in Industrial Centers from coast -to -coast
ELECTRONICS
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At first glance, the intricate designs
of many wire
forms look like the "doodlings"
on an engineer's
scratch pad; yet each twist and turn serves
a necessary
function-either that of cushioning, retaining,
or joining. One Muehlhausen wire form
may be used to
cushion the huge reflector of a defensive
searchlight;
another may firmly grip the ceramic insulator
in a
power line circuit breaker.

Muehlhausen is currently producing
a variety of wire
forms for use in war products,
the unusual requirements of which are being met
by this company's experienced designers, skillful tool makers,
and extensive
fabrication equipment.

MUEHLHAUSEN SPRING
CORPORATION
Division of
760

Standard

Spring Company
Michigan Avenue,Steel
Logansport, Indiana

MUfHlN.4USEN
Leading Oroductees;gners
in every industry ore consulting Muehlhausen Engineers to secure springs of
lasting efficiency.

EVERY TYPE AND SIZE

82
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WILLIAM BRAN®
AVE.
276 FOURTH
N. Y.
NEW YORK,
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resistant to deteriorating influences
This TURBO insulation meets the
diversity of requirements necessary to stand up against general

break -downs, impairment through
moisture absorption, and the general
deteriorating influences caused by
acids, alkalis, etc.
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325 W. HURON
CHICAGO, ILL.

individual
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FLEXIBLE VARNISHED OIL
TUBING:

ANY
MP
C®
&
STREET

EXTRUDED TUBING:
resistant to sub -zero temperatures
Where the effects of extreme low
temperatures are apt to induce
insulation embrittlement, TURBO Extruded Ti.bing is especially suited.
Sudden climatic changes, wide fluctuations in temperature, or refrigerant
operating conditions will not effect
the dependability

-I
VARNISHED GLASS TUBING:
resistant to extremely high heat
The extensive use of this TURBO
product is directly attributable to

its excellent characteristics under high

heat conditions. Heavy duty operating conditions, confined areas where
ventilation is minimized and other
similar problems are solved

WIRE IDENTIFICATION
MARKERS:
to meet rigid ordnance specifications

facilitating of production and
assembling operations, with corresponding increases in functional
efficiency, are effected with this
TURBO insulation product. Available
in any size, length or color, these
TURBO markers are strictly in accord
with Army, Navy and Air Corps
The
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PUNCH

PRESS DIV.

GUTHMAN

Seqiei-Tmg-'tcxed

COILS

For many years before the war, Edwin I. Guthman & Co. was especially known for manufacturing better coils. With war came greater demands upon our facilities... U. S. Army and
Navy orders for many diversified radio parts ... expansion of our plant ... the addition of
many new manufacturing departments. All manufacturing and assembling of these many
units was done in our own completely equipped plant. Thus, our engineers and skilled
personnel gained a broader experience in modern radionics. Now, we are
concentrating all this technical experience in the engineering and
production of Guthman Super -Improved
yTo,
Coils ... promised leaders in peace.
time radionics.

15 SOUTH

THROOP STREETCHICAGO

PRECISION MANUFACTURERS AND ENGINEERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

:4:LECTRONICS
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Adlake P%#p4pe Mercury Relays
fffopk.a y

Automatic power control can be no more dependable
than its relays. That is why the plunger -type mercury
relay is replacing other types. It is the most dependable
relay thus far developed for many types of service, because dirt, dust, moisture, temperature changes, humidity
etc. can not affect its hermetically sealed contacts.
ADLAKE Plunger -type Mercury Relays are available
for A. C. up to
for either quick or time delay action
440 volts ... for D. C. up to 115 volts (and higher, with
and contact capacity from a fracoutside resistors)
tion of an ampere to 100 amperes. All operate on the
same basic principle. All are armored against outside
impact. All have hermetically sealed mercury to mercury
contacts which are positive, chatterless, noiseless and arcless.
For complete data, request bulletin.

,

...

...
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I
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UNFAILING,

P

Adlake Relay No. 1040-(for A.C.)
SW" high 2W wide, 2946' Projection.For
panel mounting. Contact normally
openorclosed. Quick ortime delay action.
Contact protected by metal armor.

O
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IN THESE

N

AND OTHER APPLICATIONS

Radio transmission
Electric time controls
Photo -electric apparatus
Heating and ventilating

©--

-so

-,----De-energized

Z

Plunger P is floating in mercury
M. Space indicated by S is filled
with inert gas.
The

above and accompanying

Energized
Coil C pulls plunger P down into
mercury M. Mercury thus displaced enters thimble T through
orifice O. Inert gas in thimble
has not yet escaped through ceramic plug CP, thus
effecting time delay.

sketches are not mechanical drawings. They show how Adlake Relays

Energized

g

Mercury now fills thimble T, is
completely leveled off and mercury to mercury contact established between electrodes E and
EE. Degree of porosity of plug
CP determines length of time delay-and accurately.

work, not construction detail.

OE MARK

THE

A-m-sj

ESTABLISHED IN 1857

IIESIIIKE
ELKHART, INDIANA

MANUFACTURERS OF ADLAKE HERMETICALLY SEALED MERCURY
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controls
Production line time
controls
Remote and automatic
controls
Air conditioning controls
Signals and indicators
Refrigeration controls
Voltage regulators
Burglar alarms
Electric call systems
Across the line motor
start switches
Motor reversing switches
Sign flashers
Animated displays
Telephone circuits
Mill and factory service
Navigation buoy flasher
light controls
Dry cleaning equipment
Surgical lighting controls
Electrolysis prevention
X-ray control

COMPANY
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

RELAYS FOR TIMING, LOAD, AND CONTROL
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Here's consolidated, living hell for electrical equipment. It's a "torture -chamber" that reproduces the
toughest possible conditions of temperature, humidity,
atmospheric pressure. It is one of the many "torture
devices" at Electronic Laboratories for testing EL
products.

Ti

E

HARDEST PART

of an

EL Power Supply's

life is being born. Because then it must survive tests
that make its actual service -life a bed of roses by

comparison.
F. L Power Supplies have to prove their guts in temperatures more extreme than Siberia's cold or Sahara's
at altitudes higher than the Himalayas and
heat
in salt
in dust storms
lower than the Dead Sea
in humidity worse than a Solomons swamp!
spray
Severe operating conditions all, yet intentionally exaggerated in tests at Electronic so that EL Power Supplies may live longer in actual service.
If you have power supply needs of converting low
voltage to high voltage, obtaining a precisely regulated
power output from a varying power input, or anything

...

...

...

...

wæ

else, however tough-let Electronic's engineers help you
find the answer.
lighting.
motors
Your problem may be radio
EL engineers are familiar with them all and many
other applications as well! They are at your service for

...

...
...

consultation!
Only

EL VIBRATOR

POWER SUPPLIES

Offer All These Advantages:
1. CONVERSION-DC to AC; DC
to DC; AC to DC; AC to AC.
2.

CAPACITIES-Up to 1,000

Watts.
VARIABLE FREQUENCIES-A
power supply iftay be designed to
furnish any frequency from 20 to
280 cycles, or a controlled variable
output within a 5% range of the
output frequency.
3.

MULTIPLE INPUTS-For example, one EL Power Supply, in
quantity production today, operates
from 6, 12, 24, 110 volts DC or HO
volts AC, and 220 volts AC, with'o
single stable output of 6 volts DC.

FLEXIBLE IN SHAPE, SIZE
AND WEIGHT-The component
parts of a vibrator power supply
7.

lend themselves to a variety of
assembly arrangements which makes
them most flexible in meeting space
and weight limitations.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY-EL
Vibrator Power Supplies provide the
highest degree of efficiency available in any type power supply.
8.

4.

5.

LABORATORIES, INC
...

INDIANAPOLIS

E L ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS Vibrator Power
Electric
Lighting
Supplies for Communications
Electric, Electronic and other
Motor Operation
Equip, gM
on Land, Sea or in the Air.

...

...

MULTIPLE OUTPUTS-Any

number of output voltages may
be secured from one power supply
to suit individual needs.
6.

WAVE FORMS-A vibrator

power supply con be designed to
provide any wave form needed for
the equipment to be operated.

9.

COMPLETELY RELIABLE-Use

on aircraft, tanks, PT boats, "WalkieTalkies," jeeps, peeps and other
military equipment, under toughest
operating conditions has demonstroted that E L units have what it
takes!
10.

MINIMUM MAINTENANCE-

There are no brushes, armatures
or bearings requiring lubrication or
replacement because of wear. The
entire unit may be sealed against
dust or moisture.

Copr. 1943, Electronic Laboratories, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Free F11 te ip ris e
. .
WHAT IS II? HOW DOES IT
WORK

a free-enterprise economy the chief motivating forces of which are the prospective rewards
for effort and risk-taking. Its smooth operation depends:
first, on adequate incentives for risk-taking, innovation,
and individual effort; and second, on sufficient competition to minimize the need for government regulation
and to prevent artificially high prices or wages from
being maintained in large segments of the economy.
Trouble comes when these incentives and this competition are tampered with or removed.
America was founded by men who had the urge to
better themselves and the courage to take a chance.
These men uprooted themselves in Europe and braved
the unknown. They risked all for freedom. They knew
that, to be free, they had to attain economic freedom.
Their goal was an economic freedom which permits the
private ownership of property, the free choice of jobs,
and free entry into entrepreneurial pursuits. Their
efforts, therefore, were directed toward individual opportunity with no limit on individual achievement.
Their foresight and the endeavors of those who followed them created the world's greatest industrial
nation enjoying the highest standards of living.
We can take pride in the knowledge that our country
has been the greatest single contributor to the world's
physical assets even though we remember that an abundance of natural resources contributed materially to
America's economic development. But the fact that our
progress has been interrupted, again and again, by depressions which resulted in enormous wastes of our
human and material resources is sobering proof that
our economic mechanism still is far from perfect.
Our production per man-hour has been increasing at
the rate of 21/2% per year. Improved machines and
greater efficiency have more than tripled the output per
hour of work since 1900. Looking to the future, this
annual rise indicates that our production per hour of
work will double in the course of the next 25 to 30
years. This means that we can have twice our present
volume of goods and services per capita or an equivaOvats is

,

lent combination of more production and more leisure.
In other words, we can further increase the living
standards and further decrease the working hours of
the American people by further intensifying our industrial efficiency.
This is no idle dream. It can be achieved, and it will
be achieved, if only we maintain the essential features
of our system of individual enterprise which alone
makes possible this near -utopian goal. Intensification
of our efficiency, however, means that we can have full
employment only if we expand enormously our production, and particularly our production of new goods. We
can expand total production only if we have the markets and the demands for the vast output of goods and
services made possible by our technological development. To attain these, we will need to venture into new
markets, new inventions, and new methods. Such ventures involve risks, and risks will be taken only if there
is sufficient prospect of reward.
Let us never lose sight of the fact that the essential
features of free enterprise are the prospective rewards
for risk -taking as well as for effort.
The evidence is clear that incentive methods of wage
payments will boost production. Carefully devised systems of salary payment with large differential inducements for superior performance have been powerful
means of raising the standards of managerial accom-

plishment.
Free enterprise cannot operate effectively unless the
wage and salary system offers greater rewards for greater
effort. Neither can it operate effectively unless the prospects for profit are sufficient to encourage the employment of resources which otherwise would be kept idle.
Unless the prospects of profit are superior to the
prospects of loss, new ventures will not be undertaken
and going concerns will not expand or continue long
in business. When the hope for profits wanes, employment and production. slump; when that hope revives,
employment and production recover.
Business initiative must be given every possible in-

ducement in order that maximum employment may be
achieved through private enterprise. This involves the
removal and avoidance of restrictions on business by
government, by labor, and by business itself.
Competition is the life -blood of the free enterprise
system. Business and industry must rely upon efficiency
rather than upon protection from competition for their
survival.

Those government controls which were made necessary during the war by the magnitude of government demands for goods should be lifted at the earliest possible moment. As soon as the danger of inflation has
receded, price controls must be removed and profit
margins again left free to be determined by market
forces. The excess profits tax must be repealed and the
burden of other taxes on business profits greatly reduced. Tax laws should be revised so as to permit adequate rewards for assuming risks. The modernizing of
anti-trust laws and their vigorous enforcement, not indiscriminate persecution, will be supported by all
who really want free enterprise. Such measures will
strengthen the incentives to expand old businesses and
to start new ventures.
Grants of unlimited monopoly powers to labor
unions which enable them, consciously or not, to
sabotage the profit incentive in business must be withdrawn. Labor has certain legitimate rights; and in order
to preserve them and its freedom, labor must come to
realize that its best interests lie in a well functioning,
self-disciplined competitive free -enterprise economy.
There must be evolved in the minds of business,
labor, and the public a recognition of the need for private business enterprise and a realization that policies
which throttle it are harmful not only to businessmen
but to workers and consumers as well. Unless we
achieve this understanding and avoid needless deterrents to business expansion, we are likely to pay for our
folly in the destruction of our free enterprise system.
We cannot tolerate conditions in which special interest groups in business, labor, agriculture, or politics
prevent free access to the market by would-be competitors. Such monopolizing of opportunities stifles progress
and creates profits or wage rates based on artificial
scarcity. In such cases government interference to
open the market to all corners is clearly indicated. We
must recognize the need for constructive policies by
business, labor, and government which will insure the
competition necessary for the successful operation of
our economy.
Increased government regulation and control of business activities is not conducive to strengthening the
virility of private enterprise. Government ownership
and operation of productive resources certainly is not
to be condoned. The more government rules and regulates business, the less will be the incentive to assume
risks and to exercise individual initiative. Government
regulation of the detailed operation of industry inhibits
progress, is prey to political pressures, and is subject to
the human failings of its administrators. Better far the

.

rough guidance and justice of vigorous, though somewhat imperfect, competition than the uncertainty of
arbitrary regulation.
The gravest threats to our competitive system exist
in legalized monopolies, such as the N.R.A. once comprised, such as the labor unions and farm groups have
recently achieved, such as businessmen themselves have
sometimes sought. The power of labor monopolies to
encroach on business profits will tend to interfere
seriously with the needed flow of new investment. And
when any group is strong enough to move the average
level of costs as much as the labor groups and the farm
groups are able to do, there is good reason to fear that,
when we begin to approach high levels of employment
and production in time of peace, these groups will induce a price -wage spiral which will waste money incomes on price increases instead of permitting them to
draw unemployed resources into production. While the
demands of labor for collective bargaining rights and
the demands of farmers for protection against the rigors
of depression have validity, there can be no reason for
excessive grants of power and privilege which threaten
to make our system of free enterprise unworkable.
Ours is a complex economic structure. The functions
which prices, income, savings, investments, and taxes
play in this system are difficult to comprehend.
As I have said before: Thinking is hard work, and we
will have to work hard if we are to develop business
policies, labor policies, and government policies which
will insure full employment and the opportunity for
consistent profit. Yet only through such policies can we
guarantee that private enterprise will be the predominant source of jobs, income, and production.
Even more difficult than thinking, and more important, is the implementation of many policies that are
in the interest of the free enterprise system. Not all
measures will satisfy all people. Special interests will
have to be subordinated to the total interests of the
nation. Sacrifice and vision have been essential to the
winning of the war. They will be no less essential to
the winning of the peace.
If we can gain recognition of the crucial role of incentives for enterprise, if we stand squarely for competition and against protection or privilege for special
interests, and if we bend our efforts to find satisfactory
ways and means to prevent large-scale unemployment,
we can have the full benefits which only a free enterprise system can produce-in industrial progress, in improved standards of living, and in the preservation of
our democratic ways of life.

President, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.

Complete High Power Radio Transmitter and
receivers mounted in light army truck. These
transmitters are in service in all theatres of war
and in most all branches of the army.

radio amateur is
fightingthis war/ o ot
The

The radio amateur is off the
air as an amateur but he's

in the products created to
satisfy his progressive demands. Many of the world's leading electronic
engineers are radio amateurs and much of the equipment in use today by the armed services is a product of the great amateur testing
grounds. Two outstanding examples are: the SCR-299 Transmitter
and Eimac tubes.
The SCR -299 transmitter, designed by Hallicrafters, is an adaptation of the model HT- 4
which is a 450 watt rig designed primarily for
amateur use. Its characteristics and performance capabilities were such that it was easily
adapted to military use and it is today seeing
service throughout the world in all branches of
the army. It is significant to note that
Eimac tubes ... created to satisfy the
demands of the amateur...occupy the
key sockets of the SCR -299. Yes, and
Eimac Vacuum Tank Condensers, too,
are in this now famous transmitter.
The SCR -299 offers a striking confirmation of the fact that Eimac tubes
are first in the important new developments in radio...first choice of the leading engineers throughout the world.
Follow the leaders to

P(4.US.IP(.O((.

Eimac 100TH, Eimac 2 50TH,

and Eimac. Vacuum Condenser
as used in the SCR -299.:

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, Inc., SAN BRUNO, CALIF.
Plants at: Salt Lake City, Utah and San Bruno, California
Export Agents: FRA ZAR & HANSEN, 3or Clay Street,
San Francisco, California, U. S. A.

Tomorrow's hopes
are sealed in glass tubes
made by
Western Electric
vacuum tube is first of all a war weapon.
TSecond, it is a crystal ball in which you may
look beyond the war.
Since Pearl Harbor, research at Bell Telephone
Laboratories, and manufacturing techniques at
Western Electric have teamed together to keep
pace with war demands. Result more than
HIS

-

*

To bring Victory sooner

one third of all electronic and communications
equipment produced in the United States for
war has come off Western Electric's assembly
lines !
You can count on this team to continue to
lead in the development and manufacture of the
finest electronic equipment for a world at peace.

War Bonds
buy War Bonds, more War Bonds, and still more
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IBM
MID

WASHINGTON FEEDBACK
Because it has undergone such
tremendous expansion, the electronics industry is particularly concerned with two phases of government-industry relations that are
now receiving intense consideration
in Washington, namely, the procedures that are to be established for
cancellation of contracts and those
which are to be set up for renegotiation of present contracts.
As regards cancellations, the principal procurement officials agree
that whatever program is set up
must meet two primary requisites.
First, manufacturers must be assured that government will put contract termination on' a basis to
cover costs and profits not only on
that part of the contract that has
been completed but also to permit a
profit on the uncompleted portion in
order to cover time, planning, materials, capital tied up, etc. Second,

the procedures must provide for
speedy adjustment in order that
both prime and subcontractors will
have capital to effect a change -over
from war production to peace production, with the least disturbance
to employment and plant organization.
Contract Adjustment SpeedManufacturers are told that delays
currently encountered in the settlement of cancelled contracts are
largely due to the time lapse between notice of cancellation and the
submission of claim statements.
This is tantamount to a warning
that a large part of the job is up to
the manufacturers themselves.
Attention is directed to Procurement Regulation 15, a handbook on
cancellation management, described
as a "tentative guide". Also, a manual which has been published recently by the Fiscal Division of the
War Department is available for
use where auditing is necessary.
Congressional Action-Concern
of Congress over conversion financing is evident in the bill introduced
by Senator Murray (D) of Montana,
Chairman of the Small Business
Committee of the Senate. It pro -

ELECTRONICS

vides, among other things, that
within 30 days of the filing of a contract claim, the government would
be obligated to pay 75 percent of it,
with the stipulation that any overpayment would be returned to the
government with 6 percent interest.
Such payments, it is said, would
give contractors cash needed for
immediate postwar planning. Unquestionably, this bill will undergo
many refinements and changes before it reaches the stage of final
enactment.
Renegotiation Palaver-As for
renegotiation, the powerful Ways
and Means Committee of the House
has completed extensive hearings
on the issue as to whether the present law should be changed. It is
not possible to determine yet
whether it will reach any different
conclusions from that arrived at by
the Naval Affairs Committee after
similar hearings, that is, in favor
of retaining the present law in its
essentials. Government procurement agencies, including the Army
and Navy, are dead set against re-

-

peal.
Manpower Pressure Recognizing the No. 1 problem of industry
now as manpower, Donald Nelson,
Chairman of WPB, has issued a directive in which procurement
agencies are told not to place contracts in areas of acute labor shortage whenever it is practical to place
the contract elsewhere. As soon as
the demand for an item diminishes,
contracts will be terminated in labor shortage areas. On the Pacific
Coast the order prohibited any further contracts involving employment increases without approval of
WPB.
Flowers for Industry-The contribution of the Electronics Industry to the war in terms of dollar
volume was impressively set forth
in a recent statement by Brig. Gen.
John R. Gardner, Assistant Chief,
Procurement and Distribution Service, Signal Corps.
Since September 1941, the Signal
Corps has ordered $7,000,000,000

November 1943

worth of radio, telephone, wire and
other communications equipment.
Deliveries of equipment for 1943
must total $3,250,000,000, about two
and one-half times the 1942 production. In 1944, the production must
represent $4,500,000,000 worth of
material, one third more than in
1943. From now on, monthly production must exceed 12 times that
of the entire prewar radio industry.
In 1944, the volume of all Air
Forces signal equipment will be
approximately two-thirds greater
than in 1943.
Tubes for Civilians-Current report to the effect that a large number of U. S. radio homes are without radio service because of lack of
critical tubes and batteries as well
as repair service is discounted by
Radio and Radar officials of WPB.
As a matter of fact, it is pointed out,
a recent survey shows only a possible 5 percent without one or more
radios in working order.
Tubes for civilians totalled between one and one and a half million in July, over a million in August and probably about that number for September.
Mica Relaxation
Several
changes have been effected in the
definition of and availability of substitute grades of mica in WPB's
Conservation Order M-101, in view
of the present shortages.
Definitions of "strategic mica"
and "scrap mica" have been rewritten to eliminate questions of interpretation. The prohibition on the
use of larger grades and higher
qualities than usually required, for
particular purposes, and the prohibition against fabrication of larger
sizes than required to produce a
certain pattern, have been changed
so that relief may be obtained by
authorization rather than by a for-

-

mal appeal.
Fly, on Frequency-Speaking be-

fore the Federal Radio Education
Committee recently in Washington,
FCC Chairman James L. Fly pointed
out that "Whole new portions of the
spectrum, formerly deemed useless,
have been opened up through wartime research, while the expanding
need for world-wide communications and especially the vast new
aviation uses of radio, will probably
crowd the postwar ether even more
tightly than the comparatively
small spectrum was jammed before
the war."-G.T.M.
91

Metallurgical Help for
"The Little Man Who Isn't There"
The gyro -pilot is aptly nicknamed the "Little Man Who

Isn't There." The device provides marvelous relief for

pilots on distance flights, keeping the plane on its course
with uncanny accuracy, despite wind and weather.

Developing the newest and most efficient gyro -pilot posed
some pretty problems for the maker, including a design
that called for unusual rotor rings. They required a metal
with the greatest weight that could be contained in the
smallest possible area.
Having worked with Mallory on other applications, the
manufacturer asked Mallory to find the metal-and without delay.
A Mallory material Mallory 1000 was suggested. It
is a material of high specific density and provides
maximum mass weight in minimum space. It filled the
bill exactly.

-

l

-

Here again was proof that metallurgical progress grows
from meeting the service needs of many industries.
Mallory 1000 was developed originally to shield the
gamma radiation in radium beam therapy. Now its applications extend not only to gyro -pilots but to fly wheels
and counterweights in aircraft where space is at a premium.
Where product plans call for experience and "know-how"
with contact designs and materials, Mallory engineers
and metallurgists may give real help. Bring your problems

While the design is
still in blueprint form

to them.
CONSULT MALLORY

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

for Contacts and
Contact Assemblies

Cable Address-PELMALLO

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS AND

CONTACT ASSEMBLIES
NON FERROUS ALLOYS
POWDERED METAL ALLOYS
November 1943
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CROSS

TALK

JOY -KILLER . . . We do not enjoy "viewing with
alarm" the present whoopla about electronics, about
all the wonderful gadgets everybody will want to
own after the war, gadgets using tubes. But electronics is the present gift of the gods to copywriters
and maybe you think they are not going to town with
it. A popular indoor sport today is to watch the promises being made the public about the future of electronics, promises engineers will have tó make good
on.

Not long ago this office was visited almost daily by
representatives of brokerage houses wanting advice
as to the stocks their clients should buy to get in on
the ground floor of the big electronic boom. This
phase has passed; now visitors are the post-war research men from companies whose job is to dig up
hot electronic items which should be made after the
war.
An executive of a large eastern company writes
this office stating that several of his friends are
going to make some electronic devices-but what
device, he asks, should they make? And where can
they get a staff of good engineers!
All these straws in the wind indicate that people
do not know the facts of life about electronics.
The bald truth is that electronics, as an industry,
has existed for years. Just as in the past, radio receivers and tubes will be the big immediate post-war
electronic business. Bigger than ever, no doubt.
So far as the use of vacuum tubes in controlling
industrial processes is concerned, this is old stuff.
Industry will buy more electronics than it ever has,
thanks to the speed-up during the war, and thanks
to some new devices developed by the war. Companies which pooh-poohed the whole idea before
Pearl Harbor have now been exposed to the elec-

tronic idea, and will be more receptive after the war.
But there is still no single bit of package merchandise using tubes (except radio sets) which can be
sold by the millions-and that seems to be what many
post-war thinkers want.
In response to an inquiry, a large
dairy -product laboratory admitted that some work on
supersonics had been carried out unsuccessfully, but
finally said, "The main newsworthy item was the
complaints made by those living in the immediate
neighborhood of the noise of the method."
SONICS

.

. .

"I should like to refer to another possible
application of these (short) waves which, if successful, would be of great value to navigators.
"As was first shown by Hertz, electric waves can be
completely reflected by conducting bodies. In some
of my tests I have noticed the effects of reflection
and deflection of these waves by metallic objects
miles away.
"It seems to me that it should be possible to design
apparatus by means of. which a ship could radiate
or project a divergent beam of these rays in any
desired direction, which rays, if coming across a
metallic object, such as another steamer or ship,
would be reflected back to a receiver screened from
the local transmitter on the sending ship, and thereby
immediately reveal the presence and bearing of the
other ship in fog or thick weather.
"One further great advantage of such an arrangement would be that it would be able to give warning
of the presence and bearing of ships, even should
these ships be unprovided with any kind of radio."Guglielmo Marconi on the occasion of the presentation of the IRE Medal of Honor, January 20, 1922.
1922

.

.
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Post -War

FM and
and appropriate application of frequency modulation and television to
the post-war needs of society.
The benefits to accrue from the
establishment of a definite program
of frequency allocation, technical
standards of operation, and the
mechanism by which post-war production of civilian radio equipment is
to be inaugurated are, of course,
post-war. The program itself, however, is definitely a part of our war

Frequency allocation is the key to expanded broadcast
service. Current research in connection with military
projects will lead to important developments in the civilian equipment field. Planning for new services is definitely a war -time project calling for clear thinking
By BEVERLY DUDLEY
Western Editor

electronic and was responsible for building up
inequipment factories throughout one of the major manufacturingIt is
the country, hope runs high that dustries of the United States.
II will likethere will be vast distension of the expected that World War
radio communication system through wise make tremendous contributions
system
the extension of the useful portion of to the civilian communication
and
the electromagnetic spectrum. This by way of frequency modulation
were,
techwhich
is expected to be one result of re- television, both of
to December
prior
search so greatly stimulated by the nically, developed
7, 1941 to a point far beyond the
present war.
1918
Vast demands on frequency alloca- radiotelephone equipment of
radio broadtion are bound to be made upon the which ultimately led to
conclusion of hostilities, and un- casting.
Both frequency modulation and
doubtedly most of the new services
requesting space in "the ether" will television have market potentialities
can make
be able to show that their proposals which, properly exploited,
broadcasting services which have
are in the public interest.
High up on the list of services to gone before pale into comparative inwhich serious attention is bound to significance. When the technical dethese
be given in any program of frequency velopments which have led to
with
allocation are two which will pro- two new services are combined
foundly affect the citizenry of this the extended frequency spectrum
country in the post-war era (1) fre- which war research has made pracquency modulation and (2) tele- tical, there is good reason for optimism. A very much expanded radio
vision.
industry (some will wish to call it a
War Stimulates Research
completely new industry) may well
In many respects, conditions in be expected to arise as a result of
socioWorld War II are very similar to technological advantages and
and
those of World War I. The engineer logical advantages which f.m.
and scientist will be quick to recog- television make possible.
Technical developments of themnize that, in the field of technology,
imboth wars goaded us into accelerated selves are of little or no practical
apresearch activity which has had (or portance without a definite-and
needs
will have) a tremendous impact on propriate- application to the
of society at large. The time is ripe
the post-war era.
After World War I radio broad- for the radio industry to take those
definite
casting became possible and popular steps which will lead to the
IN

LABORATORIES

and

:
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TELEVI
activity; if the planning itself is
relegated to the post-war period
many needless obstructions will
doubtless occur during the reconstruction period. Not only will frequency modulation and television
have the capability of aiding postwar employment, but these services
will also lead to important dissemination of education and entertainment,
and can make possible a more rapid
and more intelligent reconstruction.
Advance Planning Essential

The problems calling, for attention
are many times more difficult than
those requiring the allocation of

frequencies after broadcasting practically suffocated itself out of existence by "360 -meter" operation. A
highly complicated radio communication system is already in satisfactory
operation, and the interests vested in
this field cannot be lightly nor quickly
brushed aside even if this were technically desirable. At the same time
many new types of services may be
expected to make a bid for their
share of channel space.
Extensions of world-wide point -to-

ELECTRONICS
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point communication, of aviation
radio, of personal transmitters and
receivers, of new range and direction finding methods in the communication field will require channel assignments, as will probably also industrial
developments in the electronics field
such as diathermy, electronic heating, intrusion detectors and locators.
Neither f.m. nor television services
can develop to their full potentialities
if allowed to grow at random and
without the cooperation of the entiré
95

to those reand educational value, could be pro- and techniques similar
duced and made to serve large quired for television.
audiences in metropolitan areas.
Contributions from War -time
Most promising development was
Developments
in the realm of black and white picFrequency modulation has been extures, but a mechanical system of
armed forces
color television had been in satisfac- tensively adopted by the
have
tory operation and had received con- and, as a result, engineers
Satisfactory gained much valuable experience in
siderable attention.
of equipagreement on television standards the design and construction
been
had been reached, after considerable ment. Many engineers have
time and effort, and the stage was set trained anew in this comparatively
and will
for commercial broadcasting; in fact, recent technical development to bear
the Federal Communications Com- be able to bring their abilities
activities
mission had adopted regulations on civilian communication
It would
making commercial television pos- or in industrial electronics.
seem that the most important thing
sible.
about freA division of television services which has been learned
of war
into two frequency allocations had quency modulation as a result
for it.
been made. One band extended from activity is greater respect
Pre-war television work has been
approximately 50 to 100 mc.; the
country
other band, starting in the vicinity of considerable value to this
trained
of 150 mc., extended somewhat be- in its war effort by providing
permitSummary of Progress to M -Day
yond 200 mc. The intermediate personnel and devices which
ted rapid progress to be made in our
Broadcasting by the then relatively region was not opened for television
of two sepa- program of war production of special
new method of frequency modulation service. This assignment
come in for military equipment. Many thousands
was in a promising position when rate channels is bound to
date. Full of skilled engineers, scientists and
this country went on a war basis. consideration at some later
of tele- mathematicians have been organized
The f -m system was furnishing good utilization of the capabilities
and into a vast network of laboratories
service, was receiving favorable pub- vision rests on an economic
which will throughout the country for scientific
lic acceptance, and was growing manufacturing structure
work which
make receivers available at a reason- research activities. The
rapidly and soundly.
groups are doing parallels teleThe Federal Communications Com- able price to the average American these
allocation vision research and many of the
mission had set up complete stand- family. A split frequency
en- benefits of war -time research will
ards for f-m broadcasting and had for television service complicates
manu- be carried over into peace -time enplaced this service in the category gineering design and increases
already deavors.
of commercial broadcasting. It has facturing costs. Engineers
Civilian radio equipment also
been estimated that as many as 500,- familiar with this condition question
initiating post- stands to gain in the quality of com000 f -m receivers (or combination the advisability of
with split - ponents going into all types of transa-m and f-m sets) had been sold. war television services
mitting and receiving gear, since
The majority of manufacturers were channel frequency allocation.
acThe problem of propagation of tele- manufacturers are now well
either selling f -m receivers or were
with the necessity of buildplanning to do so. Many f -m stations vision signals has not been adequately quainted
well (rather than to a price)
were in operation or under construc- surveyed, although progress is being ing
have been forced to instal]
tion and the FCC had nearly two made in this direction. Some evidence They
humidity, and other test
hundred requests for permits for f -m appears to be forthcoming that the temperature,
as is
lower -frequency channels are freer equipment to assure, so far
facilities on hand.
that equipment will
Several years of experience in f-m from ghosts or undesirable reflec- humanly possible,
specifications and will
broadcasting as well as in the manu- tions, but the wide band required for meet military
The industry ha:
facture of f -m receivers indicates modulation of television signals not fail in practice. to carry over int
that the present system is completely clearly indicates some advantage in every opportunity
-time program this concep
commercial from a technical point of going to higher carrier frequencies. its peace
If the industry as a whol
view, although it could probably be The number of channels currently of quality.
this experience an
improved by reconsidering the chan- available in the low-frequency band capitalizes on
if tele- forgets at least the most drastic of it:
nel assignments for this class of is probably wholly inadequate
"cut-throat" price slashe.
service and by granting permission vision is to become an important previous
average and the dumping of excess produc
to increase the power of f -m trans- factor in the life of the
stand a chance o:
mitters so that improved signal American citizen. Good economics tion, manufacturers
businesslik'
strength would expand the proposed and good engineering seem to call for doing a more profitable,
more channels in a single television business.
service areas.
Finally, the techniques-begun be
By December 1941 television engi- band.
F.M. is extensively used by the fore the war, but accelerated by itneering had progressed to a point
for extending the practice
where pictures of satisfactory armed forces and a great deal of developed
utilization of microwaves will ope
definition, detail, and freedom from communication equipment made for
up a vast new region in which certai
flicker, having high entertainment use in this war employs principles

industry. Engineers well know the
many technical problems which must
be overcome in order that a complete, nation-wide system may be
installed and operated satisfactorily.
The American system also requires a
minimum of jurisdiction from governmental agencies and the freest expression of individual initiative for
the full flowering of the maximum
benefits to all. Thus, the radio industry has a double challenge.
What are some of the problems
facing the full and complete utilization of the technical achievements of
frequency modulation and television ?
To answer these questions, it may be
well to review the status of these two
types of communication systems as
of the time when events at Pearl Harbor brought the United States into
the present war.
,

,

.
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types of communication can be carried on. Vacuum tube developments,
for both transmitters and receivers,
make the move to higher frequencies
practical. It is still too early to predict what services will be assigned to
this new region of the spectrum, but
the closing of the gap between radio
waves of ordinary length and heat
and light waves will undoubtedly be
one of the scientific highlights of the
present period.
Immediate Post -War Outlook

Probably the peace -time developments in radio communication, and
in frequency modulation and television in particular, must be divided
into two divisions: (1) the immediate
post-war outlook, in which we shall
begin production and operation approximately where we left off in the
spring of 1942 and which will not
take full advantage of the technological developments of the war, and
(2) the long-term post-war developments, in which full advantage of
war developments can be taken, and
in which many new services and communication systems can be planned,
engineered, designed, constructed,
and operated. The two are quite different and distinct.
Problems of the immediate postwar period must, necessarily, be concerned with the reconstruction and
improvement of existing facilities,
with the replacement of old and obsolete transmitters and receivers, with
the building up of a full complement
of personnel, and with the reconversion of factories to civilian production. In brief, such a program is
largely concerned with maintaining
the status quo.
By its very nature such a program
cannot take full cognizance of the
range of technical developments
which the war has made possible.
Even if this were possible, it would
still take time, money, equipment and
personnel to establish new stations,
new services. As a result, civilian
radio communication services immediately following the war are bound
to be pretty much along the same
pattern as those currently in use. But
the immediate post-war period may
well be a transition period, linking
our present systems with those
which will ultimately evolve. If so, it
will have a useful and highly important role in the expanding field of
electronics and electrical communication.

ELECTRONICS

Frequency modulation is in an excellent position to move forward
immediately after the war. Its progress may be expected to be rapid, and
there is prospect of providing real
improvements in service. The industry has a particularly brilliant opportunity to place broadcasting on a
quality, high-fidelity basis, and many
will make the sincere effort toward
this goal. But since there is nothing
inherent in the method of frequency
modulation which guarantees that all
f -m equipment will necessarily be of
high fidelity, care must be exercised
to prevent the virtual wrecking of
the system through mishandling.
The problems related to f -m broadcasting are not a major obstacle. Sev-

Market
for
radio

stations. In addition, it can be expected that there will be newcomers
aiming to provide f -m service who
have had no previous experience in
the operation of radio stations. This
all points to a sizeable market for replacement receivers as well as for
new receiving equipment after the
war. Undoubtedly the demand for
f -m equipment will keep pace with
the amount of f -m service rendered._
While frequency modulation will
be widely utilized for broadcast service because of the improved signalto-noise ratio, the necessity of employing high -frequency carriers and
wide -band transmission will probably
limit the service range to such an extent that it is doubtful that f.m. will

Total
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GRAPH ILLUSTRATING the possibilities of the replacement market as a means
of providing stop-gap production until exploitation of newly created services
can assume full post-war importance

eral years of field experience and
manufacturing have not brought
forth serious difficulties in present
f -m standards. It is desirable, however, that higher power be permitted
so that stronger signals can be laid
down in the service area. There
is also need for additional f -m channels, and this need will, no doubt,
continue to expand in the future,
particularly as high -quality live
music is made available. It is also
desirable that the channels assigned
for f -m service be continuous, to
avoid band -switching complications
in receivers.
There seems to be much current interest in f -m broadcasting on the
part of a large number of operators
of amplitude -modulation broadcast

November 1943

become the sole broadcast service
available in this country. To people
living in isolated areas, radio has
become a sustaining factor and these
people will require signals capable of
travelling beyond the horizon. For
this reason, as well as because there
already exists a vast network of stations feeding some 60 million receivers in the 550 to 1600 kc band, all
indications are that a -m broadcasting
in this band will be retained.
,1
Television is not in as favorable a
position as f.m. for immediate postwar development. This service' lias
not yet received widespread acceptance as a commercial service in spite
of many attempts to bring television
out into the open. Many economic
(Configured on page 190)
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AIRCRAFT RADIO DESIGN
By A. F. TRUMBULL
Former Superintendent of Aircraft Radip Service
United Air Linea-Chicago

the
design of aircraft radio equipment is reliability. A unit which is to
be used in an airplane must function
correctly under any and all of the
conditions through which an airplane
may fly. Radio is the only direct link
through which information can be
exchanged between the ground and
an airplane in flight; when information vital to the safety of the plane
must be transmitted to it, the equipment in the plane must be functioning correctly if the craft is to receive
it.
THE FIRST CONSIDERATION in

In normal operation, an airplane
can encounter widely varied climatic
conditions. In the space of a few
hours, it can travel between regions
of high humidity (over 90 percent)
and low humidity (less than 10 per-

cent) , encounter temperatures ranging from 130 deg. F. down to 50 or
60 deg. below zero, and fly at elevations from sea level up to 25,000 feet.
Insulation Requirements

Waxes used to impregnate r -f coils,
audio transformers, capacitors and

other parts must not soften sufficiently to flow at 140 deg. F., nor
crack and chip at -40 deg. F. Oil filled capacitors must not leak when
the air pressure outside them is reduced to a pressure corresponding to
40,000 feet altitude. Continued exposure to 95 percent humidity and a
temperature of 100 deg. F. must not
reduce the equipment performance
beyond certain limits that are set
forth in Civil Aeronautics Authority
specifications.
All wiring in the equipment must
be insulated with nonhygroscopic insulation (such as glass) or imprégnated with wax to eliminate leakage.
Metal parts must be protected against
corrosion by using noncorrosive
metals, by plating, by painting, by
hermetically sealing, or by other
means. This is particularly true when
the equipment is to be used in the
tropics or on routes over oceans or
along coasts where salt air is encountered. All insulating materials
must be either nonhygroscopic, or, if
laminated, must be vacuum-impregnated with wax.
Conductors which carry sufficient
current to heat to incandescence in
the event of short-circuits, irrespective of whether such circuits are protected by fuses or not, should have
flame -proof insulation. Where wiring
must be metallically shielded, it is
generally preferable to run the wires
in solid, rigid metallic tubing.
Mechanical Requirements

Vibration is a serious factor in aircraft radio equipment design. All
components must be securely anchored to withstand vibration involving acceleration up to 10 G in any
direction. This means that all screws
must have lockwashers or other
Temperature and humidity chamber in
which aircraft radio equipment is operated
through the entire range of arctic, tropic
and ocean weather conditions that might
be encountered in flight. Performance must
not be affected beyond certain limits prescribed in CAA specifications
.
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Practical tips on the mechanical
and functional design of radio
equipment for post-war commercial aircraft. Explanations, examples and photographs are presented to show why design must
differ in many respects from that
of mass -production equipment
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An example of what the fully equipped commercial aircraft of the future may
carry in the way of radio equipment

LIGHT

Controls that can be operated by sense of touch, illustrated here, are essential
for aircraft radio equipment. Control panels with identical symmetrically positioned knobs might confuse the pilot and cause operational errors

,

means of preventing their loosening.
Small parts such as capacitors and resistors must be fastened to terminal
boards, and no parts may be suspended by their leads unless these
leads are less than
inch long. It
also means that aircraft radio equipment is invariably shock -mounted.
Weight and space are always at a
premium on an airplane, so it follows
that aircraft radio equipment must
be as small and as light as possible.
There has been a definite attempt toward the standarization of sizes of
radio equipment among the commercial airlines of this country, working
through Aeronautical Radio, Inc.,
and these panel sizes should be adhered to whenever possible. Keeping
weight at a minimum means using

ELECTRONICS
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aluminum and its alloys for the majority of the structural parts. Soldering requirements, bearing requirements and other usage will demand
other metals in some parts.
It is highly important that dimensions of all units be held to a tolerance that will assure accurate and
true alignment insofar as interchangeability of units is concerned.

though they might be uneconomical
for mass production. Standard component parts are frequently purchased outside, both because this is
generally more economical and because it is then easier for the customer to get replacement parts. Parts
which require the construction of expensive dies are seldom used as the
cost of the die is not often warranted.
Simple dies, sand castings, bent and
Production Economics
welded pieces and extruded sections
Cost is always an important item in are most frequently used in special
the design of a piece of equipment. construction.
As aircraft radio production is in
relatively small quantities and as Sense -of-Touch Controls Are Essential
quality must be kept high, the engiThe operation of aircraft radio
neer has to choose methods of con- equipment must be as simple as it is
struction which are adaptable to possible to make it. In the majority
small quantity production even of cases the pilot or co-pilot is also
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A pilot is not a radio technician.

His duties primarily involve the navigation of his aircraft, and the operation of the radio equipment is only
one of many duties involved. Radio
controls must, therefore, be kept to
an irreducible minimum to avoid
functional operational hazards. The
design of the equipment must be such
that failure to operate a certain control is immediately apparent. Thus,
if the pilot desires to use a multichannel receiver on the "range" band
and forgets to move the frequency
selector switch from the "broadcast"
band, the reception of broadcast programs should immediately remind
him to reset the selector switch.
Controls

Machine used by United Air Lines for applying vibration tests to aircraft radio
equipment

the radio operator and has no time to
devote to difficult or complicated tuning procedure, or for making any
other critical adjustments.
Most controls in an airplane are
operated by the pilot using his sense
of feeling rather than that of sight.
For this reason, it is undesirable to
employ a great number of controls of
identical physical size on control
units.
An example of a practice to avoid
is illustrated in the case of a control
panel recently submitted for certification. This particular unit was a master control for operation of all radio
equipment in an air carrier aircraft,
and contained twelve identical knobs.
The design engineer's attempt to
achieve symmetry of appearance
prompted him to use rotary -type
switches for simple on -off functions
where a single -pole, single -throw
toggle switch could have been employed. The panel contained an eight -

point frequency selector switch using
a knob identical to all other knobs on
the panel, with an arrow engraved
on the face of the knob approxi-

mately five -eighths inch away from
the engraved numbers on the panel.
This would have made it necessary
for the pilot or co-pilot to move his
head directly in front of the control
to avoid parallax in choosing a desired setting.

Must

Be

Fool -Proof

Even though a transmitter is designed in accordance with the best
engineering practices and made of
the best materials obtainable, so that
it is capable of passing all of the
physical tests prescribed for type
certification, it cannot be approved
by CAA for aircraft use unless it also
meets certain functional requirements as to the operating controls.
This in essence involves designing all
controls in such a way that any possible improper sequence of operation
cannot cause failure of or damage to
either the transmitter or receiver.
An example of hazardous functional operation is an actual case in
which the pilot held down the press to -talk switch on the microphone
while he operated the frequency
change mechanism of a multi -frequency transmitter. The design of
the transmitter circuits in this in -

r
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Combination

receiver and transmitter for aircraft, showing shockproof mounting that has proved satisfactory

10 -channel
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stance was such that high voltage
was not removed from the circuits
during the frequency change cycle.
This resulted in an arc flashover to
an r -f choke, which was open -circuited by the flashover and the transmitter was thereby rendered inoperative.
Such hazards may be eliminated by
the use of properly sequenced relay
systems or equivalent methods which
automatically remove high voltages
from the transmitter circuits during
the frequency change cycle. Automatic voltage -removing means should
be provided unless operating tests
under the most adverse simulated
service conditions indicate that they
are unnecessary.
Other Practical Suggestions

In a multi -channel receiver, it is
often desirable to provide ave on
certain frequency bands and eliminate it on others. The provision of a
separate ave switch to accomplish
this constitutes a functional hazard,
in that the pilot may not set such a
switch to the proper position for the
frequency band on which he desires
to operate the receiver. This hazard
may be eliminated by incorporating
the ave switch in the frequency band
selector switch, so that ave is auto-

matically provided only on the desired bands.
In the design of remote control
equipment, special attention should
be given to the elimination of separate switches to perform various
functions which might be more satisfactorily accomplished by a multi point multi -section rotary switch.
For example, an automatic direction
finder system may be designed to
provide the pilot with the following
separate functions (a) automatic
direction finder; (b) regular receiver
-ICW or MCW reception ; (c) regular receiver CW reception ; (d)
aural -null direction finder-ICW or
MCW reception ; (e) aural - null
direction finder
CW reception.
Good engineering practice, with due
consideration for the elimination
of superfluous controls, should immediately suggest the possibility
of using a single multi -section sixpoint rotary switch to accomplish
selection of these operational functions. An on -off switch may be
eliminated by utilizing the first or
dead position of the switch, with connections to make the complete receiver and its power supply inoperative.
In a multi -frequency band receiver
designed to operate on the "range"
:

-

-

and other frequency bands, it is
necessary to provide a simultaneous
range filter in the output circuit of
the receiver. This introduces the possibility that the pilot might inadvertently leave the filter selector
switch in the "range" position when
attempting to use the receiver on
frequency bands in which voice reception is desired, resulting in an
apparent failure of the receiver on
these frequency bands. This functional hazard may be eliminated by
providing means in the frequency
selector switch design for disabling
the simultaneous range filters on all
but the "range" band.
Similarly, when pretuned circuits
are provided in the range band for
voice reception of airport traffic control towers on 278 kc, the "range -airport" switch should automatically
disable the range filter when the
switch is thrown to the "airport"
position.
Another example of a functional
hazard was found in a range receiver
equipped with a visual tuning meter.
The purpose of the meter was to enable the pilot to adjust the receiver
circuits to resonance with the frequency of the desired station by so
tuning the receiver that maximum
(Continued on page 220)

Example of elaborate 10 -channel radiotelephone transmitter for
aircraft use with fan for forced -draft ventilation
Example of an aircraft radio receiver employing a revolving turret frequency selector that reduces the tuning operation to
changing thè setting ói a switch. Note accessibility of dynamotors
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With automatic timing of carrier interruptions, the operator
on duty does not have to write down the exact time of
failure for FCC reports before looking for the trouble

Opposite page-Aerial view of KMOX

Automatic
Control
Circuits for
BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
Four manpower -saving electronic circuits for transmitters, providing protection against
arcs during storms, automatic restoration of the carrier after an overload, automatic
starting after breakdown, and automatic timing of each carrier interruption

THE most important
criterion by which a broadcast
PROBABLY
station is judged is dependability.
Of course, audio quality and program content are important, but it
is the primary obligation of the
entire staff to keep the station on
the air.
Dependability may be considered
a measure of how much program
time is lost. Accident and error are
the contributing factors to lost time;
error is failure of the personnel to
function properly, and accident is
an equivalent failure of equipment.
Both may be, and usually are, un preventable. Time lost through both
causes may nevertheless be minimized to a large extent through use
of certain automatic devices designed
to aid the operator in clearing temporary faults, locating trouble,:
quickly restarting the transmitter
after over or underload, and in general supplementing the human hand.
It is the purpose of this article to
present four automatic devices,

By W. R. SLOAT

sufficient magnitude to operate the
transmitter overload relays, although
capable of damaging parts of the
equipment. Two methods of stopping

Transmitter Engineer
Columbia Broadcasting System
Station ICMOX, St. Louis

three of which were designed by the
author and the fourth, the carrier
restoring device, by the transmitter
staff of WABC under the supervision
of Mr. R. W. Newby. All have been
in use at KMOX for some time,
giving excellent service.
The four devices are independent
of one another, and each self-sufficient for its purpose. Collectively
they provide comprehensive and
measureable improvement in station
dependability. All contain only small
standard components that are ordi-

narily at hand.
Carrier Protective Device

Under certain conditions, radio frequency arcs become established
at a transmitting antenna by electric storms or static discharges and
are sustained by the transmitter
output. These arcs may be of in-

these arcs are momentarily cutting
the carrier or reducing the output
of the transmitter to a point where
it will not maintain the arc.
Initiating devices to achieve one
of these methods fall into several
classes. One comparatively complicated type, usually difficult to handle,
balances out -of -phase components of
the r-f energy in one stage or the
transmission line against that in
Another
the preceeding stage.
a case
to
only
method, applicable
where the arcs occur repeatedly at
the same point, uses a phototube to
actuate the system. A third method
uses the arc itself as a conducting
path for relay current.
A fourth method, in use at KMOX,
is one operating directly from a
portion of the radiated carrier
power. It can be used with low-level
modulated transmitters without any
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restarting equipment. An independ- 117L7. The diode develops positive cause RY1 to open. An abnormal
ent restarting device, having no bias for the tetrode section of the condition anywhere in the transmittubes and only one relay, can be tube, which is also cathode -biased. ter resulting in a moderate drop in
used in conjunction with the device
When normal ,energy is radiated, radiated energy will cause such a
for protecting high-level systems.
two relays, RY, and RY2, are en- drop in plate current, and RYl will
The circuit of the KMOX carrier - ergized by the tetrode plate current release RYs, applying high negative
protective device for low-level sys- by virtue of positive grid bias from bias to the buffer and modulated amtems is shown in Fig. 1. The instrument is controlled by carrier energy picked up by a short antenna
and fed to the diode section of the

the diode and RYg is also energized. plifier stages.
Under this condition, the coil of
RYe, may, of course, have any
RYl is paralleled by R3, and only a contact arrangement desired for the
slight drop in plate current will application of this bias, which must

W.E.

500 -ohm
Type E

To

high

neg. bias
class
stages

To

C

Operation
mdica for
RY3

W. E.

500 -ohm
Type E

.
500 -ohm
Type ,

W.E.

O
p
Relay voltage

FIG. 1-If an r -f arc becomes established and is sustained by the transmitter output without drawing enough current to trip
overload relays, this carrier -actuated protective circuit automatically reduces the transmitter output momentarily to about 15
percent of normal to kill the arc. If RY2 is inherently slow enough, the interlock with RY1 may be omitted
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be fed to L1C2 so that this tank may
be operated somewhat detuned from
the station frequency, and C9 used
4 AX

Aux. con tacts
on plate pr -i.

Contactors

Re/ay

vo/fa

(20)g

e

--

Pendulum
(/about 6"/onq)

i

2-In the event of carrier failure due to overload, this simple relay arrangement performs the standard three -shot and lockout cycle of reclosing devices. It
makes three attempts to restore power, working so fast that listeners are not
aware of trouble
FIG.

be determined to suit the individual
transmitter. This bias should be
sufficient to reduce the carrier power
to about 15 percent of normal, which
will not sustain arcs unless there has
been seme damage to equipment.
When the power drops to this low
value, RY2 will not have sufficient
current to hold and will drop out,
picking up RY. through a set of de -

energized contacts, removing the
high bias and returning the carrier
to normal. These de -energized con acts on RY2 also perform the useful
function of protecting the device
against tube failure, since the relay
cannot pick up without plate current, and these contacts hold in RY3.
When RY2 opens two other functions occur R3 is removed from its
position in parallel with the coil of
RY1, and RY2 is locked out through
its remaining de -energized contact
and a similar one on RY1. Thus, RY1
is subjected to the full plate current,
and will now pick up on a smaller
current than is present when it
opens, and RY, is prevented from
picking up until after RY1 has closed.
RY1 closes at about 25 percent
normal power, and RY2 at about 80
percent when the tetrode plate current is large enough to keep RY1 energized as the paralleling resistor
R, is reconnected. The instrument is
now recycled. If damage has occurred
to the transmitter or other trouble
is present to prevent the carrier
from returning to full power, the
device will remain static, with RY,
open, RY1 open or closed, and transmitter bias normal (RY3 closed) .

The contacts of RY1 should make
before break and the springs should
have about half the tension of those
on RY2. C, is provided to avoid relay chatter on the rectified alternating current in the plate circuit of
the 117L7. A switch SW is provided
in parallel with the energized contacts of RY1 in order to hold in RY3
when adjusting the device or taking it out of service for some other
reason. C1 must be used to isolate
the antenna from the power system,
so that in the event the power source
becomes reversed, the antenna will
not be at line potential. C1 also provides a convenient means of limiting
the r -f input to the instrument.
Enough r -f energy, however, should

as a control of the tetrode bias and
the dropout point of RY1. When
properly adjusted for dropout at
75 percent of full carrier, the plate
current should be about 22 ma, and
about 7 ma when the high bias is
applied to the transmitter during an
overload.
For use with high-level systems,
where power reduction by means of
high bias is more difficult to achieve,
the contacts of RY3 would be placed
in series with the plate OFF button
or in series with the series -overload
circuit of the transmitter, both generally arranged as normally closed
circuits. Operation of the device
would then result in an interruption
of the plate -contactor holding circuit, shutting off the high voltage.
As previously pointed out, a carrier restoring device will be necessary
for this method of operation, unless
manual restoring of the carrier is to
be depended upon.
An operation indicator is a desirable accessory to the carrier protective device. The one in use at KMOX
is shown at the right in Fig. 1, and
is so simple that very little explanation will be needed. Under normal
conditions (RY RY2 and RY3 closed)
RY, is energized by the push button,
seals itself in through RY1, and lights
the pilot lamp. When RY1 is opened,
RY, will drop out and put out the
pilot light, which will remain out
until the operator resets it with the
pushbutton. The protective device
,

:

Master contactor
or switch

transmitter
filaments, etc.

To

Pushbutton
Re/ay

voltage

plate

voltage
"on"

buttons.

Power
source
(220 V
A -c)

To

5Z4

Ax
1

:;)

ß-

Y2

x

Pilot

/amp

RY,

2

i

l

á

RY3

`Auxiliary contacts on contactors
in plate transformer primaries
FIG. 3-Automatic starting circuit for getting back on the air after a breakdown
with a minimum of lost time
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will continue to operate when called attentive listeners will be aware of it.
upon to do so, regardless of condi- In addition to its electrical and metions in the indicator.
chanical simplicity, it has no buttons
to push to recycle it after a lockout.
WABC Carrier -Restoring Device
It is completely automatic

Overloads are probably the most
common cause of carrier interruptions in broadcast stations. These
result in operation of the protective
relays and removal of the plate voltages. Where a manual operation is
necessary to restore plate voltages,
there is usually a delay of at least
several seconds before the operator
can reach the switch to restore the
carrier to the air.
The carrier reset to be described

reopen by action of the protective
relays, and the reset relay pendulum
will continue to swing. If the overload has not cleared by the time the
in every third application of plate voltage has
respect. Its contacts never break a been made, lockout will occur as the
circuit and consequently never need reset pendulum has lost its kinetic
attention.
energy and will come to rest in a
This reclosing device consists es- neutral position. The carrier must
sentially of a relay with one set of now be restored manually. As soon
de -energized contacts for each pro- as the plate contactors remain closed
tected plate circuit, and a pendulum simultaneously long enough to enerassociated with the relay armature. gize the reset relay, the device is
Most transmitters have only two pro- ready for another operation cycle.
tected plate circuits, a medium voltNearly any type of clapper relay
age for the exciter and driver stages, is suitable for conversion into a
and a high voltage for the buffer and pendulum reset device. The relay

CL2

CL3

7-07,

{
r

Tune to

carrier

frequency

FIG.

4-Arrangement for securing automatically a record

cannot be praised too highly. It
has been in service at WABC and
then at KMOX since 1933, and has
proven itself thoroughly dependable.
The author does not know of a single case of trouble due to failure of
this device. It is probably the simplest gadget yet designed that is capable of performing the standard
three -shot and lockout cycle of re closing devices. This unit, shown in
Fig. 2, needs only as many relay contacts as there are protected plate
circuits in the transmitter. It will
operate within 0.3 second on the first
attempt to restore the carrier, and
within 0.6 second on the two subsequent attempts. Under these conditions, instead of a definite program
interruption, a simple overload results in a momentary break of such
short duration that only the most
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of the time

that carrier failure occurred and the duration of the failure

final amplifiers. This is the case at voltage source may be chosen to fit
KMOX, as represented in Fig. 2. The the relay, or vice versa. The relay
relay contacts are paralleled with the used at KMOX is a Signal Electric
plate ON control buttons, so that the and Manufacturing Co. type KS, ophigh -voltage circuit breakers are erating from the 20 -volt filament supclosed by operation of the relay. The ply. Connections are made to the
relay is energized by current flowing moving contact arms by means of
through auxiliary contacts Ax and flexible leads. The pendulum is of
Bx on the plate voltage primary con- such a length that three full swings
tactors. Thus, when either contactor take place, resulting in three conis opened as a result of an overload, tact closures before the arc of the
the reset relay becomes de -energized swing has become too short to close
and the pendulum -yoke arrangement the contacts. A complete swing of
is released. The contacts will close the pendulum requires about 0.6 secat the end of the first half swing of ond, but the first closure occurs in
the pendulum and the plate voltage half that time since only a half swing
will be reapplied.
is required.
If the overload has cleared, the
A quarter -inch rod of any matecontactor will remain closed, ener- rial will suffice for the pendulum,
gizing the reset relay and restoring and several nuts may be threaded on
conditions to normal. If the overload the end to provide weighting for en still exists, the plate contactor will
(Continued on page 274)
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A RADIO -FREQUENCY GUN
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
RCA Victor Division
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.

Outer conductor
of concentric line

inner conductor
of concentric /ine

1-The first model of the radio -frequency gun. The inner and outer conductors
a short length of concentric transmission line form the electrodes by means of
which r -f power is used to spot-glue thin sheets of wood veneer together at selected
FIG.
of

points
FIG. 2-Flow of current between electrodes when the gun is held against -the surface
of two thin sheets of wood which have a glue line between them. Current tends to
follow the glue line and concentrate in a small area opposite the inner conductor

for sealing of materials of this type, perspot -gluing thin sheets of wood forming in this case a function simtogether-much as sheets of metal ilar to that of a stitch -welder for
are spot -welded --is one of the many metals.
To electronic engineers the r -f gun
interesting applications of r -f heating which have recently emerged will be of interest as another example
of the numerous specialized applicafrom the laboratories.
During the past few months an r -f tions to which r -f heating is particuspot -gluer has been tested in the larly adaptable.
field under conditions simulating
Principle of Operation
those of production operations. The
tests have shown that this device can
The r-f spot -gluer consists of a
successfully be used for tacking to- low-power ultrahigh-frequency oscilgether layers of wood veneer during lator, a flexible concentric cable, and
the process of forming over a shaped an applicator of special design. An
mandrel. This is a necessary pre- early form of this applicator, shown
liminary to the final curing or bond- in Fig. 1, consisted of a short length
ing of veneers in an autoclave. The of concentric transmission line
operation is of particular interest in mounted on a Bakelite block which
the manufacture of molded plywood formed the handle. From the pistol shapes such as aircraft fuselages, like appearance it was inevitable that
wing elements, stabilizers, and the this would be called a gun. The name
like by the so-called rubber -bag is, perhaps, not too unfortunate in
method.'
that it at least serves to emphasize
The device also has possible appli- the fact that the radio -frequency
cations in other operations involving currents travel somewhat (even if
preliminary assembly of structures only a sixteenth of an inch or so)
composed of wood veneers, paper - beyond the end of the applicator.
The r -f spot-gluer was originally
base laminates, and sheet plastics.
In modified form it may ultimately devised by a group of engineers unbe used in the final assembly and der the direction of Dr. G. H. Brown
A,ßADIO-FREQUENCY

"GUN"

-the

same group, incidentally, that
developed the electronic "sewing machine" for sheet plastic materials.' In
principle the two devices are much
alike. In each case heat is produced
in a dielectric material by causing intense radio -frequency currents to
flow in the part of the material which
it is desired to heat.
In the sewing machine the means
of directing this current is a pair of
rollers between which the material
progresses. Current flowing between
these rollers must pass through the
matérial. In other applications of r-f
heating which have been described

previously-as, for instance, gluing
of aircraft spars' and preheating of
molding materials'-the material is
similarly placed between the electrodes.
Electrode Arrangement

In the spot-gluer placement of
electrodes on either side of the material is not possible since in many, if
not most, instances only one side of
the assembly can be reached. Even
where both sides could be reached it
would usually be inconvenient to
do so.
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FOR SPOT -GLUING

WOOD

Temporary setting of glue by high -frequency heating with the gun -like end of a 200 -Mc
coaxial cable speeds construction of shaped plywood objects. Spotting holds veneer layers
in position during preliminary laying up and handling. Tedious stapling is eliminated
The two electrodes used in the
spot-gluer are the inner and outer
conductors of a section of concentric
transmission line. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of current between
these electrodes, when the gun is
placed against the surface of two
sheets of wood veneer which have an
adhesive between them. Since the
dielectric constant of the wood is
greater than that of air, most of the

current flows through the wood.
Moreover, since the glue line (at
least in its original rather moist condition) presents a lower -resistance
path than the wood, there is a tendency for the current lines to concentrate in the glue. These effects produce a concentration of current in
the glue line opposite the inner conductor.
Some current, of course, is present
in an area of the wood equal to the
cross-section of the outer conductor.
However, only in the vicinity of the
inner conductor is the current concentration sufficient to produce appreciable heating; in general, the
size of the heated spot is about the
size of the inner conductor.
The amount of heat produced in

Using the special ironing -type r -f gun to smooth out and tack down layers of veneer
on a mandrel, in much the same way that the wire stapler is ordinarily used

FIG. 3-Two pieces of aircraft veneer
which have been spot -glued at two points.
Small indentations are caused by the
pressure of the inner electrode on the wood
which has been softened by heating

ELECTRONICS
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the spot is determined (for a given
power) by the length of time that
power is applied. The temperature
required for barely tacking the glue
(which, as will be explai ed later, is
often desirable) is attained for thin
veneers in about one second. Applying power for one and a half to two
seconds results in a completely set
or cured glue spot. In this case the
spot glued has, with adhesives of
the types used in aircraft manufacture, greater strength than the wood

1943

itself. This is demonstrated by the
fact that when subjected to shear
tests (tension parallel to the face of
the wood) the ultimate failure will
be largely in the wood.
In Fig. 3 are shown two pieces of
aircraft veneer which have been spot glued at two points.
Present Methods Of Molding

The advantages of the r-f spotgluer in laying up molded plywood
107

4-First step in the present process of making formed ply
wood structures. Thin strips of veneer are tailored to fit and
fastened to a wooden mandrel by means of wire staples. As
layers are added, the staples in the previous layer must be
removed
FIG.

5-Second step in making formed plywood. The mandrel on
which veneers have been wrapped is enclosed in a rubber bag
from which the air is exhausted. The whole assembly is then
placed in an autoclave, as shown, and heat and pressure are
used to bond the veneers into a single homogeneous piece
FIG.

assemblies are best illustrated by
first considering briefly the present
methods. While there are several
such methods, the best known of
which are the Vidal' and the Dura mold° they are all more or less similar in the pattern of operations.
These operations consist of two principal steps. In the first or wrapping
step, narrow strips of thin veneer
(from -inch to 1'e -inch thick) to
which a resin adhesive has been
previously applied are laid -up or
wrapped on a wooden mandrel, as
shown in Fig. 4. Where necessary,
individual strips are tailored to fit
by goring or trimming. As each strip
is fashioned to the mandrel it is held
in place by means of wire staples
driven through the strip and into the
mandrel. These are inserted with a
hand stapler.
As each additional layer of veneer
is added-and there may be as many
as nine layers-the staples in the
previous layer must be pulled out and
new staples put in through the added
layer. When the final layer has been
placed, as many of the staples as can
be safely extracted without damage
to the assembly are removed.
The whole assembly is then placed
in a rubber bag and the air exhausted from the bag so that it fits
tightly and smoothly over the assembly. The bag has several purposes. Primarily it provides a means
of insuring fluid pressure over the
entire surface. In addition it protects the lay-up and mandrel from
moisture. It also helps to hold the
veneers in place during handling.
In the second or "cooking" step in
the process the assembly, still in the
rubber bag, is placed in an autoclave,
as shown in Fig. 5, and heat and
pressure are applied. Compressed
air, steam, hot water, or combinations of these are used to obtain
614

Pressure normal

to surface

al/ points

at `R

Exhaust

Rubber

bag

Steam at

75/b.per

sq.in.

Three layers,,

of veneer

--Transfer car

ultimate pressures of the order of 75
lb. per sq. in. and temperatures of
250 deg. F. to 300 deg. F.
For the first few minutes of the
heating cycle, however, only relatively low pressures are used. During this period the resin adhesive
(with which all the plies were coated
before wrapping) gradually softens
and eventually goes through a flow
stage before reaching the curing
temperature. This flow characteristic allows the plies to shift slightly
with relation to each other so as to
conform exactly to the contours of
the mandrel. This ability to give
somewhat is essential in obtaining
maximum strength-weight characteristics.
After the preliminary period, during which the veneers have been
gently pressed into position, the pressure is brought up to the specified
maximum and the assembly allowed
to cook (or cure) from 15 minutes to
an hour or more, depending on the

thickness of the material. This
bonds the resin and veneers so completely that when the form is removed it has an evenness and homogeneity which give it a uniformity
approaching and a stiffness -to -weight
ratio exceeding that of sheet metals.
Drawbacks of Present Methods

The use of a wire stapler in the
"wrapping" part of the process is
one of the chief drawbacks to the
rubber -bag method of making shaped
plywood. While the staples can be
inserted quickly, the necessity of removing them from each previous
layer as new layers are added makes
the wrapping of multiple layers a
lengthy and costly job.

There are other disadvantages.
For one thing, the assembly is left
with many tiny holes in it, and the
holes in the outer layer at least must
somehow be filled up during the finishing process.
Again, the necessity of leaving a
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considerable number of staples in
during cooking limits the movement
of the plies with respect to each
other, and unless these staples are
left at specific points which have
been carefully predetermined, warping or wrinkling of plies may occur.
Finally, as a result of the inadvertent breaking of staples during
the removal process often -times staple ends remain and, under pressure,
protrude and puncture the bag. When
this happens not only the bag, but
the assembly, and sometimes even
the mandrel (due to moisture getting
into it) are ruined. Obviously the
elimination of stapling would be a
big step forward.

plastic stage before reaching the final
temperature (at which they are, of
course, thermosetting) . When heat
is applied just long enough to raise
the temperature (in the spot) to this
thermoplastic stage, it is found that
the veneers adhere sufficiently to hold
them securely in place during reasonable manipulation of the assembly while at the same time the cure is
insufficient to obtain final setting.
Some degree of "flow" therefore occurs when additional heat is applied
(as during the normal cooking cycle) .
If the spotting cycle is too long
the spots, of course, receive a final
cure. In this case the strength of
the joints is such as to pull wood, as
previously mentioned. If, however,
Advantages of the R -F Spot -Gluer
these spots of complete cure are of
The r-f spot -gluer was originally small size and not too many are used,
designed with the specific idea that they will ordinarily be broken off by
it would supplement, if not actually the shearing forces which occur when
replace, the stapler in operations of pressure is applied in the autoclave.
the above type. It was hoped that it
could be used instead of the stapler
to tack the separate plies of a shaped
layout together in such manner that
they would hold together during preliminary handling-and yet would be
free to move slightly with respect to
each other when heat and pressure
were applied to the assembly in the
autoclave. Fortunately the glues used
in molding practice (or at least such
of these as have been tested to date)
pass through a more or less thermo-

This will, of course, leave small unglued spots in the final piece, but
these have an insignificant effect on
overall strength values.
Thus, either method, that of partially gluing (tacking) a considerable number of spots or that of completely setting a smaller number, may
be used. Where the characteristics
of the glue used are not too critical
(which would make the in-between
point too hard to hit) the first is to
be preferred.
In one series of tests the experimental spot-gluer was used by a girl
operator whose only previous experience was with the regular wire stapler. Under these conditions the time
for making the individual spots was
considerably longer than with the
stapler. However, because of the
time saved by not having to pull out
staples, the overall time was of the
order of 25 percent less than with

6-Using the r-f gun to tack a gusset
plate of thin veneer on small capstrips
making up an aircraft ribweb. The temporarily glued assembly can be placed in
a hot-plate or r -f equipped press and cured
in a few minutes
FIG.

FIG. 7-Model of the spot -gluer used in
field tests. The oscillator cabinet has a
plug-in cable connector so that several
different models of the gun may be used
interchangeably. The gun shown is the
one developed especially for veneer wrapping, and permits an ironing motion for
smoothing wrinkles in the veneer
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Added ìnducirrrce

Quarter-rvove section
of concentric line

inner conductor

/nsu/ato,-

-Porver trigger

'Bakelite
_

handle

Flexible cable
to oscillator

FIG. 8-Cross-section sketch of the original gun, consisting of a
quarter -wave section of concentric transmission line with the hot
lead of the cable from the oscillator tapped on the inner conductor

at a point chosen to give an approximate impedance match

FIG. 9-Cross-section of the second model of the gun. A lumped
inductance has been placed in series with the inner conductor In
order to retain the effect of a quarter-wave line. The overall
length of this unit is conveniently short

With most application's of r -f heatthe stapler. With experience a 50
percent saving in time may be pos- ing one idea leads to another-and
the spot -gluer is no exception. Origsible.
In the present method the wrap- inally intended for use in making
ping time is definitely the bottleneck. molded plywood, it has already been
A reduction of 50 percent-if borne suggested and in some cases, tried
out in actual production-would be for other uses. Most of these had to
extremely important. It might go do with assembly operations on varifar toward justifying the making of ous objects made of plywood, paper many articles (predictions run all base laminates, sheet plastics, and
the way up to automobile bodies) by the like. In such cases, of course, a
methods now limited largely to air-

permanent seal or weld between overlapping pieces is usually desired.
Other Applications

Boxes and other small containers
are typical examples. For some of
these the spot-gluer in its present
form will be fairly suitable. For
most, however, more power, differently shaped electrodes, higher fre-

craft parts.
In addition to the time saving
there are also the advantages that
the wire holes are not present, the
likelihood of wrinkling is decreased,
and the danger of puncturing the
bag (which in itself is an expensive
item) is eliminated. There is one
further advantage which in the future may be of importance. If radio frequency heating is eventually to
be used in the final cooking process
(thereby eliminating the inconvenience of the autoclave and greatly reducing the cooking time), the use of
wire staples, which would short
across the electrodes, is obviously
not feasible. Some experimental
work along these lines has been done,
and although present molded plywood
production schedules probably do not
warrant the use of large-scale r -f
heating (because of the relatively
small quantities of each piece required), it seems quite possible that
peacetime production will justify the
high setup costs involved. If so, the
r -f spot -gluer will certainly be a

FIG.

10-Rear view

oscillator chassis that supplies
spot -gluing gun

of the 200 -Mc

necessary adjunct.

no
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facturing where this method might performs a sort of ironing movement
be of value. In fact, it is likely that which smooths out the wrinkles in
only by the adoption of such new pro- the veneer and holds it flat in place.
duction tools will the wood industry Experience indicates that this and
be able to compete with plastics and possibly other different applicators
light metals in those borderline will be used, depending on the refields where any of the three mate- quirements of various jobs.
field.
this
In addition, there are numerous rials might conceivably be used.
The model of the spot-gluer which
operations in the woodworking inDetails of Chassis Construction
dustry which are more or less similar was used in the field tests mentioned
A rear view of the oscillator chasto that for which the spot -gluer was is shown in Fig. 7. This unit was deactually designed. Most of these are signed by Mr. J. E. Joy of the RCA sis is shown in Fig. 10. The oscilin jobs where the advantages of a Development Engineering Section. lator proper occupies the center
preliminary assembly suggest them- The oscillator box is provided with a space, with power supply componselves.
plug-in cable connector so that it ents on either side. The push-pull
The aircraft rib -web shown in can be used interchangeably with tuned -grid tuned -plate oscillator circuit (Fig. 11) allows a very simple
Fig. 6 is an example. Such webs are several models of the gun.
form of construction to be used. At
usually assembled in a jig, the gusset
Details
of
Gun
Construction
the frequency of operation (approxiplates being held in place by toggle
clamps or some other clamping deThe original gun consisted of a mately 200 Mc) the grid inductance
vice. At room temperature a period quarter -wave section of concentric is a straight piece of tubing, while
of four to eight hours is required to transmission line with the hot lead the plate inductance is a single turn.
set the glue used. By placing the of the connecting cable tapped on the Tuning is accomplished by means
of a threaded screw -type condenser.
quency, or other changes will be desirable. An r -f device somewhat comparable to a welding machine, and of
fairly flexible characteristics, would
have wide application and will undoubtedly be the next development in

hinged loop loosely coupled to the
plate inductance forms the output
A

coil.

smeweebe...

Tv R.

FIG. 11-Schematic diagram of the r -f circuits of the 200 -Mc osc:Lator.
circuits, not shown, are of usual design

assembly in a hot -plate press (or in
a press equipped with r -f heating)
the glue can be set in a few minutes.
In either case the clamps are a
drawback and handling would be
much easier if sortie other means of
keeping the assembly together until
pressure was applied were available.
The spot-gluer may fill this requirement. It can be used to tack the gusset plates in place, thereby holding
the assembly together so that it can
if desired be removed from the jig
for gluing in a press.
When r -f heating is used, a number of webs can be bonded at one time
simply by stacking these up between
the electrodes. An arrangement of
this kind enormously steps up the
output of a given set of jigs.
There are, obviously, many similar
operations in peacetime wood manu -
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Rectifier

inner conductor at the proper point
to obtain an approximate impedance
match, as shown in Fig. 8. This gun
was about 12 inches long, and because of its unwieldiness required
two hands for accurate manipulation.
A second model was made up in
which the overall length was reduced
to about 5 inches. The effect of an
electrical quarter -wave was retained
by placing a small inductance in
series with the inner conductor and
tapping on to this at the proper point
for matching, as shown in Fig. 9.
As a result of further field tests
still another model of the gun was
made up. This unit, shown in Fig..7,
somewhat resembles in form the wire
stapling machine now used. It was
found desirable due to the fact that
in using such a device for laying up
veneer on a mandrel the operator
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Direct voltage for the oscillator
plates is supplied by a full -wave rectifier using two RCA -816's (at the left
in Fig. 10) . Plate input power is
about 150 watts.
The amount of power actually converted into heat in the wood is probably rather small. It is obvious, however, that overall efficiency is not
particularly important in a device of
this kind, since power cost is in any
event negligible. The controlling
item in design is, rather, the necessity of getting the required speed of
heating without having excessive
voltage between electrodes. This
problem is more or less general to
r -f heating of dielectrics and has
been discussed previously3.
In the case of the spot-gluer the
voltage problem is accentuated- by
the small area of the electrodes and
the relatively long current path
through the wood. Moreover, in spotgluing the in-between layers on a
mandrel the r -f gun comes in direct
contact with the adhesive which has
been previously spread on the veneer.
(Practice is to spread both sides of
the in-between layers.) Under this
condition, and with the glue at least
slightly moist, it is certain that arcs
will occasionally occur. The inter electrode voltage must be such that
these arcs will not be sustained. The
only way in which this voltage can be
kept down and still produce sufficient
(Continued on page 310)
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CATHODE
By WALTHER

RICHTER

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Milwaukee, Wise.

schematic wiring
1 --Fundamental
diagram of tube used as degenerative
amplifier for phase inverter or cathode
follower
FIG.

analysis of recently-developed
cathode follower circuits, which serve as highly efficient transformers for coupling high - impedance
sources to low -impedance loads. The circuits discussed are strictly power amplifiers. Voltage amplification is always less than unity
A comprehensive

l
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more positive. The cathode "follows"
the grid, so to speak.
The mathematics of this case have
been presented in this magazine once
before', but will be repeated here for
the sake of completeness.
If Ai, is the plate current change
due to the signal voltage change De
the actual grid voltage change will be
given by

4

t1e.

Miliiarnperes

FIG. 2-Family of plate characteristics for
triode, illustrating the operation of cathode

follower

LHE placement of a resistor in
the cathode circuit of a single
tube, or of a pair of tubes having
their cathodes connected together,
produces certain effects which have
been put to good use in many applications. This discussion attempts a
summary and analysis of these circuits, so that their behavior may be
visualized and predicted.
Suppose a signal De, is applied to
a tube as shown in Fig. 1. Evidently
the actual grid voltage change, that
is the voltage change between grid
and cathode, will not be as large as
Ae.. If the signal voltage makes the
grid more positive, for instance,
more plate current will flow; this
1

will cause an increase of voltage
across r0, making the cathode also

=

De.

- Ai, r.

(1)

The fundamental relation between
plate current change, grid voltage
change and plate voltage change is
given by the well known equation

In this case, representing fixed bias,
signal and grid voltage change are
of course identical. Comparing Eqs.
(5) and (5a) we note that the introduction of r, in the cathode lead has
the same influence on the plate current change due to a signal voltage
change, as if the tube were operating with fixed bias, but a resistor of
the value (µ + 1) r, had been added
in the plate circuit. Another, sometimes more convenient, way to visualize the influence of the cathode
resistor, can be deduced as follows :
if we substitute Ai, from Eq. (5)
into Eq. (1) , we obtain
De.

_ äe.

R-}-r,+r.
-}-

r, + r. +

r.

(6)

r, + ro = R,

is the total resistance in the plate circuit, since
An increase Ai, in plate current
r, is just as much a part of
causes a decrease-or negative in- obviously
plate circuit as R. However, r,
crease-of plate voltage given by the
is also part of the grid circuit, and
(3) its presence there causes the actual
Di, (R -I-- r.)
De, =
Substituting Eqs. (1) and (3) into grid voltage change to be less than
Eq. (2) gives
the signal voltage change in the ratio
(2)

r,

Now R

-f-

-

_

g (se.

- Di, r.) - Di, (R

-1-

r.) (4)

Rg

(6a)
De. = De.
r,
r.
Rd -}When this equation is solved for
We can therefore, also state the
Ai,, we obtain
influence of a cathode resistor by
saying that its .presence reduces the
i e.
Di, _
(5)
R -{- r, + (µ + 1) r.
value of the signal voltage in the
It is worthwhile to study Eq. (5) ratio given by Eq. (6) or Eq. (6a)
in detail. With rc = 0, the equation before it reaches the grid.
assumes the familiar form
While Eqs. (1) to (6) were set up
for resistive values in the plate and
Ae.
Di, - ,a
(5a)
cathode circuit, they are just as
R -f -r,

Di,
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FOLLOWER Circuits
+ 350

+ B

+ 350

J

Ö

50000
O

a

0Yo/t

volt
b

FIG.

3-Various circuit connections

for phase inverter circuits

valid if the resistances are replaced tive, while point C will swing more

cussion of the effect of cathode ca-

by impedances (provided, of course, positive. These two points may be pacity on the performance of cathode
that there is a path for the direct - capacity -coupled to a push-pull stage follower circuits, see C. E. Lockhart,
current component of the plate cur- furnishing the 180 deg. phase dis- "The Cathode Follower".1) Suppose
rent). Thus the influence of a resis- placed signals required for such a we take a load of 100,000 ohms. Figtor by-passed with a condenser can stage.'
ure 2 shows the plate characteristic
be calculated by means of Eqs. (5)
The procedure of designing such of the 6C5 with the load -line repreor (6) by simply replacing the value a stage may best be shown on an senting 100,000 ohms and inspection
r, with the complex value of the im- example. Suppose 350 volts is avail- shows that a good operating point
pedance representing the parallel able for the stage and that a 6C5 is 2 ma, with 150 volts across the
combination of resistor and con- is to be used. If we were to design tube and 200 volts across the 100,denser.
a conventional resistance -capacity 000 -ohm load. The actual grid voltage
Cathode Follower Arrangement
coupled stage, we would draw a load for this condition would have to be

The case of a true "cathode follower," or impedance changing tube
is obtained for R
O. The question
arises how much signal we shall obtain across re in this case.
The voltage change äe. across r,
due to the signal voltage change De,
is of course simply equal to the current change Di obtained from Eq.
(5), multiplied by re; we have therefore

-

,NA.M.ät,r.

µ De. r.

r

+

Ae.

Gs

+

1)r,

µ r.

- r, +µDeir.
M.

µr.+r,+r.

-}-

line with the chosen value of the
load resistance and decide on a
proper operating point. This is exactly what we do now, 'except that
the load resistance will be split into
two equal parts, one to be placed
into the plate lead, the other into
the cathode lead. However, it might
be desirable to hold the load to
lower values than usual, to minimize the effect of cathode leakage
and capacity. (For an excellent dis -

r.

(7)

Since the denominator is always

larger than the numerator, the fraction will always have a value less
than unity. This means that we cannot obtain voltage amplification with
this circuit.
If R is made equal to r0, the voltages across R and r, will be equal,
since the same current flows through
them. But an increasing current will
swing point A of Fig. 1 more nega-
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Advantages of
Cathode Follower
1. High input impedance

2.

Low output impedance

3.

Good frequency response

-7 volts, as seen from Fig. 2.
Splitting the 100,000 ohm load into
two resistors of 50,000 ohms results
in the circuit shown in Fig. 3a. The
about

operating-or quiescent-current

of

ma causes a drop of 100 volts
across r,, and in order to have an
actual grid voltage of -7 volts, a
bias of +93 volts will be required.
The output voltage obtainable from
such a stage for a given signal voltage can be determined in two ways,
just as for a conventional circuit.
For small signal voltages the equivalent plate circuit theorem will give
us the answer, that is, Eqs. (5) or
(6) can be used, which have been
derived on the basis of this theorem.
For larger signals the use of the
load line will be indicated. Assuming
at first a small signal, say 1 volt, the
application of Eq. (5) or (6) requires
the plate resistance to be known. At
the opérating point chosen in the
example, this value would be about
16,000 ohms (determined from the
2

113

battery. If a bleeder circuit across
the power supply is available it may
be conveniently tapped at the desired point, as shown in Fig. 3b, or
the bias may be obtained by tapping
T., at a point furnishing the desired
voltage. In the above example, with
an operating current of 2 ma ro
would have to be tapped at 46,500
ohms (Fig. 3c) to furnish proper
bias. The remaining 3,500 ohms are
not by-passed by a condenser; such
by-passing would destroy the balance of the signals while not serving
any useful purpose. The inconvenience of tapping r., or splitting it into
two odd -size resistors, however,
usually makes the biasing arrangement shown in Fig. 3d preferable; R
and r, are again equal for push-pull
output, but an additional resistor r,'
has been added, solely for the purpose of furnishing bias. A condenser
is usually shown by-passing this resistor, but its effect is so slight on
the performance of the stage (since
it is usually small compared to r.)
that it may as well be omitted.
It was shown that such a stage
cannot furnish amplification, i.e.,
that the two output voltages-or even
a single one-appearing across r,
and R (with R = r.) can never exceed the signal voltage. It should be
pointed out that this is true only if
the signal is introduced with respect
to a point of fixed potential in the
d-c system, such as is always the case
in capacity coupled stages. If transformer coupling is used, as shown in
Fig. 4a, the signal is seen to be introduced with respect to the cathode ;
under this condition the signal cur
rent flowing through r., does not degenerate the signal and the stage
will furnish the same amplification
as a conventional stage with a load
a

FIG.

4-Transformer input connections

to

phase inverter tube

cotangent at the operating point) . The load line tells us that the tube
The plate current due to a signal of voltage will swing between 75 and
225 volts, while the voltage across
1 volt would be given by Eq. (5) :
the load will swing between 350 75
20 X 1
= 275 and 350 225 = 125 volts.
50,000 ± .16.000 + 21 X 50,000
20
Half of these values, that is 137.5
17.92 X 10-6 (5)
1,116,000 and 62.5 volts, will represent the limThe signal appearing across the its of the voltage swing across the
cathode (or plate) resistor will be cathode (and plate) resistor. The
given by
limits of the signal voltage swing
e. = 50,000 X 17.92 X 10-6 = 0.896 volt
can now be found. At the instant
We could have used Eq. (6a), to when the drop across r, is 137.5 volts,
give us first the actual grid voltage the grid must be 2 volts negative
with respect to the cathode, or 137.5
change:
2 = 135.5 positive with respect to
116,000
e, = 1 X
the negative end of the power sup116,000 + 1,000,000
= 0.1039 volt (6a) ply; the other limit is correspondIf 0.1039 volt were applied to a 6C5 ingly 62.5 12 = 50.5 volts. The
tube with 100,000 ohm load, the total swing of the grid with respect
voltage across the load would be
to the negative end of the power
supply is therefore 135.5 50.5 = 85
,u De, RL
20 X 0.1039 X 100,000
eL
Therefore, to obtain a swing
volts.
r,
116,000
= 1.795 of 75 volts of the two output voltages
Half of this voltage, or 0.896 volt, across r, and R, an input voltage
will appear across r, and R. Note that swing of 85 volts is needed. The ratio
there is not only no amplification, is 75/85 = 0.8823 and is the same as
but that the phase inverted output found for small signals, within the
voltages are actually smaller than limits of accuracy of reading the
the input voltage.
characteristics. This indicates the extremely low distortion produced by
Use of Curves for Large Voltage
such a stage, as would be expected
Variations
from the highly degenerative effect
For larger voltages, the use of of the cathode resistor. Another
the characteristic curves is advisable. indication of the low distortion is
Here the actual grid voltages are found in the comparison of the midbest used as a starting point. Sup- point of the signal swing, which is
pose that on the basis of Fig. 2 we (135.5 + 50.5) /2 = 93 volts with the
decided to cause an actual grid volt- zero signal bias, which had been
age swing from -2 to -12 volts. determined also to be 93 volts.
What signal voltage will be needed
To come back to this bias, Fig. 3a
and what will the output voltage be? showed this bias as obtained from

-

.

-

-

-

-

.

-}- r, would, except of course, that
the output is evenly divided between
R and r.. In this case, if self bias is
used as shown in Fig. 4b, a by-pass
condenser must be used, if degeneration is to be avoided.

R

Applications of Cathode Follower

As already mentioned, the true
"cathode follower" or "infinite impedance" circuit is represented by
the condition R = 0. Such circuits are
of interest, for instance, when it is
required to place a voltage divider
for the purpose of voltage adjustment across a source not permitting
any current drain. A well known case
of this kind is the saw -tooth voltage
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obtained across the condenser in the
usual sweep circuit for cathode-ray
oscilloscopes. To adjust the sweep
amplitude a voltage divider is needed
across the condenser, which upsets 300
the linearity of this voltage with
time for low sweep frequencies. Such
a stage can also be used as an in- o
finite impedance detector, with a very >ó 200
linear characteristic. In both cases a 4-3
graph showing the output voltage as }o.
a function of the input voltage is 3
desirable. Such a graph is easy to °100
construct if we use again the actual
grid voltage as an intermediate
link and as the independent variable.
This procedure has at the same time
100
o
200
300
Signal Voltage
the advantage of giving that value
of the signal voltage at which we FIG. 5-Signal voltage, output voltage
might expect grid current.
characteristics of cathode follower, showing wide range of linear operation

Example of Calculation of Cathode

Follower

Suppose we use a 6C5 with a 350
volt supply, placing a 100,000 ohm
resistor in the cathode lead. These
values have been chosen so that we
may use Fig. 2, which was representing the same case. We then prepare
a table as shown below, using e9 as

+B
i2

independent variable.
e9

e,

ere

e,

o

41
76
108
141
172

309
274
242
209
178
150

309

-2
-4
-6
-8

-10
-12
-14
-16
-18
-20
-22
-24
-26

200
225
248

125
102
79
58
38
20
10

271
292
312
330
340
350

0

272
238
203

170
140
113
88
63
40

l,es

18

-2

-14
-26

Z
ec

O
In this table e9 = actual grid voltage, e, = voltage across tube, erg =voltage across resistor in series with FIG. 6-Cathode resistor common to two
tube, and e, = signal voltage. The tubes in parallel, with signal fed to grid
of one tube
signal voltage e given in the last
row, is obtained by adding the actual
grid -to -cathode voltage e9f given in
the first row (negative values) to
the voltage across r0, given in the
+350 volt
third row. The linearity, as shown
in Fig. 5, from zero up to about 290
volts, where the table shows the
actual grid voltage to be about -1
volt and where we might approach
the point of grid current, thus losing
the infinite impedance characteristic,
is almost unbelievable. The use of a Input
high quality resistor for rQ will convert a precision d -c milliammeter
into a vacuum tube d -c voltmeter capable of high precision. To obtain a
very linear detector or a -c vacuum7-Schematic circuits used to illustrate
tube voltmeter capable of handling FIG.
practical design of cathode follower
large signals, all we have to do is to
arrangements
apply the signal with a bias of 26
volts, as shown by the graph.
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Of the greatest interest is the
use of a cathode resistor common to
two tubes, as shown in Fig. 6. The
very valuable properties of this circuit were first recognized by Goldberg and Schmitt,' apparently independently of one another.
Two Tubes as Cathode Phase Inverter

In the circuit shown in Fig. 6
the grid of tube II is held at a fixed
potential with respect to ground by
the bias voltage e,, (shown as obtained from a battery) while to the
grid of tube I the same bias plus the
signal is applied. Consider the time
when the signal makes the grid of
tube I more positive. The current in
tube I then tends to increase; but
this increase of current, passing
through
would like to make the
cathode "follow," as explained before, and, with the two cathodes
connected, the cathode of tube II
will therefore become more positive
with respect to its grid, or, what
amounts to the same thing, the grid
will become more negative with respect to its cathode. This causes a
decrease of current in tube II ; this
decrease must be less, however, than
the increase of current in tube I,
otherwise the total current flowing
in the cathode resistor would decrease, and the cathode could not
change its potential in the direction
just reasoned. The plate potentials
of the two tubes, that is, the potential of the points A and B of Fig. 6
therefore change in the opposite direction : A becomes more negative,
B more positive. The question arises

r

immediately what these potential
changes will be in relation to the
signal applied to the first grid, and
in relation to each other.
Before, going into the exact treatment of this case, a quick insight
may be had by a simple assumption.
Let re be infinite, or at least very
large. This would of course call for
a very high voltage supply, since the
drop across re must be covered by
the supply. Under this condition the
current is must remain substantially
constant, since even a very small
change would cause a large change of
cathode potential. But since is is
equal to the sum of i1 and
this
means that any increase in i1 must be
accompanied by an equal decrease in
and the cathodes have no other
choice in responding to the application of the signal to the first grid,
than to adjust their common poten-

i

i
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tial to such a point that this condition will be fulfilled. For infinite r.
and linear operation of the tubes,
this would obviously be the case, if
the cathodes will "follow" just one
half of the signal voltage change applied to the first grid. Thus, if the
instantaneous value of the signal applied to the grid of tube I makes this
grid let us say 4 volts positive, but if
the cathodes follow 2 volts, then the
actual grid voltage change on tube I
will be 2 volts positive, on tube II 2
volts negative. Linear operation of
the tubes assumed, the two plate
currents will change equal amounts
in opposite direction, thus keeping
the current flowing in the common
cathode resistor constant. The potential changes of point A and B are
then also equal, but opposite in direction.

FIG.

The exact treatment of this case
can be made rather involved, but it
can also be made very simple by the
proper method of attack.
Suppose we investigate what happens if we introduce signal voltages
to both grids. Let us confine ourselves, however, to a condition where
the same amount of signal voltage
change is impressed on both grids,
but once the two voltage changes
are in phase, the other time out of
phase.
If we change both grid potentials
the same amount and in the same
direction (by tying the two grids
together, for instance) the two tubes
will act just like one, with an r,
equal to one half of the r, of each
tube, and a load resistance also equal
to one half of the load resistance of
each tube. The total current change,
due to a signal change Ae,' applied to
both grids will be given by Eq. (5),
with the proper values substituted.
We obtain

O(i,+i2)_

+4r,+

(µ

+

11

r,

(8)

The plate current change of each
-tube will be one half of the value
given by Eq. (8), that is
= Der =

R+

(µ oe.')

7'9+(µ+1)r,
µAe.'

R-I-r,+2(µ+1)re

of

cascaded cathode followers

+13

Simplified Analysis of Circuit Operation

Di', =

8-Two stages

(9)

If we excite the grids in push-pull,
that is, make grid II negative exactly the same amount that we make
grid I positive, then, linear operation assumed, the current in tube I

/npu t

rP

FIG. 9-Wiring diagram of two tubes
in cathode follower circuit, with load
taken between the two plates in a

FIG. 10-Equivalent circuit for bridge
type cathode follower circuit of Fig. 9

bridge arrangement

will increase as much as the current
in tube II decreases. For i,, remain-

ing constant, the cathode will not
change its potential at all, and the
current changes taking place can be
calculated by means of the equivalent
plate circuit theorem, as if the tubes
were operating with fixed bias.
Th .refore, if we make grid I more
positive by Ae," while making grid
II the same amount Ae," more negative, the plate current changes will be
Di,

µ .fie,"

_-

Ai2"

-

µDe;

+ r,(10)
These two cases are therefore
R

easily enough managed mathematically, but they are not what we
are interested in. We want to know
what happens if Ae, is applied to one
grid, while the other remains at a
constant potential. But this desired
change in grid potentials could- be
considered as the result of two steps
at first, we make both grids an
amount Ae,/2 more positive, while
in the second step we make grid I an
additional Ae,/2 more positive, while
making grid II more negative by the

same amount. The total result of
these two steps is obviously a change
of Ae, volts on the first grid, and zero
change on the second grid. The current changes taking place during
the first step are found by Eq. (9),
substituting Ae,/2 for Ae,', while the
current changes due to the second
step are found in a similar way by
means of Eq. (10), with the substitution of Ae,/2 for Ae,". Adding the
results of these substitutions into Eq.
(9) and Eq. (10) we obtain the total
current changes Ail and Ai2:
1

r, + R+ r, -}-

2
1

2

Xr,+RX
-}-R
2(µ +1) re)

11

1

r, +

2

R
1

R+2(µ-}-1)re)

r,
1

2

µ Ae,

r, +

r,
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r,
-F- R +

r,

µ De,

:

116

2(µ +1)r.,

µ0e,

1

-

R-}-

R X

-

r, -}- R
R + 2 (g +

-

1)

r,

l
/

(11.
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Designating

r,+R

r,+R+2 (g+1) re
this factor the "deviation factor from true push-pull output." For re = oo the value of this
factor becomes zero, and the two
current changes are equal in size
and opposite in sign, as we had
already reasoned out for this case.
The amount of change is seen to be
the same as if one half of the signal,
i.e. De,/2 had been applied to each
tube under fixed bias condition.
Often the voltage between points
A and B alone is of interest, without
regard of the distribution. This voltage is given by :
we could call

6,e,, e

= Ail R
1

-biz R

it äe.
(r,+R)(1
+F +

1

- F)

µ De. R

R+r,

This is an important result it shows
the total output voltage to be independent of the cathode resistor and
just as large as if the signal had
been applied to one tube only, this
tube working with conventional fixed
bias condition.
:

Example of Design Procedure

Again an example may
quickly the relations and
For each triode section
the following values were
the curves:

show most
procedure.
of a 6A6
read from

e, = 120 volts
= 2 volts

-

i,=2ma
r,

= 35

25,000 ohms

Suppose a 350 volt d -c supply is
available for the operation of the
stage, and that we were willing to
let the load consume 150 volts. Load
and tube would therefore take 270
volts, leaving 80 volts for the cathode
resistor. A current of 2 ma in each
tube and 4 ma in the cathode resistor
gives then the resistor values shown
in Fig. 7. The grid bias will have to
be -78 volts. If a one -volt signal is
placed on the grid of the first tube,
according to Eq. (12) the total output voltage (that is the voltage e,B)
will be,
e, a = 35 X

X 75'00026.25 volts
+
25,000
75,000
1

If the output were true push-pull, the
voltage change of point A and of
point B would each be exactly one
half of the total output, or 13.125
volts. Actually the voltage swing of
points A and B (Fig. 6) will be:
ea

= 13.125 X

(1 -f- F)

ea=13.125X(1-F)
ELECTRONICS
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The two output voltages are of op- second stage could be called of secposite polarity, or, in the case of a -c, ond order. In this particular case calof opposite phase. In our case F is
culations show that with an over-all
amplification of 26.252 = 689 for two
F =
r° + R
identical stages, the two 180 deg. out r,+R+2 (ß.+1)re
of-phase output voltages will differ
25,000 + 75,000
less than one percent from each
25,000 X 75,000 + 72 X 20,000
other. With the tolerances of com100,000
mercial resistors and with the tubes
100,000 + 1,410,000
hardly matching that closely, this is
100
1
= 0.065
obviously an entirely theoretical
1,540
15.4
value ; the actual unbalance might
Therefore
be
more or less than this calculated
13.125
e e = 13.125 +
value.
15.4
Another interesting arrangement
= 13.125 + 0.852 = 13.977
13.125
results
if a load is connected between
13.125 +
en =
15.4
points A and B. This load may be a
12.273
=
13.125 --I15.852 =
milliammeter such as found in
vacuum-tube voltmeters of the type
Improving Balance
of the RCA Voltohmyst. The fundaFor many applications this unbal- mental circuit is shown in Fig. 9.
ance of approximately 14 percent The current in the load, and the curwould not be of any consequence. If rent changes in the resistors R due
a closer balance is required, it is of to the application of an input voltage
course possible to tap the load re- can again easily be predicted by
sistor of the first tube at the appro- means of the same reasoning as in
priate place, and take the output from the open circuit case. The application
this tap instead of point A. Another of De, on the grid of the first tube
method of improving the balance, can be considered as the result of two
used by Goldberg in later modifica- steps, as before: (1) Voltage of both
tions of his high gain d -c amplifier, grids changed by De,/2 in the same
is based on replacing r, by a pentode. direction; (2) Voltage of first grid
Since in all our derivations we are increased an additional De3/2 in the
interested only in variational resis- same direction, second grid De,/2 in
tances, that is in the ratio of voltage the opposite direction. During the
change to current change, use can be first step the current in both plate
made of the very high plate resistance resistors will increase the same
of a pentode, approaching values near amount, but no load current will reone megohm, without the need of sult; the second step represents pure
the high voltage supply which a push-pull operation, on which the
regular one megohm resistor would value of re has no influence. The
require. If values of several hundred equivalent circuit for this case is
thousand ohms are introduced in the shown in Fig. 10. The current in the
expression for the deviation factor, load is given by
F, it is seen to approach zero for all
2R
.
X
practical purposes. Since the plate i`
(13)
2 RRL
2 R + RL
2r,+2R+RL
characteristics of pentodes remain
flat to relatively low plate voltages,
äe, R
the advantage of a high re can be had
r,(2R+RL)+RRL
without sacrificing a large amount
µ äe.
of voltage over it.
RL(1 +R)+2r,

-

-

-

Cascaded Cathode Phase Inverters

If the load is a relay, instead of a

If two or more stages with cathode meter, it will be desirable to make its
resistors are cascaded, as shown in resistance of such value that the
Fig. 8, a considerable improvement
of balance results, due to the fact
that the signal applied to the grid
of the second stage is already essentially a push-pull signal. The small
unbalanced part of this signal-in
the above discussed example about
14 percent-will again be mostly
converted into a push-pull signal, so
that the unbalance of output in the
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maximum power will be obtained in
the coil, or stating it in a different
manner, that operation will result
with the smallest possible input. The
value of RL giving the best match
can be found by forming the expression for the power in the coil, P =
ii X RL,
with the value for
iL from Eq. (13) substituted into
(Continued on page 312)
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BREAKING UP SHELLAC

PREPARING A MIX

RECORDS

in the

New series of photos shows
some of the steps in the
manufacture of discs for
the public, biggest wartime business in the entertainment field of elec-

tronics. Reclaiming of old
platters helps bolster the
supply of critical materials

Photos by

EWING GALLOWAY

PRESSING A BISCUIT
November 1943
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PLATING THE MASTER

CUTTING ORIGINAL WAX

MAKING
wartime business in the entertainment field
of electronics, manufacture of phonograph records proceeds at a healthy pace despite a shortage of
shellac and restrictions which prevent normal publicizing of platters over the air.
Some of the interesting processes of manufacture
are shown here, in a new series of pictures taken in
the Camden, New Jersey plant of the Radio Corporation of America's RCA Victor Division.
Breaking Up Shellac, an initial step shown in the
photograph captioned with these three words, involves the swinging of a sledge by a millworker just
before the material is carried to a grinder and pulverizer.
Preparing A Mix of shellac and other essential
materials which are carefully weighed and batched,
expert workmen deliver the complete plastic to a
machine which rolls and forms it into "biscuits."
Cutting Original Wax in the recording studio is
followed by the addition of the eccentric groove near
the center which operates automatic stops and repeat
mechanisms on the user's playback machine. This
critical mechanical chore is pictured.
Plating The Master preserves it for posterity and
also permits it to be used in the manufacture of
"stampers" from which actual commercial pressings
are made.
Pressing A Biscuit of plastic involves the use of a
"stamper" and the application of 200 lb of pressure
per square inch. A pre -heating grill for the cold
biscuits may be seen at the left of the operator.
The Finished Record is removed from the press
and is ready for labelling and packaging after the
operator removes rough outside edges.
BIGGEST
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MASS SPECTROMETER
Aids Research
Supplementing chemical analysis in many important industrial and manufacturing operations, the electronic mass spectrometer quickly and accurately determines the mass -to -charge
ratio of ions and permits determination of constituents of mixtures
By JOHN. A. HIPPLE

years ago if the practical engineer working in industry had
heard of the mass spectrometer at
all, he considered it a gadget that
physicists in the university laboratories used for fundamental research.
Furthermore he would usually associate it with Aston's work on the detection and measurement of the
masses of the isotopes. However,
IVE

Research Laboratories, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Nu.

today more and more engineers responsible for industrial research and
control problems are realizing the
possibilities of the mass spectrometer
in their own particular fields. A contributing factor in this change has
been the recent strides in developing
practical electronic instruments for
such work. It is the purpose of this
article to acquaint executives and en-

loti Soul ce
Gas

Handling

Gas

gineers working in the field of electronics with recent improvements
and industrial potentialities of the
mass spectrometer.
Since the first mass spectrograph
was constructed a quarter of a century ago, there has been a gradual
development of different types of instruments down through its interesting history. However, it is well to
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t,,..,-FIG. 2-Elements of mass spectrometer showing (a) a general
schematic and (b) a close-up of connections at ionizing source.
The magnet coil providing the proper perpendicular field to bend
the ions is excited by 100 ma at 1000 volts. This power is provided with an electronic regulator. The ion accelerating voltage
is then tapped off a decade potentiometer in parallel with the
magnet, powered from the same source as the magnet. Since the
ion accelerating voltage will increase with the magnet current
(and hence the magnetic field) some additional regulation is
obtained. Additional regulators supply the electron accelerating

voltage, the electrometer tube amplifier for the ion current, and
the current heating the filament supplying the electrons. All
batte; ies have been eliminated with the exception of a few dry
cells having a very small current drain, and principally used
as reference voltage
For simplicity at (a) the electron gun has been twisted 90 deg.
with respect to the ion beam in order to show all the tube
elements more clearly. At (b) the electron beam is shown travelling parallel to the length of the ion slit, as is usual in mass
spectrometers

]20
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FIG. 1-Phantom views of mass spectrometer, one general and the other a
close-up of the ionizing structure. The
sample of gas to be analyzed is admitted by a capillary leak, and the
electron beam ionizes some of the molecules of the gas sample. A difference
in potential draws the ions through the
first slit and accelerates them to the
second slit, where they emerge as a
beam. This ion beam travels straight
down the tube until the magnetic field
bends the ions into a circular path. By
proper adjustment of the ion accelerating voltage and magnetic field, ions of
a particular mass (i.e. mass divided by
charge) follow the curve of the tube
and emerge through the exit slit. Here
the ions are caught by a Faraday cage
and the current corresponding to this
particular mass is measured.
The resolution of a mass spectrometer
is a function only of the radius of
curvature of the ion beam in the magnetic field and the widths of the
entrance and exit slits. The angle of
deflection in the magnetic field is immaterial. Therefore, a 90 deg. deflection is used instead of 60 deg. to

iON
SOURCE

a

.,A} NET

BEAM

FILAMENT

TO PUMP

MAANET
POLE P;ECES

ION BEAM

ION

graph" and "mass spectrometer"
are not the same. The mass spectrograph is an instrument used for
the 'specialized problem of accurately
measuring the masses of the elements and the exit slit is replaced
by a photographic plate. The mass
spectrometer uses the exit slit for
escape of the ions and makes electrical measurement of the magnitude of
the current, sometimes even record-

EXIT -SLIT

-

PLATE

COLLECTOR PLATE

shorten the path and reduce probability of collision in the analyzer, simplify focusing and mounting, and to
obtain sturdy mechanical assembly

keep in mind that the "mass spectro-

ELECTRON

ANALYZER
.

TUBE

industry, let us consider a typical
mass spectrometer that is in general
use today for gas analysis and rela.ted problems. Figure 1 shows the
heart of the mass spectrometer.
Mass Spectrometer Principles

the impact of the electrons on the gas
molecules just below electrode 4 are
urged through the long slit in electrode 2 by a small potential difference
between 4 and 2. The ion beam thus
formed by this slit is then accelerated
by a much larger potential difference
between 2 and 5, the latter being at
ground potential. Passing through
the slit in 5, the narrowly collimated
beam enters the analyzer region-a
tube with a grounded metallic shield
on the inside. Thus far the beam
contains all the types of ions that
were formed by the electron beam in

Electrons emitted by the filament
in the ion source are accelerated
through the slits in the electrodes in
the electron "gun" and form the elecing it.
tron beam as shown. The voltage and
The big advantage of the mass current of this beam are very carespectrometer is its ability to measure fully controlled. The ions formed by
quickly and accurately the magnitude
of the current corresponding to the
different ions in the tube. Undoubtedly the mass spectrometer will be
applied to the automatic continuous
MASS SPECTROMETER USES
control of many processes. Another
very promising field of particular inTracing stable isotopes
terest to the readers of ELECTRONICS,
Analyzing traces of gas in a mixture
is its use in the study of the outProviding more rapid and complete analyses of mixtures
gassing and leakage rate of various
vacuum vessels, possible improveMaking analyses when only small samples of gas are availments in rectifiers, fluorescent lamps,
able
and other devices that depend on a
Continuous indication of changing composition during a
gaseous electric discharge for their
process, such as the gas atmosphere in heat -treating furnaces
operation.
To understand its possibilities for

ELECTRONICS
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the ionization region. However, at
this point the ion beam is caused to
pass between the pole pieces of an
electromagnet. As the magnetic field
in this gap is perpendicular to the
direction of motion of the ions, the
ions are bent into circular paths; the
principle involved is exactly like that
causing the deflection of the electron
beam in a magnetic oscillograph.
Since the ions have different
masses, the radius of curvature of
the different types of ions will be different. The radius of curvature in
the uniform magnetic field is given
by

r=

°

H

1

150e

FIG.

3

-Three

views (front view
showing operating
panel, side view
with cover open,
and close-up of gas flow valves) of the
modern mass spectrometer discussed
in the text. It op-

where r is expressed

erates from a

110 v,

cps line, drawing 15 kw

60

in centimeters, H in gausses, V is the
potential difference in volts by which
the ions have been accelerated, c is
the velocity of light (3 x10" cm per
second), e is the electronic charge
(4.8 x 10-'° e.s.u.) and M is the mass
of the ions in grams. Thus it is seen
that for a given V and H the radius
of curvature depends on the. ratio
M/e. Since the singly charged ions
are most abundant, the discussion
here can be limited to these and we
can then consider that the radius of
curvature is dependent only on the
mass of the ion.
justed that ions of any desired mass slit of the mass spectrometer to the
The ion accelerating voltage V and will emerge from the magnetic field collecting electrode. The current
the magnetic field H can be so ad - in Fig. 1 and pass through the exit reaching this electrode is amplified
and measured and the amount of this
current is a measure of the number
ANALYSIS OF SYNTHETIC BLENDS
of molecules of this species in the
Comparison of known values of the samples, with values determined
mass spectrometer. With the fields
by the mass spectrometer (M.S.)
adjusted for the measurement of this
particular mass, all other masses sufBlend No.
1
2
3
4
5
fer greater or less deflection in the
magnetic field and are lost on the
grounded shield on the interior of
the analyzer. After measuring the
o
22.4
41.6
....
24.4
51.9
0 rC,H' ° J\ Syn
M.S.
23.4
current corresponding to ions of this
41.7
24.0
52.0
particular mass any other mass deSyn
25.4
41.2
14.2
48.1
°Ja n-CaHt J
sired may be focused on the exit slit
26.1
.... 13.7 48.0
41.4
1 M.S
and measured by suitably adjusting
Syn.
either V or H or both.
26.2
3.7
% a-C,H, f M.S.
25.3
4.1
1
A simple example of the functioning of the apparatus is the analysis
Syn.
18.3
25.6
% cis-ßC, He J
of the amount of oxygen and nitro\ M.S
... .... 20.0 26.6 ....
gen in that common gas mixture, air.
First a blend of oxygen and nitrogen
%trans-ß-C,HaMS
2ß.6
of carefully measured proportions is
prepared and allowed to flow through
Syn.
26.0
28.8
7-CeHal
%
the mass spectrometer tube as indiM.S
25.1
.... .... 28.6 ....
cated in Fig. 2. We now have ions of
Syn
17.2
46.9
7.0
....
nitrogen and oxygen emerging from
% 1, 3-CHe J M.S.
16.9
47.3
....
7.1
1
the ion source into the analyzer. The
fields are adjusted so that mass 28
0
0
8 n
0
0
0
(nitrogen) is focused on the exit
0.30
0.42
%
M.S..
0.16
0.49
slit of the mass spectrometer and the
.
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current measured. (The atomic
weight scale will be used henceforth
to differentiate between the various
masses). Mass 32 (oxygen) being
heavier is not deflected as much by
the magnetic field and is lost on the
grounded interior of the analyzer.
The fields are then readjusted so that
the current corresponding to mass
32 may pass through the exit slit and
be measured. The instrument is now
calibrated for nitrogen and oxygen
in any proportions and if air is
passed through the mass spectrometer, we can quantitatively determine the composition.
Magnitudes of Quantities

It will be useful to have in mind
the order of magnitude of the quantities involved in the proper operation
of the mass spectrometer. For instance, some question may arise about
the extension of the above calibration
to mixtures in which the relative proportions are far removed from that
for which the calibration was made
-in other words, the linearity of the
ion current corresponding to a particular substance as a function of its
partial pressure in the mixture. It

ELECTRONICS

-

is immediately clear

that the mean
(average distance one
molecule will travel before striking
another) of both electrons and ions
are long compared with the dimensions of the apparatus. The sample
flows through the instrument continuously during the analysis and the
pressure is lower than 10-i mm of Hg.
Thus the probabilities of interaction
between molecules or of multiple collisions by an electron are small. The
electron current in the beam responsible for the ionization is the order
of 10 microamperes.
The ion current emerging from
the exit slit of the mass spectrometer
is 10'10 to 10-15 ampere. Usually a potential of about 1000 volts is used for
the ion 'accelerating voltage, and for
routine analyses the electron accelerating voltage is less than 100 volts.
In a typical instrument the radius of
curvature of the ion beam in the
magnetic field would be 10 to 15 cm.
All of the power packs must be
very carefully stabilized. The magnetic field and the ion accelerating
voltage should be constant to one
part in five or ten thousand. The essential components of a mass spectrometer are outlined in Fig. 2.
free paths
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Photographs of an instrument are
shown in Fig. 3 and many of the vital
parts shown in Fig. 2 may readily
be recognized.
Practical Applications

In discussing the applications of
the mass spectrometer it should first
be appreciated that most of the problems of interest today are not as
simple as the example using air. Even
in air there are other masses present which were not mentioned. Let
us consider nitrogen in more detail.
There are two isotopes, (elements
having the same chemical properties
but different masses), N'4 (mass 14)
and N15 (mass 15), the latter being
roughly 1 percent of the former.
Thus the largest peak present will be
mass 28 formed by the ion N1.N'
(the symbol + being used in the conventional manner to indicate that the
nitrogen molecule composed of the
two nitrogen atoms of mass 14 is
positively charged or ionized.) However, there will be a weak peak at
mass 29 (N14N') and an extremely
weak one at mass 30 (N15N15+) For
the use of N" as a tracer in chemical
or biological studies the mass 29 peak

123

would be of importance. All of these
peaks are formed by simple ionization of the nitrogen molecule by electron impact. When the electron hits
the nitrogen molecule it may dissociate the molecule, producing an atomic
nitrogen ion. Considering only the
more abundant isotope N14 the simple
ionization gives a peak at mass 28
whereas the combination of dissociation and ionization gives a peak at
mass 14. Thus :

-

Simple ionization N8
N9+ + e (ion at mass 28)
Ionization and dissociation N,-->
N+ + N + e- (ion at mass 14)
where e- represents the electron
ejected in the reaction. In this case
simple ionization is far more probable; i.e. the ion current corresponding to mass 28 is much larger than
that at mass 14.
In some cases it is more probable
to dissociate the molecule by electron impact than it is simply to ionize it. This is particularly true of
hydrocarbons. For instance in normal butane (C4H,) with a parent
mass at 58, the largest mass in the
spectrum is at mass 43. Thus :

+ CJ-17+ + e- (ion at
mass 43)
A great deal of study has been made
in recent years on the energy of the
electron beam at which these various
fragments appear and it has been
possible to correlate these results
with thermochemical data.
In a molecule like normal butane
with a large number of component
C4H,0 --> CH8

7

atoms many masses are present in
the mass spectrum due to the dissociation of the molecule by electron
impact. A portion of the spectrum is
shown in Fig. 4. This spectrum may
be obtained by continuously varying
either the ion accelerating voltage or
the magnetic field. This so-called
"cracking pattern" is helpful in an
analysis of a mixture of iso-butane
and its isomer, normal butane. (Isomers are substances having the same
molecular weight and composed of
the same component atoms, but differing in some chemical properties
due to differences in the arrangement
of the component atoms.) The cracking patterns differ in the two cases
and an analysis can be made in spite
of the fact that both parent masses
are the same. In the region shown on
the record the successive masses correspond to the splitting of a successively greater number of hydrogen
atoms from the parent ion C4H,o. The
peak at mass 59 is contributed by
the heavy carbon isotope C.. In other
cases the "cracking pattern" causes
complications since the butanes contributed masses at all points in the
mass spectrum at which hydrocarbons of lower mass would appear.
For instance an analysis of a mixture
of iso-butane and butadiene (C4He
with the parent ion at mass 54)
would require that we first subtract
the contribution to mass 54 from the
iso-butane; the remainder of the current at mass 54 is then contributed
by the butadiene. As all the equations are linear, this problem can be
set up mathematically and solved
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FIG. 4-Portion of the spectrum of normal butane (C.H,,.) showing C, region of the spectrum

readily for a fairly complicated system.
Use in

Hydrocarbons Analysis

As a result of the above discussion,
it should be recognized that the mass
spectrometer is an extremely powerful tool in analyzing hydrocarbons
for impurities of higher molecular

weight than the main components
since there is no longer the conflict
in masses and the impurities will
stand out uniquely. In general it
can be said that the problem of hydrocarbon analysis becomes most difficult for the mass spectrometer when
the components have the same or
nearly the same molecular weight.
As an example of the sort of analysis
that can be made under these conditions, some results made with the
Westinghouse mass spectrometer are
given in the table. The synthetic
blends were made with a manometer
by a third party.
The problem of hydrocarbon analysis has been discussed at some length
because it is a difficult one which is
of importance to the synthetic rubber, aviation gasoline, and chemical
industries. The infrared and ultraviolet spectrometers have had considerable success in these fields, but
the entire problem is so difficult that
the mass spectrometer will be a valuable supplement to existing analytical methods.
The quantity of gas necessary for
an analysis is, in a sense, limited only
by the design of the gas handling
system since the flow through the
tube is so small. This flow is about
10'4 cm liters per min. (approximately
10'8 cubic centimeters of gas per minute measured at atmospheric pressure) and can of course be made less
depending on the design of the pumping system. Since the flow through
the mass spectrometer tube must be
maintained constant, the conventional method of attaining this is to
bleed the sample through a capillary
leak located in the gas flow line between the mass spectrometer and a
reservoir containing a sufficient
quantity of the gas that the pressure
in the reservoir is not materially
changed during the time required
for the analysis.
Because the mass spectrometer is
a practical instrument for segregating gas molecules it promises to become an increasingly valuable tool in
industry.
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Electronic
MEGAPHONES
Resembling old-fashioned acoustic devices in appearance and nearly as easy
to use, modern sound - reinforcement
units using vacuum -tube amplifiers aid
the Navy in its job of maintaining communications among convoyed ships that
must maintain radio silence

SKIPPERS have
bellowed messages through megaphones to seamen aboard their commands, longshoremen on docks and
even the captains of passing vessels
since the days of the clipper -ships.
Funnel -shaped acoustic aids give
a certain amount of extra punch to
lung -power, concentrating sound in
the desired direction to some extent
and providing a little reinforcement
of volume at their resonant frequencies, but the war has created a
need for gear having greater effective range. Ships travelling in convoy and maintaining radio silence
must be able to communicate with
each other over considerable disLEATHER-LUNGED

Complete portable electronic megaphone
(above) as made for U. S. Navy by Guided
Radio Corp., and interior of amplifier
(below)

ELECTRONICS
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tances. Landing operations require
close liaison between covering naval
forces and troops hitting the beachheads. Planes providing protective
screens, or patrolling offshore, frequently find it necessary to talk to
men far below on land or on the surface of the sea.
Electronic megaphones (the British call them "loud -hailers") provide
a modern answer to such problems.
Newest application of the public-address equipment designer's art, they
comprise in simplest form small,

November 1943

light, sturdy two-piece units which
are entirely self-contained and completely portable. Under average conditions such units transmit intelligible voice communications over
distances in excess of 1,000 feet.
Similar semi -portable units have
conveyed intelligence to points well
over a mile away.
General Specifications

Four manufacturers are at present producing electronic megaphones
for the Navy Department alone
Guided Radio Corporation (New
York), Operadio Manufacturing
Company (St. Charles, Ill.), Powers
Electronic & Communication Company (Glen Cove, N. Y.), and Radio
Corporation of America (Indianapolis). Over-all design follows a general pattern in that three units capable of inter -connection are provided
(A) a combination microphone and
loudspeaker unit equipped with a
pistol -grip, squeeze -to -talk switch
and a strap permitting the unit to be
suspended from the neck or shoulder
of the user; (B) a battery -powered
amplifier, similarly equipped with a
carrying strap; (C) a larger amplifier designed to be permanently
:

:
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noticeable at low audio frequencies.
(8) Introduction of delay, or frequency -selective filters, or other electrical refinements, in the vacuum tube amplifier circuit.
All four of the electronic megaphones under discussion, it is interesting to note, will develop sufficient
acoustic feedback to howl at normal
gain if they are directed toward
nearby obstructions or surfaces
from which sound is readily reflected. Pointing a shipboard unit
toward the deck, in fact, provides a
quick maintenance -check on gain. If
it doesn't howl it isn't "putting out."
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Circuit of the portable amplifier described in the text.
is shown at the lower right

mounted at some convenient point on
deck and operated by the ship's a -c
or d -c power.
Design differs considerably in detail. Problems encountered by each
manufacturer were to a major extent directly related to the need for
extremely light-weight, compact,
weather-proof and mechanically
shock -proof equipment. Chief among
the problems encountered was the
minimizing of acoustic feedback between microphone and loudspeaker.
Obviously, the amplifier gain that
may be used and hence the distance
that may be covered is largely a
function of the feedback factor. Feedback is minimized in each individual
design by several or all of the following palliative means:
(1) Close-talking microphones.
(2) Microphones
having
extremely narrow directional pickup

characteristics.
(3) Highly directional loudspeaker
horns.
(4) Placing of microphones in the
precise center of the axis of sound
emanating from the loudspeaker but
acoustically 180 deg. out of phase.
(5) Careful choice of distance between microphone and outer edge of
loudspeaker horn, or equivalent pro-

Megaphone unit wiring

vision for securing desirable acoustic phasing between microphone and
loudspeaker.
(6) Acoustic isolation of the microphone by the use of special suspensions or padding between the
microphone and its housing, or both.
(7) Attenuation of, or shifting of,
comparable microphone and loudspeaker response peaks, particularly

Electronic megaphone unit as made for
U. S. Navy by Powers Electronic & Communication Co. It differs in some details
from the equipment described in the text,
but serves the same military purposes

The following text describes an
electronic megaphone made by Guided
Radio Corporation. (One of these
was placed in service at Pearl Harbor on December 2, 1941.)
The megaphone unit proper consists of a microphone and a reproducer combined in such a manner
that the assembly resembles a conventional acoustic megaphone. It is
provided with a pistol -grip handle
incorporating a pressure-operated
switch which closes the necessary
battery or power-line circuits when
the handle is grasped. Physically,
the megaphone unit is 12 inches long,
10 inches in diameter at the bell and
weighs 7i lbs. The pistol -grip handle is located at the center of gravity
so that when the megaphone is held
in the hand it balances comfortably.
The microphone employed in this
particular unit is of the magnetic or
variable reluctance type, in which a
reed coupled to a duralumin diaphragm is moved in a strong permanent magnet field. Current is thus
generated in a winding by changes
in magnetic flux. Output is -30 db
and is nearly flat between 800 and
1,70.0 cps. Impedance is nominally
200 ohms. The microphone is suspended within a housing of shockabsorbing design and the housing is
acoustically insulated from the rest
of the megaphone assembly by means
of felt,ypads. A protective screen
keeps ereigp 9bjects out of th.e microphone` and "ä, soft -rubber mouthpiece is fitted over the microphone to
protect the user's mouth in rough
seas.
The speaker driver unit is of the
moving coil -diaphragm type. Experience has shown that while such units
may not be completely blast-proof,
as are certain other speakers utilized
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aboard naval vessels and equipped
with blast -valves, use of a molded phenolic diaphragm of proper design
provides considerable protection. The
associated horn is of the folded, double -re-entrant type concentrating
sound output in an angle of approximately 30 deg. from the axis. The
horn is fabricated of spun aluminum
and is protected by a metal screen installed across the opening of the bell.
The microphone and loudspeaker
units comprising the megaphone
proper are moisture -proof but not
immersion -proof. Connection between the megaphone assembly and
the associated amplifier is accomplished by means of a flexible, rubber -covered cable which emerges
from the end of the handle through a
cable gland. The free end of the
cable is provided with a cord connector to fit a corresponding receptacle in either a portable or fixed
(bulkhead) amplifier. An extension
cable 40 feet long is supplied to permit the megaphone to be used at
some distance from a fixed amplifier.

point consistent with the desired
portability.
The bulkhead amplifier, which may
be used in place of the portable amplifier for greater coverage, is also a
two -stage affair. The first stage
utilizes a twin -triode, which functions as a voltage amplifier and also
as a phase inverter providing balanced input to the second stage.
ThQ second stage consists of four
beam -power tubes connected in
push-pull parallel, delivering 6 watts
of audio output with total harmonic
distortion of 9 percent.
A full -wave rectifier tube is included in the bulkhead unit so that
it may be operated from a 115 -volt,
60 -cps ship's power line, the total a -c
drain being 85 watts. Jumpers or
straps on the terminal strip may be
adjusted for operation on 115 volts
d.c., the unit drawing 63 watts when

The Amplifier Units

The completely self-contained portable amplifier is a two -stage affair.
A triode equipped with seven series connected bias cells is transformer coupled to a twin class B tube turning out 1.6 watts of audio power with
not more than 10 percent harmonic
distortion. Plate voltage is obtained
from two series -connected 67.5 -volt
batteries. Filaments obtain the required 2 volts from a series -paralleled
bank of six 1f -volt batteries, through
a 5 -ohm, 1 -watt dropping resistor
connected in parallel with a 2.2 -volt
pilot lamp. (The brilliancy of the
lamp gives a quick check on the condition of the filament batteries.) In
this instance, no attempt is made to
"trick up" the frequency response
of the amplifier, which is reasonably
flat over the required speech range.
Physically, the portable amplifier
measures 4 x 5 x 10 inches overall
and is provided with a carrying strap.
The cabinet is made of molded, high impact phenolic material and is fitted
with a molded cover, gasketted to
make the interior weather-proof.
The only external connections to the
amplifier are through a socket which
receives the plug on the end of the
megaphone unit cable. No manual
adjustment for controlling gain is
provided. Gain is fixed, in the design of the amplifier, at the highest

.ELECTRONICS
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A typical
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bulkhead amplifier for use with
an electronic megaphone

0.004

Receptacle

so operated. The

entire amplifier is
mounted in a compact steel cabinet,
which may be secured to a bulkhead
by means of mounting angles which
are insulated mechanically from the
cabinet through the use of rubber
anti -vibration mounts. On the front
panel is a socket which receives the
megaphone unit plug, a power toggle
switch, a pilot lamp and a gain control. Approximately 30 seconds are
required, after power is applied, for
the tubes to warm up.
Post -War Possibilities

Vital in certain military operaations, electronic megaphones obviously have peacetime market possibilities. They will, for example, be
carried by most ships of any size
after the war and may be considered
essential emergency gear for lifeboats. Ashore, electronic megaphones
appear to have distinctly useful commercial applications. Their extreme
portability lends them ideally to the
emergency handling of crowds and
traffic: Industrial uses include communications between foremen and
workmen on construction jobs.
fiechnically, wartime experience
with the design of electronic megaphones and, particularly, methods of
minimizing howl caused by acoustic
feedback, may result in r'eduction of
feedback in all sorts of commercial
sound equipment. Considerable data
on this subject has already appeared
in U. S. Patents 1,351,254, 2,063,224,
2,218,389, 2,301,459 and 2,314,108.
More design data will undoubtedly
be available as additional wartime
patents are issued and in postwar

literature.-W.
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10,000;
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e

2,000

1

Denotes wiring
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N
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:

D.C. polarity
115 AC

115 DC
115 AC

115 DC
vT -5 VT -4

vi -3

VT -Z
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12

L

_-6'3-,/50 ma

Circuit of the bulkhead amplifier discussed in the text. The input receptacle
accommodates the megaphone unit plug shown schematically in the portable

amplifier diagram
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CURVE TRACER
for Lamination Samples
B -H

By ROBERT ADLER Iingineering Department Zenith

Radio Corp. Chicago, Ili.

THE characteristics of the magnetic material used in transformers and chokes are not easily
measurable, and introduce a factor of
uncertainty in the design and production of vacuum tube equipment.
All other components-resistors, capacitors, air-core and powdered iron
core inductances-are rigidly tested,
and equipment is generally available
to measure their essential characteristics with good accuracy. But audio
transformers and chokes in many
cases are only tested for their d -c
resistance. A specified grade of
lamination material may be essential
for proper operation, but the various grades look very much alike,
and electrical checks are often quite

laminations, and much valuable time

difficult.

this data with great rapidity. Comparison checks of a number of samples can be made within a few seconds. Initial and reversible permeability characteristics, or increase of
loss with flux density can be directly
observed on the screen when the current input to the sample is gradually

Sometimes a deterioration in the
characteristics of some complex circuit defies explanation until the
change is traced to a change in characteristics of magnetic materials.
By then, hundreds of assemblies may
have been completed with the wrong

may be lost.

Apparatus for rapid and easy testing of magnetic materials is extremely useful in such cases. But,
to obtain such data as permeability,
saturation, coercive force and hysteresis loss of magnetic alloys, special
equipment which is not easily available has been necessary ; and even
with such equipment, comparatively
large amounts of sample laminations are generally needed for test,
and the measurements take considerable time and effort.
Features of Oscillographic Method

The oscillographic equipment described makes it possible to obtain

Photographs of hysteresis loops obtained
during a heat run, starting at 80 deg. F
(top photo) and going up in three steps to
200 deg. F (bottom photo)

Sample -holder assembly mounted on a
heater unit for tests at high temperatures.
which are indicated by the dial thermometer
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Magnetic characteristics of laminated material
can be checked in a few minutes during production runs to detect wrong laminations in
a -f transformer or choke assemblies, using a
special four -tube amplifier and test jig with an
ordinary cathode-ray oscilloscope

Complete equipment needed for obtaining the B -H curve of a
magnetic sample almost instantaneously. The power trans-

former and variable transformer are at the left, with the high current shunt and sample holder in front of the amplifier

varied-observations and measure- to run tests at elevated tempera- low voltage and high intensity is
ments which take hours with older tures by simply placing the sample sent through a shunt resistance and
methods.
with its holder on a heater a few a bar and collar arrangement by the

An additional advantage of the
oscillographic method is that it permits the use of extremely small
samples. A little washer punched
from a single lamination is all that
is needed. Less than one millivolt,
produced in a few turns which are
wound around this miniature ring,
is sufficient to provide an indication
of flux density in the sample. On
the other hand, little power is needed
to saturate so small a sample, and the
whole equipment is compact and easy
to handle.
The small size makes it possible

ELECTRONICS

-

inches in diameter.

Such an arrangement is particularly valuable
for tests on alloys with low permeability. Some of these alloys exhibit
a large drop of permeability at high
temperatures, and this characteristic
is used for temperature compensation in watthour meters and other
instruments. The equipment described here makes it easy to check
the performance of such materials
throughout the range of their Operating temperatures.
The samples have about ir inch
minimum inside diameter. The ratio
between inside and outside diameter should be small to maintain
approximately uniform field intensity
throughout the piece. A ratio of
about 3:2 (for instance, A inch outside and A- inch inside) is good
enough for most purposes.

secondary winding of the power
transformer. The washer -shaped
sample is slipped over the bar, and
one or more turns of fine wire are
threaded through the gap between
sample and bar. The potential appearing across the little loop is fed
into the input of an amplifier which
also contains an integrator. The
output of this integrator is connected
to the vertical plates of an oscilloscope. The potential drop across the
shunt is fed through a single -stage
amplifier to the horizontal plates of
the oscilloscope. A variable trans former serves to adjust the primary
voltage supplied to the power trans former.
At any given moment, the current
flowing through the bar develops a
corresponding field intensity in the
sample. At the same time, a proportional potential is produced across
Principle of Operation
the shunt and appears amplified
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of across the horizontal oscilloscope
the equipment. A 60 -cycle current of plates. As the flux in the sample
changes, a voltage is induced in the
Washer -shaped sample used for tests.
little loop proportional to dB/dt,
Three loops of the fine wire are used here
the
rate of change of the flux. To
as coupling to the vertical amplifier
obtain B from this voltage, it is
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Amp. and
Integrator

Variable

A m p.

Tr.

1 --Block diagram of complete B -H curve tracer.
A washer.
shaped sample of the lamination to be tested is slipped over
the bar that forms a single -turn loop carrying a 60 -cycle current

FIG.

necessary to carry out a process
opposite to differentiation ; in other
words, pass the voltage through an
integrating network. A simple network of this kind is shown in Fig. 2.
The output from the loop is fed into
a large capacitor through a large resistance. The time constant of these
two elements is large compared to one
period of a 60 -cycle wave. If E
designates the potential produced
in the loop, the voltage appearing
across the capacitor is proportional
to J' Edt. Since E is proportional
to dB/dt, the voltage across the capacitor is

Edt=rdddt=JdB=B
f
This derivation
not take into

amperes, and the resulting magnetization is
utilized by electronic circuits to produce the BAH curve of the
magnetic material on the screen of the cathode ray oscilloscope
of the order of 100

circuit. The same four strips of copper braid are used throughout to
avoid heating. The bar is made of
copper, 0.100 inch in diameter, soldered into a -I inch copper plate, and
the braided leads are soldered to this
plate. The top portion of the copper
bar is slightly tapered, and another
inch copper plate with a correspondingly tapered hole is used for
the return connection. Contact between bar and top plate is very good
if the tapers are correct, and any
heat developed in the copper ròd is
promptly dissipated into the two end
plates. The total resistance of the
high -current circuit is less than 0.001

-

does

account various constant factors. It
proves, however, that the output
from the integrator stage is proportional to the flux density in the
material. The proper voltage for
the vertical oscilloscope plates must
be obtained by selecting the right
gain in the amplifier.

Loop

C'

2-Simple integrating network used
convert the induced voltage (proportionai to dB dt) to flux B

FIG.

Circuit Details

The power transformer is the type
used in small radio sets, with a primary rating of approximately 40
watts. The secondary consists of a
single turn formed by four strips of
copper braid, h inch wide, all in
parallel. The open -circuit voltage
across this secondary turn is about
0.1 volt, and it can handle over 100
amperes without undue drop of voltage. At this high current intensity
the power developed is only in the
order of 10 watts.
Figure 3 shows the high -current

to

ohm. Up to 150 amperes, it can be
used for short periods without undue

heating.
The shunt is selected according to
the range of current required for
the sample. In most cases it is the
largest resistance in the high -current
circuit. Most shunts produce a drop
of 50 mv at full rated current, and
a rating close to the required current
intensity should be selected. Since
the full voltage available is about
100 mv, such a combination permitt

easy adjustment within the desired

range.
With an output voltage from the
shunt of 30 mv, a gain of 30 is
normally needed to get full deflection on the scope. A single 6SF5
high -gain triode 'supplies this gain.
The output voltage from the little
loop depends on the saturation flux
and on the cross-section of the sample, but in most cases it is a small
fraction of one millivolt. The amplifier for the loop must therefore have
high gain. It uses two 6SF5 triodes
with the integrator section inserted
between them. A detailed diagram
of this amplifier and integrator is
given in Fig. 4. The peculiar characteristics required in this amplifier
make it somewhat unconventional,
and therefore it is described in detail.
It would be very difficult, even with
the largest available by-pass capacitors, to keep the time constant of the.
cathode circuits large compared" to
one period of a 60 -cycle wave; therefore, no cathode by-passes are used,
even though the loss in gain is considerable.
This disadvantage is
somewhat compensated by greater
stability of the overall gain.
The integrator stage consists of
a 6SJ7 pentode with a plate load of
0.33 megohms shuntéd by a 1-µ1
capacitor. Under the operating conditions used, the internal plate resistance of the 6SJ7 is about 2 megohms, so that the effective resistance
across the plate capacitor is about
0.25 megohms. The reactance of
1 µf at 60 cycles is about 2700 ohms,
so that the plate load is predominantly capacitive, with a resistive
component of only .1 percent. At
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the higher harmonics present in this
channel the ratio is even better.
The total plate and screen current
for all four tubes is about 3 ma.
This small amount can safely be
taken from the rectifier which supplies the amplifier and sweep circuits
in the scope. The filaments are also
fed from the power transformer in
the scope, which, in most cases, will
carry this slight overload without
difficulty.
Phase Angle

Correction

FIG.

Large coupling capacitances of 0.1
µf and grid leak resistances of 1
megohm are used throughout to keep
the low -frequency response high. It
would be impractical to increase the
size of these parts further, because
small supply voltage variations with
very low frequencies would then
cause large vertical excursions on the
scope.

The phase error caused by all these
coupling elements adds up and- distorts the trace very strongly, unless
means are inserted to compensate it.
Here is an approximate computation
of the total phase error : At 60 cycles,
the reactance of 0.1 µf is 27,000
ohms combined with a resistance of
one megohm, the tangent of the leading phase angle is
tan 0 = 2700/10° = 0.027
;

:

3-Details

of the

bar and collar used for magnetizing the sample
tested

This corresponds to about 1.5 deg.
There are altogether four such networks in the vertical channel, assuming that similar coupling elements are used in the amplifier stage
contained in the scope. This gives
a total phase shift of 6 deg. for 60
cycles. At the third harmonic the
phase shift is only 2 deg. Since the
voltage in the vertical channel contains very strong harmonics, a phase
shift of 4 deg. and more between
fundamental and harmonics is sufficient to confuse the result completely.
An equalizer is therefore inserted
in the input to the first stage of the
vertical amplifier. It is drawn in
detail in Fig. 5a. The function of

to be

the equalizing network is to introduce a lag inversely proportional to
frequency. At high frequencies the
two capacitors simply act as a capacitive voltage divider without introducing phase shift, but at low
frequencies part of the input current
runs through the 4000 -ohm resistor.
Accurate phase compensation is best
obtained by adjusting this resistor,
since the phase shift caused by the
scope itself is different with scopes
of different manufacture. Directions
for the adjustment of the phase
equalizer are given later. It is
interesting to note that the equalizer also compensates a small residual phase error produced in the
(Continued on page 314)

FIG. 4.-Circuit used for the amplifiers and integrator
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Phase -Shift oscillator

DESIGN CHARTS
For test equipment requiring either a fixed or variable audio -frequency voltage source,
the simple one -tube phase -shift oscillator offers frequency stability and good wave form
at low cost. With the nomograms given here, its design reduces to simple arithmetic

By WALTER W. KUNDE
Engineering Department
Thordarson Electric Manufacturing
Chicago, Illinois

Co.

IN designing various types of test minimize errors and give a rapid,
equipment a voltage source op- visual indication of possible RC comerating at a fixed frequency other binations which would give the dethan 60 cycles is often desired. The sired frequency.
It was shown by Ginzton and 1Io1single -tube phase -shift oscillator has
found wide application in this field lingsworth* that the circuit gain
due to its simplicity, excellent stabil- must equal a minimum of 29 for
ity and good wave form. When fol- oscillation to take place. This condilowed by an amplifier designed to tion is readily met provided that
RL, where RL is the equivalent
furnish the required output voltage, R
it can be used to supply power for parallel value of the plate resistor

»

a -c bridge measurements, insulation

tests, testing aircraft transformers
and their associated equipment, and
many other purposes.
The basic circuit for an oscillator
of this type is shown in Fig. 1. When
using ordinary resistors and capacitors the actual frequency obtained
may differ slightly from the computed
value, due to manufacturing tolerances of the components used. Any
one of the resistors or capacitors in
the phase -shift network may be
varied slightly to compensate this
effect. This is accomplished very
nicely by making one of the resistors
semi -variable.
The constants used in the phaseshift network to obtain a desired
frequency are determined by the
formula

Í

1

2

a

6 RC

(1)

The alignment charts shown in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 were developed to

* Ginzton, E. L. and Hollingsworth, L. M.,
Phase-Shift Oscillators, Proc. I. R. E., p. 43,

Feb. 1941.

C

and the grid resistor of the following amplifier tube. This is apparent
when we consider the equation
A

=

29 -I- 23

R -I- 4 (RLY

(2)

where A is the gain required for
oscillation to start. A is independent
of frequency when R
RL. For
example, let R = RL for some given
frequency. One can readily see that
the required gain for oscillation to
start is aproximately double that required when R is much greater than

»

RL.

C

RL

O

64FIG. 1-Basic circuit of the phase -shift oscillator. The output frequency is determined by the values of R and C. and these are given in the accompanying
nomograms. Other circuit values follow conventional practice and hence are not
given. In a variable -frequency audio oscillator, a three -gang variable capacitor
can be used for C or ganged rheostats can be used for R
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FIG. 2-Nomogram for determining values of R and C in the
phase -shift oscillator circuit of Fig. 1. The ranges of values are
appropriate for a fixed -frequency oscillator, permitting a choice
of convenient values for the fixed resistors and capacitors

The chart shown in Fig. 2 is used
primarily for fixed "low-frequency
oscillators when a high -gain tube
such as the 1851 is used. Lower values of RL are used for a tube of this
type, consequently R can be made
smaller for a given frequency and C
is in the range of the more commonly
available values.
Figure 3 is a more universal chart
and is used for both fixed and
variable -frequency oscillators. Note
that the values of C correspond
closely to the values of variable
capacitors considered to be common. For variable -frequency oscil-

ELECTRONICS

-10,000

FIG. 3-Nomogram for the same conditions as Fig. 2, but with a
range of capacitance values more appropriate for a variable frequency oscillator in that it covers variable capacitor ranges
that are readily obtainable. The frequency can go up to 100 kc

lators, either the resistors R or the
capacitors C may be variable and
ganged together. In a laboratory
oscillator requiring more than one
frequency range, variable capacitors
with a 10 -to -1 range may be used
with a switch that changes the entire set of resistors in decade steps.
Example 1: The desired frequency
is 1 kc. Assume RL = 50,000 ohms.
Using either Fig. 2 or Fig. 3, determine suitable values for R and. C
as follows Remembering that R
must be very much greater than RL,
assume a value of 650,000 ohms for
:

R. Place a
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.00001-

straight edge

on

1

on R = 650,000 ohms, and read
0.0001 µf as the required capacitance.
Example 2: To design a variable -

frequency oscillator using variable
capacitors whose range is 20 to
500 µµf, assume R = 1,000,000 ohms
for the middle range of frequencies,
and use Fig. 3 as follows to determine suitable values of R & C: Using
the assumed value of R as a pivot
point, allow the straight edge to
slide between the maximum and
minimum values of C. The frequency
range is determined immediately
without any lengthy calculations, bekc and ing approximately 130 to 3200 cps.
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Radiography and X -Ray
Industrial radiography is an important aid in current production. Some applications of
radiography, the characteristics of x-ray equipment, and the fundamentals of tube design for
x-ray equipment intended for inspection purposes on factory production lines are given

By

J.

LAIVIPERT

THE ability to penetrate matter,
whether it be a number of inches
of hardened tool steel or a delicate
and complicated network of the
human organism, is not the sole requisite of a radiation which can be
used in radiography. It is necessary
that the material being radiographed
modify the penetrating radiation in
a manner indicative of its, geometry
and structure. It is further necessary that some method be found for
decoding the message left with the
quanta of radiation as they pass
through the material.
In addition, it is desirable to have

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
Electronics and Engineering Division

the source of radiation convenient
and ready to operate at the lightest
touch of the hand in a modern hospital, or ready for instant use on the
production line of a factory. It is
the purpose of this article to describe
briefly the current methods of x-ray
generation from the point of view of
x-ray tube design.
Compared to other electronic tubes,
the x-ray tube is relatively an
old timer. The discovery of x-ray
tubes stimulated the development of
gas -discharge tubes, thus introducing the field of electronics. In addition, it provided a key to modern

Mass -production x-ray machine mounted over a conveyor belt and capable
of inspecting 17,000 parts in a 24 -hour day. Adequate lead protection is
provided, permitting use of the machine at any desired location in a plant

134

quantum physics, and all the rich
and inexhaustible phenomena associated with the modern concept of
the atom.
The art of manufacturing x-ray
tubes has gone a long way since
x-rays were first detected by Roentgen in 1895. The applications have
progressed by leaps and bounds, to
encompass the broadest variety of
endeavor. Today x-ray is used as a
simple and reliable tool for science,
medicine, and industry.
Physical Properties of

Electromagnetic radiations of extremely short wavelength are produced as the result of the collision
between high velocity electrons and
atoms. These radiations are propagated with the same speed as light,
follow the inverse square law, are
unaffected by electric or magnetic
fields, and can be reflected, diffracted,
refracted, and polarized. The rays
can produce fluorescence and phosphorescence and, in sufficient intensities, are able to modify, damage, or destroy living cells. Their
ability to blacken sensitized film in
a manner proportional to their intensity, in addition to their property of penetrating solid matter in a
nondestructive manner with partial
absorption of the beam, has been the
basis of radiography.
It would be possible to measure the
quantity and intensity of x-rays in
terms of the physical, chemical, or
biological effects. The practical unit
of x-ray quantity, the roentgen unit,
is defined in terms of the ionizing
properties of x-rays. One roentgen
is obtained when under standard conditions of 0 deg. C and 760 mm pressure, sufficient ionization occurs in
1 cc of air to produce one electrostatic
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TUBE DESIGN

Using a 220 -kv portable industrial x-ray machine for radiographic inspection of a weld in a steel transformer tank

Three modern x-ray tubes. Above -100 -kv
shock -proof radiographic tube for oil immersed operation.
Left (top) -220 -kv
shock -proof tube for oil -immersed operation.
Left (bottom) -100 -kv air -insulated
tube equipped for mounting in a ray -proof
housing

ELECTRONICS
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unit of charge at saturated current.
All secondary electrons within the
volume must be fully utilized and secondary radiation from the wall of
the chamber avoided. The roentgen
or r unit per second is the corresponding unit of intensity.
Upon collision with the material
of the target, there is a probability
that the kinetic energy of the electron will be released in the form
of high -frequency electromagnetic
radiation, the maximum frequency
of which is determined by the Duane
and Hunt quantum equation :
vmag

= 1/2

mv2

O

d

o

8

ò
o

FIG.

.6

LO

2-Ulrey's curves

for quality of x-radiation from a tungsten
target. The wavelength is indicated in units of 10.8 cm

For a particular value of tube voltage it is found that a continuous
spectrum of x-rays is produced, the
maximum frequency of which is determined by Eq. (1) .
Figure 2 indicates Ulrey's curves,'
which demonstrate the continuous
character of the rays. According to
his data the total energy of the x-ray
EQUIVALENT

beam as represented by the area
under each off the curves of Fig. 2
is proportional to the square of the
exciting voltage for constant tube
current.
The maximum on the
curve of relative intensity versus
wavelength occurs at a wavelength of
approximately 1.5 times the minimum wavelength defined by Eq. (1) .
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where V is the impressed voltage, e
is the charge of the electron, h is the
Planck constant, vmnx is the maximum
frequency generated, m the mass,
and v the velocity of the electron. As
will be discussed in a later section,
the probability that the collision will
result in the generation of x-rays is
very low, and is dependent upon the
atomic number and the impressed
voltage. Numerical values of the
variables in Eq. 1 are shown in Fig.
1 for the peak voltages indicated. It
is interesting to note that the electron velocity, when calculated without a relativity correction, is equal
to the speed of light at 250,000 volts.
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FIG. 1-Maximum frequency, minimum wavelength, and electron
velocities as functions of impressed x-ray tube voltage'
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The frequency or wavelength characteristic of the continuous spectrum
is independent of the material of the
target. The total energy of the continuous spectrum is found to be approximately proportional to the
atomic number of the target material, to the electron current, and to
the square of the impressed tube
voltage for constant tube current.
In addition to the continuous x-ray
spectrum, x-rays are emitted with
wave -lengths which are characteristic of the target material. These characteristic radiations owe their origin
to electron transitions in the various
orbits of the atom. If an electron in
a shell near the nucleus is removed,
as by collisions with high speed electrons or photons of sufficient energy,
an electron from an outer level will
"fall" into the vacated position. If
W represents the difference in the
energy between the two levels, the
frequency of the excited characteristic radiation is determined by the
equation
by = OW

(2)

Monochromatic lines' having the
minimum wavelength characteristic
of a given material are shown in the
table. The characteristic x-ray lines
corresponding to lower energy transitions have longer wavelengths than
the minimum ones indicated in the
table as kv1 lines in Angstroms.
Approximately monochromatic radiation at a wavelength corresponding to the characteristic lines of a
given metal can be produced by using

Shock -proof 220 -kv industrial x-ray machine. The tube mounting provides
maximum flexibility as to position with respect to the specimen being examined

it as the target of an x-ray tube, applying suitable voltages, and using
appropriate external filters to reduce
the intensities of lines in other regions of the x-ray spectrum. This
approximately homogeneous radia tion has proven invaluable in diffraction work in connection with the
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investigation of crystalline and molecular structures, in conducting research on alloys, in fabrication of
metals and in many other applications.
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24
26
28
29
42
74
82

7.95
2.06
1.74
1.48
1.38
0.619
0.179
0.141

1550
6000
7100
8350
8950
20,000
69,000

87,500

Physical Basis of Radiography

A

W

Char. Min. Wave- Equiv.
length Electron
Atomic
Number (Angstroms) Volts

10

The spacing between atoms of various metals is of the order of magnitude of several angstrom units.
Thus as can be noted in Fig. 1, x-ray
wavelengths are reasonably small
compared to lattice spacings. The
probability of x-ray absorption by a
solid decreases as the wavelength of
the x-rays decreases. The question
of the absorption of x-rays is fundamental, not only because of the extreme importance of this effect in
radiography, but because it is a salient factor in designing equipment
with adequate x-ray protection.
In passing through material of
thickness x, x-rays of intensity L,
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5-X -ray transparency curve as a

function of monochromatic wavelength
for various thicknesses of iron

are absorbed according to the fol- a metal is a function of its atomic
lowing equation :
number and the wavelength of the
=
incident radiation. In Fig. 3 the
I/I. = é
(3)
where 1 is equal to the intensity of ratio of fraction of I/Io as deterthe emergent beam, is the absorp- mined from various published figtion coefficient, and µ/p is the mass ures'''' on p./p is plotted for various
absorption coefficient of the ma- metals as a function of the waveterial. The latter coefficient is com- length of homogeneous incident
monly used since it is independent radiation.
of the physical state of the material.
The minimum voltage capable of
The mass absorption coefficient of producing such monochromatic radiAi_

1.1.

6

ation according to Eq. (1) is indicated for reference only at the top
of each curve. Actual impressed voltages would, of course, not only produce continuous spectra similar to
those described in Fig. 2, but also
the monochromatic lines characteristic of the material, if the voltages
are high enough to energize these
levels. The increase in transparency
with decrease in wavelength and
atomic number is seen in Fig. 3.
That increasing the thickness decreases the amount of x-ray traversing a given material is evident in
Fig. 4 where transparency curves
are drawn for several thicknesses of
aluminum. Similar curves for iron
are shown in Fig. 5.
In actual practice the x-ray beam
is heterogenous. Since the long wavelength portion of the beam does not
have the penetrating ability of the
short wavelength fraction, a greater
proportion of the long wavelength
radiation is absorbed when x-rays
pass through a given material, in
this way tending to shift the maximum on the continuous x-ray curve
to short wavelengths. The effect of
various thicknesses of aluminum in
modifying the quality of the 50 -kv
curve of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 6.
Since the continuous spectrum is a
function of the applied voltage, it is
evident that a greater predominance
"
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FIG. 6-Change in quality and relative intensity of 50 kilovolt radiation seat through sheets of aluminum

7-Typical density-log exposure curve for commercial
x-ray film. New industrial films do not have shoulder

FIG.
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of long -wavelength low-voltage radiation occurs when the d.c. impressed
voltage is replaced by half or full wave voltages of the same maximum
values.
The ability of sensitized film to
indicate by differences in degree of

blackening the differences in x-ray
intensities caused by nonhomogeneity of the specimen is essential in
radiography. The general response
characteristic of commercial x-ray
film is indicated in Fig. 7. The
shoulder of the curve limits the contrast at high intensities. Recently
developed industrial films do not
exhibit a shoulder within the range
of usable densities.
In practice the quantity of x-rays
reaching the film through the material being radiographed is adjusted
so as to obtain film densities on the
portion of the curve with steepest
slope where the contrast is greatest.
The amount of x-ray reaching the
film through the specimen is controlled by varying the voltage across
the tube, the plate current, and the
time of exposure. A sample exposure
chart for various sections of steel is
shown in Fig. 8.
Contrast in a radiograph can also
be varied by changing the plate voltage at which the exposure is to be
made. It is evident in Fig. 4 that
monochromatic radiation which has
traversed a section of aluminum having the indicated thicknesses would
have far greater relative differences
at low than at high voltages. In other
words, the contrast on a film exposed
to the emergent beam would be
greater at low voltages, as indicated
by relative densities on the film.
Monochromatic radiation is an abstract concept as far as most radiography is concerned. For actual impressed d-c voltages, a continuous
spectrum is obtained, rather than the
monochromatic line indicated in Fig.
4. The predominance of lower voltage radiation produces in practice
greater contrast than is indicated in
the figure. Curves B, C and D may
therefore be considered to indicate
minimum contrast.
On the other hand, usual radiographic techniques cannot handle too
wide a variation in the thickness of
the material at low voltages, particularly when very thin sections are
present. When the technique is selected for certain sections of the
material, other sections may be un (Continued on page 318)
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FIG. 8-Technique chart for rolled steel
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FIG. 9-Cross-section of x-ray tube
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VISUAL DIRECTION
The principles of automatic and right -left types of visual direction finders are discussed in
this article. Details of operation of two types of direction -finding equipment in wide use
will be treated in forthcoming issues of ELECTRONICS
distinction to the direction finders of the aural null type which
have been extensively described in
the literature', there are numerous
types in which the proper bearing is
determined by means of a visual device. The operator is not required to
listen for a minimum signal as in an
aural null type, reception with phones
being only needed for station identification or for monitoring. The purpose of a visual system of the type
discussed in this paper is two -fold
(1) to provide greater convenience
or accuracy in indication of bearings,
and (2) to permit simple resolution
of the 180 deg. ambiguity in bearings
which occurs in the accurate null determination with an aural device.
Visual direction finders may be
grouped in two main classes. Automatic direction finders indicate directly on a 360 deg. scale the station
bearing. Right -left types utilize a
zero -center meter or similar indicator and indicate deviations in bearing from the manually established
loop position.
Aural null direction finders are
sometimes provided with a tuning
indicator or output meter. However,
this will not be classed as a visual
direction finder, inasmuch as the condition of giving "sense" or of elimination of 180 deg. ambiguity is not
N

:

By DONALD S. BOND
Nadir, Corporation of Americo

Camden, N. J.

a visual system of the "left -right"

type was developed. This system has
had widespread use in aircraft in
the United States. The device indicates whether the craft carrying the
instrument is headed to the left or
right or on a desired course.
The first successful commercial
automatic direction finder in general
use in the United States was developed in 1937 jointly by Radio Corporation of America and Sperry
Gyroscope Company.' Later designs
have embodied these same general
principles.
Automatic Direction Finders

In order to study the detailed circuit of a self-orienting automatic

Non -directional

"sense"antenna

V

Antenna

Balanced
modulntorA

fulfilled.

historical summary of the early
types of visual direction finders has
been given by Tuska3, and refers to
work by Leib, Busignies, Dieckman
and Berndorfer, Hell, and Scheppmann. As a result of work by these,
A

1. 2 Bond, D.
S., "Radio Direction Finders,"
to be published by McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc. The present article is condensed from
Chapter VI of this book.
3 Tuska, C. D.,
Radio in Navigation,
nal of the Franklin Institute, 228, pg. Jour433,
Oct. 1939 ; pg. 581, Nov. 1939, especially
p. 582-5.
An Automatic Direction Finder, Communications, 18, pg. 10, Oct. 1938.

direction finder, it becomes important to study two topics concerned
with circuit operation: (1) balanced
modulator circuits and (2) relations
of carrier and sideband vectors.
First, however, an examination may
be made of a block diagram of the
direction finder system in which balanced modulators occur. This is
shown in Fig. 1.
The a -c supply serves to modulate
the r -f carrier in the loop channel by
means of balanced modulator A. In
this the inputs consist of the large amplitude local a -c signal and a much
smaller r -f signal. The difference in
amplitude and the fact that two different frequencies are fed in are
points of importance.
Balanced modulator B is supplied
with voltage directly from the a -c
supply and also with a signal of this
same frequency from the output of
the a -f amplifier. Here the two am -

Loop

driving

Phase

shifter

_coupling

Receiver

circuit

L

Phone

output

Bandpass---

A

-F

filter ---amplifier

--

Motor control
(Bal

.

modulator B)

motor

Power
supply

A-C

FIG. 1-Block diagram of essential electrical elements of the automatic direction finding equipment
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FINDERS ...Part I
plitudes may be comparable. Phase
relationships become of importance
for this case. Each of these two types
of systems will be taken up in the following discussion.

cos (30)A

+

wB)

t + cos

(30)A

-

would be identified by (30)A ± w B)
in which a = 3 and b = 1. The two
algebraic signs identify upper and
lower sideband components, and the
order of taking .the difference is imTwo -Signal Balanced Modulators
material. The latter means that no
A very general type of circuit of limitation is imposed upon the relathis type employs two nonlinear ele- tive magnitudes of (04 and WB. The
ments V, and V2 as in Fig. 2. It will various magnitudes are summarized
be assumed here that EA
EB to in the table.
simplify the analysis. The freOther combinations of two nonquencies of components present will linear elements may be analyzed in
be the same without this limitation, similar fashion either for balanced
however.
or unbalanced circuits. However for
A further assumption will be made applications to direction finders the
I

I

»

where conditions are such that

(02)t

eA

I

I

= EA cos wt
= EB cos (wt

(2)

+ 0)
since these are assumed to be of the
same frequency. The phase difference between the two inputs is designated by 4,.
A rather extended analysis would
show that there is a direct current
component of the output which varies as a function of the phase angle 4,
between EA and E This output cureB

rent is

i

= E,EH, cos ¢
(3)
where H, is a constant of proportionality. Whether E. reverses in phase
or whether it varies continuously in

Rf

Inpu/A
EA

Modu/crfor
ou7Pu/ EM

IC>

EA

circuit

of

(Right)-Circuits for nonlinear operatión
the two -signal balanced modulator

3

that

V,

behaves in nonlinear
fashion so as to exhibit a forward resistance R, during one half -cycle of
EA and a reverse resistance R,. when
EA polarizes it in the opposite sense.
For these two cases the circuits are
as shown in Fig. 3.
A Fourier analysis of the wave resulting from this modulator equivalent circuit shows that there are side band components symmetrically disposed with respect to the odd harmonics of the input EA. Neither EA
itself nor any of its harmonics is
present. This may be illustrated if
one designates the EA input and its
(including
harmonic frequencies
d.c.) by awA/27 where a = 0, 1, 2, 3,
. . . and the E. input and harmonics
by bwB/2i where b = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .
Then such a pair of terms as

or

V2

ELECTRONICS
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EM 17a/7c-cycle

M//Vr

Rr

of EA

EB

vVV\Ar-

Za
Rf
vuv

two -signal

balanced modulator
FIG.

p

Positive

Rr

EB ZB
FIG. 2 (Above)-Schematic

/Ce

t IC>

WM/
ZB

EB

á
á

Negative
EM ha/f cycle

of EA

of

phase, Eq. (3) applies to show the
behavior of this type of balanced
modulator. The automatic direction
Single -Frequency Balanced Modulators
finder to be described utilizes the two
The modulator systems considered conditions of 4, = 0 and 4 = 7c. Adabove were supplied with two sig- justments are provided to secure
nals of different frequencies. The these particular phase relations to
important case arises especially in produce maximum angular sensitiva -f or power frequency modulator ity.
circuits when the two signals are of
Carrier and Sideband Relations
the same frequency, but where the
The circuit in the loop channel
phase may vary. A circuit similar to
as balanced modulator A
designated
Fig. 2 may be analyzed without any
limitation imposed upon the relative in Fig. 1 is of the type discussed
amplitudes of E, and E. The circuit under the heading of Two -Signal
The large of Fig. 2 may be redrawn in accord- Balanced Modulators.
ance with Fig. 4. The voltages eq and amplitude signal EA is of the a -c
is
while
e, are related to the applied voltages power supply frequency,
the r -f carrier. From the analysis
as follows
given, it is seen that sidebands of
e,=eB-zeAl
(1) the r -f carrier appear in the output,
e, =ee -ZeA f

case considered is the most important two -element system.
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FIG. 4-Two-signal modulator circuit of Fig. 2,
generalized and without limitations on operation

(

)

o
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(c)

5-Vector diagram representing the relations between the carrier and
sideband frequencies, illustrating that the resultant, OR, varies in magnitude
depending upon the phase relations of the upper, U, or lower, L, sideband
FIG.
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Carrier suppressed;
Two sidebands;
Loop position B

Carrier resupplied;
Two sidebands;

Loop position

7-Vector diagram of carrier and upper and lower
sidebands, corresponding to Fig. 6, for position of loop
giving minimum signal
FIG.

Two sidebands;
Loop position A

Null toward

station

upper and lower sidebands,
L and U, respectively, for signals with carrier suppressed
and for carrier resupplied, for position of the loop giving
maximum signal
R, of

tfläidd
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Direction
of motor
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9-Diagram illustrating the return
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C

FIG.
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B

drive to the null position

(b)
the a -f envelope is reversed as at (b) when the carrier of
the original phase is resupplied

10-The direction of rotation of a two-phase a -c motor may be reversed
by reversing the phase of one winding with respect to that of the other
FIG.
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but the carrier itself is suppressed.
Then the carrier is resupplied from
the antenna by means of the antenna
coupling circuit. The phase relationships among the components may
best be analyzed by considering the
carrier and sideband vectors.
In a normal modulated carrier system the carrier may be represented
as a rotating vector C in the conventional manner for an a -c wave. If
it is imagined that one examines it
stroboscopically at intervals equal to
its period, the lower and upper side band components (L and U) will be
vectors rotating more slowly or more
rapidly than the carrier vector, so
that L will appear to rotate in one
direction and U in the other, with an
angular velocity -co or u , where
c0s/2i is the audio modulation frequency. Furthermore it is characteristic of amplitude modulation that
the vector sum of L and U always
lies along C. The vectors, viewed
stroboscopically for various portions
of the audio cycle, are shown in Fig.
5. It will be noted that R, the resultant of L and U, is a vector of
varying length but always in the
same direction as C (or 180 deg. reversed).
This is the only phase relationship
which can be specified, inasmuch as
C, L, and U are of different frequencies. When the carrier is suppressed, the output of balanced modulator A continues to be represented
by the vectors L and U of Fig. 6 for
the same phase of incoming carrier
as before. This may be compared
with (d) of Fig. 5.
The r -f carrier in the loop channel
reverses when the loop is rotated
through a null point. The 180 -deg.
zones on the two sides of a null may
be identified as Loop Position A
and Loop Position B. When the carrier of fixed phase is resupplied from
the antenna channel the result will
be as in (b) of Fig. 6.
Since the reversal of loop position
causes a 180 -deg. reversal of all r -f
components, the case analogous to
(a) of Fig. 6 is given in Fig. 7. Then
when the carrier of the original
phase is resupplied from the antenna
channel, one has the result of (b)
in Fig. 7. The a -f envelope of the
carrier is clearly reversed. This is
illustrated in Fig. 8.
The phase of the a -f voltage at the

ELECTRONICS
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TABLE I
Relative Amplitudes of Components for
Two -Signal Balanced Modulator

to those of balancing a pencil on its

point.

fb
o
1

a
0

1

2

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

2

0

7r

2
3

o

4

0

J

o

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

2

3r

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2
5zr
0
0

o

o

detector of the receiver is thus
changed by 180 deg. when the loop is
reversed. The general conclusion
may be drawn for a system of this
sort that reversal of r -f phase in the
loop channel reverses the phase of
the audio signal. The principal visual
direction finder systems described
in this paper function by virtue of
this effect. When the loop is on one
side of the line of nulls (bearings
0 deg. to 180 deg), audio output from
the receiver is of one phase; when
the loop is on the other side of the
null points (bearings between 180
deg. and 360 deg.), the audio output
is of the opposite phase.
Motor Control Circuits

The reversing of the a -f phase is
employed to cause the loop to be
driven by a reversible electric motor
to a point of null loop signal pickup.
Because of the fact that this motion
may be in one direction when the
initial position of the loop is between 0 deg. and 180 deg. and in the
opposite direction for bearings 180
deg. -360 deg., it is evident that the
loop will always drive to the 0 deg.
null. This is indicated in Fig. 9. In
the special case where the loop is
exactly 180 deg. off the "correct"
null, the audio output of modulation
frequency is again zero, and hence

there is no restoring motor torque.
Any slight electrical disturbance will
be sufficient to upset this balance
momentarily, and the resultant motor torque in a properly designed
motor control circuit will be sufficient
to start the loop in motion, so that
audio control voltage will be developed and drive the loop toward the
correct null. Conditions at the 180
deg. (or "false") null are analogous
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Now it is a well-known fact that a
two-phase a -c motor (often used as

capacitor -type motor) requires
that its two fields be excited by two
voltages of the same frequency but
of 90 deg. phase difference. If this
difference is of one algebraic sign,
the motor will rotate in one direction, while if the sign is reversed,
the direction of rotation will be also
reversed, as shown in Fig. 10.
Thus such a motor may be used
for a reversible drive with the receiver output as voltage El and a
voltage E, serving as a reference
phase and derived from the same
source as used for modulator A. The
requirement of adequate power of
course necessitates a suitable a -f
amplifier connected as shown in Fig.
1. For aircraft automatic direction
finders 5 to 30 watts maximum power
may be required, and this can be
obtained from a class A or B output
stage.
The band-pass filter serves to attenuate speech and other modulation
components which may be present on
the carrier, to prevent excessive
motor heating or overloading of the
a -f amplifier. The motor control amplifier and the motor itself constitute
a phase comparing system like the
type of modulators described under
Single -Frequency Balanced Modulators. These therefore perform the
function of modulator B of Fig. 1.
a

System Limitations

This system has three limitations.
One results from the fact that one
field of the two-phase motor is excited continuously. In small -size
units operating near full power this
means unnecessary heating and low
efficiency of power conversion. In
the second place, the efficiency of the
high-level audio amplifier is somewhat low. Especially for aircraft applications, where size and a -c power
supply are limited, this is a serious
disadvantage. Lastly, no provision is
made to keep the mechanical system
from oscillating or "hunting" about
its equilibrium position. The cure
for this is one of the main problems
of the design of servo devices or
electro -mechanical follow-up systems.
This will be treated more fully later.
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SUPERHETERODYNE

Converter Terminology
A critical analysis and summary of existing accepted terms, and suggested additions to

converter terminology, plus

systematic treatment of converter theory which includes
some of the latest developments
a

MANY difficulties in understand-

ing frequency conversion and
the relations between frequency conversion, modulation and detection are
caused by improper terminology.
Some terms, such as heterodyne detection, have a number of different
meanings. Others are not clearly defined. In the following discussion,
some standardized terms concerning
superheterodyne converters are restated, and some tentatively suggested new terms are proposed. They
are the result of the writer's experience in teaching classes at Cruft Laboratory, and have been extensively
tried out on students with encouraging results.
Fundamental definitions already
agreed upon and widely accepted
are not changed and are used as a
foundation for additional definitions.
These accepted definitions are from
the Institute of Radio Engineers'

By HARRY STOCKMAN
(;ru't Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass.

A. TYPE OF CIRCUIT

Single input mixers (network
coupling)
a. Mixers with common input
and output circuits (crystals or diodes, as in Fig.
4a.)
b. Mixers with separate input
and output circuits (triodes
or pentodes, as in Fig. 2a
and 4b.)
2. Double input mixers (electron coupling, as in Fig. 3a
and 5a.)
1.

"Standards on Radio Receivers,
1938" and are cited in the appendix
as a starting point for a discussion
of frequency conversion, and for a
comparison between frequency conversion on one side and detection and
modulation on the other side. Proposed new terms are also summarized
in the appendix for convenient
reference.
Tentative Classification of Converters

B. TYPE OF TUBE
1.

The list of technical terms indicates many possibilities for grouping
and classification of converters and
mixers. The following classification
has been found to have practical

advantages.

2.

CONVERTER and MIXER CLASSIFICATION
Input
Single

Single

Double

Coupling

Operation

Network

Sliding Q -point

Network

Sliding Q -point

Electron Shifting Q -point

Double

Electron

"

"

"

"

a

"

Shifting Q -point

"

Tube

Circuit

Diode or
crystal

1.

output
Common input and

4a

2.

output

Mixer

3a &
5a

Converter

"

C. ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENT

2a &
4b

Separate input and

Mixer

Figure

Oscillator and mixer in 5b
same electron stream
Osc and mixer in
5c

separate stream
Inner grid injection
Outer grid injection

5b

Converter tubes (oscillation
and mixing in one tube, as in
pentagrid converters)
a. Oscillation and mixing in
same electron stream (Fig.
5b).
b. Oscillation and mixing in
separate electron streams
(Fig. 5c).
Mixer tubes (oscillation in a
separate tube, as in a pentagrid mixer)
Outer grid injection
converter and mixer
(Fig. 5c).
Inner grid injection
converter and mixer
(Fig. 5b) .

(OGI)
tubes

(IGI)
tubes

D. TYPE OF OPERATION
1.

2.

Sliding

Q -point or FPO
verters (Fig. 2a, 4a and
Shifting Q -point or CPO
verters (Fig. 3a, 5a, 5b

con4b) .
con-

and

5c).

5c

This classification is not complete
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2-Circuit diagram and

ir -e characteristic for sliding Q -point
or FPO converter

z1r
IA -BI

difference -frequency
component

FIG.

3-Circuit diagram and

i,, -e,,, characteristic
Q -point or CPO converter

for shifting

and must be extended if more ex- A/2n and /3/ 2n are applied in series, of the original Q -point, and thus as
treme types of u -h -f converters are they constitute the sum pattern
a periodic variation of the transconconsidered.
(1) ductance or transadmittance (the
eeB=(e.)d+(e,)B=E,cos At + E. cos Bt
Sliding Q -point or FPO Converters
This summation is shown graphically conductance or admittance in case
of a crystal or diode) of the device.
The action that takes place in a in Fig. la (where the generalized Consequently the r -f wave will bemodulator or detector is frequently notations e and e1, have been used) . come periodically expanded and condescribed in the literature as an It is important to note that although tracted, or amplitude modulated. If
action concerning the Q -point. To the sum pattern shows a periodic the transconductance or slope of the
stress the similarities between fre- variation of frequency A-B1/27, no characteristic in the original Q-point
quency -converting devices and mod- additional frequency has been de- is indicated by (g,,,) = k and the
ulating or detecting devices, it is ad- veloped. When the pattern is passed rate of change of the slope by K,
vantageous to classify and describe through the square -law device, how- then for the e -value e = edB of Eq.
frequency converters from the point ever, it loses its symmetry ; it be- (1), the conventional formula for
comes rectified. The rectified sum of view of the Q -point situation.
the parabola
The first type of converter to be pattern represents an output, which
i = ke + z Kee
(2)
considered is the sliding Q -point or contains new frequency components
yields seven different terms. These
FPO converter (the alternative lat- in addition to the original ones.
When the square -law device is seven terms are as follows:
ter part of the name will be disused
as a modulator, the modulat- i = K (E,2 + Eó)
cussed later). Assume a diode* or
Rect. d-c
(3)
4
multi -electrode tube circuit of the ing voltage (e),, may be quite large + k E. cos Bt
Mod. freq.
(4)
type indicated in Figs. 2 or 4. As- compared with the r -f voltage (es)A.
+ K Eó cos 2131
2nd harmonic (5)
sume for simplicity that the input- The action caused by the modulating
+ k E. cos At
(6)
Carrier freq.
output characteristic of Fig. 2b is a voltage may therefore be visualized + K E;
cos 2At
2nd harmonic (7)
4
parabola and that the load impedance as a considerable sliding movement
{- 2 K E. E. cos (A - B) t Lower side freq (8)
Z,, is resistive and negligible com* The treatment of the diode applies
in
} z K E. E, cos (A+B) t Upper side freq. (9)
pared with the inner resistance of part to crystals. One main difference between
and
crystals
diodes
is
that
the
crystal
has
the square -law device. If now two reversed conductivity. Crystal converters
This expansion is useful for a
desirable because of their high signal-toemf's (e,), and (e,) , of frequencies are
qualitative
discussion even if the
noise ratio.
Q
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is different in the two cases. Whether
the square -law device produces modulation or conversion-as judged from
the mathematical expansion-is a
question of the sorting -out mechanism on the output side. (It should be
noted that although modulation implies B < A only, conversion implies
B > A as well, the latter case actually
being the one of most practical interest in broadcast receiver usage.
The original superheterodyne employed a detector as a mixing device,
and to prevent confusion with the
real detector following the i -f amplifier, the latter was given the name
"second detector" and the mixer the
name "first detector". This was correct but has led to the widely adopted

E----I

I

(es)A

(eo) B

L------

vl
In

FIG.

4

In-L-----

v
Où,k

Out

-

Mixers with common and separate input and output circuits

a-+
(es»,
Osc.

(eo) B

0

FIG. 5- Mixer and converter tubes with inner grid injection and outer grid

injection

previous assumptions are not exactly
fulfilled. When the square -law device is utilized as a modulator (as
described above), the desirable modulation output contains the carrier
(6) and the two side frequencies (8)
and (9), additional components being
by-passed by the load.
When the square -law device is
utilized as a frequency converter,
then (es)A represents the incoming
r-f carrier voltage and (e,) B the
voltage from the local oscillator.
There is not, necessarily, any difference in the mathematical treatment between this case and the previous one, so the same expansion with
seven terms is still valid. The term

VA

)

of interest, however, is now the lower
side frequency (A-B)/2ir only, all
other components being by-passed
by the load (in special cases the upper side frequency (A + B) /2i only,
all other components being by-passed
by the load).. Were the incoming
wave modulated by speech or music,
this modulation should pass straight
through the converter, and the above
treatment would apply equally well
as far as the principle is concerned.
It may now be asked why one and
the same device, operated in one and
the same way, in the first case performs modulation but in the second
case conversion. The answer is that
the tuning of the plate impedance

CWO

FIG.

6

e2,

so

that

- - - +k' E. E. cos (A-B)

(10)

t,

k' being a proportionality quantity.
In practice the total or dynamic
characteristic may deviate very much
from the parabolic form, the result
being a number of additional frequency components, representing a
Fourier spectrum with a larger number of frequency component terms.
(Continued on page 324)

IA -BI

Mixer

--A-

i = k'

A -BI

IA -BI

A -BI
A

belief that the first detector performs
detection. To facilitate the understanding of the fact that the converter produces a frequency shift
and does not produce detection, it is
suggested that the terms first detector and second detector not be
used. The conventional superheterodyne then has one detector only, like
any other simple radio receiver.
Naturally the frequency conversion action may be described by detector theory instead of modulation
theory. If it be assumed for the
sake of simplicity that the detector
characteristic is a parabola, an input
voltage such as the one described by
formula (1) then yields an instantaneous output current

HF
Tel.

Osc.

Mixer

I

Frequency
Converter

I

FIG.

t

7-Simple beat frequency oscillator with mechanical
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Temperature Coefficient of
QUARTZ CRYSTALS
Two charts are presented for determining the temperature coefficient of frequency for
quartz crystals when the nominal operating frequency and the frequency change for a given
temperature are known. One chart applies to only one crystal frequency, but is readily set
up for any desired frequency. The other chart is universal, for all frequencies
temperature coefficient of frequency for any quartz plate of
nominal frequency fo is given by the
expression
f
Temp. Coeff. _
(1)
THE

CHALFIN

By NORMAN L.

Crystal Research I.aDoratorics, Jae.
Hart ford . Con a.

- train)

originally found on scale B but now
transferred to scale C, and read on
scale F the temperature coefficient.
If the coefficient, and the nominal
crystal frequency are known, the
chart may be used to indicate either
the temperature change in which a
given frequency change will occur, or
the frequency change allowable in a
given temperature range for the
known temperature coefficient.
An example will illustrate the use
of this chart. A change in frequency
of 210 cps is observed when the
temperature changes from 20 deg. C
to 50 deg. C and the nominal fre-

an infinite number of different direct reading charts, hence the one chart
serves for all crystal frequencies.
To use the universal chart, determine the frequency change A f in cps
between the temperature limits t,,,,,x
and tmin. With a straight -edge, align
the value of
on scale E with
the proper value of A f on scale D. On
When a large number of calcula- scale B read the value A f / (tmnx- t,,, I) .
tions must be made for crystals hav- Align fo on A with Af/(t,,,:,x-tram)
ing the same rated frequency, the
direct -reading chart shown on this
1,000'
page saves a great deal of time. The
crystal frequency is the only value
needed to set up a chart of this type,
900
and individual charts can readily be
prepared for any desired frequencies.
°
800
The chart is based on Eq. 1. For
po
0°
convenience, a temperature coefficient
oo »e
[/
700
of 1.0 is assumed to permit convertfJ`
A°".9
ing the equation to the form Af =
x.,.,
u
ó
c'
follows
expression
which
the
f ,Ot,
.E 600
e,5
y = ax for a straight line passing
q
through the origin of x -y coordinates.
qo
le
00
`500
To prepare a chart for a desired
0(.
0
''',,°
temperature change value A t, set up
Dk-S
horizontal and vertical reference
400
scales much as in the example on this
ce
u.
page. Substitute the rated crystal
300
ao°
frequency value fo and the desired
,Soo
5°C
value for A t in the equation in the
Dt,
200
preceding paragraph and solve for
Ili
200
0 f. Now plot this value against a
Temp. Coeff. value of 1.0 on the
100
10°
graph, and draw a straight line from
zero through this point. The prot
00
cedure can be repeated for as many
in
9
other values of 0 t as are desired.
Ter,tip. Coeff.
The example is drawn for fo = 1 Mc.
The alignment chart on the next
Example of a direct -reading temperature coefficient chart for a 1 -Mc quartz
page is essentially a combination of
crystal unit
(fo tmex

Temp. Coeff. is in cps per Mc per (leg. C
f is the change in frequency in cps between the temperatures tmnx and tmin
tmnx is the highest temperature in deg. C at
which the frequency is measured
tint n is the minimum temperature in (leg. C
at which the frequency is measured
tmnx-tram=At is the temperature change
in (leg. C for which the change in frequency
A f is observed
fo is the nominal frequency of the quartz
plate in Mc

t,,-t

,\

0

`-

'

5

o

----

a

o
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quency is 3.0 Mc. The temperature
change is 50 20 30 deg. C. If this
value on scale E is aligned with 210
on scale D, the frequency change per

- -

degree temperature change is found,
from scale B, to be 7 cps. Transfer
this value to scale C and connect 7 on
scale C with the operating frequency

(3.0 Mc) on scale A, and read the
temperature coefficient of frequency
on scale F as 2.33 cycles per Mc per

degree

C.

Temperature Coefficient
of Quartz Crystals
In Cycles Per Megacycle Per Degree Centigrade
By NORMAN

L. CHALFIN
Crystal Research Laboratories, Inc.
llartforcl, Conn.
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from scratch, we are producing it as rapidly as the need
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Centradite has these outstanding characteristics:
LOW THERMAL EXPANSION HIGH RESISTANCE TO
HEAT SHOCK LOW POROSITY LOW LOSS FACTOR
These important characteristics are
combined with excellent dielectric
properties making it suitable for use
in radio frequency circuits. (See
Chart).

Centradite is ideal where the application requires that the material withstand a rapid increase or decrease
in operating temperature within a
short period of time.

Centradite is particularly recom-

Centradite can be supplied in various shapes by extrusion or pressing.

mended for coil forms where thermal
expansion must be low to prevent
undue change in inductance.
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Centradite, due to its resistance to
heat shock, lends itself to a new
process of soldering metal to ceramic, whereby the ceramic surface is
metalized to permit soldering.
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TUBES AT WORK
X -Ray

Checks Hand Grenade Fuses
War Solder Technique
Electronic Plane Pilot
Automatic Transmitter Tuning with Pushbuttons
Reactance -Type Gages
Medical Shock Machine
Self-Checking Carrier Tone Alarm
Thermal Insulation for Electrostatic Heating
C -R Tube Tests Controls
Shock Tester for Meters

causes a glow on a fluorescent screen.
A phototube is mounted above the
fluorescent screen to detect changes
in the glow.
If the powder charge is the correct
amount, the screen has a constant
glow and the fuse passes through
undisturbed. When a fuse with insufficient powder passes through the
x-ray beam the glow changes. The
phototube detects the change in the
fluorescent glow and four things happen automatically. A red light flashes,
a bell rings, a daub of red paint is
placed on top of the defective fuse,
and the reject is graphically recorded
on a meter chart.
The machine, the first automatic
one so far devised, is the product of
General Electric engineers and provides an automatic check of 4,000
fuses an hour.

152
152

154
.

.

154

158
166
174
180
182
184

Hand
Grenade Fuses
X -Ray Checks

hand grenades from exploding improperly, an automatic
x-ray unit is being used to check the
powder charge and automatically reject those fuses that have too small a
charge.
The fuse assembly for a hand
grenade consists of a metal tube that
contains two powder charges and a
slow -burning fuse. In appearance it
resembles a medical thermometer
with an attached handle.
For the checking operation each
fuse is placed in a metal cylinder that
holds it upright on a moving belt.
The belt carries the fuses into the
x-ray machine, where a 100,000 -volt
x-ray passes through each fuse and
TO PREVENT

War Solder Technique
was half tin and
half lead, but today solder usually
contains not more than 20 percent
tin, with perhaps small amounts of
silver, bismuth, or antimony. This requires a hotter soldering iron and
attention to certain details. Instructions for the use of today's solder
have been issued by the metallurgy
committee of the General Electric
Co. which says
1. Keep your work clean. Guard
PRE-WAR SOLDER

After passing through the x-ray beam, the
hand-grenade fuses are removed from the
metal containers and packed for shipment

:

A defective fuse is red -painted by the x-ray

machine, and is also detected by a long
line on the meter graph. A bell and light
warn the operator when the dud intercepts the x-ray beam

Hand -grenade fuses to be checked for powder content are placed in metal
containers on a movable belt that takes them into an x-ray machine. The
x-rays fluoresce a screen that is constantly watched by a phototube to detect a
change of intensity caused by an insufficient charge of powder
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TUNING IN ON

WITH IRC RESISTORS
Scientists have long known that living tissue
generates minute electric potentials. But only
recently have researchists been able to adapt this
knowledge to clinical use on the human brain
through means of the Electroencephalograph.
In its functioning, tiny electrodes are fastened
to the skin by collodion at the points indicated
in the illustration. The average potentials of
only 50 microvolts are led to a high -gain amplifier and enlarged to a size where the waves
are easily visualized. Comparative studies of the
graphs obtained from various brain areas indicate and localize the presence of abnormalities,
if any exist.
Quite naturally for such a sensitively adjusted
instrument, measuring minute voltages, details

of resistor construction are of vital importance
in addition to the inherent stability, precision,
low noise level and other characteristics which
ANOTHER

I

C DEVELOPMENT

are fundamental requirements. IRC is proud to
have collaborated in the evolution of the Electroencephalograph and to have had its resistors
and specialized engineering .skill play a part in
its development.
If you are seeking unbiased counsel on a resistance problem, consult IRC- the company that
makes resistor units of more types, in more shapes,
for more applications than any other manufacturer in the world.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
403 N. Broad Street
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carefully against varnish, grease, oil,
dirt, rust, or corrosion. They prevent the flux from acting and the
solder from alloying with the parent
metal.
2. Keep in mind that the purpose
of the soldering iron is not to melt
the solder but to heat the work until
the solder will flow when applied to
the work.
3. Keep the soldering iron clean
and, to have the quickest possible
heat transfer from the iron to the
work, have the tip designed to fit
against the work.
4. Investigate different methods
available for doing the work. A hotter electric iron, high -frequency heating or a carbon resistance soldering
tool may do the job better.
5. Design your joints to have
0.003 to 0.005 in. solder thickness,
and so that the two parts overlap.
Lap or seam -type joints are better
than butt -type joints. Have the
solder fill the seam completely. Heavy
fillets add little strength to the joint,
and waste solder.
6. Don't hand a new solder, a flux,
and a soldering job to a workman
and expect a perfect job the first
time. Let him get the "feel" of the
new material. Don't give up a new
solder after one unsuccessful trialthe chances are your technique .is not
what it should be for that particular
solder.

Electronic Plane Pilot
AN ELECTRONIC AUTOMATIC PILOT is

credited as being one factor in the
effective devastation caused by
American bombers in Europe and
the low ratio of bomber losses. The
electronic pilot controls electric motors that position the rudder, elevator, and aileron control surfaces.
Automatic movement of these correct deviations from the desired
course and prevent the plane from
wavering.
On bombing runs the autopilot
takes over the duties of the pilot and
holds the plane on its course to provide a stable platform for high-altitude bombing. The mechanism corrects for cross currents, wind variations, and air blasts from exploding
antiaircraft shells. An additional advantage of the autopilot is that controls can be installed in different
places in the plane so that it may be
flown from several operating positions.

Location of automatic control units in a bomber. Numbers identify the following
units: 1-directional stabilizer; 2-plane direction indicator potentiometer;
3-dash potentiometer; 4-directional panel; 5-banking pot; 6-rudder pickup pot; 7-plane direction indicator; 8-autopilot control panel; 9-turn control;
10-vertical flight gyro; 11-elevator pick-up pot; 12-aileron pick-up pot;
13-skid pot; 14-up-elevator pot; 15-aileron servo; 16-amplifier; 17-ro-

tary inverter; 18-rudder servo; 19-elevator servo

On a recent bombing mission one

Flying Fortress was almost cut in
two by colliding with a Messerschmitt 109. The German plane cut
into the fuselage area just forward
of the dorsal fin and severed the pilot's manual control cables connecting to the rudder and elevators.
The Fortress was flown safely home
on the automatic pilot because the
control surface motors of the electronic system were located far in the
tail of the plane and were not damaged in the mid-air crash.
In another instance a B-24 Liberator flew 2,000 miles by itself. The
crew had bailed out over the east

coast of the United States but the
electronic autopilot flew the ship until it ran out of gas and crashed into
a mountain in Mexico. Certain types
of bomber -trainer planes have been
equipped with the autopilot and for
months it has been standard equipment on American heavy bombers.
It is a development of Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., which
worked on the problem at the request
of Materiel Command officers at
Wright Field.

Automatic Transmitter
Tuning with Pushbuttons
of the final stage
of a high -power transmitter is fairly
difficult to design at broadcast frequencies where conventional inductors and capacitors are employed,
but presents an even greater problem at higher frequencies when a
resonant line forms the tank circuit.
In one CBS short-wave station used
by the OWI for broadcasts to foreign
countries, tuning of such a line is
accomplished by motor -driven sliding
contacts that move a shorting bar.
The station, described in a recent
issue of Electrical Communication,
was designed and manufactured by
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., an
AUTOMATIC TUNING

Almost cut in two after being rammed by
a Messerschmitt, this Flying Fortress flew
safely home guided by an electronic automatic pilot. The enemy plane hit near the
tail and severed the pilot's manual control
cables connecting to the rudders and elevators. Cables connecting the electronic
pilot to the control surface motors located
in the tail were not damaged in the crash
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MICROPHONES

designed to bring the message through .

.

Microphone performance begins with design.
Orders, instructions, information must come
through-audibly. It is the designing engineer's
job to bring the human voice through clearly-to
eliminate as much as possible the engine noises
and tumult that might garble a vital message.

The proven ability to design and manufacture
microphones that serve under such conditions
as well as under other severe conditions
that attend combat duty has made Shure
Brothers America's foremost manufacturer
of microphones.

-

-

SHURE BROTHERS
225 West Huron Street

Chicago

Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices
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associate of IT&T. It contains two
50 -kw transmitters that operate on
nine frequencies, from 6 to 22 mc,
and were constructed for rapid frequency shifts. In the lower power
stages of each transmitter, frequency changing is accomplished by
moving taps on inductors and by rotating variable capacitors. The final
amplifier contains linear line elements composed of 35 -foot lengths of
copper pipe spaced 12 inches between
centers. The resonant frequency of
the circuit formed by this inductance
loop shunted by the tube capacitance
is determined by the position of a
shorting bar along the parallel pipes.
The pipes of each plate line extend
from the vacuum tubes of the final
amplifier through the floor of the operating room to the basement, where
they are mounted horizontally on
ceramic standoff insulators. Large
transformers, reactors and other
units of the transmitter are also located in the basement, as shown in
the layout of that area in the diagram.
A second line, composed of three
pipes, is mounted below the plate line
to provide harmonic suppression.
Tuning of this line is also accomplished by means of a motor -driven
shorting bar. When this line is properly tuned it provides a low impedance path for even -order harmonics
to ground.
Contact to the pipes of both lines
is made by V-shaped sliding shoes
that are held in place by spring -

To

i

antenna

switches

Çoup/ingg

vatiabl-e

o

,

.

I

I

Plate tank circuit

Motor operated

--t

-1_

Harmonic suppressor line

From

modulator

and main rect. ---:-9

Circuit of final amplifier of 50 -kw transmitter, with motor -driven shorting bars for
tuning the plate tank and a harmonic suppressor circuit

action fingers mounted on a heavy
copper plate. The contact assembly
for the harmonic suppressor line is
shown in the photograph, and is supported by ceramic standoffs fastened
to a dolly or carriage. The carriage
is moved along the pipes by a lead
screw arrangement. The conductors
forming the plate line are contacted
by a similar sliding-shoe carriage.
At the end of the lines, away from
the power amplifier plates, are located three-phase reversible two speed motors that drive the lead
screw through V -belt couplings. The
motors of the plate line and the suppressor line are electrically interconnected to permit both carriages to
travel over the lines simultaneously.
Attached to the opposite ends of the
worms are flexible shafts that drive
counters on the operating panel on
the main floor to indicate the position
of each contact.
The operating panels also contain

channel selector switches and pushbuttons for starting and stopping the
motors. A channel selector switch
has six positions corresponding to
six positioning switches located along
the carriage tracks. Each of these
positioning switches may be set to
any point on the pipes. The channel
selector switch also determines the
direction of motor rotation necessary to drive the carriages to the
desired stop.

r,-.

-

:_.

0

._.

000

0

tui

Layout of tank circuit pipe lines located
in the basement of the station, with transformers and reactors of the modulators
and power supplies. The antenna coupling hairpin is mounted above the plate
lines and the harmonic suppressor line
below. Two tank circuits connect to two
transmitters, while the third is tuned to
the next frequency to be used and stands
by until needed

View of motor -driven carriage and sliding contacts of the harmonic suppressor
line. A similar arrangement moves shorting bar contacts on the plate line
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When the motor start button is depressed, power to the plates of the
tubes is removed and the carriages
travel in the proper direction. When
the carriages reach the proper position the motors stop and plate power
is applied to the tubes. Fine tuning
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SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION
SPEEDS UP PRODUCTION OF
LIGHT -WEIGHT
STEEL CABINETS AND HOUSINGS
Do Metal Fabricating NOW .. .
no tooling up

... no special equipment

Lindsay Structure assemblies can help you speed
up your production of cabinets and housings at
once. With Lindsay Structure no tooling up is
necessary-no special machinery is required. A

sudden change of specifications causes neither
production delay nor waste of materials.
It's easy to order Lindsay Structure units. You
merely furnish specifications, and a complete assembly-panel sheets, framing members, fittings,
die -formed, die -cut, die -rolled to exact dimensions
-is shipped to you knocked down and ready to
put together in your factory or on the spot.
Design changes are simplified with Lindsay
Structure, and from a small stock of parts a number of units of varying sizes and shapes can be
quickly assembled as required. Problems of warehousing and stock inventory are simplified.
The Lindsay Structure method saves time and
conserves steel. Uniform tensioning gives the light
steel sheets a rigidity which resists wracking and
affords complete protection for enclosed equipment. Men or women without special training
can quickly assemble Lindsay Structure. Only
ordinary tools are used. There is no welding or
riveting required.
Investigate this easy, proved method of metal
fabrication of cabinets and housings for electrical,
radio, and electronic equipment. Lindsay Structure engineers will give you immediate service on
your pilot jobs. Send your blue prints to Lindsay
and Lindsay, 222-D W. Adams St., Chicago 6, Ill.;
or 60 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Therapeutic Equipment

LINDSAY
U. S. Patents 2017629, 2263510, 2263511
U.S. and Foreign Patents and Patents Pending
For details, see Sweet's Catalog File

1
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is provided by an additional switch
on the panel that operates the motors
at slow speed with the plate power
on. Overtravel of the carriages is
prevented by safety limit switches, at
each end of the lines, that operate
if one of the positioning switches
should fail to stop the carriage. Pilot
lights on the panel show when the
motors are running and also indicate
the tripping of safety limit switches.
In addition to acting as tank circuits, the pipes of the plate lines and
harmonic lines conduct water to the
plates of the tubes for cooling. Ceramic tubing is employed for some distance before the water enters and
after it leaves the transmitter.
Coupling from each set of plate
lines to the antenna system is provided by an inductive loop or hairpin about thirty feet long, mounted
horizontally above and parallel to the
plate lines. A hand wheel on the
front of the power amplifier moves
the coupling hairpin horizontally in
relation to the plate lines and varies

though an a -c meter may be used as
the indicator, the advantages of
greater sensitivity and a linear scale
are obtained with the d -c meter.
The gage head consists of an iron
magnetic circuit formed by two circular flanges having a connecting
core between them. On this center
core is mounted the gage coil that
connects into the bridge circuit contained in the indicator unit. The coil
is energized from the 60 -cycle supply
line and the magnetic flux set up by
the coil traverses the iron part of the
gage head, its external portion being
completed through the magnetic
metal of the material under test.
The gaps in the field, caused by a film
Fig. 2-Thickness gage for measuring
or coating on the material, affect the
paints, lacquers, and nonmagnetic babbitt
reactance of the coil, which in turn
linings on steel bearing shells
causes an unbalance of the bridge
of insulating material and iron and circuit. The degree of unbalance is
indicated by the meter and varies
steel.
Gages manufactured by the Gen- directly with changes in thickness of
eral Electric Co. that depend on a re- the gap.
actance change for thickness measFilm Thickness Gage
urements contain a circuit similar to
the area within the coupling loop.
The sensitivity of the circuit
that shown in Fig. 1. Two arms of a
upon the initial setting. of -the
Wheatstone bridge are formed by
the
iron -core reactors. One of these re- magnetic gap. For instance, if the
actors is mounted in a gage head, initial gap setting is 0.002 in., closReactance -Type Gages
shown in the photograph of Fig. 2, ing the gap 0.001 in. will cause apMEASUREMENTS OF THICKNESS as and the other reactor is mounted in proximately a 100 -percent reactance
small as one millionth of an inch may the meter unit. The latter unit also change and a large change in the
be read with electric gages that re- contains a rectifier and a d -c meter bridge output. Although the sensispond to changes in reactance caused whose scale is calibrated in terms of tivity may be increased still further
by the thickness of the material un- the measurement to be made. Al - by reducing the initial air gap, the
der test. Such gages are being used
to measure the thickness of films or
coatings on magnetic surfaces, metal
platings, and the thickness of sheets

Fig. 1-Typical circuit used in the thickness gages. A Wheatstone bridge measures changes of reactance caused by the
magnetic gap

0110-

Measuring babbitt thickness of a bearing with a G -E reactance -type thickness gage
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RESIST
VIBRATION LOOSENING

SPEED

NUTS have become industry's universal

fasteners because:

1. They do not shake loose with vibration.
2. They reduce weight and conserve critical

3. They are applied faster and conserve war
manpower.
They lower net assembly costs.

TINNERMAN PRODUCTS,

The faster this conversion is expanded the quicker

will pay you even bigger dividends.
In writing for samples, kindly give engineering
details to expedite quick selection of SPEED NUT
adapted to your needs.
SPEED NUTS

metal.

4.

Month after month, tons of critical material and
countless man hours assembly time are being
saved by conversion to spring steel SPEED NUTS.

INC.

®

In Canada: Wallace Barnes Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

2106

Fulton Road, Cleveland, Ohio
In England: Simmonds Aerocessories, Ltd., London

instantaneous communication

3-Metal plating as thin as 1/10,000
an inch is measured with this instrument
without destroying the plating

Fig.
of

...

Instantaneous communication
aural and visual ... beneath and on the sea, on land, and
in the air ... is the most striking feature of this war. We
literally command an army of electrons.
At the heart of electric communications is the transformer that speeds the rush of the electrons. The war job
of Stancor transformers is to organize armies of electrons
for battleground communication. When peace comes, this
with a host of startling new applicaelectric energy
tions
will revolutionize industrial processes and products.
Stancor engineers are planning ahead to anticipate the
needs of this post -victory revolution.

...

...

STANCOR

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
5 0 0
NORTH HALSTED STREET
CHICAGO
1

Manufacturers of quality transformers, reactors, rectifiers,
power packs and allied products for the electronic industries.

practical limit is reached because of
temperature expansion of the gage
members and the material being
gaged. Reliable readings of 0.00001
in. are obtainable with this type of
equipment, while under carefully
controlled conditions as small as
0.000001 in. may be read.
The gage illustrated measures
thickness of films or coatings of
enamel, lacquer, zinc, tin, glass, paper and other materials without injuring the continuity of the coating.
The standard range indicates values
front, 0 to 100 mils, covered on two
scales of the meter, 0 to 8 and 5 to
100 mils.

Plating Thickness Gage

Thin nonmagnetic platings of copper, tin and similar materials whose
thickness ranges from 0.0001 inch to
0.01 inch require a smaller gage head
and are measurable by the instrument shown in Fig. 3. The steel surface under the plating may have a
thickness down to 0.015 in. In the
gage head the magnetic field is concentrated between two pole pieces
separated about
in. to permit application to very small parts and narrow, curved or irregular surfaces.
The instrument permits measurements of copper plating on gear parts
prior to hardening, copper plating
on vacuum tube parts as small as
0.2 sq. in. surface area, and brass
and cadmium plating on machined
and punched parts.
Eccentricity Gage

Another application of the principle used in the film thickness gage
occurs in an eccentricity gage that
determines the variation of thickness

160
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SCOVILL "KNOW HOW" IN
COLD -FORGING OFTEN SOLVES SPECIAL
AND STANDARD FASTENINGS PROBLEMS
Scovill fills the three most important requirements for a fastenings
source of supply Quality and Quantity production plus the
"know how" to solve design and production problems effectively
and economically. One of many case examples of Scovill skill
in cold-forging is illustrated above. This fastening problem called
for Quality-Quantity-"Know how." The product illustrated was
made with three cold -forging operations plus threading.

-

-

Whether your needs call for standard or special fastenings,
Scovill "know how" assures uniform quality, no matter how
large the order. Today our productive capacity is largely engaged by current war -essential orders on hand. Inevitably the
situation changes somewhat from day to day. We want both your
present and post-war business as far as present war work permit.
Call our nearest office for the current picture as to when and
where we can serve you. We know you will appreciate a prompt,
frank answer and will recognize the problems we face.

"Know how" proof #15

... more

each month

pass this on wherever Scovill skill may be of service.
Thanks!

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SCREW
DIVISION
WATERVILLE PRODUCTS
WATERVILLE 48, CONN.
NEW YORK, Chrysler Building

DETROIT, 6432 Cass Avenue

PITTSBURGH, 2882 W. Liberty Ave.

ELECTRONICS

-

.[`u

CHICAGO, 1229 W. Washington Boulevard

SYRACUSE, Syracuse. Kemper Insurance Bldg.
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TEL. WATERBURY 3-3151
PHILADELPHIA, 18 W. Chelten Avenue Building

LOS ANGELES, 2627 S. Soto

St

SAN FRANCISCO, 434 Brannan St.
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the advantage

of
Single Sonree of Supply

4-The eccentricity of flux coatings on
welding electrodes can be determined by
the gage shown above. Four buttons of
tungsten carbide hold the rod at the proper
distance from the gage head mounted in
the base
Fig.

CURTISSWRIC,HT CORP.

* The facilities of

-

PROPELLER DIV. PHOTO

THE H. A. WILSON COMPANY enable manufactur;ng cus-

tomers to secure both electrical contacts and thermostatic bimetals from a
single and dependable source: This is important, for materials from these
two groups are frequently used in conjunction. as parts in the same device.

*

stresses the vital importance of perfected team play; and WILCO
Electrical Contacts and THERMOMETALS (thermostatic bimetals) are now
functioning with flawless coordination in various plane, tank, gun and ship
applications. They also function separately or together in various instruments
of the Army and Navy.
WAR

Contacts -Silver, Platinum, Tungsten, Alloys,
Powder Metal. Thermostatic Metal-High and Low Temperature with
Electrical Resistance from 24 to 530 ohms per sq. mil, -ft. Precious Metal
Collector Rings-For rotating controls. Jacketed Wire-Silver on Steel,
Copper, Invar, or other combinations requested.
WILCO PRODUCTS ARE:

of coated welding rods. The G-E
commercial version is shown in the
photograph of Fig. 4. In this instrument the gage head is mounted in
the base below the indicator unit.
Two V -blocks guide the rod into position for measurement. Since the flux
coating is nonmagnetic its thickness
becomes the air gap between the gage
head and the steel welding rod. The
gage reading is proportional to the
gap and the instrument is calibrated
to read flux coating thickness for one
rod size. For other rod sizes a correction curve is employed.
Magnetic Sheet Gage

The thickness of magnetic sheets
of steel or iron that may ;be measured depends upon the design and
size of the gage head. The head
shown in Fig. 5 is intended for measurements of low -carbon, hot or cold rolled steel sheets up to 45 mils thickness. An additional scale (10 to 25

* WILCO sales and engineering representatives are
familiar with both Electrical Contact and TxERMOMETAL application. Send us your problems for
analysis or write for a copy of the new WILCO Blue
Book of Thermometals and Electrical Contacts.

THE H. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut Street, Newark, N. J.
Branches: Chicago * Detroit

Fig. 5-Magnetic gage head (left) for
measuring the thickness of steel sheet from

one side
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Gluing Wood with Radio Waves

.,.,,.,
r

.=

wood with synthetic resin
glues used to be a slow process because it took so long for the glue to "set."
GLUING

Aircraft and other wartime needs greatly
accelerated the use of these gluesthereby sharpening demand for shortening the setting time.
Speedier gluing means faster heating
of the glue lines to drive out the moisture
and hasten chemical reactions. Wood,
being an excellent insulator, prevents the
inward flow of heat from hot platens at
anything but a maddeningly slow rate.
Really rapid heating therefore demands
a method whereby heat is "born" right
inside the wood.
That is exactly what electronics makes

possible. Radio frequency power unleáshed right inside the wood is instantaneously converted into heat and
causes an almost phenomenal speeding
up of the glue -setting process.

-

The manufacture of "compreg"
a
highly compressed plastic -impregnated
wood product now used extensively for

airplane propellers

-

too, has been

speeded up remarkably by such electronically generated heat. Production time
has been cut as much as 60 per cent
over old methods-making it possible for
expensive equipment to turn out proportionately more of badly needed products.
Radio frequency power for setting
wood glues offers many attractive possi-

bilities. Yet it is only one of many manufacturing processes involving a heat
cycle for which RCA electronic heating
offers important advantages. Móreover,
all such applications collectively are but
one phase of electronics-the art of harnessing electrons to the service of man.
Bear in mind, too, that every electronic
device of every kind depends basically
on electron tubes. And that RCA is the
fountain -head of modern electron tube
development.
TUNE IN

"WHAT'S NEW?"

Radio Corporation of America's great
new show, Saturday nights, 7 to 8,
Eastern War Time, Blue Network.

booklet-"RCA ELECTRONICS IN INDUSTRY"-shows
some of the ways RCA is prepared to help put electronics to
work. It may suggest applications important to your business.
Free on request. Please use business letterhead when writing.
Address-Dept. 68-4H. RCA, Industrial.Division, Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New jersey.
A new

ELECTRONICS

-

RADIO

CORPORATION
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6-Thickness gage for insulating
sheets. Graduated dials on the power
unit are adjusted so that the meter reads
zero for the desired thickness. Deviations
from this thickness are read in percentage
of the standard
Fig.

Remler Facilities and Production
Techniques Frequently Permit
Quotations at LOWER PRICES
Remler made plugs and connectors of the following types
are used by more than fifty concerns engaged in manufacturing communications equipment for the U. S. Army
Signal Corps:
Types:
50-A
54
55
56
58
59
60

61

62
63

64
65
67
68

PLO

PLP

PL

74
76
77

114
119
120

104
108
109
112

124
125
127
149

150
159
160
354

56
59
60
61

65
67

74
76
77

62
63 104
64

65
67
74

56
59
60

61

76
77

61

62

63 104
64

64
65
74
76

62 77
63 104

Special Designs to Order
Remler Tool and Die, Plastic Molding and Automatic Screw
Machine Divisions are equipped to manufacture plugs and
connectors of special design in large quantities. Submit
specifications.
Wire or telephone

REMLER COMPANY, LTD.

if

we can be

of assistance

2101 Bryant St.

San Francisco, 10

REMLER
'announcing & eommuntcation

characteristics.
The sensitivity of the flux measuring element of this gage is high
and there is a small effect from the
earth's magnetic field. This requires
that it be adjusted for use in the position in which it is to be used, horizontally or vertically.
Nonmetallic Materials

PLS

56
59
60

mils) is calibrated for steels of medium silicon content. Special scales
are required for use with other
metals having different saturation

u1pm¢nt

Manufacturers of Communication Equipment Since 1918

For measurements of insulating
materials such as mica, glass, lucite
and celluloid the insulating sheet is
placed on a table having a steel top
of uniform thickness and the gage is
placed on the sheet. Dials on the instrument are then adjusted to the
sheet thickness so that the indicating
meter reads zero when the required
standard is obtained. The gage,
shown in Fig. 6, operates as a comparator gage and indicates deviations from the standard thickness in
percentage. The normal position of
the meter pointer is in the center of
the scale and deflection indicates
oversize and undersize conditions up
to 15 percent. The deviation from a
standard thickness of sheets from h
to inch thick can be measured to an
accuracy of better than ten percent.
With such a deviation from the
standard the actual deviation may be
in error one percent of the total
thickness.
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WORN WITH

Awarded for distinguished
service ... to employees of
SCIENTIFIC RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY

The fighting man with the Distinguished Service
Medal on his breast is proud. For it denotes exceptional bravery beyond the call of duty-a personal
EXTRA contribution toward Victory.

Our workers can be proud that their exceptional
contribution too has been recognized. For the "E" pins
they now wear signifies distinguished service, individual excellence on the production front. To them, not
we, must be given credit for outstanding service to
the nation.

SCIENTIFIC RADIO P,RODUC.TS COMPANY
ELECTRONICS

738 West Broadway

-

MANUFACTURERS OF PIEZO

November 1943
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not allowed to admit

. . .

Medical Shock Machine
By PAUL TRAUGOTT, Chief Engineer
Elect co -Physical Labs., Inc.

publicly that we make -.

Your own company

is

probably among those unable

to speak freely about new equipment now being pro-

duced. Many users of Luxtron* photocells are in the
same position. But we may at least tell you of some

Luxtron* advantages and genera!

LUXTRON' PHOTOCELLS HAVE

uses.

THESE

ADVANTAGES:

Sufficient current is generated to eliminate
the need of any amplifiers' for direct measurements.

Where amplification is required, equipment
using these photocells is lighter and less bulky,
because of the cells' relatively tiny size.
Exact calibration of Luxtron* cells is unaffected
by shock or vibration.
These cells enjoy extremely long life at their

original calibration.

LUXTRON* PHOTOCELLS CAN

BE USED

IN EQUIPMENT

DESIGNED FOR THESE PURPOSES:
Light measurement
Colorimetry
Smoke detection
Turbidity measurement
Door control
Factory inspection & counting

Reflection Factors for
paints, etc.
Telemetering
Sound reproduction

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL LITERATURE
*Reu. U. S.

ON LUXTRON* CELLS

Pat. Off.

LABORATORIES, INC.
82 Meadow Street, New Haven 10, Conn.

99

is used in
dismental
the treatment of certain
orders. Electrodes are placed on
opposite sides of the patient's head
(usually, though not always, on the
temples), and a 60 -cycle alternating
voltage in the range from 75 to 150
volts is applied for a duration of
0.1 to 0.5 second, the physician selecting whatever duration he thinks necessary. The patient is usually seized
with a violent convulsion followed by
unconsciousness; certain curative
effects frequently follow the proper
employment of this shock therapy.
An electric. shock machine for this
treatment is thus merely an instrument which provides voltages in the
proper range, together with a switch
and a timing device to apply the
voltage for the proper duration. A
current of 0.5 to 1.5 amperes rms
passes in the patient circuit. With
some instruments a smaller current
at a lower applied voltage is used
for a longer period.
A General Radio Variac provides a
convenient variable voltage source,
but a tapped transformer with
switch serves equally as well since
small voltage variations are not im -j
portant. A voltmeter may be used,,
but the absence of critical voltage,
requirements makes calibration on ai
dial adequate for voltage indication.
ELECTRIC SHOCK THERAPY

Timing Arrangements

Various kinds of timing systems,
are in use. One simple method employs a copper slug relay in series,
with the patient circuit. The opera
tion of such a relay can be delaye
in varying amounts by changing the
voltage which energizes its coil,
although the range of timing that
can be obtained in this way is quite
limited. This method has another
disadvantage in that a change of the
line voltage on which the instrument
is operated will change the timing
proportionately.
Motor -driven timing cams can
also be used, but a reliable motor cam mechanism providing adequate
flexibility in timing adjustment is a
fairly complicated device.
There is also a variety of satisfactory electronic timers. The diagram shows an extremely simple
electronic timer which gives continuously variable shock durations
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born at tit tothtr of jLatitt...
The point to the Bible story of the Tower of Babel was that
progress on the greatest works of men ceased when by an
unfortunate miracle each man was endowed with a different
language and could not communicate or receive ideas from
his fellows.
By a greater miracle the electrical, and electronic industries
undo the confusion of Babel and foster all progress by perfecting not only the communication of ideas
but the quick transfer and utilization of electronic power.
Formica's service to these industries includes twenty-five years of research to perfect special grades
of laminated plastic designed to meet requirements of their present production and their future creations
for closer knit world. These grades stress in varying degree such properties as low dielectric constant,
low coefficient of thermal expansion, light weight, great strength, easy machinability and resistance
to chemical action and water absorption. Some grades of Formica may be the answer to an old or
a future problem of material.

THE FORMICA INSULATION CO.

11" IIII 61III
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with sights trained
on

today..

soldier in battle, today is too big ..
too intense for thought of tomorrow
Survive today ... Win today ... these are his
To the

.

.

plans.

.

.
.

Here at Guardian, production and

engineering efforts are devoted exclusively
to building equipment he needs . .. today.
With sights trained on the immediate need
for battle equipment, we also feel an obligation to lay plans for the future.
You probably have similar plans. If your
post-war products include the use of relays,
we shall be glad to discuss designs and
specifications with you.

GUARDIAN

ELECTRIC

W WALNUT STREET,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

1625

FOR

BY GUARDIAN

WAR-FOR PEACE-
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SERIES

345

by GUARDIAN

MIDGET RELAY
One of the smallest of all relays. Built
for aircraft and radio applications where
space and weight are at a premium.
Contact rating: 2 amps. at 24 volts D.C.
Switch capacity up to double pole, douSERIES 195

RADIO RELAY

A general purpose radio relay designed

for aircraft use. Contact combinations up
to three pole, double throw. Coil resistances range from .01 ohm to 15,000
ohms. Standard voltage: 16-32 volts D.C.

ble throw.

Available with delayed release or delayed attract. Weight: 61/2 oz. Also built
for A.

C.

operation (Series 340).

BULLETIN
0-F-112
for a quick
q
reference
to standard
relay types.

SERIES 165

Describes 17
relay
models for
war and
post-war applications.

VIBRATION RESISTANT

Counterbalanced armature and sturdy
construction throughout give this relayan
unusual resistance to vibration. Silver
contacts are rated at 121/2 amperes in combidations up to double pole, double throw.
Rating for aircraft is

Write for it
today

amperes at 24
volts D.C. Available with ceramic insulation for HF and UHF applications.

1

6

8

ELECTRIC

GUARDIAN
5
I

M

WEST
A

WALNUT

COMPLETE

CHICAGO, IILINOIS

STREET

LINE

OF

RELAYS
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between 0.15 and 0.5 second with
the components indicated, and which
has the considerable advantage of

maintaining its timing adjustment
within a few percent for line voltage
changes of 20 percent.
Safety

It should be noted that a primary
consideration in these devices is
safety. Failure of a component
should, as far as possible, result in
total inoperation rather than wrong
operation or excessive shock duration. This simple circuit meets this
requirement also. A defective tube
will prevent the passage of any shock
current.
Resistor or capacitor
trouble will either prevent the relay
from closing or make the shock of
very short duration.

piece of South American quartz crystal
is remarkable for its piezo- electric properties.
Ground so it responds to the proper frequency, it
becomes a most important part of electronic
devices used by our armed forces.
This grinding is a very "touchy" operation. Our special
equipment and specially trained personnel are
doing a fine job, we believe.
This is one of
"Connecticut's" contributions to the war effort.
This

> > >

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION
%147Mf H/JC,AN
NauS7HtEs

MERIDEN,

CONNECTICUT

Our development engineers are glad to discuss electrical
and electronic product ideas which might fit in with our
postwar plans. Address Mr. W. R. Curtiss at the above address.
(t') 194J

Crrat American Industries, Inc.,

t11

riders, Conn.

Shock therapy machine that applies about
100 volts to the patient's temples to produce certain curative effects

In order to guard against the remote possibility of the relay sticking
closed through mechanical failure,
the switch for administering the
shock is of the pushbutton variety
and the operator is instructed to hold
it in the "ON" position for a period
not greatly exceeding that of the
selected shock duration.
Timer Circuit

In the diagram it will be seen that
one side of the pushbutton switch
opens the patient circuit while the
opposite side closes the circuit which
keeps the relay closed. When the
pushbutton is depressed the patient
circuit is closed through both the
relay contacts and the pushbutton
contacts, but the grid voltage which
holds the relay closed is simultaneously removed from the tube except
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SCOTT SPECIFIES AUTO»LITE

WIRE

... 710ur4ucdraaae4>rotaeózoadaQi
Auto-Lite's research and engineering facilities on wire products are constantly helping
solve baffling problems-like the production
of the new Scott Marine Model Low Radiation
Receiver. This amazing
new product is without
detectable radiation even
at a distance of a few
feet. (Formerly, receiver
signals could often be
picked up as far as 100
miles.)
Controlling factors for

...

limited space, unusual
wire vary greatly
shape, weight restriction or cost. Insulation is
often of paramount importance. Butyrate
Tape and Vinylite are two types being used
for lighting and low tension circuits in radio
production, aircraft construction and other
vital war needs.
Our business has been built by supplying
wire and wire products that solve problems
for designing engineers and manufacturers.
Whatever you need, unusual shapes, sizes or
special insulation requirements ... feel free to
write us for authoritative recommendations.

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY
SARNIA, ONT.

IN ITS 26 GREAT MANUFACTURING DIVISIONS, AUTO-LITE

ELECTRONICS
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IS

PRODUCING A LONG LIST OF

Wire Division

PORT HURON, MICHIGAN

ITEMS FOR AMERICA'S ARMED FORCES

ON LAND, SEA AHD IN

THE AIR
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for the charge on the capacitor.
When the capacitor charge falls low
enough the relay opens ; the shock
duration will be the time the relay
stays closed after the pushbutton is
depressed, and depends upon the setting of variable resistor R1. The
delay can be extended to several
seconds if desired by increasing the
value of R or C, provided the capacitor has low leakage and the tube
is not gassy.
The spring bias on the relay
affects the timing, and the final timing adjustment must be made for one
specific relay adjustment. The relay
should have no inherent delay. The
timing adjustment is usually made
by counting the cycles in the shock
impulse on some kind of oscillograph;
the direct writing oscillographe are
of course the simplest to use for this
work.

U. S.

Army Signal Corps Photo

TRANSFORMERS THAT SAYE TIME!
No experienced technician need be told of the importance of the
transformers used in communication systems, Walkie-Talkies-all so

essential in carrying the War to a victorious end.

Nor

it necessary to point out that the margin between failure and
success can hinge on the performance of one piece of equipment-the
is

Transformer, for example.
For 25 years, Jefferson Electric has been building precision -made

transformers. Long before Pearl Harbor, there were years of close cooperation with the engineering staffs of outstanding American manu-

facturers of radio and communication system equipment. Today the uniform quality and exact fitness to the job of Jefferson Electric transformers
are saving time in equipment assembly and on the battle fronts-where
time

vital to saving lives. To manufacturers of radio, communication
systems, and television, the specialized experience of Jefferson Electric
engineers is available. Those whom our manufacturing facilities make it
possible to supply can be sure of transformers that meet exacting reis

quirements exactly.

.

.

.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, Bellwood

(Suburb of Chicago), Illinois. Canadian Factory:
W. Toronto, Ont.

60-64 Osler Ave.,

Circuit of electronic timer for controlling
therapeutic shocks. A neon bulb is used
as a voltage stabilizer to maintain timing
adjustment within a few percent for line

voltage changes of 20 percent

The electrodes need only be metal
discs about 2 inches in diameter, held
on the patient's temples by a rubber
strap. Usually a small cloth saturated with salt solution is placed
between the skin and the electrode,
and the temples are rubbed with an
electrode jelly to increase skin conductivity and prevent burning.
Smaller electrodes may produce burning because of current concentration
in too small an area.

Patient Resistance
Some electric shock machines are
provided with a resistance-measuring circuit so that the resistance of
the patient circuit may be determined before giving the shock. This
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INCE the very beginning of the quartz
cutting program, DI -MET engineers have

process that puts cutting rims of metal type wheels

constantly endeavored to improve quartz
cutting results through better blade and
machine performance. Their success in these
efforts has been substantial, starting with the
first DI -MET Rimlock bladé offered to the
quartz industry.

ing actual cutting operations and tends to keep them

The Rimlock was developed by a radical departure in

bonding procedures* which greatly increased the
blade life and cutting speed. For the delicate dicing
operation the Dl -MET Resinoid Bonded Wheel proved
highly efficient producing smooth, polished surfaces.

under balanced tension-makes blades run flat dur-

flat for the life of the blade!
Undoubtedly new and even better DI -MET developments are in store for quartz operators. And you can

bet your share will come from Dl -MET laboratories,
since continuous effort and experimentation here are

constantly improving existing quartz cutting techniques, producing more blanks per pound of quartz

and eliminating unnecessary wastage. For any cutting

problem-for every cutting operation-look to

Latest developments in Dl -MET laboratories

include the "green -rim" resinoid bond for
increased life, and Dynamic Tensioning-a

SIZES
Cut Off Wheels:
3", 4" and all even
diameters up to 16"

RIMLOCK
Bond: Copper
SIZES
Cut Off Wheels:
3", 4" and all even
diameters up to 16"

Wheels
Diameters: Up to 6"
Thicknesses: T" to 1/2"

Diameters: 1" to 6"
Thicknesses: h"to'/2"

TYPE C R

Bond: Copper

Thick body

Thick body
Wheels:

ANUFACTURERS
ELECTRONICS

-
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DI -MET!

FELKER MANUFACTURING CO.

V

1116 Border Ave.

RESINOID
BONDED

RIMLOCK
Bond: Steel
SIZES
Cut -Off Wheelst
3", 4" and all even
diameters to 24"

Straight Wherl,
Type DU
Diameters:

Torrance, Calif.

CUP WHEEL

Resinoid Bonded
Plain Cupwheel,
Type D6W
Diameter: 6"

Thicknesses:
to 1/2"

DIA MOND ABRASIVE WHEELS
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measurement seems to have little or.
no significance. The measurement is'
made with only a few volts applied,.
and thus the conditions of measure-

one quick,

central source
for Everything
in Electronics
and Radio

...

Att1Ept1Y

A»

11,137

/AC1501

.

C

11

D' O

"CACO,

111/1015

.

FREE

The world's largest stocks are centralized
Send for Today's Most
Complete and Up -To-Date
in this single arsenal of supply. Over
BUYING GUIDE
10,000 items
. for laboratory, production, maintenance, training and combat. That means quick delivery on vital needs for the Armed Forces, Government, Industry. Our Procurement Experts are in touch with all
leading manufacturers and have latest "supply data." This enables us to
simplify and expedite all your purchases.
.

.

Time-Call ALLIED First!
You deal with one source ... instead of many. You send one order ... for
Save

...

everything. You save time
avert delays. Whatever you need in electronics and radio
call Allied first. Thousands do.
Write, Wire, or Phone Haymarket 6800.

...

Allied Radio Corp., 833

W. Jackson, Dept.

24-L-3, Chicago 7, U.S.A.

10,000 Wartime Items-such as:
Tubes

Transformers

Condensers
Capacitors
Resistors
Rheostats
Coils

Meters

Relays
Switches
Rectifiers
Wire & Cable

Test Equip.

Crystals

Sockets
Photo Cells

Speakers
Receivers

Batteries
Chargers

Training Kits

Microphones
Headphones
Public Address
Intercom
Power Supplies
Converters
Generators

Code Equip.

Tools

------------
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ment are radically different from
those which obtain during the passage of the shock current. It is
probably largely a measurement of
the superficial skin resistance rather
than any measurement of the dynamic impedance to the passage of
the shock current; and no prediction
as to the proper voltage necessary
for treatment can be made from this.
superficial resistance measurement.
A few years ago this writer developed a recording surge current.
meter for use in electric shock measurement. Measurements made with
it indicated that the impedance to.
the passage of the shock current in.
most of the observed cases averaged.
around 100 ohms, although the resistance of the patient circuit as determined by the low -voltage resistance'
measuring circuit of a conventional
instrument varied from several hundred to several thousand ohms and
showed no significant relationship to
the instantaneous current that
passed during the shock.
Without intimating the expression
of a medical opinion, it may perhaps
be stated that excellent results in
the treatment of some mental illnesses have been reported from the
use of electric shock treatment.

Self-Checking Carrier
Tone Alarm
By PAUL A. BERG
Transmitter Engineer
station WJJD, Des Plaines, Ill.

carrier tone alarm
circuits, the prime consideration is
reliability. If the key station is
temporarily caused to operate at reduced power, or receiving conditions
are such that a decreased signal is
effected at the monitoring receiver,
provision should be made to either
increase the sensitivity of the alarm
circuit, or to actuate the alarm and
inform the operator of the existing
condition, so that he may revert to
audio monitoring until the normal
condition has been restored.
A carrier tone alarm circuit is
herewith described, with a self -checking feature that guards against varying conditions of reception of the key
station. An effort Ms been made to
IN THE DESIGN OF
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Machlett x-ray tuhe
with rotating anode on internal vacuum
hearings. Operating voltage, 100 kilovolts; instantaneous loading capacity,
approximately 50 kilowatts.
A high-powered

he role o the leading
X-RAY TUBE MAKER
commercially produced in large quantities.
High operating voltages (50,000 volts upward
into the millions), high power requirements
(up to 50 kilowatts instantaneous demand),
are commonplace to the x-ray industry. In
this industry, likewise, tube production is
the keystone. Only an exceedingly few organizations have developed the necessary skills
and techniques.

The war program has led to the development
òf wonderful new electronic devices for waging
war. The successful operation of these devices
depends on an adequate supply of the necessary electron tubes-not just the common
garden varieties of radio tubes, large numbers
of which are also required, but amazingly
intricate, high-powered new tubes.
Where can the enormous quantities of these
tubes, such as the radio tube industry has
never produced, be obtained? A large part
of the answer to this question is being provided by the leading x-ray tube manufacturer. X-ray tubes are the only form of
electronic tubes of comparable power characteristics and intricacy which have been

Of these few, one leader, the Machlett
Laboratories, America's earliest and today's
largest producer of x-ray tubes, has loaned
a part of its technical skill, has developed
enormous additional productive capacity, to
break the bottleneck in tubes for the goveriment's wartime electronics program.

M ACH LETT
THE LARGEST -PROAUCER
SPRINGDALE

POWER TUBE
ELECTRONICS
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X-RAY TUBES,

CONNECTICUT

DIVISION: NORWALK, CONN,
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Metal Stampings

Assem

provide a counter check on the alarm
circuit itself, in a manner such that
the operator may be instantaneously
informed that the unit has become
inoperative. Once preliminary adjustments have been made, no further compensation is required.
The circuit shown is applicable to
any receiver of either the superheterodyne or tuned radio frequency
type, capable of delivering at least
ten to fifteen volts of ave voltage.
The tube complement consists of
three triodes of the 6C5 type, but
the circuit is adaptable to any other
type of receiving triode.
Tuned Circuit for Tone Signal

Amplification of the tone signal
is provided by a triode tube which
employs a tuned circuit as the plate
load. The inductance consists of a
winding of No. 21 wire, about one
pound being required to obtain an
inductance of 25 millihenries. This
gives an approximate reactance of
160 ohms at 1,000 cycles. With a
d -c resistance of 5 ohms, a Q of 30 is

readily attainable.
When the inductance is resonated
with a 1-µf capacitor the load impedance presented to the tube is approximately 5,000 ohms. The gain
realized is approximately half of the
mu for ordinary triodes. The attenuation at 20 cycles off resonance is
about 20 db.
Rectification of the 1,000 -cycle tone
is accomplished by application of
sufficient ave voltage to fix the detector operating point slightly beyond cutoff. Since the d -c pulses of

Det.
A -F

&

Ist.

stages

This Portable Electric Megaphone was
used at Pearl Harbor and is now in use in
various branches of our Armed Forces
from the Tropics to the Arctic.

To 2nd, AF

amp

in

GUIDED
RADIO CORPORATION
161

Sixth Ave.

New York

13, N. Y.

+/50 V.

+300 V.

o

Circuit of carrier tone alarm that corrects
for different receiving conditions and actuates alarm when an integral part of the

receiver fails

ELECTRONICS
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detector plate current are something
less than half waves, a capacitance
is provided across the detector load
circuit to utilize the peak values of
output to excite the d -c amplifier.
With increased values of avc voltage, resulting from a decreasing intensity of the received signal, the
sensitivity of the detector is automatically increased. Likewise any decrease in operating sensivity of the
receiver causes increased detector
sensitivity. With proper adjustment
of the detector load resistance the
alarm will be actuated when the ave
bias has sufficiently decreased so that
detection of the alarm carrier is no
longer possible. Thus automatic provision is made for checking simultaneously the operation of the receiver and the carrier of the transmitter sending out the alarm alert.
Use of D -C Amplifier
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Over land and under sea, Presto Recorders have
their ears glued to Sounds ... pick them up and play
them back so Sailors, Soldiers and Aviators may
know who's there-friend or foe!
As in peace, so
in war ... if it's a noise Presto will get
faithfully
and realistically.

it-

Presto :Recording Corporation
NEW YORK 19, N. Y., U. S. A.
World's Lamest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs
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The employment of a direct current amplifier serves a dual purpose.
It increases the sensitivity of the instrument and serves as a current inverter permitting use of a relay of
the normally -closed type. Operation
of the alarm relay in a normal holding position is a positive check
against power failure or loss of the
d -c potential of the power supply.
An RC constant is employed at the
input of the direct current amplifier,
to provide protection against the
alarm circuit being actuated by sustained musical notes which are very
near the alert frequency. This also
rovides a delay on the carrier alarm,
which will not be affected by rapid
fading, carrier failures due to instantaneous transmitter overloads, or
breaks of extremely short duration.
Practical operation has shown that a
delay of 10 seconds is adequate.
With an advanced position of the
volume control the circuit may' be
made to oscillate at the frequency of
the filter circuit, due to the distributed constants, and the fact that no
decoupling filters have been provided.
This is an advantageous feature in
checking the resonant frequency of
the filter, and provides an excellent
check on the operation of the alarm.
Best setting of the volume control
can be determined by adjustment to
the point just below oscillation.

Individual circuit refinements are
left to the discretion of the individual operator. A battery and bell
or automatic actuation of the monitoring channel may be incorporated.
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" Our boys in Shanghai kept their circuits going until ten minutes before the Japs walked in. Even after Jap soldiers were
posted at the front entrance of our building, our boys kept working. Finally, our lookouts gave the signal, the manager herded
everyone into a freight elevator and we escaped through a back
door as the Japs marched in the front."
-From an eyewitness account of the capture of Shanghai,.

The Press Wireless offices in Shanghai were the last communications points to close their doors when the Japs seized
the city. In keeping with the traditions of the Company,
Press Wireless operators, at the risk of their lives, sent news
and other important dispatches up to the last moment. Some
faced other perils in escaping through the Jap lines to Chungking to help staff a new station there.
In communications as in combat, today's warfare calls for
loyalty, courage and enterprise of the highest order. Press
Wireless, Inc., is proud to be serving front communication
lines throughout the world.

PRESS WIRELESS, INC.,
IS DEVELOPING
AND MANUFACTURING
HIGH POWER TRANSMITTERS

DIVERSITY RECEIVERS
AIRCRAFT AND AIRFIELD
RADIO EQUIPMENT
RADIO PRINTER SYSTEMS

MODUPLEX UNITS -TRADEMARK
CHANNELING DEVICES
RADIO PHOTO TERMINALS

FACSIMILE MACHINES
AND OTHER TYPES OF RADIO AND

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Awarded to Our Hicksville Long Island Plant for
Outstanding Achievement in War Production

PRESS WIRELESS
RIO DE JANEIRO

ELECTRONICS

-

xecutive Offices
Sules Offce, MAanufactttring Division
INC.. 435 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 1475 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITE
MONTEVIDEO
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Thermal Insulation for
Electrostatic Heating
UNIFORM HEATING of

an entire mass

that the outside surfaces are maintained at about the same temperature as the degree of internal heat is
so

ICAH* Holds

provided by the use of thermal insulation around the material. This
method of application of electrostatic
heating is used in the manufacture
of Pregwood propeller blocks by the
Formica Insulation Co. The photographs show sheets of Pregwood being glued together while inclosed in
a thermal insulation box that helps
prevent the loss of heat from the
outer surfaces of the sheets.

Town Meetin' Record
MICAH remembers when a principal use of
Macallen-processed mica was to let the warm
glow of fires in home, office, shop, railway and
town -hall stoves, shine through cheerily. Micah
holds the town-meetin' record for mellowing
irate participants.
But he finds later achievements far more
stimulating.
Thomas A. Edison presented the opportunity
and the Macallen Company, and mica, began to
go places. Mr. Edison's creative genius quickly
passed the point where a sheet of mica of
approximate size and indefinite thickness, satisfied requirements.
Macallen accepted the challenge and devised
ways to assure uniformity, give shape, and control measurements in mica forms and sheets.
For fifty years, we have kept pace with developments in the electrical field, so that we were
ready to carry on into the more exacting science
of electronics.
*MICAH represents the high-grade
mica products processed by Macallen.
He would like to send you his 50th
anniversary book
Macallen and
Mica. Your name and address, please?

-

PRODUCTS

-

Compressed Sheets
Mica Paper,
Cloth, Tape. Heater Plate, Compressed
Sheet Tubing
Commutator Insulation
Compressed Sheet Washers
Insulating Joints and Canopy Insulators
Railway Specialties
Domestic and
Imported Raw Mica. Always specify
MACALLEN MICA.

-

-

-

-

THE MACALLEN COMPANY
16 MACALLEN ST., BOSTON
CHICAGO: 565 W. Washington Blvd.

CLEVELAND: 1005 Leader Bldg.
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One of the presses used in manufacturing
airplane propellers, in which phenolic glue
Is cured by electrostatic heating

Gluing the sheets together to form
a mass suitable for propellers presented a considerable problem since
cold -setting glues are not satisfactory and steam or oven heating could
not be used because prolonged heating is injurious to Pregwood. The
answer has been found in the use of
heat -setting phenolic glue cured by
electrostatic heating. The glue is set

with moderately high -temperature
heat generated in the material by a
self-excited oscillator that delivers
15 kilowatts to the load at a frequency of 1,740 kilocycles.
Radio -frequency power from the
oscillator is connected to three
presses in turn. This permits the
generator to be used continuously
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Today's Replacements Speeded
Two Years Before Pearl Harbor!.

It was more than 23 month`s before Pearl Harbor

that

RCA

started something which today -23 months after Pearl Harboris speeding replacements of electron tubes to far-off fronts.
For at that time RCA launched its Preferred Type Tube program.
From among many hundreds of tubes of various kinds and sizes,
RCA selected 36 receiving tubes-each for some basic, needed
characteristic. This made possible larger manufacturing runs on
fewer types, and resulted in better tubes of greater uniformity at
lower cost. RCA's program was hailed immediately by equipment manufacturers. They knew that the saving in all-around efficiency would be their saving.

When war came, the U. S. Government also issued a list, called
the "Army -Navy Preferred List of Tube Types." (We'll be happy
to send you a copy of the latest revised list on request.) And now
this program is serving the country well ... in releasing for other
war purposes the stocks of vital materials formerly tied up in the
several hundred tube types ... and in making it possible to expedite delivery of standard type electron tubes wherever the fighting fronts need replacements-fast.
POST-WAR POSSIBILITIES. RCA's application engineers invite
inquiries from equipment manufacturers concerning tubes most
likely to be on the RCA list of post-war preferred types. Remember: The Magic Brain of All Electronic Equipment
Is a Tube
and the Fountain -Head of Modern
Tube Development Is RCA. RCA Victor Division,

...

e

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Camden,

New Jersey.
ASK ABOUT...

%

RCA 1111C111202] TUBES

TUNE IN "WHAT'S NEW?" RCA's great new show, Saturday nights, 7 to 8,

E.

W.

T., Blue

Network.

RCARCAINDUSTRIAL

MUSIC SERVICE

TURNER U -9S- FILLS 4
IMPEDANCE REQUIREMENTS

A twist of the switch on
U -9S (left) gives you
your choice of 50 ohm,

200 or 500 ohms or hiimpedance. Lets you fill
practically every broadcast need with one Microphone. Adjustable to
semi- or non -directional
operation. Free from
peaks and holes from 40
to 9,000 cycles. Level
-52DB. Gunmetal type
finish
.
.

.

Mounting sheets of Pregwood (encased in
thermal insulation) in an electrostatically
heated press. Clips connect to copper
plates on each side of the material to be

heated

without waiting for loading and unloading of the presses. The tubes in
the generator are type 892 power
tubes with an input to their plates of
27 kilowatts.
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Bonds Now!
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Tube Tests Controls

ELECTRONIC TESTING

of carbon po-

tentiometers and volume controls is
accomplished by means of the fixture
shown in the photograph. The resistance curve, taper, hop -off, transition
points or ink blends, flaws or cracks,
potential noise sources, comparative
resistance values, useful rotation and
grounds are checked more quickly
than by conventional means. Factors
such as the resistance curve, taper,
hop -off, and transition points can be
held within narrow tolerances by

tic conditions

TURNER HAN -D DOES THE
JOB OF SEVERAL MIKES
9X Crystal or 9D Dynamic

Gunmetal or Chrome

Finish.

Hang it, hold it, mount it on
desk or floor stand. Especially
engineered for maximum voice
response and smooth, natural
response to music pick ups.
Off -on switch permits intermittent operation.

72ee

New Turner Microphone Catalog, illuetrated in color. Gives you complete information on all Turner Microphones, and
how to care for those you have. Send for
your free copy today! -

Production testing of potentiometers is
accomplished by placing each control in
a fixture that rotates the shaft and plots
the resistance versus rotation on the screen
of a cathode-ray tube

THE TURNER COMPANY

CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA
Crystals Licensed Under Patente of
the Brush Development Co.
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JOHNSON coaxial transmission

line is
widely used for efficiently transferring ele
trical energy from transmitter to antenna or
for interconnecting transmitter stages. Both
inner and outer conducters are of copper
insulated from each other with Alsimag number 196 beads.
Five sizes of line and associated fittings are
available to handle power outputs of from
250 to 100,000 watts. If as is common practice
the line is to be operated filled with dry oil
pumped nitrogen we will be glad to make the
necessary arrangements for the gas and
associated equipment. Inquire today!

General Products Catalog
961D

FREE on request

E.

F.

JOHNSON

ELECTRONICS
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markings on the screen of the cathode-ray tube.
The device consists of a standard
potentiometer which controls the
horizontal sweep of the cathode-ray
tube and which is geared to the control under test. By a movement of a
lever the two controls are rotated in
step with each other. The control
under test actuates the vertical sweep
and the dot traces the graph of the
rotation against resistance on the
screen of a 5 -inch tube. The arrangement has been used by Clarostat for
several years in production testing
of their products.

1917

1943

Shock Tester for Meters
FOR TESTING METERS

to be used in

communications and electrical equipment the mechanism shown in the
photograph has been designed to subject the instruments to mechanical
shock to determine their ability to
withstand rough handling in planes,
tanks and other mobile units.
The mechanism is designed for
testing 2i and 3k -inch round, flush mounting, panel -type meters and has
been approved by the American
Standards Association. It is an
adaption of a design originally made

WAVEM

E

T

E

R S

These two instruments mark the initial and present boundaries of a development program that has produced, in the
last twenty-six years, some twenty-five separate types of
wavemeters, each filling a definite niche in the communication industry's need for simple -to -operate, frequencymeasuring instruments.
The General Radio
Company builds a variBetween the Type 105-B Wavemeter of wartime 1917,
ety of wavemeters, each
and the Type 758-A U -H -F Wavemeter, a wartime 1943
designed for a definite
instrument, there is superficially little resemblance. Both,
type of measurement.
however, embody the accuracy and high -quality construcThese instruments cover
a frequency range of 16
tion that is characteristic of General Radio instruments
kilocycles to several hunaccuracy made possible by General Radio's pioneer dedred
megacycles, and
velopment of accurate primary frequency standards, and
range in accuracy from
quality based on years of experience in building reliable
2% to 0.01%.
electronic instruments.
Because all our facilities are devoted to war projects,
wavemeters, at present, are available only for war work.

-

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

NEW YORK

6

LOS ANGELES 38
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Mechanism for determining the suitability
of meters for use in mobile equipment as
made by Radio Frequency Labs., Inc. The
meter is placed in a carriage and bounced
from various heights

November 1943
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HERE 15 WHAT YOU WANT
TO KNOW ABOUT

RELAYS!

Write for your copy today!
The Struthers-Dunn Catalog has been prepared
with a careful eye toward enabling you to select
Relays and Timers intelligently from a line that
covets just about every need-and then to use
them to best possible advantage.
In addition to complete descriptions of

standard Struthers -Dunn types, this Catalog contains a wealth of Relay engineering and application data which should prove both interesting
and helpful. Behind this, our district engineers
in the cities listed below stand ready to help in
solving your Relay -Timer problems.

UNN,Inc.
STRUTH ERS - PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
32

ARCH STREET,

BALTIMORE
DISTRICT ENGINEERING OFFICES: ATLANTA
MONTREAL
MINNEAPOLIS
LOS ANGELES
INDIANAPOLIS
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HARTFORD
DETROIT
DENVER
DALLAS
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
BUFFALO
BOSTON
WASHINGTON
TORONTO
SYRACUSE
SEATTLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS
PITTSBURGH
NEW YORK
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by the National Bureau of Stand-

ADDED
RECEPTION
11N S URAN CE

ards with the cooperation of the
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.
The meter to be tested is mounted
in a cylinder and flange fixture,
shown in the foreground of the photograph, and securely fastened to a
movable carriage. The carriage is
raised to the height necessary for obtaining the desired acceleration, and
then dropped so that a spring
mounted at the bottom of the carriage strikes a curved anvil on top
of the cast-iron base. It is permitted
to make a single contact and is
caught by hand on the first rebound.
Theory

Ha Ilicraf fers
BUILT

SCR

-299

The

SCR -299 Mobile
Communications unit is
doing a great job on all
fighting fronts...as a fixed
station or a fast moving
unit, voice commands are

transmitted to armored
units under the most difficult operating conditions.
The Radio Craftsmen tuning unit is playing an important role as a vital part
of the SCR -299.

The kinetic energy developed is
assumed to be absorbed by the spring.
The kinetic energy, ?mv2, of the carriage, which had been transformed
from the potential energy, wh, of the
raised carriage, equals the potential
energy of the spring, ikd2. From this
the maximum deflection, at which the
maximum acceleration occurs, can
be determined. By equating the two
values and solving, the following
equation for the nominal value of
the acceleration results :
G

=

2h K/w

where G is the nominal value of acceleration in gravity units; h is the
height in inches from which the carriage dropped ; K is the spring constant in pounds per inch deflection;
w is the weight of the carriage and
load in pounds.
The equation assumes that all of
the energy is absorbed by the spring
in quasi -static condition; that none
is dissipated in elastic vibration of
the spring or the structure, and that
no yielding takes place in any other
part of the mechanism or the base
mounting. Although these hypotheses are not attainable, similar results will be obtained by various
workers by standardization of the
tester design.
Construction
To insure rigidity of the moving
carriage, it is constructed of steel
having a thickness of
inch. The
equivalent of one-piece construction
is obtained by welding the carriage

parts after they are securely bolted
together. The curved stationary anvil is made of hardened tool steel
with a radius of curvature of 1.5
inches and is bolted to a cast-iron
bed made of a single piece of metal.

The calibrated spring at the bot -
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Overloading .. high or low temperatures ... moisture...
corrosive acids, vapors or fumes ... oils ... greases ... dust
or dirt, the destructive elements of ordinary electrical insulations WON'T AFFECT M -R FIBREGLAS inorganic ELECTRICAL
INSULATION.
The success story of FIBREGLAS ELECTRICAL INSULATION
abounds with fewer breakdowns, less maintenance, elimination of waste, savings in labor and materials and proves
its value as the optimum in Electrical Insulation Protection.

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION COMPANY, INC.
51-

MURRAY STREET

Fiberglas Varnished Tope and Cloth
Insulating Papers and Twines
Cable Filling and Pothead Compounds
Friction Tape and Splice
Transformer Compounds

ELECTRONICS

-

COrtlandt 7-9264

A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS
Fiberglas Braided Sleeving
Cotton Tapes, Webbings and Sleevings
Impregnated Varnish Tubing
Insulating Varnishes of all types

November 1943

NEW YORK

7, N. Y.

Fiberglas Saturated Sleeving and Varnished Tubing
Asbestos Sleeving and Tape
Extruded Plastic Tubing
Varnished Cambric Cloth and Tape
Mica Plate, Tape, Paper, Cloth and Tubing
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Curves for meter weights of 0.5 and 2.0
pounds, calculated on the basis of a mean
spring constant of 5.250

tom of the carriage is made of one
percent carbon tool steel, hardened
and spring -tempered. The strength
of this spring is dependent on the.
quality of the material and its heat
treatment. It has a spring constant.
K between 5,000 and 5,500 pounds.
per inch deflection.
Method of Calibration

Free Speech-first of the
Four Freedoms. America's great radio industry
is serving the nation well
in helping to protect this
great privilege. And
Blaw-Knox towers are
helping to deliver maximum coverage and dependability in transmission.

ffLIUTKI%OX
VERTICAL

It il

Diii TO ItS

FM & TELEVISION TOWERS

DHrleuro

GraybaR
ELECTRIC COMPANY

I

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION of Blaw-Knox Company
Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh, Pa.

...
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Static loads up to 500 pounds are
applied to the top of the carriage.
frame and the deflections of the
spring measured with a dial gage or
height gage mounted on the top surface of the cast-iron bed. Measurements are taken at the center of the.
carriage face plate. The spring constant K is found from K = load in
lb./inches deflection. With a springconstant equal to 5,000 the deflection
of a 500 -pound load is 0.1 inch.
Calibration curves for various
meter weights may be plotted. In
most cases parallel curves for
weights of 0.5 and 2.0 pounds will
suffice and intermediate weights can
be estimated. Curves are shown that
have been arbitrarily calculated on
the basis of a mean spring constant
K of 5,250 and a combined carriage
and fixture weight of 9i pounds.
If comparable results are to be obtained with copies of this testing apparatus they must be made dynamically similar. Complete specifications, including drawings of the
parts and assemblies furnished by
the Signal Corps, are contained in the
American War Standard C39.3-1943,
which may be obtained from the
American Standards Association, 29
West 39th St., New York 18, for 25
cents each.
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If you believe

in the future of America as we
do, then we're asking for an appointment immediately after the victory has been won .. .
when a bright new era awaits us all.
Perhaps we can talk about a coil problem
how thoroughly we're organized to help
you on such a problem only military censorship forbids telling now. Or it may be that
you manufacture your own coils and will be interested in discussing magnet wire-any shape
-any insulation that your operations require.

...

.,....m......

,

,,...

,,.,.,.

.

As a matter of fact, perhaps we can get to-

gether now, but if it happens we can't, remember we have a date in and for the future. When
we both can keep it, you can again take advantage of Anaconda's service and the benefits
derived from the single product control "from
mine to consumer" backed by years of contin43236
uous metallurgical experience.
ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
General Offices : 2 5 Broadway, New York 4
Chicago Office: 20 N. Wacker Drive 6
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

familiar trade -mark
symbolizes the best efforts of modern research
This

and production.

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
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FM and Television SIMPLICITY OF
(Continued from page 97)

and administrative problems are still
to be worked out. While most of the
technical problems have been solved,
so far as engineering is concerned,
television cannot progress without
being designed as a complete system
from camera tube to kinescope. The
future of television is dependent to
very large extent upon the decisions
which will be made by the Radio
Technical Planning Board.
Television has, of course, the limitations of limited transmission
distance necessitated by wide -band
transmission and high -frequency
carriers. As a result, chain programs
or relaying, or both, will become
necessary if television is to assume
the important position which the
future appears to have assigned to it.
New developments in very short
waves will probably make possible
more practical relaying equipment,
thus overcoming the limitation of
distance and allowing national programs.

HUNTER HEATERS

BROADENS USES
Engineers Aid Application
of Universal Gasoline Burner

to Armed Forces and Other
Essential Services

-IN -STEEL" FLAME
OHIO-Growing demands for simple and efficient heating
FEATURES "SEALED

CLEVELAND,

for mobile service units, portable housing elements and other special problems
has resulted in the setting up of a special division of Hunter and Company of
this city. The sub -division will work
with designers, builders, purchasers or
users of special equipment for the armed
forces or for essential civilian services.
Success in the varied uses to which
Hunter Heaters already have been applied resulted in this broadening of
interest. This has been largely due to
the extreme simplicity of the Hunter
"Sealed -in-Steel" burner, the fact that
it will "give out heat in a big way" from
any type of gasoline, from truck fuel
to 100 octane.

Other Post -War Considerations

In some quarters, facsimile is regarded as a natural adjunct of frequency modulation and the post-war
era may possibly see the introduction
of home facsimile f -m broadcasting
service. The technical capacity of
modern facsimile systems is far beyond anything promoted in the prewar period. It is now commonplace,
technically speaking, to deliver black
and white copy at the rate of twentyfour square inches per minute, from
a simple and inexpensive receiver
located anywhere within the normal
service area of an f-m broadcasting

-

The 36001 and 36002
Ceramic Plate or Grid Caps
Another exclusive Millen "Designed for
Application" product. Efficient, compact,
easy to use and neat appearing. Soldering lug and contact one-piece. Lug ears
annealed and solder dipped to facilitate
easy combination "mechanical
plus
soldered" connection of cable. No.
36001 for 9 /16" tube terminals. No.

36002 for 3/8".

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO. INC.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY.

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS
cZ.M52

l.ns

station.

When manufacture of civilian
radio equipment is resumed after the
war, there will undoubtedly be a substantial replacement market, since
many radio receivers now in operation will have become inoperative or
obsolete.
Replacement equipment
must be designed and built to give
service in accordance with existing
,ervices, and cannot be geared, to any
appreciable extent, to new services
now only anticipated. Consequently,
with one market for replacement and
another market for, new:§ervices, two
sets of conditions must be faced by
he industry. Technically and economically, the replacement market should

Flame Completely Sealed

The basic unit is a completely enclosed steel tubular burner, with highly
effective areas of heat radiating fins.
Atomizing, ignition and combustion
take place within the welded steel
chamber, the only opening being an
exhaust, which can be piped to an outside vent. Hunter units for both heating
and ventilation include small, powerful
blowers, built into the compact heater
casings. Heaters designed for operation
from either battery or 110 volt current.
It would be impossible to list all of
the uses to which the existing models
can be put. Engineers with the armed
forces and with companies building
equipment are calling every day for
applications hitherto undreamed of.
The basic principle is similar to the
combustion of an automobile engine
-just as simple, safe and sure. Models
are made in 25 -pound packages putting out 10,000 B.t.u. per hour or in
larger models giving any amount of
heat required. On heating problems
in between or outside of the standard
models, Hunter engineers stand ready
to work with your engineers in fitting
specific needs.
Requests for product information
bulletin "HA -2" or for engineering
data should be addressed to .. .
Hunter arid Company, 1558 East
17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
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supplement that for new equipment.
It would seem that the replacement
market would provide a valuable
stop -gap to utilize our vast radio production facilities for the manufacture of equipment which will be
needed immediately after the cessation of hostilities and before equip- MODEL UHX-10,000 BTU
ment for new systems of f.m., television, u -h -f chain broadcasting and
the like can be placed into operation.
Ultimately, however, the replacement
market will diminish in importance.
The market for new services will exceed it and will largely constitute the
radio industry of the future.
It may be expected, with a rather
high degree of confidence, that radio
equipment for sale to the public
immediately after the war will not
MODEL UH2-25,000 BTU
differ radically from that which was
available during 1941, except possibly that better components may be
used. One cannot expect the advantages accruing as a result of war
MODEL UH3 40,000 BTU
developments to be reflected in the
manufacture of civilian products
until the industry has had at least
one season to effect the necessary reconversion and carry out its design
for peace-time applications ; the war
Burn
is too important to devote time now
to such problems.

LE
COMPACT

G

FFE CTIVE

HUNTER HEATERS

i

any type of

gasoline-from

Illlllllllj1111

. . .
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COMPUTING GUN SIGHT

truck fuel to
100 octane!

for Hunter Universal Gasoline Heaters are too widespread and
varied to list completely, and are multiplied daily by the imagination
and ingenuity of men who build, buy or command equipment for the
service or supply of our armed forces, or essential civilian activities.
We build a variety of small, powerful units, each with a range of
applications to which it is especially suited. YOUR heating problem
may be one of these, or it may be one on which Hunter heating
engineers can assist you in applying the extremely flexible basic
units of Hunter Heaters to do exactly the job you need done. In
either event, we shall be glad to furnish further information specific
to your particular interests.
Uses

BULLETIN

HB -3

ON

REQUEST

Shown here is the Sperry computing gun
sight, a model of scientific precision, used
on Flying Fortresses. The gun sight makes
corrections for the factors such as plane
and wind velocity which might otherwise
cause a gunner to miss his mark
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THE ELECTRON ART
Mass Radiator for Infrared Frequencies
Symbols for Meter Dials
Solderless Connections
Automatic Frequency Control for Mechanical Vibrators
Plexiglas Rule for Alignment Charts
Line Voltage in Middle West and South
Longitudinal Quartz Vibrations
Fields of Air Core Coils and Applications to HF Heating

Mass Radiator

Frequencies
A MASS

for Infrared

RADIATOR that consists of a
mixture of movable metal particles
suspended in a liquid dielectric
medium is described by A. A. Glagoleva-Arkadieva in the Sept. 1941
issue of Comptes Rendus (Russian),
abstracted in the August 1943 issue
of Wireless Engineer. The mixture,
called a vibrational mass, is supplied
with high voltage by an inductor to
produce sparking between the particles. This sparking action creates
electrical vibrations in the particles,
generating frequencies that extend
into the region of the infrared spectrum which is scarcely accessible to
other methods of generation of electrical waves.
Radiation of the mass vibrator is
caused by means of numerous small
Hertz vibrators, each of which is
formed by one pair of metal particles
suspended in the dielectric medium.
The radiation of centimetric waves
is excited by particles arranged in a
chain or otherwise, another kind of
each such accumulation acting as a
large Hertz vibrator. The shortest
(millimetric and hectomicron) waves
are radiated by the tiniest particles
of the vibrational mixture. The
radiation does not arise from the
exterior layer of the radiating region
alone, but comes from the interior
layers which are under the influence
of the discharge.
Resonant nichrome - constantan
thermocouples were used as aerials
in this investigation. The action is
similar to that of a Helmholtz radiator for sound waves. Use of such
resonant thermocouples allows measurements to be carried out without
additional devices for the monochromatization of the radiation.
Measurements have been made of
the monochromatic waves in the
region from 353 microns to 6.48 cm.

TYPE OF MOVEMENT

192
192
194
194

200
204
212
216

Permanent magnet, moving coil

Moving iron

Electrodynamic ..
Power -factor meter

Hot-wire

A SET OF CONVENTIONAL symbols to
be marked on instrument dials is

suggested for use in England in the
July, 1943 issue of the Journal of the
Institution, of Electrical Engineers.
The purpose of the marking is to indicate the type of movement contained in the meter. Some of the suggested symbols are shown in the diagram. The complete list contains 32
symbols in all, and has been standardized by the International Electrotechnical Commission.
This method of marking meters
has been used for some time in
Furope and is said to have been ex -

..

Ohmmeter ..

Induction ..

Symbols for Meter Dials

SYMBOL

..

..

Electrostatic
Vibrating reed

..

Thermocouple
Dry-disç rectifier ..

tremely helpful to German and Swiss
meter manufacturers in selling their
products in countries of other languages. A similar system of markings might be advantageous to American meter manufacturers who
anticipate post-war sales in South
America and other export markets.,

ARMY RECEIVES A FEW POINTERS

Mrs. Patrice Floyd, civilian instructress in radio mechanics, explains the mysteries of an oscillator board to a class of students in the Army Air Force Technical Training Command School in Chicago. The board was built from parts
of an old radio receiver shown in the foreground. This set is one of
11,000
contributed to the school by the public in answer to Army requests for old radios

192
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Busy electrons obey ... when you turn the knob of an Ohmite

Rheostat. You can always be sure of smooth -action, close control, trouble -free service. Because of their time -proved design
and construction, Ohmite Rheostats serve day -in and day -out
in all types of electronic devices-under all kinds of climatic
conditions. Ohmite produces ten sizes from 25 to 1000 watts, in
straight or tapered windings, in stock or special designs, for
every requirement. Approved types for Army and Navy specifications.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4817 FLOURNOY STREET, CHICAGO 44, U.S.A.

SEND FOR CATALOG and
ENGINEERING MANUAL No. 40

.

ELECTRONICS

-

Write on company letterhead for this
helpful 96 -page guide in the selection
and application of rheostats, resistors,
tap switches, chokes and attenuators.

..
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Solderless Connections

brating member by more than 0.1 -cps.

A NEW METHOD of connecting wires

Construction of Vibrator Unit

together avoids the use of flux and
its possibility of later corrosion, and
also permits joining enameled wire
without removing the insulation.
Connection of the wires is ac-

complished by means of a device
which resembles a miniature spot
welder and contains two carbon electrodes having blunt, grooved tips.
The wires to be joined are twisted
together and laid in the groove of
one carbon with a small piece of copper, silver, or phosphor -bronze. The
second similarly grooved electrode is
placed óver the first to cover the
joint. When it makes contact it
closes an electrical circuit that causes
the carbons to become red-hot. The
grooves then form a miniature electric furnace whose temperature rises
to about 3,000 deg. C. The enclosure
minimizes oxidation by excluding
air, while the heat burns off any
varnish on the wires without damaging the metal.
The method has been patented by
Technotherm Ltd. of St. Albans,
Herts, England, which does not intend to manufacture the device but

prefers to arrange for others to do
so. It is reported in the July, 1943
issue of Wireless Engineer, a Brit-

ish publication.

Automatic Frequency Control
for Mechanical Vibrators
AN ELECTRONIC APPARATUS for driv-

ing mechanically resonant vibrating
sound generators, that maintains
frequency very close to the resonant
frequency of the vibrator, is described by E. V. Potter in the Re -

JAPANESE FIELD
TELEPHONE

Cross -section of vibrating bar assembly
used to generate high -frequency sounds
for flocculating smoke particles.
The vibrator is a duralumin bar, supported by a
thin web, that vibrates at its resonant

frequency

view of Scientific Instruments for
July, 1943. The vibrating member
actuates an electrostatic pickup plate
that generates an alternating voltage
which is fed to a discriminator and
reactor tube circuit similar to that
used for automatic frequency control of pushbutton receivers. Change
in phase of the vibrator motion relative to the driving force produces a
direct voltage which is applied to a
tube employed as a variable reactance to correct the frequency of a
vacuum tube oscillator. Changes in
either the oscillator frequency or the
vibrator frequency, or both, of approximately 500 cps in 12 kc are followed automatically so that the oscillator frequency does not deviate from
the resonant frequency of the vi-

GERMAN TELEPHONE
SWITCH BOX

H.

w. St. Clair, Rev. Sei. Inst., 12,
;

ELECTRONICS, p. 79, Sept., 1941.

PHONE EQUIPMENT

German dial type field telephone switch
box for two lines, complete with hand set

194

*

May, 1941

GERMAN FIELD TgLE.,

This captured

Japanese field telephone
equipment, when photographed in Australia, appeared to be in excellent condition

This type of sound generator, developed by H. W. St. Clair,* is used to
flocculate and remove suspended particles in smoke, fumes and fog, and
contains a duralumin bar that is free
to vibrate at its resonant frequency.
The mechanical assembly of the vibrator is shown in the drawing. An
extruding ring acts as a one -turn
coil which, when supplied with induced alternating current, drives the
bar in much the same manner that a
voice coil assembly drives the diaphragm in a dynamic loudspeaker.
A metal plate is mounted near the
bar to form an electrostatic pickup
whose capacitance varies with the
motion of the vibrating bar. This capacitance change produces an alternating voltage which is amplified and
fed back to the ring that energizes
the bar. Essentially this comprises a
regenerative circuit, since the motion of the bar generates an alternating voltage which is amplified and
fed back to continue the bar vibrating at its resonant frequency.
Under heavy acoustical load conditions the motion of the vibrating
bar may be so small in St. Clair's
system that the amplifier gain may
not be sufficient to maintain oscillations and the system ceases to function. Too, the vibrations are initiated at low amplitude and gradually
build up to a maximum, so that in
borderline cases where the gain in
the system is barely sufficient to
maintain oscillations it may be difficult to get it started.

Photograph shows a ten -line German field
telephone central of the cord type, and
probably used at Italian Headquarters
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Smooch to the

'TEN MILLIONTH
of an
inch

Buy More War Bonds

Micro Switch Hair Line Accuracy Guides
Pro filometer to Record Minute Metal Roughness
Even though metals are finished by abrasives, milling, turning and grinding, the surface remains scored with a myriad
of tiny irregularities. The Profilometer, built by the Physicists Research Bureau, Ann Arbor, Michigan, measures
these surface roughnesses to the ten millionth of an inch.

Micro Switch is the actuating heart of the hand operated
Mototrace, here shown testing the surface of a .crank shaft.
The Switch was selected for its small size, precise action and
its ability to function without vibration.
The Micro Switch used here is a specially built, maintained
contact, reset spring plunger type that contains a specially
formed, rigidly fixed spring under the Micro Switch spring
to meet the critical requirements of this application.
The Profilometer application calls for a very small movement for operating release and this operation must not be
affected by vibration. No other switch was able to meet
these requirements. This equipment permits measurements
as low as 0.1 micro inch with ease.

With Micro Switch it is just a matter of naming your
requirement. There is a Micro Switch to meet it. The basic
Micro Switch requires a spaceofonly 11/16"x 27/32"x 1-15/16",
movement differential is possible down to .0002", and will
operate on a force as low as 1/4 of an ounce. It is listed by
Underwriters' Laboratories with ratings of 1200 V. A. loads,
from 125 to 600 volts A. C.
Special housings with a variety of actuators are available on
the basic Micro Switch. Some of these are shown on this
page. If you have a problem of precision switching, where
small sized, rugged, precise switches are required, you
should consider Micro Switch.
Micro Switch Corporation, Freeport, Illinois
Branches: 43 E. Ohio St., Chicago (11)
Boston
Sales and Engineering Offices:

The

11

Park Place, New York City (7)

Hartford

Los Angeles

trademark MICRO SWITCH is our property and identifies
switches made by Micro Switch Corporation

How and For What Micro Switches Are Used:
This illustration shows
the use of two Micro

This illustration shows
the Micro Switch with

SEND FOR
THESE
CATALOGS:

Switches with spring
type plungers to insure
safe positioning of material in a punch press
or a similar tool.

spring leaf actuator
serving as a break ina

dicator as used in textile mills or paper mills.

This illustration shows a

explosion
proof Micro Switch used
with a spray gun which
This shows an

The two catalogs illustrated here will give you the
complete details-Number 60 which covers Micro
Switches in general-Number 70 which deals
with specified switches for aircraft.

automatically" cuts out
the entire operation of
the spraying booth
when the gun is shut off.

Micro Switch with

a

pushbutton actuator used
as a safety switch in a

high tension cabinet
door. It is a normally
open switch in which the
circuit is opened as the
door is opened.

MICRO SWITCH..
Made Only By Micro Switch Corporation

... Freeport,

Illinois

FREQUENCY

$ePiety,

,
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CSCIRiÁTOR

I

VIBRATOR

-_I

POWER

4MPLFIER

1

Block diagram of the complete system for
generating high-frequency sound. The
power amplifier supplies about 200 watts
to

actuate the vibrator bar

With the driving system. shown in
the block diagram, the power from
the oscillator is always available for
driving the vibrating bar and, in
most cases, the pickup capacity
changes are sufficient to provide automatic control over the oscillator
frequency. With heavy acoustical
loading the vibrating bar can still
be. driven and supply acoustical
power. In addition, the power available for driving the vibrator has an
initial value equal to the maximum
output of the power amplifier, and
the vibrator motion will build up to
maximum in the least possible time.
Components of Frequency Control
Circuit

INSURES
DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE
Here, reliability is of paramount importance for communication generators and transformers must not fail. The message must go through
and DOLPH'S Insulating Varnishes are doing their part by protecting
these units under adverse conditions from the frozen North to the
Tropics.

electrical manufacturers fully realize the importance of dependable
protection where electrical units are operating under abnormal conditions. In view of this fact, many manufacturers are affording extra protection to the windings of their units by using DOLPH'S Insulating
Varnishes.

Whether or not your needs for insulating varnishes are large or small,
it will be worth your while to investigate how DOLPH'S Insulating
Varnishes can give your units extra protection. There are no obligations-why not write for full particulars.

JOHN C. DOLPH COMPANY
Insulating Varnish Specialists
169-A EMMETT STREET

NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY

These conditions are provided by
the oscillator control circuit shown
in the diagram. It consists of oscillator VT4, voltage amplifiers VT,.
VT discriminator tube VT2, and reactor tube VT.. The oscillator consists of tube VT4 and coils L, and L2,
connected in a conventional tuned
plate oscillator whose amplitude of
output is controlled by the resistors
connected to coil L,. Amplifier tube
VTB isolates the oscillator from its
load and, for this purpose, coupling
coil L4 is electrostatically shielded
from L, and L2. Tube VTa is the reactor tube which, along with coil L,
and the tuning capacitor, determines
the frequency of the oscillator. The
control grid of this tube receives its
bias from the direct voltage produced across the diode load resistors
in the discriminator circuit. Tube
VT, amplifies the input voltage developed by a preceding amplifier.
The preamplifier converts the capacitance changes of the pickup into
a voltage that, when amplified, furnishes the voltage for the discriminator. The actual motion of the vibrator bar and the resulting capacitance changes in the pickup depend
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TRIBUTE TO AMERICA'S

VICTORY
RADIO INDUSTRY...W ORKING TOGETHER FOR

Over f/ERE-A i('aock Af the

oor

means a Neighbor CA//ág
In Axis countries, that knock might be
the Gestapo-and death, if you had been
listening to American news from Algiers
or British news from London or the underground radio.
In America, no one cares if you listen
to enemy stations-their propaganda is
often good for a hearty laugh. But for
unbiased war news, we tune to our own
stations. We know that we will hear every
important news break that won't help
the enemy.
Radio has done much to make Americans the best informed people on earth.
Through the ingenuity and skill of American radio manufacturers, fine -quality
sets have been brought within the reach
of everyone.
While today American radio makers
are devoted solely to the cause of Allied
Victory, important new techniques developed under stress of war will bring you
finer radios and other electronic products
when the war is won.
Your purchase of War Bonds will help
supply American fighting men with the
world's finest equipment.

in the field of Radio -Electronic
Research, RCA Laboratories are proud
of the privilege of serving America's great
radio industry in its united war against
the Axis. When the day of Victory comes,
RCA, through basic research, will continue to work hand in hand with American
manufacturers for better and more useful
radio equipment in our peacetime world.
Pioneers

R GA Laboratories Co
ELECTRONICS

-

A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Circuit of the controlled oscillator
that generates the proper frequency

WINNING THE WAS

upon the acoustical load on the vibrating bar and var considerably.
The amplifier must supply a constant
output voltage to the discriminator
even though the voltage from the

ON EVERY

BATTLEFRONT
IN THE

LaI1itr's
-299
SCR

COMMUNICATIONS
TRUCK

.

PAPER, OIL AND ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

INDUSTRIAL

CONDENSER

DISTRICT OFFICES IN. PRINCIPAL
CITIES
QUICK DELIVERY FROM DISTRIBUTOR'S
STOCKS
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capacitance pickup varies from 5 to
200 millivolts. This is accomplished
by incorporating an automatic gain
control circuit in the preamplifier.
A phase shifting network is also included so that the phase of the output voltage can be changed relative
to the input voltage by substantially
360 deg. to have the proper phase
relation in the discriminator circuit.
It was found that the reactor tube
operated more effectively when the
peak oscillator voltage was less than
the direct voltage on the reactor tube
plate. Using a pentode 6J7 tube, peak
alternating voltage could equal the
plate potential, but with tetrodes the
peak voltage could not exceed half
the plate voltage. In the final oscillator circuit a 6J7 was used, as shown
in the diagram, because the output
voltage could be readily controlled
by the resistors connected to coil L2.
These were adjusted so that the peak
voltage from the oscillator was about
0.9 of the direct plate potential applied to the reactor tube.
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DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY
PROPER DEFLECTION
PRECISE LOAD RATINGS

ig

SIMPLICITY OF APPLICATION
PROVIDE

/IV

yf

T
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OPERATION OF TUBE FORM MOUNTINGS
Lord Mountings are designed to operate on the
principle of having the rubber "stressed in shear" when
load is applied in the direction of the main axis of the
mounting. This design provides the required softness and
and
deflection in the direction of the disturbing forces,
normal
in
directions
stability or resistance to movement
to the major thrusts.
Every Lord Mounting is designed to have a definite
static deflection under its rated load. Load ratings for standard tube form mountings range from a few pounds to 1450
pounds, with rated deflections ranging from .065 inches
to .123 inches when load is imposed.
Illustrations above show a Lord Tube Form Mounting
in the various positions it assumes while static or in action.
Fig. 1-Under no load (as produced). Note position
of center sleeve.
Fig. 2-Under rated load; note deflection of center
ALL

Kermath Marine Engine suspended on Lord Tube Form Mountings

These design features, plus the unified control of
product,
manufacture from raw material to finished
dependability
and
efficiency
account for the remarkable
of Lord Mountings.
Lord Tube Form Mountings are sturdy, compact, light
weight units, and are designed to cover a wide range of
in
applications in every field of industry. They are made
outer
or
straight
flanged
with
sizes
many
and
various styles
metal members, and with snubbing or non -snubbing features.
Through proper mounting selection, isolation efficiencies ranging from 75% to 85% reduction of disturbing
forces may be expected, although reductions up to 97% are
not unusual on equipment operating at very high frequency.
For complete information on Lord Mountings write for
bulletins 103 and 104 or call in a Lord vibration engineer for
consultation on your design problems.There is no obligation.

sleeve.'

in the zone of free shear action
under normal vibration.
Fig. 4-Operating momentarily under sudden shock
load or in zone of resonance.
Tube Form Mountings may be changed by:
of
Load ratings
1-Utilizing rubber compounds of varying degrees
of stiffness.
2-Increasing length and/or cross-section of rubber
element and metal parts.

Fig.

3-Operating

3-Increasing or decreasing diameter of center
metal sleeve.

*

*

Back
the Attack
with
War Bonds

IT

TAKES RUBBER

JK

Sdean

TO ABSORB VIBRATION
SALES REPRESENTATIVES

LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ERIE,

- 280 MADISON
520. N. MICHIGAN

AVE.
AVE.
7310 WOODWARD AVE.
DURBAN), CAL. - 245 E. OLIVE AVE.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
DETROIT

-

-

PENNSYLVANIA

Originators of Shear

Type Bonded Rubber Mountings

'

DIFFERENT
ALLOYS UTILIZED

TO PRODUCE

By GIFFORD M. MAST
Special Training Devices Section
The Jam Handy Organization
Detroit, Mich.
THE ACCOMPANYING ILLUSTRATIONS

TYPES OF

THERMOSTATIC

BIMETAL
To

Plexiglas Rule for
Alignment Charts

secure maximum results from the actu-

ating elements of your temperature responsive
devices, such bimetal elements must be a combina-

show two types of special rules designed to simplify and speed calculations with alignment charts or nomograms. The two rules or readers in
the photographs were designed for
use in the complex calculations
called for by a project under way at
Jam Handy.
The reader is made from A inch
Plexiglas and in its simplest form
has a single transparent pivot with
cross hairs as shown in Fig. 1. It
may also have a sliding pivot as does
the reader shown in Fig. 2.

tion of alloys, each chosen for its specific proper.

shaped to most efficiently produce desired
movement ... and of a size large enough
to give required action, yet not waste

precious space. To help meet the many
,customer problems Chace utilizes 25

different alloys to produce 35 different
types of Thermostatic Bimef

1-A Plexiglas rule having a single
transparent pivot with cross hairs speeds
ùp reading of alignment charts
Fig.

Chace ThermostatidBimetals are today

being used

as,

the acZating elements in

vital control instruments for aircraft,

tanks, trucks, cars, jeeps and other wartime products that call for positive, depend-

able movement.
You may purchase Chace Thermostatic Bimetal

in shapes, strips or in assemblies with terminals

attached. Data sheets and engineering assistance
cheerfully furnished on request.

W.M.

A9Co

Ztt

Thermostatic Bimeta
1630 BEARD AVE

s

and Special Alloys

DETROIT

9, MICH.
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The simplest and most common
nomogram is a three -scale chart,
solving an equation in three variables, the values of any one of which
may be read from it if the other
two are known.
The usual method of reading such
a monogram is to place a ruler
against the known value of the first
variable, rotate it until it crosses the
known value of the second variable,
and read the desired answer where
the ruler crosses the third scale. In
lining up the ruler with the second
scale setting, however, it generally
becomes displaced from the first one,
so that several adjustments have to
be made before an accurate reading
can be taken.
For use with this type of chart,
a reader having only one pivot is
used, as shown in Fig. 1. The cross
hairs of the pivot are set on the
known value of the first variable
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"WIN -THE -WAR" COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
hei444e y'teen 4z41
electronics will play in the modernization of communication systems postwar.
Out of the laboratories of war will
come electronic improvements applicable to every American home, in every
city in 194V. But plans for the modernization of your city of tomorrow must
wait until the war is won today.

This company, like many others in the
electronic industry, is busy twenty-four

hours a day, seven days a week making
war products more and more, better
and better to help win the war quickly.
We are too busy to worry about postwar products just yet. We realize the
great, important role radio and other

-

Hodson
COR

P

American

OR

A

T
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N

Manufacturers of Electronic and Radio Devices
NEW YORK' CITY
23 WEST 43 ST.

BACK
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ATTACK!
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and a finger placed-

Housed
within four dayl it
floors is a modernly equippe d
tool and die shop, and ever Y
facility for fabrication fro m
raw stock to shining finishe d
product of such items as:

..

METAL STAMPINGS
.
Chassis, radio parts, cans, an d

firmly on the
pivot. The rule may then be rotated
freely until its index line lies on the
known value of the second variable
without any chance of the rule becoming displaced from its first setting. The answer is then read where
the index line crosses the third scale.
The transparent pivot makes it
possible to accurately locate the first
setting and maintain it while making
the second. The index line permits
more accurate reading and interpolation than does a ruler, because there
is no obstacle to vision. Parallax is
eliminated by having the index line
etched on the lower surface of the
Plexiglas rule.

special stampings to specifica
lions

MACHINE WORK

.

.

.

Turret lathe, automatic scre w
machine parts and product s
from bar stock to castings

LAMINATIONS
Scrapless

.

.

.

type ranging
from ''s" to 73/i" core size.
Many other types and sizes.
Laminations made to your specifications

s''

E

&

I

PANEL BOARDS

. . .

Bakelite items from dial faces
to 24" panels machined and
engraved to specifications

PLASTIC PARTS

..

.

From sheets and rods to any

specification

MECHANICAL

chart

..

INSTRUMENTS
.
Line production checking
equipment, jigs and tools

ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTS

..

.

Switch boxs, lighting fixtures,
etc.

OUR

ENGINEERING

DEVELOPMENT

OF

DEPARTMENT

ANY

WILL

SPECIAL

COOPERATE

ITEM

TO

IN

MEET

REQUIREMENTS.

WI
LIOR
MANUFACTURING

CORP.

794 East 140th Street, New York 54, N. Y.
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Fig. 2-A fixed pivot and a sliding pivot
on the reader permit settings for equations
having several known variables, and eliminate the need for pencil marks on the

THE

YOUR

Equations wiith more than two
known variables require for their
solutions the use of multiple nomograms, necessitating several settings
of the rule and often the marking
of a point on a blank scale. Such a
nomogram is being used in Fig. 2.
The old method of using such a
nomogram is to set the rule on the
first two known values, make a mark
on the center scale, and then swing
the rule to align it with this mark
and the thirdknown value. The desired answer is then read where the
rule crosses the fifth scale. Usually
the blank scale is soon cluttered with
marks.
This nomogram reader with both
fixed pivot and sliding pivot does
away with most of the usual difficulties. The fixed pivot is used in
the manner described before, but
instead of marking the blank scale,
the sliding pivot is placed on it and
held there while the rule is rotated
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JACK GRAND
Burlingame Associates
10 Murray St., N.Y. C.

CHAS. E. SARGEANT
Burlingame Associates
10 Murray St., N.Y. C.

J. D. RYERSON
Burlingame Associates
10 Murray St., N.Y. C.

THESE ARE -HP- MEN YOU SHOULD KNOW
ALFRED CROSSLEY
549 W. Randolph Street

Chicago, Illinois

HARRY HALINTON
Alfred Crossley
549 W. Randolph Street
Chicago, Illinois

One of the fundamentals of -hp- equipment is the speed
with which tests and measurements can be made. Accuracy,
of course, is never slighted in gaining this end. This same
fundamental permeates the entire organization from the
engineers who design the instruments to the men in the field who contact you personally. Today, more than ever, time is an important factor.
The men whose pictures are shown here are at your service ... fully prepared to demonstrate the speed and accuracy of -hp- instruments as well
as the speed and accuracy of -hp- service to you. We urge you to contact
the man who is located nearest your office.

HEWLETT- PACKARD

COMPANY

Laboratory Instruments for Speed and Accuracy
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

NORMAN B. NEELY
5334 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California

P.O. Box

335

A, Station A

1 k.

D. LOU HARRIS
Atlas Radio Corporation
560 King St. West
Toronto 2, Canada

ELECTRONICS

-
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to the third known value. The
sired answer may then be read whole
the index line crosses the scale of the
unknown.
The charts illustrated are made of
Plasticele instead of graph paper and
may be of interest to designers and
users of nomograms. Plasticele is
undistorted by humidity, withstands
hard usage, and does not mark or
sail easily. If soiled it can be.
cleaned with a moist cloth. The
scales are inked on the'` reverse side
to prevent abrasion. :To facilitate
plotting the scales in pencil and ink
ing them, sheets with one frosted
side are used.

Ingenious New

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will
prove interesting and useful to you.

Line Voltage in Middle West

and South

By CHARLES H. HUMES, Sales Engineer
Sola Electric Company

Molten Metal Sprayed on Wood
Patterns Prolongs Their Life

tor of line voltage stability is frequently overlooked in the design
manufacture of electrically opeed

Molten metal sprayed on wood
foundry patterns by a compressed air

gun provides

a

devices.

protective coating

against sand wear on the finished surfaces, thereby prolonging the life of the
pattern and eliminating costly repairs.
The metal may be sprayed directly

on the untreated wood surface of the
pattern or core box. If the wood surfaces are hard or close -grained, a shellac
primer is first applied, the metal being
sprayed on before the shellac dries. The
thickness of the metal coating is about
5 thousandths of an inch.

This wooden pattern

coated with sprayed

metal, has given
service far beyond
its normal life.

The spraying equipment consists
of a portable, self-contained gun -type
sprayer which melts the metal and is

thermostatically controlled.
We hope this has proved interesting and useful to you, just as Wrigley's
Spearmint Gum is proving useful to

millions of people working everywhere
for Victory.
You can get complete information about this
method from Alloy -Sprayer Company, 2039
Book Building, Detroit, Michigan.

THE EXTENT OF VOLTAGE variation to
be expected on commercial and industrial supply lines is not generatlly.
appreciated by design engineers. As
a consequence, the all-important fac-

Fine detail easily
recorded in the alloy
sprayed onto pattern.
X-58
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This oversight probably derives
from the fact that much of the electronic equipment made in the past
did not require close voltage control. Changes in operation which
resulted from changes in supply
voltage were of little significance in
relation to over-all performance. A
home radio receiver would still deliver music, whether the line voltage
was 105 volts or 125 volts. In one
case you just cranked tip the gain,
and in the other you simply replaced
tubes and capacitors more frequently.
With the advance of the.,elecfronic
art, however, has come a new concept
of performance in electrical equipment. Electronic devices are now
being required to perform actual
miracles of precision-miracles which
become possible only when the components and the individual functions
of the device can be controlled to
perfection. The greater the precision demanded, the closer the control
required. It is at this point that
attention to the regulation of sùpply
voltages becomes mandatory, and a
knowledge of what line voltage variations actually exist should be of

November 1943
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A CHILD WITH A BIG FUTURE

IMMUNE
New Motorola Electronics Engineering Building

ingenuity and
Another great industry stands at America's threshold . . . and American courage,
ready to be revealed to an
scientific talents are ready. The new wonders of the Electronic Age stand
eager and waiting world.
WITH THE COURAGE OF PIONEERS

...

research and deMotorola Engineers have faced and solved many important problems in Electronic
and when the time comes, this same tempered
velopment demanded by the emergency of war
Victorious America.
and tested brain and brawn will be quickly converted to the needs of peacetime,

...

Engineers. They're in the Making!
You May Expect Important Electronic Contributions from Motorola

The Army -Navy "E" and
added Star for excellence

production of Communication
Equipment for our Armed Forces.
in

ELECTRONICS

-
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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assistance to every engineer who is
designing electronic equipment.
Field Check
A few months ago engineers of the
Sola Electric Company, in conjunction with the Army Air Force, undertook a survey of line voltage

"Ta blecloth"
Just a springboard to start some pencil
doodlin' among engineers who have a yen
for the sea
and the problems of communications that are present .. weather,
distance and lack of other facilities for
transmission of thoughts and orders.
.

Operators of tug and transport fleets
will have access to this type of HARVEY WELLS communications equipment after
the peace.
Why not send in some of your

"Tablecloth doodlin's"?

(-H,AR Vt Y- WE LL:
I._,(l1u,Uuf(fft/j 11f

í11c.

HEADQUARTERS
For Specialized Radio Communications Equipment

SOUTH BRIDGE, MASS.

variations existing at installations
throughout the middle west and
soutl The purpose of this survey
was to determine whether or not it
would be necessary or advisable to
incorporate an automatic voltage regulating transformer in an electrically operated unit being used by the
Army Air Forces. The nature of the
equipment was such that precision
operation was a prime requisite, with
protection of its corilponents as a
secondary consideration. Safe operative voltage limits were established
by the manufacturer at 110 to 120
volts-110 volts as the minimum
value for precision performance, 120
volts as the maximum for safety to
the components.
To carry out the survey, 18 installations were selected, more or less
at random, from approximately 150
available in the middle west and
south. At each installation a recording voltmeter was installed at the
site of the equipment without disturbing or altering normal operations, and allowed to record the operating line voltage over a period of
at least several hours. The meter
employed was an Esterline Angus
Recording Meter, and was calibrated
at each test against a laboratory
standard.
Results of the survey were rather
startling. At _16 of the 18 locations examined, line voltage extended
beyond one or both limits over appre-

Fig. 1-Voltage variation curves considered as indicating average conditions
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ciable periods of time. In some
cases, the line voltage remained
fairly stable during the test period,
but was above or below the specification limits. In other cases, the voltage actually varied far beyond
either one or even both limits.
Graphical Data

The tracings shown in Fig. 1 are
representative of average conditions
encountered. Conditions that are

ouchwith tomorrow

considered to be extreme, although
by no means unusual, are shown in
Fig. 2.

'throuuh

Just ahead. in the great adventure of science,
lie many discoveries that will serve mankind.
Upon such discoveries, Sperti, Inc. has been

built.
For Sperti is more than the manufacturer of

SUN LAMPS, IRRADIATION LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LIGHTING, MEAT TENDERIZERS and

the much -publicized BIO -DYNE OINTMENT.
It is more than the maker of SPERTI'S ELEC-.
TRONIC DEVICES and NAVIGATION INSTRU-

Fig.

2-Curves

of extreme variations of
line voltage often encountered

MENTS.

A particularly interesting condition is exhibited in the tracing of

Beyond Sperti there are laboratories devoted
to pure scientific research, staffed by scientists
wholly devoted to exploring new fields of

Fig. 3, which illustrates vividly the
danger of basing estimates of voltage
variation on the results of short time or periodic voltage readings.
The voltage at this location would
remain relatively stable for extended
periods after which violent and
rapid fluctuations would occur. The
extent of these fluctuations was undoubtedly greater than is indicated
by the tracing, for the rapidity
of their occurrence was such that the
damping of the meter pen became a
limiting factor. Furthermore, the
effect of these fluctuations upon the

knowledge.
Many of their studies yield results which have
immediate practical application..
Sperti, Inc. exists to 'zpake these practical
discoveries available.
Even now, though almost wholly occupied
with war work, Sperti may have an advancement applicable to your business.
And just ahead may lie other discoveries of
vital importance to you.
It will pay you to consult Sperti now-as you
plan your postwar products.

INCORPOR ATEO

3-In one location the voltage remained stable for long periods between
intervals of rapid fluctuations
Fig.

RESEARCH,

DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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llJ1Ien will
warprx4ic//kìiì
Excerpt from "A Special Report on America's
Industrial Future" by The Research institute
of America.

" At

d (Jul X 1944), large

the end of the twelve-month

cessationIin war manu-

areas of slowing down and a

many companies

be a critical period for

will

facture will be appearing

IT IS THE PERIOD TOWARD

.

WHICH

EXECUTIVE THINKING AND PLANNING

SHOULD NOW

1

BE

DIRECTED"

Of this you can be sure: Many business and industrial
organizations are losing no time in preparing for a head start in the competitive postwar market. They are planning
and designing new ways to make better products, faster
and cheaper ... through the use of Electronics.
For assistance in your planning, General Electronics Indus-

HERMETICALLY SEALED TRANSFORMERS
Gas filled or high vacuum impregnated. Built to withstand
high altitudes and tropical use. Modern case design in
standard sizes.

1

tries offers the research engineering skill and specialized
experience that have met the exacting tests of war with

great achievements in the fields of Electronics, Hydraulics
and Electromechanics. And further, General Electronics
Industries has the facilities, equipment and personnel to

Other products manufactured include:
VACUUM TUBES OF STANDARD
ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
AND SPECIAL TYPES
HYDRAULIC SERVOS
ELECinOMECHANICAL DEVICES

!meet your requirements with speed and efficiency.

Write to Engineering Department, General Electronics Industries, 342 West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut.

GENER
Army - Navy "E" with Star. awarded to
Auto -Ordnance Corporation for continued
excellence in production of "Tommy" Guns

INDUSTRIES
Division

GREENWICH
ELECTRONICS

-

S

T
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of Auk -Ordnance Corporation
BRIDGEPORT

I

NEW

YORK
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azioter:e,

NEW YORK

DEC.

6-11

Fig. 4-Voltage on a special line from a
distribution transformer with no other load
varied only a few volts

VISIT

BOOTH 414
equipment under observation was
pronounced.
Typical of the best conditions encountered in the survey is the tracing shown in Fig. 4. Voltage at
this location varied only six volts
during the complete test period.
However, it is interesting to dote
that in this particular case the
equipment under test was supplied
by a special line from a distribution
transformer which carried no load
other than that of the equipment
itself.

KINNEY
DRY VACUUM PUMPS
While at the 19th Exposition of Chemical Industries in Madison
Square Garden, see the KINNEY High Vacuum Pumps now
widely used in the production of magnesium, the sintering of
tantalum and in many other fields vital to the Nation's war effort.
KINNEY Dry Vacuum Pumps, both Single Stage and Compound,
will be on display at Booth No. 414-the Compound pump will
be in operation.
Be sure to visit us at the KINNEY booth and let's discuss your
vacuum problems.

Single Stage Dry Vacuum Pumps

Eight sizes, from

12 to 680

cubic feet, for vacuums
.01 in/in or better.

Compound Dry Vacuum Pumps
Two sizes, 15 to 46 cubic feet, for vacuums of
.0005 m/m or better.

Descriptive Bulletin 18 on request.
We also manufacture liquid pumps-plain patterns
and steam jacketed,
strainers, clutches and cut-off couplings.

KINNEY MANUFACTURING CO.
3565 WASHINGTON
ST.,

New York

Chicago

Moral

JAMAICA PLAIN, BOSTON. MASS.

Branch Offices:
Los Angeles
Seattle

Philadelphia

San Francisco

i

The upshot of this particular survey was, of course, a decision to
build into the equipment a voltage regulating transformer that would
eliminate all possibility of damage or
faulty operation resulting from line
voltage variations. In this particular case, since the equipment is used
abroad as well as domestically, a constant -voltage transformer was selected which could -be connected for
operation on either 50 or 60 cycle
supply, and on lines rated at 115,
208, 230 or 250 volts. A simple solution to an otherwise troublesome
problem.
It seems to us that there is a
lesson for every electronic engineer
to be found in the survey reported
here-the lesson that line voltage
can no longer be considered as a
single, stable reference point for design considerations ; that "Line Voltage 115 Volts" may mean anything
between 95 and 125 volts, and that
the devices being designed now, as
well as those being designed for the

future, must take those facts into
onsideration. It is no longer enough
to design equipment for operation
on a specific supply voltage. That
voltage must be built into the equipment. Without it there is trouble
ahead.

210
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JIERE in glass and metal, is the control of the world's greatest force...
the electo n. Here is man' s eye to see through solids and beyond hori-

to make audible to his ear sounds he otherwise could not hear .. .
zons
his mastery of time,
his voice to make himself heard around the world
the heart, the soul,
temperature and motion. This is the electronic tube
the brain of every electronic device.

...

...

...

For years, TUNG-SOL has specialized in the manufacture of electronic tubes.
TUNG-SOL engineers have contributed much to the greater dependability
of tubes we use today. Their close association with the electronic developments of war has prepared them for the electronics of peace. TUNG-SOL
invites everyone whose future products will be electronic or electronically
controlled to take advantage of the TUNG-SOL Research and Advisory Service. It is at your disposal ...now.

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS, INC., NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
LOS ANGELES, NEW YORK
Soles Offices: ATLANTA, CHICAGO, DALLAS, DENVER, DETROIT,

ALL -GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND CURRENT INTERMITTERS
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

ELECTRONICS
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Longitudinal Quartz
Vibrations
THE -PROPERTIES of longitudinally os-

cillating quartz plates and bars, with
particular reference to their application as oscillators and resonators, are
reported by R. Bechmann in
Hochf :tech. u. Elek:akus. for January, 1943, abstracted in Wireless
Engineer for August, 1943. The report contains six sections and describes measured results obtained by
methods improved over those previously used by, the author.
-Investigations on the longitudinal
vibrations of quartz plates and bars
go back to the early days of the piezoelectric resonator. The properties of
thin longitudinally-vibrating plates
are determined by two dimensions,
so that the diversity of the phenomena is considerably greater than
with the transverse vibrations, whose
properties depend to a great extent
on one dimension only, the influence
of the two other dimensions being
only allowed for as a correction. The
region of applicability of longitudinally -vibrating plates and bars can be
put at 50 to 300 kc, though actually
these vibrations can be used up to
400 kc and over. The limits are flexible and depend on the properties demanded.

"STRIACOLOR" Extrusions
"STRIACOLOR" is a new and exclusive CARTER development in the
simultaneous plastic extrusion of two or more colors. These colors
are
an integral part of the extrusion and are as permanent as the body
of
the extrusion itself. Aging and constant exposure to light will not
cause these plastics to deteriorate. This new process makes possible
new applications for many purposes.

44

"STRIATUBE"
Plastic Flexible Tubing

"STRIATUBe plastic tubing, either rigid or flexible, with one or more

color lines extruded into the body of the tubing, is especially adapted
for electrical insulation or other purposes where easy identification is
essential. Either opaque or transparent tubing can be furnished with
one or more contrasting color stripes in combinations of your
own
selection. Has excellent insulating and non-oxydizing properties.
Highly resistant to acids, alkalies, oils and greases. Can be furnished
in a wide variety of sizes, lengths, thicknesses and degrees
of
flexibility.

"STRIAMOLD" Plastie Molding

Frequency Law
The report begins with the consideration of bars and plates of the
XDO°,1ii cut. A simple way of orienting
the bar is provided, which is of practical use particularly when the material lacks the natural faces r and r'.
The numerical data given were derived from bars and plates sputtered
with a thin film of silver. Thin bars
are first considered : for longitudinal
oscillations they, have the frequency
formula N = vl =
1-V-.5.7. where N
is the oscillation coefficient, y the na-

"STRIAMOLD" plastic moldings, with decorative stripes extruded into
the body of the molding, are of special interest to architects, furniture
designers, automobile manufacturers and producers of various specialties. Contrasting stripes can be of any color or combination of colors
desired.
Besides flexible or rigid tubing and decorative molding, CARTER
is
equipped to produce a practically unlimited variety of continuous
extruded lengths in standard and special shapes. For immediate or post
war purposes, you will do well to consult CARTER on your plastic
problems. Write for Bulletin 300.

tural frequency,

'

_JiDdL22-1

[-L.

[2

PRODUCTS CORPORATION
6921 CARNEGIE AVE., CLEVELAND 3, OHIO
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l the bar length, p
the density of the material, and s'e,
the elasticity modulus for the axis
in the ;// direction.
For plates or wider bars the frequency law has to be extended; it
keeps its form, but s'. is replaced by
an elasticity coefficient (derived from
more general considerations) which
for thin rectangular plates is calculated as the root of a cubic equation representing the interaction of
the two longitudinal vibrations and
the shear vibration. Also as Mason
found, a coupling between this lat-
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scrap is waste. Its cost in metal and the cost to make it are burdens
the price of the finished product.

Scrap is practically eliminated in the BEAD CHAIN MULTI -SWAGE
flat
PROCESS. Small metal parts, tubular and solid are swaged from
stock or wire. No machining and drilling are required. Hence, there
or
is no waste from cutting down from the larger section of a part,
hollowing out a core. Besides producing parts more economically,
MULTI-SWAGE conserves vitally needed metals.

Right now, all MULTI -SWAGE facilities are on war work. But our
Research and Development Division will gladly help you with your
plans for post-war products.

PRODUCING SMALL
THE MOST ECONOMICAL METHOD OF

These are typical MULTI-SW.4GE
products. Most of the electronic tube
contacts used today are made by
MULTI -SWAGE. This process will turn
out large volume speedily, while maintaining close tolerances accurately.

METAL PARTS TO CLOSE TOLERANCES WITHOUT WASTE

THE ,BEAD CHAIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MOUNTAIN GROVE

ELECTRONICS

AND STATE STREETS,
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BRIDGEPORT 5 CONNECTICUT
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ter vibration and the second- harmonic of the flexural vibration occurs, through which the longitudinal
natural oscillation is disturbed within
a small range of the ratio breadth/
length. The remainder of section I
deals with the temperature coefficients and equivalent inductance of
these plates or wide bars.

l

Y

.,

,

Square and Circular Plates

Section II considers, on similar
lines, elates of Ys, tfr cut, particularly
square plates where is 0° and 45°,
and circular plates Yo, for all three
of which the frequency law is given.
The specially important cases where
a = 38° and 128° (or 127° : "DT cut"
and "CT cut," in the square version)
are given particular attention. As in
section I, the equivalent inductance,
resistance and damping are considered for the three types of plate. Par1,G

AzoivE

ticularly with square plates with
= "0 and with round plates, harmonic vibrations occur whose oscillation coefficients N plotted as a function of
show a course similar to
that of the fundamental oscillations.
For special orientations these harmonics also show small temperature
coefficients of frequency.
Section III deals with the rectangular plate of Y141°80, 46° cut, which for
an edge ratio of 0.863 has a frequency independent of temperature
over a wide range (Mason's "GT"
cut) . .Section IV deals with the circular plate Xs, which around 8 =
40° and 50° had been found to have
small temperature coefficients. The
new, more accurate measurements
show that for N = 2495 kc/mm the
temperature coefficient becomes vanishing small at ö = 41°, and at 8 =49° in the case where N = 3315 kc/
mm. Square plates X5,00 also show
null -points. Both these plates have
other oscillations, easily excited, close
at hand, and are therefore of little
practical importance.
1,fr

Literally "running interference" through the ether...
insuring a clear path for the
one Signal which directs the
safe landing of an airplane

under the most adverse conditions ... that is just one
of the scientific miracles
possible today because of

FILTERS
4
INTERESTING TECHNICAL
PAPERS WILL BE SENT
FREE UPON REQUEST

\<

TaÓRDS0l4
THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
500 WEST HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

ra.z4e344.wie .59Atecetee:sts

t ce Zee

ORIGINATORS OF iRU-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
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Effect of Silver Film on Crystal

Section V discusses the holders
for longitudinally vibrating plates
and bars, and the effect of the silver
layers, as employed by Telefunken,
on the electrical properties of the
crystal. The values given in the
earlier sections were obtained with

thin sputtered films ; sintered -on
films lowered the frequency by an
amount roughly proportional to the
ratio of the layer thickness to the
plate thickness. In some - cases the
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dielectric strength to be rated at 250 volts A.C. or D.C.
And it is a permanent, dependable construction capable of
operating at temperatures ranging from 125° C. all the way down
to 50° C., and has essential resistance to flame, moisture, oil,
grease and gasoline, as well.
This wire and those shown to the left are but a few of the Rockbestos
line of 122 standard permanently insulated wires, cables and cords
(and numerous specials) designed to meet severe operating conditions or unusual application requirements. Why not let Rockbestos
Research solve your wiring problems?
Rockbestos Products Corp., 405 Nicoll St., New Haven 4, Conn.
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ROCKBESTOS RESEARCH
Solves Difficult Wiring Problems

ORE.
ST. LOUIS, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, PORTLAND,
NEW YORK, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH,
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Where space is a factor ... where power
consumption must
be at a minimum...
Zenith Microtubes
are recommended...
I

i
i

1

APPLICATIONS

2

I

i

3

Two Way Communication
Devices

Pocket Radio Receivers

Radiation Meters
Wearable Hearing Aids
Noise Level Indicators
Geophysical Applications

Meteorological Services

Physchiatric Devices

Light Intensity Meters
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters

Aircraft

change in frequency amounted
to 4
percent. The temperature coefficient
also was affected; with plates having
a parabolic frequency/temperature
curve the effect of the film was to
displace the vertex towards lower
temperatures by an amount depending
on the crystal cut and
on the ratio
layer-thickness/plate-thickness.
This
influence on the temperature
co -efficient is discussed in detail.
The films also have an effect
in
raising the inductance of the plates
and bars, by an amount which
may
reach 10 percent. Freshly silvered
and mounted plates are subject
to
initial changes in their properties,
which decrease with time to
a limiting value. By repeated tempering
the changes are hastened to
a stationary state. This phenomenon
depends on various factors, most of
all
on the method of depositing
the film.
In some cases frequency rises
occur
of up to 5x10-5, and resistance
and
damping decreases up to 40 percent.
The oscillators and resonators
made on the above lines can attain
a
calibration accuracy of 1 to 2
x10-5.
The damping in air amounts
to 2 to
5 x10-5, a value about
ten times
greater than the best obtained with
transverse oscillations. In a vacuum
the damping may be reduced
to 0.8
to 1 X 10-5. These figures are
found
to vary little with the cut and
mode
of vibration. The longitudinally
-oscillating crystals are free from
the
troubles, so common with the
transversely -oscillating types, of
multiplicity of oscillations near the working resonance points, and the
formation of multiple resonances;
this
point is discussed at the end of
section V. Section VI deals with
piezoelectric coefficients already the
used
in calculating the inductances.

Intercommunication
Beacon Light

Relay Circuits

Concealed Sound Pickups

A Booklet

containing technical data on Zenith
Microtubes is available at the factory.

RADION IC PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELY
World's Leading Manufacturer

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
6001 DICKENS AVENUE

MICROTUBE DIVISION

CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
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Fields of Air Core Coils and
Applications to HF Heating
GENERAL VECTOR METHODS

of determining the magnetic induction field
of a helix, a simple circular coil,
and
two types of spiral coils are outlined
in an article by C. B. Kirkpatrick
in the A.W.A. Technical Review,
Vol. 5, No. 6 (Australian).
It is
shown that the formula for the axial
field of a solenoid is correct foi
any
helical coil, however loosely wound.
An optimum value is derived
for
that radius of a helical coil which
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e Terminals.
ELECTRONICS are shortening the war. ((. So are STA-KON*
They are helping to speed war production schedules for manui . cturers of
electronic equipment. t These approved T&B Pressure Connector o away
with the uncertainties, danger and expense of soldering. «' They are . de in
any desired design of tongue and wire capacities. U When installe s ith
T&B Hand or Power Tools, they make everlasting metal -to -metal connects s.
1 Their resistance to corrosion and high frequency vibrations is well kno
« Electronics manufacturers are invited to consult our engineering service on
unusual wiring problems. (« STA-KONS*, like all T&B products, are sold exclusively through recognized T&B Distributors who reduce the manufacturer's selling costs, thereby reducing the cost of all electrical equipment to the user.
WRITE FOR STA-KON; BULLETIN 500 FOR DETAILED ENGINEERING DATA

STA-KON Registered U. S. Pat. Office.

THE THOMAS & BETTS CO.
INCORPORATED

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL FITTINGS SINCE 1899
ELIZABETH 1, NEW JERSEY
In Canada

Thomas & Betts Ltd. Montreal

www.americanradiohistory.com

Millen "Designed for Application" components are different!
As a designer
and manufacturer for many years of complex electronic
and communication
equipment, we are our own best customer for component parts.
Consequently,
we have to perform an outstanding job of designing and
manufacturing such
parts in order to satisfy our own applications. Our parts
are "different",
also, because as symbolized by the "Gear wheel" of
our registered trade
mark, they are designed by mechanical engineers working
in close cooperation with our electronic circuit group. Below ore illustrated
a typical half
dozen of the thousand -odd items we manufacture.
Unfortunately, at this
time, it is not possible to list herewith some of the intriguing
"classified"
components developed in connection with our ultra high frequency
war production work. Our new 1944 general catalogue of nonclassified parts will
soon be released.

Illustrated above, left to right, top row: No. 11050 dial lock,
single hole mounting, captive head; No. 33087 tube base clamp
available in sizes to fit all tubes; No. 32150 lsolantite
thrubushing with die cast shoulder; Bottom row: No. 37001 high voltage
safety terminal and bushing. High pressure large
area contact surface. F. and R. F. types: No. 10061 shaft lock. Converts
volume
controls, variable condensers, etc. from "ordinary"
to "locking" types. Used in place of regular mounting nut, No.
37202 plates
and No. 37222 posts, Non -turning body with
captive head. Plates in steatite, and yellow and black bakelite.

.

JAMES MILLEN MFG. CO., INC
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

NEW YORK OFFICE
259 W. 14th ST.

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS
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'

CHICAGO OFFICE
549 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.
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gives a maximum field at a given
distance along the axis of the coil.
In the second part of the paper
the design of high -frequency induction heater coils used in vacuum tube
manufacture for degassing metal
components and for flashing the
getter during the exhaust process is
discussed. The induction field is the
main factor to be considered in the
design of such coils.

Diagram of a
bonnet coil for
heating vacuum
tube plates

One of a number of specially
shaped coils designed to meet the
needs of modern tube manufacture
is shown in the illustration. This
coil, called a bonnet coil by the
author, is used for heating flat com-'

ponents such as tube plates. It provides a magnetic field at right angles
to the plane of the, plate. Other coils
use for this purpose are the helical,
spiral, oval and elliptical types.

TRANSMITTING TUBE ON
PRODUCTION

éttúcq dun St4«datd fígls!
We live in an age of routine miracles-gigantically
planned to meet the supreme challenge of wartime
necessity. Permoflux Dynamic Headphones have cast
their outline in the progress of communications-have
attained a performance standard of unmatched efficiency and complete dependability. The horizons of
tomorrow will spotlight the Permoflux developments
of today!

Buy WAR BONDS For Victory!

i

The exhaust machine shown here is capable of evacuating two dozen transmitting
tubes as they progress around the circle.
The tubes are heated to a temperature of
1,000 deg. at ten different positions on the
sealex machine by means of high frequency induction coils which may be seen
surrounding many of the tubes. The operator is shown placing one tube in position for its journey on this merry-go-round

ELECTRONICS

-

CORPORATION

4916.22 W. Grand Ave., Chicago,111.
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS
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Aircraft Radio
(Continued, from page 101)

REDESIGN WITH

INSUROK

"STOP,

MANY products, improved by redesign and restyling, are now far
better products than ever. Redesign
of commercial products did not, of
course, stop with the war. It has been
and is a continuous process that is
going on now.
Versatile INSUROK plastics, because of their wide range of physical,
chemical and dielectric properties,
are being used to solve a host of

redesign and restyling problems.

The particular grade of Molded
INSUROK used for the new pushbutton switch, which won an award
in the Annual Electrical Manufacturing Product Design Contest, was
chosen because of its good insulating
properties, permanency of finish and
appearance.
Many types of Richardson plastics
are speeding Victory today at home
and on the combat front. If
your product needs redesigning let Richardson Plasticians
help you. They will recommend the right kind of plastic
for the job.

:..

meter deflection was secured. The
receiver in this case was more than
usually selective and was, therefore,
difficult to tune properly, hence the
initial need for a meter. However,
this combination of high selectivity
and a tuning meter resulted in the
following functional irregularity
when the receiver was tuned to a
simultaneous range station : The tuning meter indicated resonance with
the center tower of the simultaneous
range station, which is desirable and
satisfactory when the receiver is
being used as a radio compass. However, when aural reception of range
signals was desired, it was found
necessary to detune the receiver approximately 1 kc from the resonant
position indicated by the tuning
meter to receive satisfactory aural
signals.
The foregoing example illustrates
how the design engineer, in attempting to correct one phase of an operational difficulty, may unknowingly introduce errors in a second functional
application of a unit of aircraft radio
equipment.
In the design of multi -function
equipment such as automatic direction finders that use motors, relays
or other controls operated from the
primary power source, consideration
should be given to locating the fuses,
relays, etc. in the circuits in such
manner that failure of a fuse or relay will still allow the unit to operate
in its most simple function. For

ï<<.'.

The old style Allen-Bradley switchbox

required three screws, and because of
its construction made terminals and
wiring hard to get at.
The new Allen-Bradley design was a big

improvement- required only one screw
-kept outdustandfineparticles-opened
on both sides as well as the front. This
was accomplished by fitting the ribs of

/he cover into grooves in the base.

Xe

RI

MELROSE PARK. ILL.
NEW BRUNSWICK. N. J.
DETROIT OFFICE 4-252. G. M. BUILDING. DETROIT

SON COMPANY
FOUNDED 1868
2. MICHIGAN

INDIA ,APOLIS I. INO
NEW YORK OFFICE.

75

LOCKLAND. CINCINNATI IS OHIO
WEST STREET. NEW YORK 6. N. Y.

Remote solenoid control box for actuating
the frequency-shifting mechanism of an

aircraft radio receiver
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We expect you to expect more
of youijrSPRINGS
beryllium copper
in this war, for of all spring materials, this
metal offers the best combination of all critical
spring requirements-maximum electrical conductivity with high tensile strength, minimum
drift, resistance to corrosion, high endurance
strength, and efficient operation at temperatures
too high for ordinary materials.
Instrument Specialities Company
has developed the one exact technique, "Micro -processing," to put
these desired spring qualities at
your command-today for war,
tomorrow for peace.

11íe tough spring jobs

go to

i11#fiil

"Seeing" is in the Using
"Fancy" Springs (at the top) are Micro -processed to precision tolerances
not obtainable by any other process
or material.
For "Average" Springs (below) Micro-processing delivers closer tolerances and better physical properties
than obtainable by ordinary processing methods.

A spring need not be "fancy" for
you to benefit by Micro -processing. While in a number of instances we have Micro -processed
large quantities of exceptional
springs to perform functions
never before expected of any springs; in hundreds of other cases we have added materially
to the life of such every day products as
brushes, motors, instruments, etc., by improving the quality of "average" springs.
I -S gets the most out of springs by putting the
required maximum into them. We stand ready
to prove our statements on your own springs.
A time -saving data sheet is available on request,
or send* drawings and specifications for Micro processed samples. Why not expect more of

your springs?

INSTRUMENT SPECIALTIES CO., INC.
DEPT.

ELECTRONICS

-

D,

LITTLE FALLS., NEW JERSEY
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example., in an automatic direction

finder using an alternator to supply
power for operation of synchro indicating instruments, good engineering practice requires that such
alternator be separately fused in order that its failure shall not disable
the entire receiver.
Accessibility for Inspection

Aircraft radio equipment customarily receives routine inspection and
servicing after each period of a certain number of hours of service.
Therefore, all parts should be easily
accessible for inspection both visually
and with instruments, and all parts

he Andre

70 ohm 7/8"

ompany is now able to supply standard
soft temper coa ,al cable in continuous lengths up to
"1

:

4,000 feet! The cable is

elect'cally identical to rigid cables

of

equal size, but has these extradvantages: the cable may
be
uncoiled and bent by hand, thus g `'':tly simplifying installation;
no connectors, junction boxes or ex nsion fittings
are necessary, thus effecting a big saving in inst lation time and labor.
To insure that all splices are pressure tigh and that
all foreign
matter is excluded in shipment, the cable m:, be fitted at the

factory and shipped to you under pressure.

The Andrew glass

insulated

terminal, an uniquely successful development, may
be used

with this flexible

cable to provide

a

gas

tight system.

The Andrew Company is a pioneer in the
manufacture of coaxial cables and accessories. The entire facilities of the Engineering Ii partment are at the service of
users of radio transmission equipment.
Catalog of complete line free on request.

COAXIAL CABLES
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
363 EAST 75th STREET-CHICAGO

19,

ILLINOIS
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should be easily replaceable.
All units of equipment should be
designed to afford the maximum protection to maintenance and operating
personnel. The design of all equipment should be such as to preclude
the possibility of operating personnel
receiving an electrical shock or burn.
Civil Air Regulations

The above covers the major considerations, in aircraft radio equipment design. It is well to note,
however, that before a unit of aircraft radio equipment can be used in
commercial airline service it must
undergo a rigid routine of specific
tests conducted by the Civil Aeronautics Authority, in accordance with
the terms of Part 16 of the Civil
Air Regulations for type certification of air carrier aircraft radio
equipment. These specifications apply
to all items of important radio equipment that may be required by the
Civil Air Regulations to be installed
aboard certificated aircraft engaged
in scheduled air carrier operations.
If these tests are passed, the unit is
awarded a Civil Aeronautics Authority Approved Type Certificate.

OUTDOOR telephone booths are
being used in war housing developments when equipment is not available for residential installations.
Coin boxes are placed on front
porches of homes or sometimes in
booths set right on side lawns. In
Detroit there are 85 such booths in
service, with collections indicating
about 20 outward calls per box per

day.
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(Photo by Office of War Information)

KEY TO FASTENING SPEED

for Your Screw Driving Army
NO PRACTICE NEEDED
TO DRIVE PHILLIPS SCREWS ...
It's no problem to replace men who have
left your screw driving army for the fighting front, if you use Phillips Recessed
Head Screws. Anybody can "take over",
without training, and do a good job!
The scientifically designed Phillips Recess makes screw driving fool -proof. It
automatically centers the driving force
.
and eliminates all driving troubles

..

AND ECONOMY

The Phillips Recessed Head
was scientifically engineered to
afford:
Fast SS,t ling .- Driver point automatically centers in the recess
, fits snugly. Screw and driver
"become one unit." Fumbling,

..:

slant -driven
fumbling, wobbly starts
screw heads
and
broken
burred
screws ...
skids.
driver
... and dangerous screw
Screw and driver "become one unit",
making such efficient use of turning power
that driving is much easier and faster,
regardless of driving method. And, power
driving is made practical.
Compare the cost of driving Phillips
and slotted head screws. You'll find that
it actually costs less to have the advantages
of the Phillips Recess!

wobbly starts are eliminated.
Faster Driving - Spiral and power driving are made practical.
Driver won't slip out of recess
to injure workers or spoil material. (Aver_age time saving is
50%.)
Easier Driving - Turning power
is fully utilized by automatic
centering of driver in screw
head. Workers maintain speed

without tiring,

P N ILLIPSR'
.Ole WOOD .SCREWS

SCREWS

MACHINE SCREWS

American Screw Co.. Providence, R. I.
The Bristol Co., Waterbury. Conn.
Central Screw Co., Chicago, UI.
Chandler Products Corp.. Cleveland, Ohio
Continental Screw Co., New Bedford, Mass.
The Corbin Screw Corp., New Britain, Conn.
'The H. M. Harper Co., Chicago, Ill.

SELF --TAPPING SCREWS

International Screw Co.. Detroit, Mich.

The Lamson & Sessions Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
The National Screw & Mtg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
New England Screw Co., Keene. N. H.
The Charles Parker Co., Meriden, Conn,
Parker-Kalon Corp., New York, N. Y.
Pawtucket Screw Co., Pawtucket, R. I.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Better Fastenings - Screws are
set-up uaiformly tight, without
burring or breaking heads. A
stronger, neater job results.

STOVE BOLTS

Pheoll Manufacturing Co.. Chicago, tit.
Reading Screw Co., Norristown, Pa.
Russell Burdsatl & Ward Bolt & Nut Co., Port Chester, N,Y,
Scovill Manufacturing Co.. Watervitte, Conn.
Shakeproof tat., Chicago. lei.
The Southington. Hardware Mfg. Co.. Southington. Conn.
Whitney Screw Corp., Nashua, N. H.

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

for Labor, is responsible for the manpower requirements and labor problems of the industries which report
to the Division. He keeps close contact with manpower agencies of the
WPB reorganization; Radio Technical PlanGovernment and regional manpower
representatives. Mr. Sharpe was forning Board; new tubes; revised IRE Fall promerly executive secretary of the
gram; station frequency changes; London
(CIO) United Electrical Radio and
Machine Workers. His appointment
news letter; VHF bibliography; dry batteries
is in line with WPB policy of giving
for WERS; science talent search; OWI review
labor more representation and came
as a result of direct joint orders of
WPB Labor Production Vice ChairWPB Reorganization of
tor for Production, is in charge of man Joseph Keenan and WPB Manthe Products and Facilities, End power Requirements Vice Chairman
Radio and Radar Division
Products and Industrial Instrument Clinton S. Golden.
REORGANIZATION of WPB'S Radio and Branches
as they relate to facilities,
Under Mr. Wolf's Production
Radar Division has been completed plant capacities, production
and ma- Units is the Products and facilities
so that the spheres of activity of the terials. These operational
branches Branch, headed by Elmer R. Crane.
production and organizational units are responsible for the production
of This branch determines and adminisare more clearly defined. Ray C. Ellis, equipment and parts for the Armed
ters plans for the production of comDirector of the Division, with the as- Services and for essential
civilian
sistance of Deputy Director John S. needs. Mr. Wolf, who has held sev- ponents required for electronic equipment. The requirements of the Armed
Timmons maintains contact with the eral important positions in
the Radio Services and the productive capacity
claimant agencies, the industries and and Radar Division, has recently
re- of the components industry are rethe various offices of WPB, deciding turned from the Aleutians where he
ported in terms of a common deupon major policies. Cooperating was in charge of the
Operations nominator known as prototypes.
with these two men are three re- Analysis Section attached to
the When the demand for a particular
cently appointed Assistant Directors. Eleventh Air Force.
prototype exceeds the available supSidney K. Wolf, Assistant DirecHarold Sharpe, Assistant Director ply, steps must be taken to expand
DIRECTOR

2566-7

Roy C. Ellis

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
John S. Timmons
71303

r-

ASSIGNED MILITARY
REPRESENTATIVES

SIDNEY K. WOLF
Ass Director for Production
J.W. ABNEY
Asst. Director for Internal Morggement
HAROLD SHARPE Asit erector far Leber
1

Fat

S

Bolero

REQUIREMENTS

Hora,

M

trap.

DISTRIBUTION AND
SCHEDULING BRANCH

76456-7

A

75187

Wilson

SECTION

DISTRIBUTION

PLANNING SECTION

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECTION
Rdo E Colé

L - DIVISION REQUIREMENTS

71302
72529
73867

COMMITTEE

FIELD SERVICE
Fronk S,Horning

Fronk H. McIntosh

OPERATIONS SECTION

2012

EO.0r015moon

ilSCHEDUUNG SECTION
75604

8475

INFORMATION SECTION

AL Nopa

5.46.mm.rlee

6475

ASSIGNED STAFF

DOMESTIC AND
FOREIGN BRANCH

BRANCH

4047

SECTION

71826

COMMITTEES

i

An Corps, Signal Carps,Nooy

PROGRAM BRANCH

INDUSTRY ADVISORY

1

GeaM.Snellings (Legal)
2745
Morris Weisz
(Labo()
3070
Hal E Feylin9
(Irtamorlon) 2905

71576-7

TRANSMITTER SECTION
John

Ceti

71564

RECEIVER SECTION
71584

John Creutd

STATISTICS SECTION

LJ.

ENNson

INDUSTRIAL SECTION
H.n,,
71638.9

73871

Glenn

PRODUCTS AND
FACILITIES BRANCH
71946

STANDARDS PROGRAM
e Kemp
71946

T

E N Crone

VACUUM TUBE SECTION
&M

Wta&Gro,

4921

END PRODUCTS
BRANCH

LJ. Chotten

71827

MATERIAL SECTION

H. L.

INDUSTRIAL
INSTRUMENTS BRANCH
EA *Wee
71992

TEMPERATURE
INSTRUMENTS SECTION
Rm1800.
71492

Gaston

G

COMPONENTS SECTION
73389
J Col..1AProCMr

PRESSURE INSTRUMENTS
SECTION
JLS.mo
2139

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

6 TEST

FLUID INSTRUMENTS

EQUIP SECTION

H P Rockwell

RECU-ATION EQUIPMENT

SECTION

79675-6
G

M

8.rk1.,

SECTION

71238

J

ScluMrt

73631

OPERATIONAL SECTION
J E Hort

73611

Organization chart for Radio and Radar Division of War Production Board as of Oct. 1, 1943. Numbers
following names
extension numbers of REpublic 7500 (WPB telephone number in Washington, D. C.)
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ELECTRONICS

Absolutely uniform over 360 degrees

type L-360 Annular Sound Distributor
-utilizes a different principle of sound distribution in
that it combines molecular reflection and collision
instead of collision alone as in other speakers. The
use of this principle results in a uniformity of sound
distribution both as to frequency and power over a
horizontal plane of 360 degrees and a vertical plane
of approximately 40 degrees. Acoustical output characteristics available on request. Type L-360 Distributor is 23" in diameter with an over-all height of 25".

The

Above illustrated Langevin Type 1-360
Distributor equipped with Jensen
U-20 Drive Unit. When so equipped

will safely handle power input

of 20 watts. Design patent pending.

The

INCORPOR

Company

SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NEW YORK
37 W. 65 St., 23

ELECTRONICS

-

SAN FRANCISCO

1050 Howard St., 3

LOS ANGELES
1000 N. Seward St., 31
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productive capacity or to find a suitable substitute. Inasmuch as this
branch is staffed with mèn from each
of the components industries; there
is first-hand knowledge available
when problems arise. It is further
aided, as 'are the other branches, by
Industry Advisory Committees. Interests of the branch extend to many
phases of communications equipment.
For instance, it is interested in increasing production through quality
control simplification, concentration
and standardization. The standardization program is carried on jointly
by industry subcommittees, the ASA
and the Signal Corps Standards
Agency at Red Bank, New Jersey.
The End Products Branch under
L. J. Chatten, Chief, develops and
recommends to all claimant agencies
plans for the procurement of electronic end products to meet military
requirements, making the most efficient use of existing facilities. It cooperates with the Office of Scientific
Research and Development of WPB,
Government laboratories, industrial
concerns and claimant agencies to
assemble data on all new developments of electronic end equipment
and advise the Products and FacilIM BIB»
NI. Ili/ all IBM
ities Branch of technical changes or
developments which may affect the
requirements for components.
The Industrial Instrument Branch
Quality control of the components of EICOR products is
under E. A. Capelle acts as the focal
maintained by innumerable inspections and tests. And such
point for all problems affecting the
thoroughness pays-it assures reliable motors and dynamotors
production and distribution of prodfor our Armed Forces-it helps us produce perfect units, faster.
ucts within its jurisdiction. Manufacturers report regularly their proFor example, the insulation tester illustrated was
duction and backlogs for pyrometers,
designed and built by EICOR engineers expressly for applying tube system instruments, industrial
high potential stresses between certain insulated components. [thermometers, flow instruments, combustion control equipment, dial presSuch tests are made between high or low voltage windings
sure gauges, pressure controllers,
and ground; from high to low voltage windings; from field
etc., as well as the components used
coils to ground, and between other parts, depending on
in their manufacture. Procurement
the type of the unit. Every motor and every dynamotor,
difficulties of the industry are hanlarge or small, must "take it" at a specified voltage as
dled by the branch or channeled to
a routine part of production testing.
the appropriate agency.
Through the Division Requirements
Committee, the essential reLong experience in this highly specialized field has
quirements of the various claimant
helped earn an enviable reputation for EICOR products.
agencies for products under jurisdicThis experience may be of considerable assistance to
tion of the branch are received.
you when rotary electrical equipment is a factor
Where a critical situation exists on
in your post war planning.
the distribution of certain products,
scheduling of shipments is undertaken in cooperation with the claimant agencies concerned.
Under the functional or organiza"WC° 1501 W. Congress St., Chicago, U.S.A.
ticnal units of the Radio and Radar
DYNAMOTORS D. C. MOTORS POWER PLANTS CONVERTERS
Division are the following branches:
Export: Ad Auriema, 89 Broad St., New York, U. S. A. Cable: Auriema, New York
The Program Branch, headed by
BIC

11.3

ZEI

NIB

IBM

. .

EICCeilt
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The

Part You
Can't See
aThere is a connection between a "snake'
made out of rubber, today's planes that are
wrecking the Axis, and your business and
ours tomorrow.
A rubber "snake" made by the Johnson Rubber
Company makes the variable pitch propeller posjust one of
sible. It's a little part you can't see
the small parts that must operate perfectly to make
Uncle Sam's war machinery unbeatable.
This particular part is molded to a tolerance of one
it is a precision part in
thousandth of an inch
and it must remain lively and resilient
rubber
under extremes of temperature and high pressures
this is made possible by specifications rubber
produced by Johnson formulas.
Thousands of such small parts make the efficient,
unbeatable operation of America's war machines
all Johnson Rubber production today
possible
is for Uncle Sam.
There will come a day, though, when we all have

...

...

...

...

...

k

to think about transferring the boys' names from
the honor roll to the pay roll, and getting back to
our regular job of supplying a peacetime market.
To meet that great day with a minimum of time
waste is important to the boys coming back . . .
and important to you.
Lay your plans now. Let us help you. Johnson engi-

neers and designers can help you solve problems
in your post war products ... and come up with the
right answers in the right kind of rubber in the
specific part you need . . and this precision in
rubber perfected in wartime will serve you well
in peacetime.
.

...

but
We will be ready to supply you when the time comes
then.
not
now
the time to think about it and plan ahead is

...

The JOHNSON RUBBER Co. . Middlefield, Ohio
MOLDED

&

RUBBERPARTS FOR INDUSTRY'S VITAL ASSEMBLIES
EXTRUDED RUBBER

Indispensable in War-Essential in Peace

ELECTRONICS

-
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F. S. Boland, screens and correlates
the requirements of all programs for
the procurement, manufacture and
distribution of electronic equipment
for the armed forces, for export and

you manufacture meters,
crystals, condensers, tubes
. . . electronic components
or equipment . . . Mobile
will gladly supply the answers to the questions asked
below. Only Mobile offers
program-controlled or manually -set atmospheric conditions to meet all of your
If

requirements. Wherever
standard models are not
suitable, we will build to
specifications. May we work
with you?

Will it test more

... faster?

Is it automatic in operation?
Does it require minimum attention?
Does it bulk small yet have large capacity?
How much power is consumed in operation?
Does it meet critical specifications of the Army and Navy?

Will it duplicate atmospheric conditions up to 80,000 feet?
Blood donors are needed immediately

.

.

.

.

see your local Red Cross

MOBILE REFRIGERATION
DIVISION

OF

38-32 54th Street

S. F. BOWSER

&

COMPANY, INC.
Woodside, L.

I.,

N. Y.

for essential civilian requirements.
The chief operating function of the
branch is to plan and supervise the
operations of the Controlled Materials Plan with respect to the electronics industry at the claimant
agency, or consumer, level as distinguished from the distribution or
manufacturers' level. It establishes
statistical controls and systems necessary to know the current status of
requirements, production and materials flow. It is the principal point of
contact for the claimant agencies and
presents statements of requirements
to the Division Requirements Committee, where determination is made
as to allocation of materials among
claimants.
The Distribution and Scheduling
Branch under A. J. Wilson, Chief, is
concerned with receiving and processing applications for critical materials and scheduling production and
delivery of products and critical components.
The Domestic and Foreign Branch,
headed by Frank H. McIntosh, is responsible for production and distribution of components and equipment for broadcasting stations, international communications systems,
public address systems and ship -to shore communications. All matters
pertaining to civilian radio requirements are handled through this
branch.
The Field Service Branch, under
Frank S. Horning, administers and
executes all problems pertaining to
field problems outside the Washington level. It is made up of 37 Radio
and Radar Specialists in 13 regional
offices throughout the country who
coordinate the activities of producers
of electronic equipment.
Working
with the regional offices, manufacturers are in a position to get proper
interpretations of L and M orders
pertaining to the industry. Manufacturers are also advised to take up
their manpower and labor problems
with these regional offices, which follows the general WPB decentralization program for operations as far
as possible through the local field
representatives.
The Administrative Section deals
with office services within the Division.

November 1943
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GRANTED
MASTER ENGINEERING TAKES NOTHING FOR
It would be a fallacy to attempt the
construction of a project as big as the
Boulder Dam without careful engineering and planning. Specialized radio
equipment requires this same careful
consideration of the most minute details. It is, however, the combination of
good engineering and productive skill
that provides really dependable results.
Technical Radio Company is in the
business of manufacturing radio com-

Sketch of Boulder Dam

under construction

74

I

munication equipment...everything
from tiny parts to complete radio transmitters. Techrad engineers are firm,
believers in the principle that anything
worth building at all is worth building well. The wisdom of this policy is
clearly evident today, for the products
of Techrad are dependably filling many
important jobs in the war. The master
oscillator, illustrated, represents months
of development work and is simply one
of many exacting components, designed
for specific applications.
Today Techrad is devoting all its time
and skill to the winning of the victory.

Remember the name "Techrad," for
when this war is over you may find here
the solution to some of your problems.

PRODUCTS
TECHRAD
SINCE 1925
Technical Radio Company
275 NINTH STREET
CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO
ELECTRONICS

-
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The appointment of Peter L. Jensen of Chicago as an industry specialist, in charge of matters relating
to production of speakers and vibrators in the Components Section,
is of interest to the industry. Mr.
Jensen formerly was vice president
and director of RMA and also chairman of RMA's Amplifier and Sound
Equipment Division.
Another change in the Radio and
Radar Division should be noted. J.
Milton Lowenstein, chief of the Material Section, has resigned and enlisted in the Army as a private. Acting chief of the section is H. L.
Gaston.

Radio Technical
Planning Board
THE

RADIO

TECHNICAL

Planning

Board held its first meeting September 29, at the Roosevelt Hotel, New
York. The following industry and
service groups sent representatives
and alternates : American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, American
Radio Relay League, FM Broadcasters, Inc., Institute of Radio Engineers, International Association of

In base to plane communication one of the

vital contrib-

uting factors toward the accuracy of pin point tuning is
precision gears, and we are proud to say that QUAKER
CITY GEARS are playing

their part in assuring this accuracy.

uaker City Gear Works
INCORPORATED

1910-32 NORTH FRONT

STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

Broadcasters, National Independent
Broadcasters, Radio Manufacturers
Association, Aeronautical Radio, Inc.,
International Association of Chiefs
of Police. Dr. W. R. G. Baker was appointed chairman of the RTPB for a
term of one year. The Board will
function under a plan of organization
and procedure which was adopted at
the meeting.
The objectives of the RTPB shall
be to formulate plans for the technical future of the radio industry and
services, including frequency allocations and systems standardization, in
accordance with the public interest
and the technical facts, and to advise government, industry and the
public of its recommendations. Such
planning shall be restricted to engineering considerations.
The sponsors of the RTPB shall
be those nonprofit associations and
societies which have an important
interest in radio and which indicate
a willingness to cooperate in achieving the objectives of the RTPB. The
list of sponsors at the time of formation consisted of those present at
the first meeting.

ELECTRONICS
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ALTITUDE:
Inside this new RCA plastic altitude
chamber, aircraft radio equipment
is taking a ride at 40,000 feet. As
the pressure drops inside the sealed,
transparent walls, expert eyes observe every part of the radio mechanism. Defects in design, details of
faulty construction that would remain hidden until actual high -altitude flights, can be noticed at a
glance right on the ground-and
corrected before the radio is installed in a plane.
For pilots it means greater safety,

40,000

better performance, dependability
of the radio equipment might mean difficulty for a
courageous crew.
RCA's new all -plastic test chamber represents another step form
in aviation radio research. Because

-where failure

it is entirely transparent-it enables
engineers to study the whole set
at once, to check for high altitude
flash-overs and leaks at the same
time, to look for tuning shifts and
"breathing" parts in the set simultaneously.

.

,

FEET
This most advanced of high -altitude
test chambers is typical of RCA's
many facilities for aviation radio

research. Today that research
but one goal to help make

armed might

in the air
America's
the most powerful and effective flying force in the world. From that
war -time research will come the
knowledge, the skills, and
the technique that will
help keep America's wings
the mightiest and most
useful known to man.

RCA AVIATION RADIO
RCA Victor Division

ELECTRONICS

-

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Camden, N. J.
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Assign Responsibility for
the Whole Job to the

RADEX

"Production Laboratory"

- of small
fractional 11. P. motors for
aircraft and radio work
If you need small fractional
H.P. motors for any war application, you can, with complete confidence, give us full responsibility
for design, engineering and production. You'll save time, money
and get a unit that meets your
exact specifications for efficiency
and performance. Radex is a
"production laboratory"... well
equipped for laboratory development work on difficult engineering jobs. Resources are ample for
large volume production requiring the highest standards of precision workmanship and quality
of materials. We have engineered
and produced various types of
small, fractional H.Y. motors,

including
DYNAMOTORS
GENERATORS
CONVERTERS
VENTILATING MOTORS
RAND SWITCH MOTORS
SPEED REDUCTION MOTORS
HEATER MOTORS

Dry Batteries for WERS

bombers. Electronic laboratories, a
radio room and a machine shop are
DRY BATTERIES that have passed their
included.
shelf -life expiration date have been
At the dedication exercises of the
acquired by the OCD and will be dis- hangar, a plaque
was unveiled by the
tributed free to WERS stations that widow of Col. Douglas M. Kilpatrick,
request them. The batteries have chief of the bombing branch of the
been spot-checked, and, although a Materiel Command at Wright
Field,
few may last only a short time, the who was killed in a plane crash in
majority are expected to give, satis- 1942. He was one of the first to
factory service in emergency equip- foresee the possibilities of an elecment.
tronic autopilot for bombers, deThere are 26 different types of bat- scribed elsewhere in this issue of
teries available and their voltages ELECTRONICS.
range from 1.5 to 162 volts. Applications for batteries should be made to
the WERS radio aide of the local De- London News Letter
fense Corps who will transmit the
By JOHN H. JUPE
request to the State radio aide. DisLondon Correspondent
tribution will be made on the basis of
the number of stations in operation Science Training. A
number of
in each state on September 1.
people in Britain are getting worried about the training of future
scientists and the matter has crysLicensed WERS Stations by States
tallized recently in the action of the
Alabama
45 Nebraska
lil
Institute of Physics setting up a
Arizona
7 New Hampshire
7
California
267 New Jersey
235
special committee to consider the
Colorado
2 New York
754
Connecticut
Dist. of Col.
Florida
Georgia
Illinois

Indiana
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Montana

441
27
44

North Carolina

40

Ohio
Oregon

664

1,

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
6 Vermont
191 Virginia
509 Washington
112 West Virginia
17

312

223
210
50
26

62
15

79
12

9

32
7

20
78
H

J

Wisconsin
Wyoming

25

Electronic Lab in Hangar
THE FUTURE SIZE of bombing planes

was an important factor in the design of a new hangar recently built
for the aeronautical electronics laboratory of Minneapolis -Honeywell

Regulator Co. After consultation
with the Air Corps, the hangar was
made large enough to house five large

matter. This committee, under the
chairmanship of Sir Lawrence
Bragg, has just issued its report
and the proposals make interesting
reading. The present scholarship
system is criticized and its replacement by a system of Government allowances to students is recommended. This overcomes a difficulty
very common in Britain, namely,
that those who win scholarshis
often cannot proceed with the advanced studies owing to insufficient
private income.
It is also pointed out that great
specialization in one science, physics, for example, is undesirable.
Other sciences should be included
right up to the time that a man fin-

Production Test Equipment
IMPEDANCE MATCHING BRIDGE

COILS-universal, progressive
and paper section
POCKETRACER

Write for further information.We have open
facilities to serve you. Radex Corporation

minnE

POLIS - f10rlEYWi«LL

1308 Elston Avenue, Chicago 22, Illinois
tgA'etR

iS31:'::.

¢vii.^\

fsr'44..

;rMlliiiïlilliiárïltltlllfflnIilltlüilHin811131®
t`
""x""g <<> 'nf'tt!T

[..1s.ger511$!me?7ftFfri..

1ane5

,

Design

Engineering

Production

The longest single span truss ever fabricated and erected by the American
Bridge Co. went into the construction of this hangar for bombers. Viewed
from beneath the wing of a Flying Fortress, the doorway is 34 feet high
and 180 feet wide and has no obstructions
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Nereus

THE ONLY VARIABLE RESISTOR
with a SOLID MOLDED ELEMENT

Cross-section view showing how terminals are
imbedded in solid,
molded resistor element.

The resistor element in the Allen-Bradley Type J

Bradleyometer has substantial thickness (approx.
1/32 in. thick) and is molded as a single unit with
the insulation, terminals, face plate, and threaded
bushing. It is not a film, spray, or paint type resistor.
Reliability and compactness are assured by this

simple construction which eliminates all rivets,
welded or soldered connections, and conducting
paints. During manufacture, resistor material may
be varied throughout its length to provide prac-

tically any resistance -rotation curve. Bradleyometers
meet Army and Navy 200 -hour salt spray tests.
Bradleyometers are the only continuously adjustable composition type resistors (only one inch in
diameter) having a rating of two watts with a good
safety factor. Available in resistance values as low
as 50 ohms. They can be supplied for rheostat or
potentiometer uses, with or without a switch. Write
for specifications today. Allen-Bradley Company,
110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.

FIXED RESISTORS

Type GB Insulated

Type
Type

J

Bradleyometers may be used separately or in dual or

triple construction to fit any particular control need.

EB

Insulated

1

-Watt Fixed Resistor

1 -Watt

Fixed Resistor

Sectional views of Bradleyunits showing the molded homogeneous resistor material, insulation, and imbedded lead wires.

ALLEiNI-BRAD L EY
FIXED & VARIABLE RADiI

QUAUTV

ELECTRONICS

-- Norember

RESISTORS
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The Newest Development

in Military Headsets !
This new headset was designed to
fit under the new helmet that pro-

tects the soldier's head and neck. A

small soft plug fits into the ear, pro-

viding a more effective seal against

outside noises. Because the plug type
earpiece focuses the sound directly into
the ear, these new receivers have a tre-

mendously higher fidelity of response. The
inserts are made of neoprene, thus requiring

almost no strategic material. Now a complete,

all-purpose headset may be issued to each telephone and radio operator individually.
These new headphones are manufactured under
the most rigid Signal Corps specifications. They are made
to operate at 40° below zero and 170° above zero ... and in
the extremes of arid to the most humid climates.
Power requirement is much less than required by the older
type of headset. The response is very flat and is uniform
within 8 Dbs from 400 to 2200 cycles and approximately
15 Dbs from 100 to 3500 cycles. Produces an average of
10 dynes cm2 at an input of 6 microwatts.

ishes his University training. Furthermore, even after he has graduated there should be post graduate
courses both in theoretical and experimental matters to enable him to
keep abreast of the rapid developments in his chosen subject.
Contact with industry is considered to be very important to the
student and although a number of
suggestions have been made, the
Institute of Physics Committee declines to say which it considers the
best, as so much depends on circumstances.
I think that the most interesting
recommendation in the report is
for an increased study of the English language and literature in order that physicists may be able "to
express themselves in clear, precise
and attractive English". This seems
to be very sound advice as I know
from practical experience that many
engineers are good men at their
jobs and yet fail badly when it
comes to incorporating an account
of their work in a report for the
"Chief" to read.

Radiolocation or . . .? Now that a
few details of this invention have
been released discussion has started
as to which is the best name. I
have seen the American name
praised on the grounds that it is
"short and sweet" but others claim
that the British name gives a better idea of what the thing does.
Many of us in the radio and electronic field had a shrewd idea of

BRITISH UNIVERSITY IN
WARTIME

Consolidated Radio's modern mass production
methods can supply signal corps and other headphone units in quantities to contractors.
In a British university, Craftsmen Haddon
Judson (left) a prewar London insurance

collector and Lance Corporal Alan Peters,
a prewar surveyor have changed their
occupations and are now studying radio.
The photograph shows them checking the
frequency of transmissions in their class
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ER Tu RN ER FLEXIBLE SHAFTI NG
MANY of the mechanical weapons
of this war are "quicker on the
trigger," because of WALKER TURNER FLEXIBLE SHAFTING. Its action
is as positive in the stratosphere as

on land.

As one of the largest manufacturers of
flexible shaft machines for industry,
we have had ample opportunity to

observe the performance of the
shafting we produce. It is designed to give unfailing service

wa

er-

urne

corn WM. inc.

PLAInFIELO. n.J.
u. SM.

ELECTRONICS

-

under the most difficult operating
conditions. That is one reason why
aircraft manufacturers, and others
who use flexible shafting for important applications, specify "Walker Turner".
If you have a problem in remote
control or power transmission, get in

touch with us. We have the answers
to a lot of questions in our files.
WALKER -TURNER COMPANY, INC.

14113 Berckman Street, Plainfield,

N. J.

FLEXIBLE SHAFTING
FOR REMOTE CONTROL AND POWER TRANSMISSION
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what was in the wind long before
any official announcement was

CHERRY

made.

To anybody who was ac-

quainted with British patents the
very name of Watson-Watt told a
good story, as for several years before the war his name had been
coupled with patents connected with
radio direction finding, radio compasses, cathode-ray tubes, etc.
Just before war broke out I made
a special trip to a certain plant to
gather details of a cathode-ray compass: The tube was supported in
gimbals and the beam, deflected by
the Earth's field, caused electrical
changes for a new type of mariners
compass. All this was quite clear, as
the device had been shown at a public exhibition in January, 1939. However, a few hours before I arrived
there had been a frantic telephone
call from a government department
forbidding the manufacturer to show
me anything. I have often laughed at
how some obscure government official must have decided that what had
been public must suddenly become
a mechanical
secret.

BLIND
RIVET

EASY

JOBS
alloy. It

is

The Cherry Rivet is

blind rivet made of aluminum

Revised IRE Program

applied by one man using a power or hand oper-

ated gun. No bucking bar

is

THE PROGRAM of the IRE Fall meet-

required.

Its positive mechanical action gives it high shear and

ing at the Sagamore Hotel, Rochester, New York on Nov. 8 and 9 has
been revised to include a paper entitled "Twenty-Eight Volt Operation
of Electron Tubes", by Walter R.
Jones of Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc. This will be given at the 2:00
p.m. technical session on Monday,
November 8. The complete program
for the two-day meeting appeared in
the October issue of ELECTRONICS.

fatigue

and
values which have been proved under the severe vibration
stress conditions encountered in combat

aircraft.

There are undoubtedly many places in your business where
reCherry Blind Rivets can be used to speed production and
plans for
duce manufacturing costs. Before completing your
the
any new products or manufacturing methods, investigate

possibilities of this new but proved way of riveting.

Popular Bibliography
to ultrahigh frequencies prepared by Miss Elizabeth
Kelsey, engineering correlator for the
Zenith Radio Corp., has been enthusiastically received by thousands
of engineers, physicists, teachers
and men in the communications divisions of the armed forces. So great
has been the response that a new
book has been issued, containing not
only additions to the reference guide
but also a section that comprises
brief biographical sketches of the
great men of science who have contributed, directly or basically, to the
development of present-day techniques. These are presented in Part
A REFERENCE

..

the self plugging type with brazier and
countersunk heads... the hollow
type with both styles of heads.
From

left to right

.

WRITE FOR HANDBOOK. Get the
complete story on Cherry Rivets in
Handbook A-43. Address Dept. A-120,
Cherry Rivet Company, 231 Winston
Street, Los Angeles 13, California.

CHERRY RIVETS, THEIR MANUFACTURE AND APPLICATION
ARE COVERED BY U. S. PATENTS ISSUED AND PENDING.

LOS

A N G

E

LES,

CALIFORNIA

GUIDE
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LOOKING
FOR

TROUBLE
You wouldn't find it much fun, sitting on
a hill looking for Japs. That's what this
soldier is doing, on a battlefield somewhere in the South Pacific. Every tree,
every bush, every slightest movement must
may
be scrutinized carefully. Everything
look peaceful enough, but there's plenty
of trouble out there. And the big idea
is to track it down, before it finds you.

for trouble. With
This young lady, too, is on the lookout
pivots to be used in Simpson
a microscope she is examining
electrical instruments and testing equipment.
been processed enFrom start to finish these pivots have
on ends in true
tirely right in the Simpson plant. Rounded
specially heat -treated to make them hard
spherical form
vibration .. .
for long wear, tough to withstand shocks and
rusting.
ground and lapped to a mirror finish to prevent

...

preTo the naked eye each one is a model of delicate.
this young lady's
cision. But Simpson doesn't stop there. It is
might affect an
job to search out any microscopic flaw that
instrument's accuracy.

manufacThe same meticulous care attends every step of
forth to
ture. Why? Because Simpson instruments are going
the fighting.
posts of vital importance, on the home front and
all we
fronts alike. Because it is our job not only to make
can, but to make them the best we can.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200-5218 Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois

o
INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE
Stamps for Victory
Buy War Bonds and

ELECTRONICS
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one of the book, which begins with

Pythagoras and Thales and follows
through to men of the present day,
giving interesting highlights in the

WORDS

NOISE

lives of each.
Part two contains a comprehensive bibliography of published works
on ultrahigh frequencies and contains
references to books, Proceedings of
the IRE and miscellaneous engineering publications. These are listed under ten subheads and include VHF
wave guides, tubes, measurements,
wave propagation and use in aviation.
The book is entitled Trail Blazers
to Radionics and Reference Guide to
Ultra High Frequencies and is available: with the compliments of the
Zenith Radio Corp. Requests for
copies should be sent to E. Kelsey,
Zenith Radio Corp., 680 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WGAR-WHBC Frequency

Changes

Examples from the
List of KELLOGG
Military Products

THE FCC HAS ANNOUNCED a proposed

Put yourself in a fighter pilot's shoes ... fighting
off enemy planes far from your base
desperately
trying to keep in radio communication with your fighting friends. In the midst of deafening gun and engine
noise
so loud you can't hear your own voice ..
you speak and you know your words will get through
clearly, in spite of the roar that fills your cockpit. Because you're wearing throat microphones-a pair of
tiny, compaçt `,;mikes" that fit snugly against the throat.
Words are picked up directly from the vocal cords.
Outside noises can't get in to garble your message.
What's more, this modern microphone leaves your
hands free for the tough job of flying as you fight.
And when you land safely at your base, and inspect
that throat microphone, you might find -the name
"Kellogg" stamped on it. For this company is supplying
them to the Armed Forces, along with great quantities
of other types of communication and industrial electrical
equipment. Some of these products, all the result of fine
engineering and precision manufacture, as shown here.

...

Capacitors-Wax and

...

Oil

Impregnated

f5i,
(

v1

e

Multlcontact Plugs
and Sockets

Head and Chest Sets

.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.
6638 So. Cicero Ave., Chicago 38, Illinois

Band Switches

WHERE

Volume Controls

Radio Noise Filters

ENGINEERING
AND RESEARCH'
RUILD

,4:1 '

'38

FOR WAR AND PEACE

decision to grant the application of
WGAR to change its frequency from
1480 kc to 1220 kc, paving the way
for 50,000-watt operation on the new
frequency after the war. An increase in nighttime power from 1,000
to 5,000 watts and a change in transmitter site are included.
The change will not involve the
use of critical materials since the station has crystals for 1220 kc and sufficient wire for transmission line on
hand. A portion of the copper wire
necessary for the ground system is
also on hand and additional wire will
be obtained by salvaging the former
ground system of WJR, Detroit. A
farmhouse will be employed to house
the transmitter. The cost of moving
towers and equipment has been estimated at about $5,000.
A construction permit is to be
granted to WHBC, Canton, to occupy
the old frequency of WGAR, 1480
kc, when that station vacates the
channel. WHBC will lease the WGAR
auxiliary transmitter, including
crystals and coupling equipment.
Seven 22 -foot sections of the present
492 -foot tower will be removed and
used to form an additional tower
for _a directional antenna.
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fit

(Photograph Actual Size)

Relay Explosion Proof and Dust Proof;
serves as effective arc quench.

Sealed Chamber-Makes

Excess

Capacity-Rated at 25 amperes; operates satisfactorily
at 50 amperes; tested without failure at 120 amperes
high inductive load.

Standard model above (S47D) weight only
4.7 ounces; overall dimensions as follows: Height,
21/64"; Length (less base),
9/16"; Width,
7/16"; Overall of base, 2 1/16"; Mounting holes,
center to center, 3/4".

Light and Compact-

I

I

1

I

Action- Overtravel spring insures positive
pressure and instant "break" release.

Positive

contact

Proof-Factory adjusted and sealed; protection against
unauthorized re -adjustments.

Tamper

worn from excessive use contacts may
the field, thus providing new surfaces
without disturbing adjustment.

Reversible Contacts-lf
be reversed in

SEALED MIDGET
RELAY
Exidedeoft ,etood./

P'te&44« made!

f«aj6ected4
defiza al/tetrad

- 3.6
at
load
watts. Contact Rating. 25 amps. inductive
30 volts.

Specifications-Normal Coil Rating. 24 volt

-

150 m. a.

Unit has withstood Army tests, including overload;
vibration 55 cycles per second with .06" excursion;
acceleration of 10 gravity units; salt spray tests of
240 hours duration.

ELECTRONICS

-

PRODUCTS SUPPLY CO.
Affiliated with Electrical Products Corp.
1140 Venice Blvd.

Los Angeles 15, Calif.
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New Tubes
THREE NEW TUBES have been an-

nounced by RCA -Victor Division of
RCA and are available to equipment
manufacturers for use in connection
with WPB rated orders.
One of the new tubes is the 9006,
a midget diode for VHF use, having
a resonant frequency of about 700
Mc. It has a peak plate current rating of 15 ma and a peak inverse plate
voltage of 750 volts.
Two power amplifier pentodes are
combined in a GT -type glass envelope
in the 12L8 -GT, another new type.
They have a common cathode and
each section can handle a power output of one watt with ten percent distortion in class A operation. Pushpull or parallel connection of the sections may be used. The heater requires 0.15 ampere.
The third tube announced is the
6AK6, a power amplifier pentode of
the miniature type, whose electrical
characteristics are essentially the
same as the 6G6 -G. In class A operation a single tube can handle a maximum signal output of 1.1 watts with
ten percent distortion.
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Type 9006, a midget
diode, has double
leads to plate and cathode for VHF

RICE.

11
Type 6AK6, miniature
power amplifier pentode, electrically similar to 6G6 -G

Type 12L8 -GT, double pentode power amplifier with common cathode

Science Talent Search
take a
special aptitude examination in their
home communities between December 3 and 27. The 40 that pass and
otherwise qualify will attend a fiveday session of the Science Talent Institute in Washington next February. Final tests during the sessions
will determine scholarship awards
provided by Westinghouse.
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS will
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PERMANENT MAGNETS MAY DO IT BETTER

1910

1934

1917

1943

1939

INCREASE OF MAGNETIC ENERGY OUTPUT SINCE 1910

GOING

Up.

. . . THROUGH DEVELOPMENT!

shows the increase in permanent magnet energy due to metallurgical research during the past 33 years.
THIS CHART

From 1910's conventional horseshoe
magnets to today's intricate rotor magnets,
we've constantly developed new shapes
and new applications from these new
metals. And doing this one job especially
well has made possible countless new
products, including some of the war's most
complicated devices.
If you are planning war or post-war products, we'd like to suggest that you consider

incorporating the principle of the permanent magnet-and that you utilize the services of the largest exclusive maker in this
field. Chances are that permanent magnets
will improve the functions and increase
the uses of your products, and they may
even bring to light possibilities that you
hadn't thought of before.
Though our plant is devoted entirely to
war orders, our engineers will be glad to
consult with you. Write for the address of
our office nearest you and a copy of our
30 -page "Permanent Magnet Manual."

and Increase Production!
Two Ways to Back the Attack: Buy More War Bonds

PRODUCTS
INDIANA STEEL
G
we

* SPECIALISTS
6

ELECTRONICS

NORTH

IN

PERMANENT

MICHIGAN

AVENUE

MAGNETS
CHICAGO

2,

SINCE

1

9

1

0

ILLINOIS
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British Engineers Election
AT THE EIGHTEENTH

annual general
meeting of the British Institution of
Radio Engineers, held in London,
Sir Louis Sterling was unanimously
re-elected president for the coming
year. Vice -Admiral the Lord Louis
Mountbatten, who was recently
placed in charge.,, f the Allied command: in Central'.'sia, was elected a
viée-presidelt ;°"'as were Sir William
Noble, Leslie McMichael, James Robinson, and Air Vice Marshal R. S.
Aitken.

Electronic Megaphones
megaphones
manufactured by Guided Radio Corporation of New York for the Navy
are also, according to the company,
supplied to vessels of the Maritime
Commission and War Shipping Administration. In addition, the megaphones are used by the Army Transport Service and the Coast Guard
and have been supplied to some lendlease vessels.
PORTABLE

5aéc«14 ÄMcOIL
Many manufacturers present American Coils Company with difficult testing problems. A typical
problem solved by Amcoil was as follows:

TEM PER A TUR E_The product had

to withstand a temperature
drop of from room temperature to minus 95° F. in 105
minutes. Amcoil did it in 90 minutes. It then had to come
back to room temperature in 35 minutes. Amcoil did it
in 30 minutes.
From room temperature it had to rise to 160° F. in 35

minutes. Amcoil did it in 30 minutes.

ELECTRONIC

OWI Reviews War

Communications

A SUMMARY OF U. S. communications

in the war has been issued by the OfWar Information on the basis
of data supplied by eight government
fice of

agencies and labor and industrial orPortions of the report
-This same product had to operate under the follow- ganizations.
that concern radio and electronic subing conditions:
jects follow.
1. 140° F. at 95% relative humidity for 1/2 hour.
Military communications form one
2. 140° F. at 30% relative humidity for 1 hour, change to
of the biggest parts of the picture,
100° F. and 20% relative humidity and hold for 1/2 hour. and the great
numbers of men en3. Return to 95% relative humidity at 100° F. and hold for
rolled in the Signal Corps and in the
1/2 hour.
Naval Communications Service, as
4. Hold at 75° F. and 50% relative humidity for 18 hours. well as the vast amounts of communiModel RTC1-AA with humidity attachment, cations equipment used by these
occupying a floor space of only 42" deep x 71" services, account in large measure
wide x 911/2" high, with net interior dimensions for the manpower and equipment
of 52" long x 30" deep x 271/2" high solved this shortages in civilian communications.
The Signal Corps alone is now
problem with ease. A cross -ambient control prevents overshooting at humidities and tempera- twice the size of the peacetime regutures close to actual room conditions.
lar Army and numbers 280,000 men
Amcoil manufactures a complete line of atmos- and 28,000 officers. In addition, large
pheric and stratospheric testing equipment to numbers of communications personmeet your requirements. Special testing problems nel are distributed among the other
not covered by our regular line are handled indi- branches of the Army as airplane
vidually by Amcoil's war -seasoned engineers. and tank radio operators, "walkietalkie" and "handy -talkie" carriers
and message runners. Many selectees without technical background
25-27 LEXINGTON STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
but with high IQ's have been given
4978
Signal Corps communications train -

HUMIDITY

e
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0.00002 to 10,000 VOLTS !

BALLANTINE
ELECTRONIC

AC

VOLTMETER

AND ACCESSORIES
MODEL 300
ELECTRON IC
VOLT M E T E R

MODEL 505
ARTIFICIAL EAR

MODEL 220
DECADE AMPLIFIER

MODEL 402
MULTI PLIE R
MODEL VP-5

This enormous range of voltages-five hundred million to one-is accurately covered by our Model 300
Electronic Voltmeter and some of the accessories
shown above. Frequency range 10 to 150,000 cycles.
Accuracy 2% over most of the range. AC operation.
Five decade ranges with logarithmic scale make readings especially easy. Uniform decibel scale also provided. Over a thousand of these instruments are
giving excellent service in Government, commercial
and university laboratories and factories.
Send for Bulletin 8

ELECTRONICS

-

VIBRATION
PICKUP
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First ROTOBRIDGE
Next

CML 1400

ELECTRONIC GENERATOR

And Now

CML 420
ELECTRONIC GENERATOR
ANOTHER GREAT SOURCE OF

TEST POWER
FREQUENCY RANGE:

50

POWER OUTPUT:

300

FREQUENCY CONTROL:

dial, direct reading
linear scale in two ranges
50 -500; 500-5,000 Cycles. Calibration better than 5%.

fo 5,000 Cycles in

2 Bands

Watts Continuous

Single

Duty

-

for a source of test power capable of
continuous duty in the above ranges is now fully
answered in CML 1420.
The need

Frequency stability

is better than 2% over a 24 -hour
period after initial warm-up. Normal performance is
considered at either 120 or 270 Volts R.M.S. output
where the change in output voltage from no load to
full will not exceed 4%. Output voltage may be continuously varied with same degree of regulation from
80 to 140 volts on the 120 volt tap and the output
transformer, and from 180 to 300 volts on the 270
volt tap.

Descriptive Bulletin Sent on Request

COMMUNICATION
MEASUREMENTS
LABOR AT O R Y
120 GREENWICH ST.

NEW YORK 6, N. Y.
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ing in fifty military and 268 civilian
schools.
Mature men with specialized background are still needed by the Signal
Corps: the Corps could use all the
electrical engineers and electronic
physicists that it could find. As to
equipment and parts, the Signal
Corps had at the end of 1942 slightly
exceeded its procurement objectives.
As a result of the great mobility
of units and their frequently wide
separation from one another, radio
communications far outweigh wire
communications in this war even in
the Army. Of the Signal Corps' $5,000,000,000 communications equipment procurement program for this
year, approximately 90 percent is
destined to be spent on radio.
Total radio production in this
country, which about a year ago
stood at $30,000,000 a month, is now
up to $250,000,000 a month, a considerably greater rate of increase than
that of total war production. All
such production is for the armed
services.
Home Receivers

If automobile sets are included,
there are 60,000,000 receiving sets
in the United States. Since there are
only about 31,000,000 "radio families" in the country, it is apparent
that a number of American families
own more than one radio.
Many domestic receiving sets are
deteriorating from age and lack of
adequate service, the greatest difficulty being in the securing of tubes.
During the early part of this year
large numbers of tubes destined for
civilian use were taken over by the
armed services, and, though the civilian program is being pushed, the supply is still tight.
The chief bottleneck in the manufacture of tubes is not in material
but in labor. A number of manufacturers are now setting up feeder plants for tube -making in areas
where labor is available.
Broadcast Stations
The FCC has made an inventory of
excess radio equipment in the hands
of radio stations throughout the
country and available for purchase
by other stations. Catalogues listing
this equipment and its location can
be consulted by stations.
At the suggestion of the War Production Board, the FCC ordered
domestic broadcast stations, to make

ELECTRONICS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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They wanted

-.

METAL STRIP

EDGE VIEW OF A PAGE

FROM TRIS MAGAZINE

EDGE VIEW OF

0.00075 -INCH

3

NICKEL STRIP

MAGNIFIED APPROX. 25 TIMES

the thickness of

THIS PAPER
... and they found that 0.00075 -inch
strip with exactly the combination of
properties they wanted is a regular commercial product in IN CO Nickel Alloys

Whenever you need a metal with a
combination of unusual properties .. .
Look for a ready answer among the
INCO Nickel Alloys. It makes little difference whether you want heavy hot rolled plate two inches thick, or strip
as thin as the foil illustrated here.
This strip is made of Pure Nickel for
a delicate electrical application which
requires corrosion resistance and high
mechanical properties in very fine
strip. Of course, every step throughout the repeated annealing and re rolling operations is a precise, critical
test of the metal rollers' skill. Even the
air must be kept clean, for a particle
of grit or dust on the metal could perforate it during the rolling operations.
Nevertheless, this thin nickel foil is a
regular commercial product of the
Somers Brass Company.
All of the 8 INCO Nickel Alloys are immune to
rust. All are high in strength and toughness. In

addition, each alloy has individual properties
that make it uniquely suited for special applications.
"Tremendous Trifles," a booklet which discusses the properties, sizes and forms of the
8 INCO Nickel Alloys, will be sent to you on request. The International Nickel Company, Inc..
67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

INCO NICKEL ALLOYS
ELECTRONICS

-

MONEL "K" MONEL "S" MONEL "R" MONEL
"KR" MONEL INCONEL "Z" NICKEL NICKEL

Sheet ...Strip ... Rod.

.

.

Tubing ... Wire

... Castings
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THE CANNON "DP"
The 40 contacts in the DPR, shown above, present a "force
problem" in disconnecting which is solved by the geared bail.
It is especially desirable in cramped or inaccessible quarters.
The DP series of connectors has been developed exclusively
by Cannon, in conjunction with airline engineering personnel,
for communications work in planes and tanks. Cannon DP's
are the highest development in electrical connectors of the
self-aligning type for use where space is limited and connections must be made speedily and with absolute certainty.
Cannon DP -D. Available with insert arrangements of 12 to 32 contacts
10,
15, 40 amp, and fromone to four co-

...

axials. A "quick change" connector.

Cannon DP -P. Generally classified as a

panel type although equally adaptable
to radio rack assembly. Has no standard shell ... insert assembly only.

New 24 -Page Bulletin on CANNON DP CONNECTORS
gives general information and description of parts, applications as well as dimensional sketches and tabular
matter. Write Dept. A-120, Cannon Electric Development Company, Los Angeles, California.

CANNON ELECTRIC
Cannon Electric Development Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Canadian Factory and Engineering Office: Cannon Electric
Co., Ltd., Toronto

REPRESENTATIVES

IN PRINCIPAL CITIES-CONSULT YOUR LOCAL

TELEPHONE BOOK
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operating changes to extend transmitter tube life. WPB simplified and
standardized parts for home radios
to assure wider maintenance and
repair. The FCC, in conjunction with
the Board of War Communications
(BWC) and the Army, has also arranged to silence any radio station in
danger of being used by enemy aircraft as a radio beacon.
Manpower shortages are severe
in manufacturing, maintenance, and
broadcasting. Young men have been
particularly predominant among the
employees of the industry, and the
need for their services in the Signal
Corps and Naval Communications
has led great numbers of them to
enlist. Others, although eligible for
draft deferment because of their employment in essential communication
jobs, have not accepted defermentand in some cases local draft boards
have not granted it.
In addition to performing much
wartime research in its laboratories,
the radio industry has contributed
much time and talent to the broadcasting of government war messages
-about $140,000,000 worth during
1942. Every station in the country
has been making between 9 and 12
announcements of war messages a
day, from material furnished by various government agencies through
the Office of War Information.
Among the stations contributing
this wartime service are the 170
domestic foreign -language stations,
broadcasting programs in 30 foreign
languages for about 1,500 hours a
week, aimed at the 25,000,000 inhabitants of this country, most of them
American citizens, who speak at least
one foreign language. Of these, there
are 11,000,000 whose primary language is not English, and 2,000,000
who neither speak English nor understand it.
Before Pearl Harbor a considerable amount of blatantly antidemocratic and pro -Axis propaganda had
gone out over some of the foreign language stations. The three existing Japanese -language programs
went off the air voluntarily when we
entered the war, but in certain other
programs spokesmen continued to
employ intonation, inflection and
selection of news items to put across
their anti-American views.
Now, three groups are concerned
with maintaining foreign -language
broadcast security : the FBI, which
checks personal history statements
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Throughout industry,

Stackpole solids molded
from powders are paving
the way to new, up-to-theminute efficiencies. These
products include not only
the better-known Stackpole
carbon, carbon -graphite, and composition products, including many precious
metal compositions, but also new, farreaching developments in solids formed
from molded iron and iron -nickel
powders. These latter utilize less critical materials, eliminate machining
operations, and can be produced rapidly
to exacting specifications. Our engineers will gladly cooperate in weighing
the possibilities of such developments
against your requirements.
TYPICAL STACKPOLE MOLDED PRODUCTS
Powder Iron and Iron -Nickel Components
Brushes and Contacts
(All carbon, graphite, metal and composition types)
Bearings Anodes Electrodes Welding Rods, Electrodes,
and Plates Pipe Brazing Blocks Brake Lining Packing,
Rheostat Plates, and Discs, etc.
Piston, and Seal Rings

STACKPOLE

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

Fixed and Variable Resistors
Molded Iron Cores Line Switches

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PA.

ETAL POWDER, GRAPHITE
ELECTRONICS

-

AND CARBON .PRODUCTS
217
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4CC(IR,4TE
FIXED WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS;

and fingerprints of all persons engaged in foreign -language broadcasts; the Office of Censorship, which
administers a voluntary "Code of
Wartime Practices" for the stations;
and the FCC, whose interest is in the
operation of licensed stations in the
public interest. The stations themselves are responsible for all material
which they broadcast, and censorship
is thus on a voluntary basis, exercised either by the individual stations
or through an industry committee,
the Foreign Language Radio Wartime Control.
Television, Facsimile and FM

The

development of television,
facsimile and FM broadcasting has
been considerably affected by the
war ; in each case postponement of
widened service has been forced by
shortages of materials and manpower.
Facsimile broadcasting is still restricted to commercial use only, in
connection with private point-topoint operations, but when its development and the development of FM
broadcasting are resumed, the two
will doubtless be carried on in conjunction with each other on a large
scale.
In the case of television, the FCC
limited the licensing of transmitters
to prevent the freezing of the technique at a low level of effectiveness.
Many new advances resulting from
.

All standard ranges
10 megohms. For

from a fraction of an ohm to

:

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
INSTRUMENTATION
RADIO
CONTROL APPARATUS
HIGH -VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS, ETC.

Standard tolerance 1%. (Commonly calibrated to
an accuracy of 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 of 1%.)

Non -Broadcast Radio

Write for Shallcross

AKRA-OHM Catalog.

HALLCRO55 MFG.
ENGINEERING
Dept.

SHALLCROSS
INSTRUMENTS

DESIGNING

E-11

Collingdale,

SHALLCROSS
BOND TESTERS

laboratory experimentation in connection with military devices will improve transmission and reception
when television is again allowed to
develop on a commercial basis.

CO.

MANUFACTURING
Pa.

SHALLCROSS
PRECISION SWITCHES
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Since our entry into the war, certain war plants have been permitted
to operate their own radio stations
for communication in case of emergency. The War Emergency Radio
Service, organized under the administration of the FCC and with the
cooperation of the Office of Civilian
Defense, includes several thousand
of the country's licensed radio operators, among them many of the licensed amateurs. These operators
stand ready to substitute VHF radio
communication for wire service, or
to supplement wire service, in case
of enemy bombings, other military
operations, or emergencies.
A number of the FCC's radio activities are directed toward the mainte -
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PARTS

BOTH IDENTICAL

Eliminates stocking more than one item.
Incorporates AMP Diamond Grip Insulation Support features.

SPLICING
TERMINAL
With

INSULATION

UPPORT

-

principle using only 2 identical
no third part to stock or lose.
parts
2. Four -point "Knife -Switch" wiping action assures
minimum contact drop through the coupling, and gives
a perfect electrical connection even under adverse
conditions.
3. AMP Diamond Grip insulation support gives maximum protection for insulation at
wire end of connection.
"PRECISION
ENGINEERING
4. Cannot be uncoupled by pull
tensile strain on
on the wire
APPLIED TO THE
the wire tends to further engage
END OF A WIRE"
the coupling.
5. Visual inspection after assembly. Wire goes through
the barrel of the splicing terminal, insuring against
possibility of wire being only partly inserted in the
barrel.
6. Makes a connection which will withstand any but
the most excessive abuses in service. Flexible copper
and simple construction permit easy return to original
shape if distorted in service.
7. Insulatïon sleeving slips over entire assembly with
ease. A fairly loose insulation sleeve expands to clasp
to remain firmly
oval formation of entire assembly
in place until removal.
8. Offset tongue acts as wire stop, preventing the
insertion of the wire to a point where it would interfere with the coupling.
9. AMP crimping tools make all three crimps in one
operation.
1. Unique locking

QUICK POSITIVE

SPLICE

Knife -Switch principle affords 4 surfaces
of direct contact to assure maximum conductivity through the coupling.

UNTIL
TAKEN APART

STAYS TOGETHER

.

INTENTIaNAILY
strength of splice is greater than
Tensile

that of the wire itself, yet assembly is
easily and quickly uncoupled when desired.

FIRMLY

OF ASSEMBLY
CONTOUR
TUBING
INSULATION
HOLDS

With the tubing in place the splice cannot be accidentally disconnected.

-

-

AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS INC.
iK
M.QiN
1521-31 N. FOURTH ST.

HARRISBURG, PENNA.
TELEPHONE: HARRISBURG 4-0101
Canadian Representative: A &
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nance of safety at sea. The Commission has set up special requirements
for receivers to be used on board
U. S. vessels, and gives its approval
only to those types of receivers which
do not radiate signals that could attract the attention of enemy raiders.
FCC men guard the special frequencies which ships use to send SOS
(Ship Sinking) and SSS (Submarine
Sighted) signals. When such a signal is heard the Anti -Submarine
Command of the Army Air Forces is
notified; planes are sometimes on
their way to the scene within five
minutes.

+.00WHAT

IHternational Broadcastiug
All 14 of the

°

fl!

1110,t0N li1i=Y.(ll

c.

a l«a

-

Frequency Dial
direct
reading in cycles per
second
Jackson Audio
Oscillator.

-

Integrity of Design
There is a "hidden" plus feature in all
Jackson instruments --that we like to
call Integrity of Design. Which
simply means that
from inception
through every stage of development
-they are constructed with a view

-

to performance, before price.
Every Jackson electrical

country's privately

owned short-wave broadcasting stations and eight commercial communications transmitters formerly used
for point-to-point telephone, program
or radiophoto service, have been
leased jointly for the duration of the
war by the Office of War Information
and the Coordinator of Inter -American Affairs (CIAA). Twenty-two
new transmitters are now being
added, and on their completion the
commercial transmitters, considerably lower -powered, will be dropped.

instrument-

multimeter, tube tester, signal analyzer, or whatever-is built to one
simple design principle: specified limits of accuracy under anticipated
service conditions. In other words,
Jackson instruments are built, first of

all, to

fit the job. And that

spells

OWI's international message, the
"Voice of America," is aimed at five
listening groups enemy areas, Axis
occupied areas, neutral countries, the
United Nations, and Allied occupied
areas. It is heard 24 hours a day in
more than 40 languages and dialects.
To supplement this coverage, more
:

Integrity of Design-whether called
by that name, or some other.

Certain Jackson instruments continue
available subject to W.P.B. regulations. We still offer a wartime maintenance and repair service for Jackson Customers.
Please write us of
your needs.

WIRELESS TOWER

'All Jackson employees-a full 100%

-are

buying War Bonds on a pay-

roll deduction plan. Let's all go
all-out for Victory.

JAS SON
J'terWiewit

J044 vm,~4

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, DAYTON,
OHIO
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An unusual control and communication
tower at one of General Doolittle's medium
bomber bases in North Africa, is constructed of empty oil drums. It may not be
pleasing to look at but it serves its purpose and uses material readily available
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METALLIC
RECTI FIERS
Copper
Sulphide

or
Selenium

2HE KEY to many a puzzling new in-

dustrial development is frequently the
right application of Power Conversion. At
the heart of many of today's electrical
marvels is a Metallic Rectifier Stack. Equipment designs once believed impossible or
impractical are now in common daily operation-rendering efficient, dependable service.
Are you working on any ideas involving
D. C. Power Supplies, Metallic Rectifiers, or
Conversion Assemblies? Our Engineers' experience in solving many such problems is
at your service. There is no obligation.
Write today on your business letterhead for Bulletin 66
giving full details on B -L Metallic Rectifiers.

Designers and manufacturers of Copper Sulphide and Selenium Rectifiers,
Battery Chargers, and D.C. Power Supplies for practically every requirement.
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Around the World...
ERCO RADIO RECEIVERS
Serve Pan American Airways' Bases
...

At Pan American Airway Systems' air bases everywhere
scores
of planes arriving daily ... pilots calling for landing instructions ..
messages that must reach the ground stations
all placing a great
responsibility on the communications equipment. That is why Pan
American uses hundreds of ERCO fixed frequency Receivers which
are designed for communication or pick up applications where a
high degree of stability and selectivity are necessary.
For the "know-how" engineering, and built-in quality of ERCO
equipment assure dependable communications under the severest

...

.

climatic conditions.
And many other users, likewise, recognize the superior design and
construction of ERCO radio equipment, among which are various
aircraft manufacturers (for control towers) ; Socony-Vacuum
Company; U. S. Coast Guard; U. S. Signal Corps, and other prominent users whose applications include: Police, Marine, Forestry,
Relay Broadcast, Point to Point, and general communications.
Further particulars furnished upon request.

South American Broadcasts

ERCO RADIO LABORATORIES
HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK
Manufacturers of CUSTOM BUILT RADIO APPARATUS
252

than 100 programs a week are picked
up by the British Broadcasting Corp.
and rebroadcast on medium waves.
Also, many transcribed programs are
shipped abroad. Some of the "Voice
of America" programs are developed
by NBC and CBS from scripts prepared by various government
agencies-the networks providing
the talent and the direction.
There are many indications-some
of which must remain secrets of war
-as to the effectiveness of the "Voice
of America" in combating Axis
propaganda and spreading the meaning of our cause. The day after the
nvasion of North Africa, when it was
of paramount importance to reach
French listeners in North Africa and j
France, the Berne correspondent of
the New York Times cabled his
paper:
"American broadcasts are listened
to day and night and it is certain a
great impression has been made. The
French may be skeptical but they are
also sentimental and President Roosevelt's reference to `France eternal'
dimmed many an eye."
A dispatch from Stockholm to the
Washington Star declared :
"Paul Joseph Goebbels has been
fighting a losing battle here, where
American propaganda has slowly
overwhelmed the Nazis' energetic
and carefully planned effort to convince the Swedes that Germany has
right on her side and is bound to win
the war."
In French Guiana and Martinique,
OWI broadcasts were an important
influence in bringing about the downfall of the pro -Vichy governors and
the going over of the colonies to the
United Nations.
The OWI has maintained constant
two-way radio contact with Algiers;
and North African stations, both
medium and short wave, relay many
United States programs to Europe
on a daily basis.
In this hemisphere, OWI serves
the three South American colonies
of foreign powers and the West Indies colonies. The CIAA, on the other
hand, works with all twenty of the
independent American republics,
sending out a total of 550 short-wave
programs a week, ranging in length
from five minutes to half an hour. Of
these, 153, which are aimed at Brazil
only, are in Portugese. One hundred
eighty-six are in English and 211 in
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Spanish. Most CIAA programs are
produced, by NBC and CBS, under
contract.
Since its programs do not go to
enemy or enemy -occupied countries,
where short-wave broadcasts are the
only means of communication, CIAA
is able to use other forms of communication to a greater degree than
OWI; some of its programs are sent
)ut of the United States by radio telephone and rebroadcast locally, many
others are produced locally in the
Latin-American countries.
CIAA makes greater use of transcription than does OWI. CIAA's
short-wave broadcasting is done over
the same stations used by OWI but
its peak of activity comes at a different time
p.m. to midnight,
Eastern War Time, OWI's slack period, being CIAA's period of greatest
activity. CIAA broadcasts about
eight hours a day.

'?i

r

c «g.. PALÑ11,

-5

SAVE

Foreign News

Hold tight under
severest vibration

WEIGHT!

Assemble with
Power Drivers

*

Save Time, Labor,
Weight, Space
Eliminate waste of materials-cut out unnecessary weight-speed up your assembly and reduce costs by using Self-Locking PALNUTS to
hold light radio and electronic parts tight.
Máde of spring steel, Self -Locking PALNUTS
exert a powerful double locking action that
holds parts tight. PALNUTS weigh from 70 to
90% less than other fastenings-require only
three bolt threads space-apply easily, speedily
with hand or power drivers-cost less than
half as much as most other locking devices.
Wide range of sizes and types for prompt
delivery. Outline your assembly for recommendation. Write today for PALNUT Manual
No. 2 giving full details.
THE PALNUT

CO., 77 CORDIER ST.,

IRVINGTON,

Self-locking

N.

J.

Very Low in Cost

DOUBLE LOCKING ACTION
When the PALNUT is wrench tightened, its arched, slotted jaws grip the
bolt like a chuck (B -B), while spring
tension is exerted upward on the bolt
thread and downward on the part
(A -A), securely locking both.

PALNUTS

2J-1

Although few Americans listen to
them, short-wave broadcasts from
Germany come to this country 11
hours every day and from Japan 4
hours. Other short-wave programs
come from our Allies, our LatinAmerican neighbors and neutrals.
To keep government agencies and
the armed services informed of the
contents of these foreign broadcasts,
the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Service (FBIS) of the FCC covers
about 2,500,000 words a day, summarizes and digests the broadcasts,
records the more important of them,
translates them from 35 or more languages and dialects, and finally sends
on the intelligence which they contain to the government departments
concerned. The OWI checks the FCC
intercepts of German shortwave
propaganda against what the Germans are saying to their own people,
or with contradictory statements
which prove the falsity of the stories
they broadcast to America.
The FBIS forms part of the widespread United Nations network of
radio interception, cooperating especially with OWI and with British
and Dominions interception services
all over the world, with interchange
of findings. The FBIS monitors for
the Army all messages from American prisoners of war forwarded by
Axis radio. These are forwarded to
the War Department for notification
of relatives.
Details of the bombing of Tokio
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Kollsman Offers This New Line Of Miniature Motors
For Special Applications
A new line of miniature motors with special remote indication and
electronic control applications has been developed by Kollsman
Instrument Division of Square D Company. Design engineers of
electrical and electronic equipment manufacturers will find
Kollsman engineers ready to assist them in applying and adapting
these motors to their specialized requirements.
Complete information and performance data on the five units
described here can be obtained from this catalog. Write to Kollsman
Instrument Division of Square D Company, 80-10 45th Avenue,

Elmhurst, New York.

GENERATOR-High impedance, permanent magnet,
two -pole generator, capable of operating at speeds up to 2500 R.P.M., delivering up to 83 volts. Compact, light in weight, and designed to operate under
A: KOLLSMAN TWO-PHASE

widely varying temperature and humidity conditions.
in same
B: KOLLSMAN TELETORQUE UNITS-Self-synchronizing motors operating
produced
movement
indicating
manner as Telegon units. Capable of remotely
by relatively low torque prime movers but may be used advantageously in
some remote control applications. Up to 1.56 in./oz. peak torque.
motors
C: KOLLSMAN DRAG CUP MOTOR-Specially designed high-speed precision
characteristics.
reversal
and
stopping
for applications requiring quick starting,
This performance is obtained through the use of a light -weight, low inertia
rotor of unique design. Stalled torque, .50 to .70 in./oz.
with
D: KOLLSMAN ROTATABLE TRANSFORMERS-Two-pole motor -like devices
range
output
Voltage
rotors.
phase
single
windings
and
high impendance phase
400 cycle,
0 to 56 volts with 60 cycle, 32 volt input and 0 to 193 volts with
R.P.M.
1800
up
to
rotated
at
any
speed
be
110 volt input. May
where only
E: KOLLSMAN TELEGON UNITS -Self -synchronous motors for use
Also
mover.
prime
from
is
available
torque
of
an extremely small amount
applications.
such
on
transformer
rotatable
suitable for use as a

-

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

KOLLSMAN

INSTRUA
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

SQUARE D COMPANY
EMNY4ST, NEW YORK
ELMHURST,
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INTERMEDIATE AMPLIFIER

announced on Japanese broadcasts to
home listeners, were first learned
over the monitoring radio in Portland.
Radiotelegraph

Available with
Various Electrical Characteristics
I -F AMPLIFICATION - AUDIO AMPLIFICATION

HARI/Elluwavd"";k4
445 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE

Although entry of the United
States into the war brought about
the discontinuance of direct radiotelegraph circuits with Axis countries and countries occupied by the
Axis, international radiotelegraph
service to and from the United
States has been greatly extended
since the beginning of the war.
Prior to Pearl Harbor, radiotelegraphic communications between the
United States and Australia were relayed via Montreal. Now the traffic
is routed over direct circuits. New
direct radiotelegraph circuits have
been established to Egypt, Iceland,
Paraguay, Bolivia, New Caledonia,
Greenland, New Zealand, Iran,
French Equatorial Africa, Belgian
Congo, Algiers, British Gold Coast,
Bermuda, Afghanistan, and numerous points in European and Asiatic

USSR and unoccupied China.
To each new point to which servMASS.
ice is inaugurated, only one company
is permitted to operate. Shortages of
materials and the limited number of
long-range channels available rule
out parallel, competing circuits. Civilian use must be held to a minimum
if any essential military services are.
to be handled in the already crowded

Graphical Constructions
for Vacuum Tube Circuits
By ALBERT PREISMAN

Just Published

Director of Engineering Tests and Consulting Engineer, Capitol Radio Engineering Institute

book presents vacuum tube
circuits and problems mainly from
the graphical point of view. This
approach helps in the solution of
actual problems and also presents
visually the mode of operation of
the tube. In particular, the nonlinear nature of vacuum tube problems is stressed.
This

Radio Communication Series

237 pages, 5% x 87/8,
125 illustrations, $2.75
The book tells
how to design push-pull (balanced) amplifiers of all sizes;
how to design Class A power
output stages;
how to design diode detectors.
The illustrative examples for actual tubes in practical circuits are
notably useful.
Recent advances are taken into
account in the treatment of many
topics such as balanced amplifiers,
detectors, and inverse feedback.
Especially noteworthy is the
special chapter on nonlinear circuits
with reactive loads.

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.
330 W. 42ND ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
Send me Preisman's GRA1'1I1cAL CONSTRUCTIONS for
VACUUM TUBE CIRCUITS for 10 days examination on
approval. In 10 days I will send you $2.75 plus few cents
postage or return hook postpaid. (We pay postage if remittance accompanies order.

Contents
1. The Nonlinear -circuit Problem
2. Thermionic Vacuum Tubes
Graphical Con3. Elementary

4.
5.
6.
7.

structions
Reactive Loads
Balanced Amplifiers
Detection
Miscellaneous Graphical Constructions

radio spectrum.

Name

address
City and State
Position
Company
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Flat Rate for Soldiers
In June, 1942, special low-priced
cable and wireless message rates
were made available to members of
the American Expeditionary Forces
and persons communicating with
them. A combination of any three of
104 fixed texts, designed to cover
nearly all occasions, offers the sender
a low message rate -60 cents or its
equivalent in other currencies. This
is a two-way, purely overseas service.
It is available at practically every
overseas base.
Policing the Ether

At present, the Radio Intelligence
Division (RID) of the FCC is particularly alert for signals which
might prove to be illegal. Since July,
1940, over 2,000 such cases have been
investigated and many operators
have been convicted. Also detected
have been many radio stations oper-
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PLASTICS VICTORY CONTRIBUTION
i
G -E mycalex, formerly molded in sheet and rod form only, now can be
molded in complicated shapes to close tolerances. Its use is partic-

* ularly advantageous where
*
*

the requirements demand:

high dielectric strength
high mechanical strength
low losses at high frequencies
arc resistance
heat resistance far beyond the critical temperatures for
molded or sheet materials
a compact construction with metal inserts securely
molded in place
Because of these properties General Electric mycalex is rendering a
special service to the War Effort in the insulation field. For further information write section M-6, One Plastics Avenue, Pittsfield, Mass.
Hear the General Electric radio programs: "The G -E All Girl Orchestra" Sunday
NBC. "The World Today" news every weekday 6:45 P.M. E.W.T. CBS.

10

P.M. E.W.T

goods and
192,000 employees of the General Electric Company are on their jobs producing more
victory.
hasten
week
to
every
Bonds
War
of
buying over a million dollars

PL

GENERAL

ELECTRONICS

-

DIVISIONS
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II/Opportunity For
MANUFACTURERS
and INVENTORS
llave you an idea or invention in
electro mechanics which you think
will aid the war effort, or which

has peace -time application? We'll
be glad to develop it with you on
a mutually satisfactory basis.
\Ve are planning to add 5 or 6
products to our post-war line. If
you have a product or idea
which you believe would fit in

with our activities, write our
President, Mr. W. D. Ditmars, in
complete detail. \Ve will consider
any practical arrangement.

The telephone pay station you find so conveniently at
hand, wherever you may be, was invented by William
Gray. And ever since we started making it back in -the
'90s, we have taken a leading part in electro -mechanical
progress. So when war carne, we were ready.
With a fully equipped electrical laboratory and engineering department, as well as excellent manufacturing
facilities, we were in a position to design and build large
quantities of electronic equipment in various forms .. .
and other electro -mechanical devices now being used by
the armed forces on land, on the sea and in the air .. .
We are also serving the war effort with fabricated metal
parts of many kinds and with recording machines for
radio and dictation.
When Victory is won, we will be in a better position
than ever to serve industry in the electro -mechanical field
and in Electronics. Our engineering department and electrical laboratory are at your disposal now for assistance
in the development of your post-war products.

IMMIüMCIIIMAg
Makers of telephone pay
stations since 1891

FOR
EVERY

RADIO
ELECTRICAL
AND
ELECTRONIC
USE

eOmjmy

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
230 PARK AVE., NEW YORK

Fabricated parts for electronic tube and condenser manufacturers-including discs, bridges,
supports, stampings in any shape or form, condenser films, etc. We are serving hundreds of
leading companies since 1917. Special attention
has been paid to radio tube and component
manufacturers since the early days of the radio
industry.
Our complete manufacturing facilities, experience and the quick understanding of our customers' problems, blend to make our service invaluable to an increasing number of new clients.
May we quote on your requirements or
discuss your mica problems with you?

FORD RADIO & MICA CORP.
Joseph J. Long, President

538 63rd Street
Established 1917

Brooklyn. N. Y.

Telephone: Windsor 9-8300
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ated by agents of the enemy.
For its policing work, the RID
maintains twelve primary monitoring stations, ninety secondary monitoring stations (one or more of which
are located in each of the 48 States,
the territories and possessions) and
three radio intelligence centers at
Honolulu, San Francisco and Washington. Monitoring stations are
usually located in isolated places far
from the nearest town to procure
ideal listening conditions.
Thirty mobile units of two men
each maintain a continuous automobile patrol of the entire 5000 -mile
coast line of the continental United
States. These coastal units watch for
any radio transmitters on shore
which might be communicating with
an enemy ship at sea relative to the
departure, location or cargoes of departing vessels. The whole system
is so organized that a clandestine
signal receivable anywhere in American territory can be traced down.
When an intruder is detected in
the ether lanes, either by one of the
RID's monitoring stations or by a
broadcaster who reports it, direction finding apparatus is called into play.
Three or more monitoring stations
collaborate in getting bearings on
the signal to determine the general
location of the transmitter in question.
The final task of running down the
offender is performed by monitoring
officers using automobiles which are
fitted with the latest detection equipment, including direction -finders, allwave receivers, and recorders. This
apparatus can be operated from the
auto's battery, or, upon being removed from the car, from the power
supply of a dwelling, store or tourist
camp.

Operation of the mobile equipment
follows much the same procedure employed by the monitoring stations.
Bearings finally "fix" the exact location of the transmitter in question.
Even if the hunt narrows to an apartment house, hotel, or other large
building, a monitoring officer can, by
using a device carried in his hand or
in his pocket, proceed from floor to
floor and from door to door until he
determines the exact room in which
the equipment is being used.
Censorship

It is the opinion of the United
States Office of Censorship that no
nation engaged in this war preserves
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Only the industry and the military know the war story of "shorter wave -lengths or higher frequencies" and the precision thinking and disciplined
imagination going into the use -development of the
fundamental electric charge of the universe

For these purposes Ken -Rad makes radio and elecTotal production now goes to shorten
tron tubes
The experience thus gained will be availthe war
able for commercial utilization as soon as possible

RE N -RAD
TRANSMITTING TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FLUORESCENT LAMPS

OWI NSBORO

ELECTRONICS

-

METAL AND VHF TUBES
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

KENTUCKY

U S
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freedom of expression more untrammeled than is the case in the United
States. Except for enforcement of
the provision in the Radio Act
against obscene or profane language,
the FCC has no censorship powers
whatever, and in the field of domestic
communications the Office of Censorship restricts its activities to administering its voluntary "Codes of Wartime Practices," for the press and
for the broadcasting companies. The
manager of each domestic broadcasting station is a voluntary censor. As
mentioned above, even domestic programs in foreign languages are not
interfered with except by station
managers.
In the field of international communications, the Office of Censorship
is charged by law to examine mails,
cablegrams, radiograms and all other
forms of messages entering or leaving the United States and its territories and possessions.
Censorship of all short-wave international broadcasting is performed
by the broadcasting division. This
includes censoring, for security reasons, in New York, San Francisco
and other cities of all the outgoing
programs sponsored by the OWI
and the CIAA, among them those
produced by NBC and CBS. Radio photos are also censored.

PERMANENT MAGNETS
Arnold Engineering Company is
thoroughly experienced in the production
of all ALNICO types of permanent magnets
including ALNICO V. All magnets are completely manufactured in our own plant
under close metallurgical, mechanical and
magnetic control.
THr:

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

CORROSION -PROOF
With
CORE
ROSIN

KESTER

Industrial Relations
E. FINLEY CARTER,

director of industrial relations for Sylvania Electric

SOLDER

Corrosion-with terminal resistance and
countless complications following in its wake
"licked before it starts" when electrical
connections are made permanent and secure
with Kester Rosin -Core Solder.

-is

The plastic rosin flux in Kester Rosin -Core
Solder will not injure insulating material,
disintegrate, or lose its fluxing power in any
way, regardless of temperature extremes.
That makes it standard at air bases everywhere-in Arctics and Tropics alike.

Kester's 44 years of highly - specialized
solder experience is at your service, particularly in the selection of the proper combination of flux and alloy, strand and core size,
best suited to every requirement.
Write
Kester engineers fully, without obligation.

*

BUY WAR BONDS

*

HESTER SOLDER, COMPANY
4204 WRIGHTWOOD

Eastern Plant: Newark, N. J.

AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Canadian Plant: Brantford, Ont.

HESTER
STANDARD FOR

INDUSTRY
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Products, Inc., told management executives at a New York meeting of
the Society for the Advancement of
Management that labor and management must cooperate toward a common goal.

"There must be a sincere interest
in people all the way down from the
top management to the lowest level
of supervision," Mr. Carter said. "A
management that displays such an
interest and seeks to develop a broad
understanding of its responsibilities
will recognize the need for incorporating in its philosophy the important principles of human relations.
It will recognize that good industrial
relations stem from the top and form
an important part of the corporate
personality. It will encourage the
lower levels of supervision to develop a keen, interest in and under -
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TANKS LIKE THESE
ON
DEPENDS
PRODUCTION
WAR
AMERICA'S
Buna-S,
synthetic rubber is best suited for ... Neoprene,
Chances
tanks.
spherical
huge
these
at
look
Take a good
Rubber uses all
from Buna -N, Butyl and Thiokol ... U. S.
come
may
packings
your
belts,
your
hose,
are your
for the perfive types ... knows which one to select
them.
like
just
others
from
or
them
to compound the
the
These are used for storing butadiene in the first of
.. .
synthetic plants operated by U. S. Rubber Company
a second will soon be in production.
since
Having worked in the field of synthetic rubber
types of
1921 we know what uses each of the five basic

formance required . . . and how
This
specific synthetic rubber for the specific task.
experience is important to you.
much
Our booklet on synthetic rubber will give you
valuable information. Send for your copy.

Mechanical Goods Division

UNITED STATES.RUBBER COMPANY
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

ELECTRONICS

-

NEW YORK
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standing of the personnel for whom
they are responsible.
"Either management and employes
will work together as a team
or they
will eventually separate into
opposite
camps. There can either be
management -labor cooperation and good
will in working toward a
common
goal with its mutual benefits,
or
there can and probably will be selfish battles for short-term benefits
that will work to the detriment of
our entire social fabric.
"There have been cases where selfish management has failed to
provide adequate pay or decent working
conditions for employees. Likewise,
there have been cases where selfish
labor groups have failed to see the
necessity for competitive costs and
adequate company profits and reserve. In each case, the operation of
selfish gain has been a short-term
success followed by serious difficulties."
Re gave his listeners a check-list
of necessities for good industrial relations:
1. A sound management
philosophy giving due weight to the human
equation.
2. The establishment and development of this philosophy throughout
the organization.
3. Realization that authority
and
responsibility are inseparable, but
that both must be earned.
4. Unselfish cooperation for
the
good of the whole, with each level
interested in the welfare of the
group below.
5. Recognition of the fact
that
high wages are not a guarantee of
good industrial relations, and that
environment and good working conditions are also important.
6. A measure of the individual's
importance by the number of people he serves, rather than the number working under him.
7. Awareness that paternalism
carried too far may be resented as
much as other manifestations of superiority.

-4BRITISH PRISONERS in Germany are taking their Associate
Membership Exams for the Institution of Electrical Engineers, through
arrangements made by the British

Red Cross Society. Of the 19
who
took last year's exams in this way,
11

passed with high marks.
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JONES
BARRIER STRIPS
PROBLEMS

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maximum metal to metal spacing and prevent direct shorts from frayed wires
at terminals.
6 SIZES

cover every requirement.
From 3/4"
wide and 13/32" high with 5-40 screws
to 21/2" wide and 111/8" high with
1/4"-28 screws.

Jones Barrier Strips will improve
as
well as simplify your electrical infra connecting problems. Write today for
catalog and prices.

HOWARD

B.

JONES

2460 West George Street

CHICAGO

18

ILLINOIS

STEATITE
CERAMIC

CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity of only 2.5 to 2.6.

Water absorption S. 1.5-0.001 per
cent. Per cent power factor.

to 60 cycles was only 0.0165.
Dielectric constant at 60 cycles
S. 1.5

was 5.9-I000 KC 5.4.

Makers of electrical and radio apparatus
destined for war service are finding in LAVITE
:he precise qualities called for in their
specifications . . . high compressive and
dielectric strength, low moisture absorption
and resistance to rot fumes, acids, and high
heat. The exceedingly low loss -factor of
LAVITE plus its excellent workability
makes it ideal for all high frequency applications.
We will gladly supply samples for testing.

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY
Nasn Office & Works: Chattanooga,
Teer.
New York

Needham, Nass.
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MAGNAVOX

*

SAVES

RADIO INDUSTRY MILLIONS IN
DOLLARS AND MAN-HOURS
Magnavox Molanode Electrolytic
Capacitor, Standardized in 6 Sizes

ACTUAL SIZE

REMEMBER HOW many shapes and sizes of capacitors
there were before Magnavox engineers standardized
them? Many were three times as large as are now
used for the same capacity.
The Magnavox Molanode Electrolytic Capacitor
is the end result of years of experience in this field.
Through standardization of six sizes, use of a new,

finely divided, fabricated aluminum anode called

"Molanode" and an improved processing technique,
economies were made that save incalculable money
and time.
This is but one example of the problems solved
day after day by Magnavox engineers, creating and
manufacturing equipment for all the U. S. Armed
Services and for all the United Nations. These developments range from solenoids to the most intricate
types of complete radio communication systems.

ELECTRONICS

Magnavox skill and craftsmanship won
the Navy "E" in 1941, among the first
awarded ... now with 3 White Star Renewal Citations.

OX

FOR 32 YEARS

LOUD SPEAKERS

Magnavox brings to the war effort the skill and
"know how" developed by 32 years of designing,
engineering and manufacturing for the radio industry,
the splendid facilities of the completely modern new
six acre plant, finest machine tool equipment and the
production economies of efficient management. The
Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.

CAPACITORS

SOLENOIDS

HAS SERVED THE RADIO INDUSTRY

COMMUNICATION

& ELECTRONIC ,EQUIPMENT
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21 Years of Networks
bá

CATALOG

lE[TROHM

CHAIN

Yiftr,.ou,r finomeled

RESISTORS

answer

your .

.

.

RESISTOR
PROBLEMS
You will find the complete line of Lectrohm

Vitreous Enameled Resistors which includes
fixed, adjustable, "Rib -on -edge" and ferrule
terminal types-power line and R. F. Chokes,
brackets, bushings, also solder pots, etc., illustrated and fully described. Write for your copy
of Lectrohm catalog No. 98.

LECTROHM
INCORPOR
-rE O
A.
5127 W. 25th Street, Cicero, 50, Illinois

E

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

INC.

SIGNAL GENERATORS - AUDIO OSCILLATORS - TEST EQUIPMENT
RADIO RECEIVERS - TRANSMITTERS - ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Licensed b.

-

1l(:

1

-

11.1Z

l':LTI

\,:

1

R

NSf

RO

\C

JOB!

p00

rog
305 EAST 63rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y,
Telephone: RE

gent 7-3090

te.
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has come a

long way from the first chain program, which broadcast the World
Series ball games direct from the
playing field in New York in 1922,
to this day when world-wide hookups are not uncommon.
Its development in America can be
attributed to that partnership of interest between listeners and stations
in which the important question of
supply and demand was paramount,
according to Kolin Hager, manager
of General Electric's station WGY
which, with WJZ in New York, introduced and pioneered in chain
broadcasting 21 years ago.
When WGY began broadcasting in
1922, the lack of an adequate number of program sources in the vicinity of Schenectady led to the joining
of WGY and WJZ the same year.
Listeners to WGY heard symphonies
and Broadway shows from New
York, while the WJZ audience heard
talent from upstate and talks from
the electrical and radio wizards such
as Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz and Dr.
E. F. W. Alexanderson. Then WRC,
station for the nation's capital, joined
the two-station "chain."
In 1924 and 1925, wire line facilities were completed to Syracuse,
then to Rochester, and finally Buffalo,
adding stations WFBL, Syracuse;
WHAM, Rochester; WMAK, Buffalo, to WGY, WJZ, and WRC.
WTAM, in Cleveland, was next added,
and a station in Chicago was contemplating joining the network when
NBC was formed in 1926.
The stations which had pioneered
in chain broacasting then joined
with NBC, realizing that through
its contemplated wide-spread hookup
they would be able to get the world's
"best" on regular schedule.
The first television network, picking up a program from NBC sent
out from the Empire State antenna
and relaying it to the television audience of the Schenectady -Albany area,
took place January 12, 1940. On
Easter Sunday, a few months later,
G -E engineers established another
record, when it picked up the Easter
parade as telecast by NBC and retelecast it to a group gathered atop
Whiteface mountain in the Adirondacks, 250 miles airline from New
York. The war has prevented further
experimentation but this promises to
be resumed when peace is declared.

-
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LET'S POOL OUR KNOWLEDGE
WORKING with electronic engineers in
scores of industries has taught us a lot
increase
about electronic science-what it is doing to
is speedthe effectiveness of our tools of war-how it
ing up war production-about the miracles it promises

for our postwar world.
We have learned, for example, how much this
"new -old" science depends on the right electrical controls-the important part that relays, stepping switches,
solenoids and other control devices play in putting elec-

First step in this direction is to make sure you
appahave the Automatic Electric catalog of control
electronic
ratus. Then, if you need help on any specific
him are
problem, call in our field engineer. Behind
in control
Automatic Electric's fifty years of experience
engineering. His recommendations may
save you time and money.
AUTOMATIC
1033

ELECTRIC

W. Van Buren St.

SALES

CORPORATION
Chicago

Limited, Toronto
In Canada: Automatic Electric (Canada)

trons to work.
And that's our strong point. We know electrical
control because that has been our sole business for over
apply
fifty years. So why not pool our resources? Let's
our experience in electrical control to your problems
at
in making electronic developments do a better job
lower cost.

THE MIRACLES OF ELECTRONICS

MUSCLES FOR
ELECTRONICS

-November
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Personnel
H. H. Friend, formerly with Scintilla Magneto Division of the Ben -

ARE

YOU

b%AUNIED

dix Aviation Corp., is now development engineer of electronics, Airplane Division Dept. of the newly
formed Development Division, Curtiss-Wright Corp. of Bloomfield,
N. J.

Frank W. Walker, chief enginee r
of the 44 FM stations in the Michi
gan State Police network, was elec
ted president of the Associated Po

lice Communications Officers, Inc .,
at the close of the War Communica
tions Conference at Madison, Wise

BY SLOW DELIVERIES OF

&

Dale Pollack, formerly with Bel
Labs. and RCA, recently joine d
Templeton Radio Co. of Mystic
Conn. as chief engineer.

Priest, engineer of the Radi 0
Transmitter Engineering Divisio n
of G -E at Schenectady, has been ap
pointed manager of the Transmitte r
Division of the G -E Electronics
Dept. and will be responsible for th e
operations of the Syracuse, N. Y
plant of the company.
C. A.

o

%->eteize4
ARE they nightmares

. . those
delayed research and production schedules . . those endle"
periods of waiting for delivery of
vital electronic supplies? You
can rest easy from now on if
you'll take advantage of our Industrial Emergency Service! It's
a special, streamlined service, operating with a degree of speed and
efficiency heretofore considered
impossible in the face of war conditions. It's a service manned by
experts with stocks of thousands
of items made by all leading manufacturers. Don't take chances on
losing precious time waiting for
deliveries of electronic tubes,
parts and equipment. Wire, mail
or phone your orders. See what we
mean by Emergency Service.

Jrec
A big Reference Book &
Buyer's Guide crammed

with helpful information on

thousands of Radio and
Electronic parts and equipment. Free to Purchasing
Agents and other officials
responsible for buying and
specifying In industries using this equipment. Ask for
it NOW on company stationery, please.

WALKER-JIMIESON,

INC.

311 S. Western Ave., Chicago 12,

PHONE: CANAL 2525

III.

E. F. Peterson, formerly section
leader on receiving tubes in the engineering division, has been placed
in charge of design engineering of
receiving tubes in the Tube Division
of the G -E Electronics department
at Schenectady.
K. C. DeWalt, designing engineer,

Tube Division, will continue design engineering of all other product lines of the division.

cinc
"Facsimile

THE

"INSTANT COURIER"
(Transmits pictured messages
by radio or wire-at electric

speed)

For the present, Finch manufacturing facilities are being
devoted to special radio apparatus for . . .
U. S. SIGNAL CORPS
U. S. NAVY
U. S.

ORDNANCE DEPT.

F. C. C.
F. B. I.

U. S. TREASURY DEPT.

and WAR MANUFACTURERS

FINCH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
PASSAIC, N. J.

Precision Resistor Company

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

4

AzejeAized />zo.duct

G -E

W. L. Fattig has been appointed
acting supervisor of the Technical
Service section of the G -E Receiver
Division at Bridgeport, to replace
P. R. Butler, former manager of the
section, who is now a lieutenant in
the U. S. Navy.

Captain Thomas B. Inglis, Deputy
Director of the Office of Naval Com-

munications since early 1942, has
been assigned to a sea command.
Captain John V. Murphy, who returned last year from 3 years sea
duty in the Pacific and has since
been active in the coordination of
Army and Navy activities, succeeds
Captain Inglis as Deputy Director
of the Office of Naval Communications.
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OUTSTANDING CONCERNS
REPEAT

AGAIN and AGAIN

THEIR PURCHASES OF
MICROHM

RESISTORS
Continued Preference is
Best Proof of Uniform,
Constant, Dependable

QUALITY
Complete service and advice
on any and all of your resistance and equipment problems.

Precision Resistor Company
334 BADGER AVENUE
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and REPEAT

-

NEWARK. N

J

ELECTRONICS

MAINTENANCE VALUES

EASURES THE

The growing use of electronic devices and other sensitive circuits throughout industry poses no new instrument problems for contractors or maintenance departments'VESTON equipped. The familiar Model 785, with

RANGES
10

millivolts

to 1000 volts (20,000 ohms per volt) in

full scale

D -C

Voltage-Measurements from

ranges of. 1/10/50/200/500/1000 volts. (Up
to 5000 volts with very compact external mul-

its high sensitivity and broad range scope, answers these
it also
newer measurement requirements. But more

tiplier.)
A -C Voltage -Measurements from 0.1 to 750
volts (1000 ohms per volt) in full scale ranges

..

covers most of the usual maintenance needs.
Model 785 furnishes another example of \VESTON'S
engineering foresight . . designing instruments always
with the needs of to -morrow in mind. Other \\TESTONS,
equally important for efficient maintenance in the days
to come, are the time -saving \VESTON Clamp Ammeter,
and the \VESTON foot candle meters which measure all
types of lighting direct . . without correction factors.

of: 5/15/30/150/300/750 volts.
D -C Current-Measurements from 0.5 microampere to 10 amperes, in full scale ranges of:
50 microamperes, 1/10/100 milliamperes, 1/10
amperes. (Higher ranges with external shunts.)
Measurements from 10 milliamA -C Current
peres to 10 amperes, in full scale ranges of:
.5/1/5/10 amperes. Higher ranges, up to 1000
amperes, with external current transformers.

.

-

Resistance-Measurements from 0.5 ohm

to

30

megohms in full scale ranges of: 3,000/30,000/
300,000/3 meg./30 meg. Center scale values
ore: 25/250/2,500/25,000/250,000 ohms.

.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 618 Freling.4

...

Precision DC and
Laboratory Standards
AC Portables . . . Instrument Transfomers
Sensitive Relays . . . DC, AC, and
Thermo Switchboard and Panel Instruments.

...

.

huysen Avenue, Newark

WESTON

5,

New Jersey.
Specialized Test Equipment

...

Light
Devices
Control
.. .
and
Measurement
Exposure Meters...Aircraft Instruments...
Electric Tachometers...Dial Thermometers.

[POR OVER 55 YEARS. LEADERS IN ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRONICS

-
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Earl Minderman, director of the
Division of Research and Information of the OWI Bureau of Motion
Pictures for the past year, has been
appointed director of information of
the Federal Communications Commission.

Dependable Performance
ASSURED
with

Kold-Hold

I. J. Kaar, formerly managing engineer of the receiver division of
the G -E, has been appointed manager of the receiver division of
the G-E Electronics Department at
Bridgeport, Conn.

Crystal
Test Unit
Radio crys t als-for transmitting or receiving, on
the ground or in the
stratosphere
must be
dependable at all times.
In the illustrated KOLDHOLD unit, 56 crystals
can be mounted on each
of the 6 crystal holding
discs. These discs are
readily removable for
loading. One or all six
discs may be used at one
time for accurate and
speedy testing. Write for
detailed specifications.

Ray Zender, in addition to duties
as chief engineer and sales manager
of Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co., Chicago,
wire manufacturers, has been appointed wire consultant to the Radio
and (Censored) Section of the War
Production Board on a dollar -a -year
basis.

-

Dr. Lee DeForest celebrated his
70th birthday at his laboratory in
Los Angeles, where he has been
working on problems in television
and diathermy.

NEW YORK-CHICAGO-PHILADELPHIA-LOS ANGELES

KOL]D-HOL]D MANUFACTIIRING CO.
446 N. Grand Ave., LANSING, MICH., U. S. A.

Nelson P. Case, formerly with
Hazeltine Electronics Corp., has
been appointed director of the
newly created Engineering, Design
and Development Division of Hamilton Radio Corp., N. Y.

Jon Larson, chief radio engineer
of the Coordinator of Inter -American Affairs, was drowned recently

during his vacation.
Samuel R. Ryan, formerly with
the WPB Communications Division,
is now chief of the Communications
Section, a newly created unit established by the Board of Economic
Warfare. The new section is a unit
of the Utilities Division that had
previously handled communications

matters.
Serving the
Electronics
Field
Exclusively

Write for

Catalogue
No. 41-A

LaVern E. Quinnell, coordinator
of engineering at The Magnavox
Co., has been appointed factory
manager.

Though manufactured by modern high-speed methods,

Par -Metal products have a definite quality of
craftsmanship - that "hand -made" quality which is
born of years of specialization.

32 -62

-49th

STREET .
Export Dept.

.

.

100

LONG ISLAND CITY,'N. Y.
Varick St..

N. Y. C.
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GLASS gages used 'for inspection
of 57 -mm cartridge cases at Frankford. Arsenal performed 260,000 gaging operations before wear became
excessive, as compared to 60,000 operations for a corresponding steel
gage.

Noveinber 1943
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I

66 WORDS ABOUT
TRANSMITTERS

in
If you are interested in transmitters, you'll be interested
this: despite the handicaps of today's material limitations,

every Bunnell transmitter design is individually worked out
varies
to solve the individual problem. Only one thing never
- the Bunnell combination of bold imagination and
hard-boiled engineering that has served the communications industry for 65 successful years! Inquiries si //g\`4)3
are invited from war industries and post-war planners.

0q,//13111\INELIA g l/
GENERAL OFFICES: 215 Fulton St., New York City

FACTORIES

at Brooklyn, N.Y.

f/

&,O bieei4 and ellanti`cúìeiß
RECTIFIERS
* INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIAL DEVICESGENERATORS
TRANSMITTERS
*
HIGH POWER RADIO FREQUENCY TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC
RECEIVERS *

ge

ELECTRONICS

-

$

ninO
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TA Ark- i/TAPART

AND SEE WHY/
Littelfuse mountings
excel in protection

for fuses, and safe
inspection, removal
and replacement.
Cutaway view

of Littelfuse
Extractor Post
No.

1212-B

Radio Business News
VICTORY MODEL

volume controls have
been reduced to eleven types, following a committee meeting of the

We are prepared to
supply etched metal

OPA.

DIALS

American Standards Association.
The reduction was requested by representatives of the WPB and the

PANELS

PLATES

has bought transmitter -receiver combinations for the use of
road crews in the highway department, according to the Department
of Commerce.
CHILE

made to your precise

engineering specifications in all metals
and finishes.

have been warned by the
FCC that the five FM channels from
42 to 43 Mc set aside for educational
stations would not be held open indefinitely.
EDUCATORS

THIRTY YEARS OF SERVICE
TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY

THE GRENBY MFG. CO., maker of ma-

chine tools for war producers, has
entered the electronic equipment
field. The plant is located in Plainfield, Conn.

PREMIER METAL ETCHING CO.

EXTRACTOR

21.03 44TH AVENUE

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

POSTS

*

(1) Molded

of black bakelitethoroughly insulated preventing corrosion and shorts.
(2) Positive Fuse Grip
Permits full visual shock -proof
inspection.
(3) Anti -vibration terminals
Side and End terminals integral with metal parts. Prevent vibration.
(4) Spring -activated Cup
Insures positive continuous
electrical contact.
(5) Knob pulls and holds Fuse
Special grip prevents dropping

RADIO and
TELEGRAPH

KEYS
TELEGRAPH KEYS TO SIGNAL
CORPS SPECIFICATIONS

out.

(6) Fuse can be taken from knob
only by hand.
AIRCRAFT MOUNTINGS
FOR 4 AG FUSES
Max. current 40 amps. Screwdriver and
finger operated. Lenth overall 25/8". Applications: Aircraft, radio circuits, protecting

vacuum tubes, transformers, lighting small
motors and many other general aircraft
circuits.
LITTELFUSE MOUNTINGS FOR
EVERY INSTRUMENT FUSE

From most delicate meters, to high voltage
transmitting equipment rectifiers, etc. Full
data on request.

LITTELFUSE
INCORPORATED
225 Ong St.
4755 Ravenswood Ave.

El

Monte, Calif.
Chicago, III.

Exeuctives of newly -formed Grenby Mfg.
Co., Plainfield, Conn., examine newly designed vacuum -tube voltmeter. Left to
right: Carl A. Gray, McMurdo Silver, W. A.
Harrison, Ralph A. Soby
FERRANTI ELECTRIC CO.

has moved
its offices into the RCA Building,
New York.
EMERSON

RADIO

&

PHONOGRAPH

has opened an apprentice training school under the supervision of

Types now in production in-

clude:
J-12
J -I8

J-38
J-40

J-28
J-29
J-30
J-3 I
J-33
J-37

J -4I -A
J-44
J-45
J-46
J-47
J -48-A

CORP.

Maxwell S. Symon, industrial engineer. The subjects to be covered
include basic theory of radio, use of
electrical instruments, mechanical
tests, and the construction of communications equipment.

270

Ask

for details and
quotations

THE WINSLOW COMPANY
INCORPORATED

9 Liberty Street, Newark, N. J.
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The Amplifier points the way

...

accee*Aled
More than 15 years ago, we at "Eastern" dedicated ourselves to the task of
designing and* manufacturing sound amplification equipment. Today, as a
result of American engineering skill ingeniously applying amplification
principles to highly specialized instruments, thousands of amplifiers by "Eastern" help to guide
our army and navy bombers with unerring accuracy in successfully completing their vital missions.

"Eastern" is proud to have the opportunity of contributing our years of specialized training to
the war effort. Of course war work gets first call at our plant and our facilities are at your service
for that purpose. But busy as we are, we also have time to plan with you now for better amplifier
products after victory.

Our engineering staff invites your inquiry-large and small production runs. Even single units,
receive our usual prompt attention. Write for Bulletin 93E.

AMPLIFIER CORPORATION
794 EAST 140th STREET

BACK THE ATTACK
ELECTRONICS

-

.

..

NEW YORK 54, N. Y.

BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
271
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KURBAK ELECTRONIC CORP.

is a new

company to engage in the manufacture of electronic equipment, according to articles of incorporation filed
with the Secretary of State of Illinois.

TRANSPARENT
UTILITY
BOXES

has consolidated all business departments,
formerly spread out in three plants,
at 130 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.

has established
main offices at 65 Pine St. and laboratories at 45 Fulton St., New York.
The company specializes in the metallurgical, chemical, and process enSAM TOUR & Co., INC.

Light in Weight
but Sturdy and
Strong

gineering fields. Testing facilities
include radiography, and x-ray diffraction.
KELLY-KOETT MFG. Co., maker of
x-ray equipment, is adding a onestory addition to the plant at Covington, Ky.

Pyra-Shell boxes have proved their value as containers for handling and
protecting vital small parts on the assembly line and in stock rooms, also
as repair kits in repair departments or field work. No fumbling in dark
corners-the contents can be seen instantly by simply looking through
the transparent box.
Many standard styles, sizes and compartment arrangements are
available-or we can design a special box for your use.

ZENITH RADIO CORP. announces the

Write for illustrated folder.

SHOE FORM CO. Inc.

Utility Box Dept.

R

AUBURN, N. Y.

purchase of The Microtube Labs. of
Chicago, maker of midget tubes for
hearing aids.

BENDIX AVIATION
DIVISION,

CORP.,

OWOSSO,

Owosso, Mich.
Pyroferric
precision
metal cores
instrument
ee development.have kept apace the
to
ns
Y arer

PERMEABILITY HIGH
desired
RESISTANCE

j LO W

Consult pyre
ferric

CALLITE TUNGSTEN CORP.,

Union City, N. J.
vitala

CANNON MFG. CORP.,

Los Angeles, Cal.
CHICAGO TRANSFORMER CORP.,

QUE NCY

HIGH
MEDIUM

Chicago, Ill.
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC.,

LONG

BEACH PLANT,

Long Beach, Cal.
HAZELTINE ELECTRONICS CORP.,

Little Neck, L. I., N. Y.
SCIENTIFIC RADIO PRODUCTS CO.,

Council Bluffs, Iowa

November 1943
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A:

CONSTAKT VOL AGE TRANSI:.flRMtR
MTtMT nD..1sº.:

Rp.BIM

CAT. MO.

PlA;

-

RA

SE
'

TEMP.

as it comes from the
machine-each finished article, as it comes from
the assembly line-varies not at all from the
WHEN

EFA MD.

T`p

nu.

'

.

TYPE

EACH SMALL PART,

others, the problems of QUALITY production have
been solved, and QUANTITY production presents
small difficulty.
Modern electrically operated manufacturing
equipment is expertly designed to produce with
absolute exactness. That's the miracle behind today's output. But, the mechanical perfection of
each individual unit must be matched by an unfailing, unvarying power supply. Every unit,
however small, must be responsible for its own
security. That is why SOLA Constant Voltage
Transformers are widely used to provide protection against damaging voltage variation.
Where this control is lacking, electrically operated or controlled equipment is highly vulnerable
to voltage fluctuations. Devices designed to
operate at rated voltages react differently to

drops or increases in voltage. Tben uniform accu
racy and synchronization of the production line
no longer exists. Precision work becomes impossible. Rejects increase in number.
SOLA 'CVs" protect equipment and instruments, absorbing voltage sags and surges up to
30% and deliver an unchanging, specific voltage
regardless of input variations from over -loaded
supply lines.
Automatic and instantaneous in action, SOLA
"CVs" allow no jolts or sags to slip through.
They are made with the same modern exactitude
as the most intricate equipment. Inunediati 1v
available in standard units, capacities from 10
VA to 15 KVA, SOLA Constant Voltage Transformers can also be built to your specification.
Note to Industrial Executives: Where there is a prob-

lem involving voltage control, no matter what its nature,
SOLA "CV" Transformers can help solve it. Ask for bul-

letin DCV-74.

a nsforrners

Constant

Luminous TuEe Signs
Series Lighting Fluorescent Lighting X -Ray Equipment
Chicago, III.
etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2525 Clybourn Ave.,

Lamps
Transformers for: Constant Voltage Cold Cathode Lighting Mercury
Bells
and Chimes
Door
Systems
Signal
Oil Burner Ignition Radio Power Controls
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Control Circuits
for Transmitters
(Continued from page 105)

ergy storage. The relay is mounted
approximately 10 deg. from the horizontal so that the contacts are open
when the relay is not energized and
the pendulum is at rest.
If no auxiliary contacts are available on the plate contactors, they can
usually be installed without great
difficulty. However, where this is utterly impossible, auxiliary relays in
parallel with the plate transformer
primaries could be used.

Double Phone Plug
(No. 24) features
ribbed barrel for
greater ease to handling.
Just one of the new
improved items in
the large ICA line
of

:-

Metal Cabinets, Chassis,
Panels
Metal
Stampings

tld

lasCmpleey

products
essentials.

Screw

As-sembled

Machine
Hardware and

Automatic Starting Device

Because our heroes are
named Kelly, Taylor, Steffenhagen, and Levin...
Because we fight on the side
of right and might ...

Because we're given the opportunity of securing our future by buying War Bonds ...
And, because we of Abbott

have been allowed some
small part in helping to
shorten the war
thanks!

-

we give

One of our dependable
products is this ABBOTT
Model T11-4
a standard,
compact, and efficient ultrahigh -frequency transmitter
and receiver.
.

8

West 18th St., New York 3, N. Y.

An automatic time -delay starting
device is particularly useful in two
ways, for getting back on the air
after a breakdown with a minimum
of lost time, and for locating trouble
where the fault cannot be expeditiously located without the power on
and it is impossible to keep it on

without damaging equipment.
The device in use at KMOX will
give a start in 10 seconds, providing
the interlocking grid and filament
relays are all clear, otherwise the
start will wait until they do clear.
This 10 -seconds can be utilized by
the operator in getting the studio on
the order wire, or in proceeding to
the point where trouble is suspected,
so that he may observe the equipment at the moment the plate voltage is applied. For example, in the
latter situation, the operator is enabled to locate readily a bad tube in
a parallel installation when the only
indication of trouble is a flash inside
the tube.
Electrical details of this device are
shown in Fig. 3. If either plate voltage is off, RY, will be de -energized
and its contact closed. The method of
energizing RY, is the same as for the
reset relay. RY2 may now be picked
up by means of the pushbutton, and
it will seal itself in through its lower
contacts. The pilot lamp will go on
and remain on until the starting
action is completed. The upper contacts of RY2 then excite the filament transformer of the rectifier
tube, and apply alternating voltage to
the plates of the tube. When the
cathode has reached conduction temperature, RY, will be energized, closing its contacts across the plate ON
buttons. As soon as the plate contactors close, RY, will operate, open -
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ORPORATION OF AMERICA
INSULINE BUILDING
(36-02 35th AVENUE)

! NGE S'NDaCITY, N.Y.

PALIS

f

II

Dalis

is supplying radio
and electronic materials to
many branches of the
armed forces, war plants,
sub -contractors, laboratories, training schools. etc.
Ample stocks on hand provide prompt shipment on
many items. And if required
items are not in stock, Dalis
go -gets 'em for you in short-

est possible time.
Try Dalis
write,
wire or 'phone
.

-

..
DALIS, Inc.

H. L.

Distributors of
RADIO 4 ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
17

Union Square

Phones: ALgonquin 4-8112-3-44-6-7

SERVICE
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SCIENTIFIC'S high frequency units for industrial and scientific applications, offer multiple design and functional advantages in

ANNEALING -NORMALIZING -BRAZING
SILVER SOLDERING -DEGASSING -DEHYDRATING
EXPANDING -FORMING -HARDENING -MELTING
by high frequency ranges to 300,000, Kc. and power capacities up
to 100 Kw. Compact, extremely
efficient, SCIENTIFIC'S equipment
minimizes maintenance and permits economical operation. Inquiriés pertaining to this specialized
line of high frequency generating
and testing apparatus, are invited;

fjsC t,,.
,it
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DIVISION

OF

GAP COMPANY
"S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED
CONVERTORS SINCE 1921 IN THE
AND

DESIGNERS

119

ELECTRONICS

BUILDERS

MONROE

-

OF

HIGH
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U

GARFIELD,
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Knurling of SockScrews orig-

et

inated with

"Unbrako" years
ago.

ratentca

pen a
Yat.ga

start.

IT'S KNURLED
... an exclusive safety

Resistors R, and R2 are for dropping the pilot lamp and RY, voltages
to the proper values from the 220 volt relay circuit used at KMOX.
C, is shown across RYe coil for removing the chatter if RYs is a d -c
relay. It will not be necessary if an
a -c relay is used.

feature of

SELF-LOCKING
UN BRM°

HOLLOW SET SCREWS

Reg. IT. S. Pat. Off.

WRITE FOR
"UNBRAKO"

When the "Unbrako" Screw is tightened as usual, the
knurled point digs in . . . prevents vibration from working
it loose. It's easily removed and can be used over and
over. So play safe. Order "Unbrako" Self -Lockers.
J

Sizes: No. 4

CATALOG

to I1/2" diameter

Over 40 years In business

- -

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
JENKINTOWN,
PENNA.

BOX

596

BRANCHES

BOSTON

DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

THAN YOU THINK

THIS WESTINGHOUSE METAL
CONTAINER ARE
COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS
ON

permanently

''ed with a Mar e machine and Markem
ink. Easy to r'..,ad, can't wash off, can't be mislaid.
This illustrates the possibilities of Markem equipment
and Markem`service. On any material, any shape, Markem
can provide the machine and the ink for quick, clean impression of name, trade mark, part numbers, assembly
guide, instructions, etc. In one or several colors. With
automatic repeat or changes, and many other features.
Put your marking problem up to MARKEM. Ask for
Bulletin Zii.

PLASTIC

TEXTILE

"'

o

ing its contacts and releasing RY2.
Thus the transmitter has been given
one starting impulse. Subsequent
starts will not require a full 10 seconds if the tube has not fully cooled.
Obviously, RY, cannot be picked up
when the plates are on or the master
control off, eliminating the possibility of accident through a "stored up"

R

STEEL

PRECISION -BUILT PRODUCTION MACHINES FOR INDUSTRIAL MARKING
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Carrier -Interruption Timing Device

This auxiliary device records the
time at which a transmitter breakdown occurs, as well as its duration,
permitting the operator to give his
entire attention to the cause and repair of the failure without having to
note the time both before and after
the repair period. It is, like most
automatic instruments, capable of
greater accuracy than can be obtained by mere observation.
The KMOX timer is shown diagramatically in Fig. 0. Its operation
is similar to that of the carrier protective device described above.
The control element is the carrier
wave, a bit of which is rectified and
used to develop positive grid voltage
for the tetrode section of the 117L7
tube, also cathode biased. When the
carrier is on, RY, and RY2 are energized, and clocks CL, and CL, are
running, while CL3 is stopped. All
three clocks are self-starting. CL,
keeps correct time, running continuously.
When the carrier= is interrupted,
RY, and RY, are de -energized, CL, is
stopped, and CL3 is started. CL21

therefore, determines the time that
the interruption occurred. When the
carrier is restored, RY2 is picked up,
stopping CL3. This clock thus determines the duration of the interruption. RY, is not picked up by the
carrier, for its coil is shorted
through its own de -energized contact and the reset button. After the
operator has noted the time of the
breakdown, the reset button is
pushed, allowing RY, to become energized and returning the instrument
to its original condition.
The clocks may be set by means
of switches 1, 2, and 3, at the oper-
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spurious frequencies to the fundaHarmonic distortion is the addition of Though
the frequency curve may be
mental in definite harmonic relationship.
raspy reproductions, with an
excellent, harmonic distortion turns, up as and speakers. Five percent is
unnatural twang, in microphones, amplifiers
reproduction, and as much as
considered a satisfactory upper limit for good
fifteen percent is allowable for speech communication.
with radical innovations
Now come new Electro -Voice Dynamic Microphones
distortion to a lower degree
in diaphragm fabrication, reducing harmonic
highly intelligible reproductions
than hitherto possible. Cleaner, crisper, moreMicrophones
are aiding both the
are achieved. New Electro -Voice Dynamic
communications. If you are
CAA and the Signal Corps in securing improved
upon request.
a manufacturer of war equipment, details will be sent

'

.

40,14"'

,4er.

measures the presence of spurious
The Harmonic Wave Analyzer
distortion. To the ear, such
frequencies introduced by microphone
of ragged and false speech quality
frequencies give the feeling
the stress and strain of battle.
may be unintelligible under

eliminate harmonic
Electro-Voice engineers have found a way to
Wave Analyzer;
distortion in microphone design, as proved by the
new Electro the
and the completely natural reproduction from
Voice microphones.

that

t.

.

CO., INC.
ELECTRO -VOICE MANUFACTURING

Export Division:

ELECTRONICS

-

13

East 40th Street,

-

1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE

New York 16, N.

Y.

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
U. S. A

Cables: ARLAB
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ator's convenience. CL., normally
running, keeps correct time until the
carrier is stopped, and CL3 is set at
12:00, ready to time any interruption
in terms of hours, minutes, and seconds by direct reading.

110 -VOLTS A.C.
from

DIRECT CURRENT

w;th KATOLIGHT ROTARY KONVERTERS
ating radio and electronic equipment, for opermoving
picture projectors, sound apparatus,
A.C. appliances, etc,

Coil is Interlocked

SPECIAL HEADS, special SHOULDERS, special LENGTHS, special
THREADS, special POINTS-made to

your order-cold forged for economy of
METALS, LABOR, TIME and MONEY.
Precision made
cold forged way
-without loss of the
quality, torque, or
tensile strength, and to the tolerances
required. All supplementary operations,
such as DRILLING, SLOTTING and
KNURLING. All metals and finishes.

Your "Specials"
May Be Our Stock Items
We have hundreds of SPECIAL

eners in stock, originally designedfastour customers, which we regard for
"regulars." From these you may as
be
able to select some that
your
own special requirements,meet
without
special tool or die costs.
Plastic Inserts

Collar Studs
Eye Bolts
Hinge Pins

Welding Screws

Contact Points

Shoulder Screws
Terminal Pins
Hook Bolts
Spade Bolts
Knurled Rivets
Captive Screws

It's Faster to Telephone
Call WHitehall 4680

MANUFACTURERS
SCREW PRODUCTS
270 WEST HUBBARD STREET

Chicago 10, Illinois

Ask for Your

Free Copy
of

the

New

STRONGHOLD
SOCIAL SECURITY

CALCULATOR

The coil of RY, is interlocked
through an energized contact on RY2
to insure simultaneous opening of
both relays. This interlock may not
be necessary in all cases, depending
on the characteristics of the relays
used.
The diode circuit is similar to that
of the carrier -protective device, with
two notable exceptions. C,L, is tuned
exactly to the carrier frequency, C2
being fixed if desired and the tank
tuned by removing turns from L,.
The other, and major exception, is
the substitution of C,, an 8-µf capacitor, for the tetrode grid leak. This
provides a time delay of about one
second, the time required for C, to
discharge to the point where the bias
limits the plate current to the point
where it will no longer energize RY,
and RY2. The delay is incorporated
to keep the instrument, from operating on a normal reset due to overload, since this is not considered an

interruption.
A grid leak is not necessary because of the conduction through the
electrolyte of 'C,. Cathode bias resistor R,, being 1000 ohms, will bias
the tube to a value numerically equal
in volts to the plate current in ma.
This provides a convenient test consideration, and leads are incorporated for measuring the bias with a
voltmeter. When properly adjusted,
the bias should be about 15 v with
the carrier on and about 8 v with
no signal. The circuit C2L, may be
tuned by adjusting for maximum

bias voltage. Capacitor C, isolates
the antenna and limits the r -f input.
The circuit arrangement operates all
the clocks on a 117L7 tube failure,
and this calls the attention of the operator to the failure.
As pointed out in the introduction,
these four devices are now in actual
use at KMOX and are continuing to
prove themselves to be well worth
while in preventing damage from
arcs resulting from static discharges,
in saving time and trouble when
breakdowns do occur, and in adding
to operating convenience. Their use
at stations not háving similar equipment is highly recommended.
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225 VOLTAMPERE

CONVERTER

Available in sizes 80 through 2500 volt-amperes,
1800 and 3600 r.p.m., ball bearing
designs. Furnished standard 110 -volt 60
cycle
32,110 or 220 -volts direct current. A.C. from
operation. Can be furnished with specialQuiet in
filtering
equipment for

sensitive radio work.
PIONEERS IN THE BUILDING
OF
SMALL ROTARY CONVERTERS
At present Kato's entire production
must be directed to furnishing converters
on high priority
orders. Wire us if you need this kind
of equipment
for orders.
Also manufacturers of A.C. and
ranging from 350 watts through D.C. generators
plants; Frequency changers; high 25 K.W.; power
frequency generators; and Motor Generator
Sets.

KATOLIGHT COMPANY

63 ELM ST.

TEST

INSULATION

the modern, easy way with a

MODEL B-5

MEGOHMER

No more tiresome cranking of a hand driven generator
Our new battery vibrator type insulation testers operate at
a steady test potential of

500 VOLTS

DC

available at the touch of a switch, portable, entirely self-contained, direct -reading.
Write for hulletit; Na. 430.

i

HERMAN H. STICHT CO., INC.
27 PARK PLACE
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NEW PRODUCTS

current, and last radio stage grid
current and modulator current.
Gates Radio

COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTER, Type

for use in applications
including military, aeronautical,
point-to-point, emergency, coastal
harbor, relay broadcasting, forestry,
and other services.
The basic operational characteristics of the instrument are Power
rating of 200 watts on CW or ordinary phone operation, and 150 watts
on heavy duty phone operation ; carrier frequency range includes any
specified 5 frequencies in the range
from 2 to 20 megacycles; audio fidelity involves low distortion between
100 and 1,000 cps; the keying speed
is 60 wpm (higher on special order)
modulation capability is 100 percent
with a safety factor allowance for
MO -2535, is

:

Fused Quartz
TWO

spot frequency in the range of 2-20
megacycles, and Type MO -2535-C
which has continuous tuning from
2-20 megacycles.
The equipment comprising one
type MO -2535 consists of the main
transmitter
cabinet
(described
above) ; a set of five piezo quartz
crystals, ground to customer's frequency requirements; audio frequency and control cabinet; a push to-talk microphone with a stand ;

;

normal overload ; the equipment operates on 110 volts a.c., 60 cps (special
voltage and frequencies are also
available) ; dimensions are 36x21x19
inches; weight 350 lbs. Other types
of MO -2535 instruments include
MO -2535-A with continuous tuning
over any 7 -to -1 frequency range inside 2-20 megacycles, MO -2535-B
which has a tuning set-up for five

complete set of operating tubes ; a
set of spare tubes; a kit of miscellaneous hardware; and an interconnecting cable.
The transmitter has a main power
switch. After this one switch has
been thrown at the beginning of any
operation period, the transmitter is
totally controlled, other than frequency changes, by switching facilities on the control and audio console.
When the mode of operation is by
phone the press -to -talk switch on the
microphone controls the carrier
off -on as desired. A cable connects
the control console to the transmitter
cabinet. The cable is 16 feet long but
longer lengths are available.

Metering facilities on the transmitter consists of six meters which
measure circuit conditions of the oscillator plate current, buffer amplifier plate current, last radio stage
plate voltage, last radio stage plate

280

TYPES OF FUSED

QUARTZ are
available. The type known as translucent is made from a very pure
grade of sand and gets its name from
its satin appearance caused by the
imprisonment of millions of air bubbles during manufacture. The other
type, clear fused quartz, is made from
crushed natural crystals and is more
transparent than glass. Both types
are useful for many types of laboratory and industrial applications, particularly those having to do with electricity, heat, chemistry and optics.
The manufacturer can supply fused
quartz in the form of ingots, rods
and tubing in a wide variety of sizes.
Where standard sizes will not fulfill
requirements, special sizes and
shapes can be manufactured to suit
individual specifications. The product is normally supplied, rough cut,
for finishing to specifications by the
purchaser-but the manufacturer
can arrange to have finishing done
upon request.
The fused quartz is available from
General Electric Co., Lamp Dept., 84,
Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Aircraft Selector Switch

Control and Audio Console

Transmitter cabinet, Type MO -2535

A

AIRCRAFT selector
switch, known as "Cam -Snap Rotary
Tap Switch" is made with from one
to four primary circuits and twelve
secondary circuits. It may be used
as a pilot compartment heater control, wing flap control, cowl flap control; and in other applications where
the sequence of operation affects the
operation of other functional equipment. Opening and closing of a
switch circuit is accomplished within
three or four degrees motion of the
cam. The current rating is 10 amps
at 29 volts, inductive load. When
the switch is used as a selector
switch, it can be mounted singly or
in gang and operated by a single
shaft. The shaft is serrated, but is
available in hex or square design.
Any type of cam -operating member
can be incorporated. Servicing of
.the switch is easily accomplished by
the use of a screwdriver, which is

SNAP-ACTION,
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Supply Co.,. Quincy,

Ill.

Month after month, manufacturers develop new materials, new components,
new measuring equipment; issue new
technical bulletins, new catalogs. Each
month descriptions of these new items
will be found here
Communications Transmitter
and Control Console
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ii;111110
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NEW
41111Ljh

STYRAM(C
For cable

electrical insolalion, stampings,

ping and
cellaneous elec
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.

For electronic
component parts,

For electronic and

wrap-

etc.

windows, etc.

rronics use.

For

electronic
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duits, comppn2nf
parts, etc.
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x

Except for experimental work, this chart
shows the complete line of Plax wartime
production. In peace, Plax also makes
blown plcstic articles, high speed drawn
items, fabricated parts, special

shapes,

etc., etc.

'Polystyrene

ELECTRONICS

-

is

also

available

in

the

Fiber and Polyflex
sheet, both really tough and flexible,
(flhe trademark POLYFLEX is Reg.
U. S. Pat. Off.) For a bulletin on machinfamous

Polyflexi

ing polystyrene and other helpful data,
write the Plax Corp., 133 Walnut St.,

Hartford 5, Conn.
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STAR PORCELAINS
Excel for
gis

ELECTRONIC DEVICES

CA»

Star has manufactured

STEATITE
for Electrical Heating Appliances for years. The STAR
product meets government
specifications for

"G"

GRADE

PORCE

COMPANY

ELECTRONICS DEPT.

\r

STEATITE

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY
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is a precise in-

strument which provides a choice of
resistance from 1 ohm to 99,999 ohms
in steps of 1 ohm. According to the
manufacturer, all decades are adjusted to an accuracy of 1/10th of
1 percent. The resistors are non -inductively wound with wire which
has a temperature co -efficient of
±0.00002 between 20 deg. and 100
deg. C. Low resistance switches are
used throughout the instrument. The

,H..

.....

,..,K....waw

-,..

Here, at Doolittle, we are coordinating
every effort and skill to help provide the
communications equipment so essential for
jictory. This will mean better peace -time
ommunications after our battles are won.

Victory

Buy More U. S. War
Bonds and Stamps

MODEL 5 DECADE BOX

>:
.

To Assure

the only tool required to disassemble
and assemble the unit. All circuits
have screw terminals and no soldering is required. The switch weighs
three to four ounces, is compact and
can be furnished with detent action,
if desired. It fits standard instrument mountings. The case is fully
enclosed and is built of macerated
phenolic to government specifications. The manufacturer states
that under Bureau of Aeronautics
testing the switch surpasses its normal life requirements.
The Paul Henry Co., Los Angeles,

RADIO, INC.
Builders of Precision Radio Communications Equipment
7421 S. Loomis Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.
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Bakelite panel is engraved by a "cutin" process to eliminate the possibility of letters ever being scratched
off.
The instrument measures
18ix6ix3i inches. The price for a
complete instrument is $59.50 f.o.b.
New York, N. Y., and delivery is
made in 15 days on a priority rating
of AA-3 or better.
Superior Instruments Co., 227
Fulton St., New York 7, N. Y.
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BY COMPARISON
This is a B & W Junior Air Inductor
in size comparison with the 7.5

ampere -rated specials of the
same general construction and design.

7.5 AMP. CONTINUOUS RATING
But the only thing "Special" is the size
Actually, these 20" giant B & W Air Inductors, wound with #8 solid wire, are simply
grown-up war versions of the famous B & W
Junior "Air Wound" Coils of amateur radio
fame. The only special feature is the size
plus, of course, the attendant bracing of
triple x bakelite strips and plates for absolute mechanical rigidity. They're attractive in
appearance, sturdy.as you'd ever expect coils
to be, and serve as interesting examples of
B & W's unexcelled facilities for the production of special units-often with only a

minimum of change from standard designs
of unquestioned dependability.
Coils of this type are available through
the entire broadcast frequency range. Adaptations are available for specific applications on
any frequency. Other B & W coils in both
"Air Wound" and form -construction types
can be supplied for practically
any inductance requirement.
Details on any type, or quotations to your specifications,
gladly sent.

HOW TO TAP SMALL COILS-EASILY

together
Ever try to tap a tiny coil where the turns were so close
a middle
you felt as though you were trying to fasten a rope to
appreciate this special
tooth of a fine-tooth comb? Then you'll
B & W small coil indent feature. The windings on either side of
the turn you want to tap are indented out of the way, thus making
tapping quick and easy, anywhere on the Inductor.

AIR INDUCTORS
BARKER & WILLIAMSON,

ELECTRONICS

-

235

FAIRFIELD AVE., UPPER DARBY, Pj
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FIEXIL

Panel Instruments
A NEW LINE OF SMALL, thing d -c

panel instruments featuring internal pivot construction are available for
use in aircraft, radio and communications equipment, and for application on various types of machinery.
Available with either brass or molded
Textolite dust-proof and moisture resisting cases in 2i inch sizes, the
line consists of d -c voltmeters, ammeters, milliammeters, micro -ammeters, r -f ammeters and milliammeters, and d-c volt -ammeters. The
volt -ammeter, one of a group designed originally for naval aircraft,
has a push -button -operated switch to
change the reading from amps to
volts. The pivots are mounted on the
inside of the armature shell. One
jewel bearing is mounted on top of

ALLOYS
¡04
ELECTRONIC APPLICATION

RESISTANCE ALLOYS

LOW EXPANSION ALLOYS
FILNIC for FILMENTS

*
*

GRIDNIC for GRIDS
years' experience in
nickel alloy production is
at your service when you
call.
40

of the many
features of the new General Electric line of ELECTRONIC MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS. You are given a wide
choice of accurate apparatus-direct
from the famous G -E electronics laboratories for service, maintenance
and research.
The units include: G -E unimeters,

DRIVER -HARRIS

FLEXIBILITY is one

-

capacitometers, audio oscillators,
wide band oscilloscopes, square

wave generators, signal generators,
power supply units, and other utility measuring instruments.
These sturdy, dependable, compact units are now in production
principally for the Armed Forces.
But they may be purchased on a
priority if you are engaged in war
work. After the war, of course, the
full line will be available to every-

body.... Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady,
New York.
We invite your inquiry for G -E electronic measuring equipment made
to meet your specific requirements.

FREE

CATALOG
eeteeneeeteemee

ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady, N. Y.

TADE

the core-and -frame assembly, and the
other is mounted in an adjustable
sleeve fitted into the lower part of
the soft-iron core, making the element assembly a single, self-contained unit which can be removed
easily for inspection or repair in the
field. The instruments will operate
satisfactorily in temperatures ranging from -50 deg. C to 70 deg. C,
and are accurate to within the limits
of ± 2 percent of full-scale value.
The instruments are more thoroughly described in two publications.
The first is GEA -4117, which covers
instruments designated as Type
DW-53 for naval aircraft, and the
second is publication GEA -4064, covering panel -type electric indicating
instruments designated as Types
DW-51 and DW-52.
General Electric Co., Schenectady,

MARE

M6.

Y

I.

PAT

i1.

Solves the Problem of

Mailing List Maintenance!
Probably no other organization is as
well equipped as McGraw-Hill to
solve the complicated problem of
list maintenance during this period
of unparalleled change in industrial
personnel.

McGraw-Hill Mailing Lists cover
most major industries. They are compiled from exclusive sources, and are
based on hundreds of thousands of
mail questionnaires and the reports
of a nation-wide field staff. All names
are guaranteed accurate within 2%.
When planning your direct mail
advertising and sales promotion, consider this unique and economical service in relation to your product. Details
on request.

N. Y.

Please send, without obligation to
me, the General Electric Measuring Instrument Catalog, E-1 (looseleaf), for my information and files.
Name
Company
Address
re.

e04,12.4209

HARRISON, NEW JERSEY

Temporary Protective Coating

r,egigkee,h.eel

GENERAL ED ELECTRIC
177-B3

Electronic Measuring Instruments

THIS COATING IS A THIN FILM which
is applied by a brush or a dip on
either smooth or rough surfaces. It
dries in about 15 minutes. Greasing
or packing in pliofilm bags is not
necessary, and when it is desired to
remove the coating no solvents have

284

'Mc CRAW -HILL
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
DIRECT MAIL DIVISION

330 West 42nd St., New York, 18, N. Y.
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ELECTRONICS

ANNOUNCEMENT

IMPORTANT

FOR

THE

loutroulu

Industry
MANUFACTURERS

FOR

PRESENT

AND

COMPANIES CONTEMPLATING
OF

THE PRODUCTION

ELECTRONIC

PRODUCTS

The facilities of the Sherron Electronic Research laboratory are
another Sherron
now made available to the entire industry
service to Electronics advancement. This places at your command
the specialized knowledge, the engineering skill and experience
to aid you in the
-plus the necessary production facilities
development and perfection of electronic products. Fully equipped
-and including special ultra -sensitive testing instruments, the
Sherron Electronic Research laboratories are now serving as the
proving ground for present-day and future achievements in electronics. Here today's developments will become tomorrow's
realities.
.

.

.

.

.

.

ELECTRONIC DIVISION

Sharron
" 1ota11ic
CORPORATION
1201

FLUSHING

AVENUE,

ELECTRONICS

-

BROOKLYN,

NEW

YO

R

K
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IflTERPHONE

carton EQUIPEflT

to be used because the coating is eas.,
ily stripped off by hand. For short,
term protection coating No. 002 is
used, and for long periods of storage,
No. 003 is available. The manufacturer states the temporary coating
has withstood without any effect,

100 -hour, 3 -percent salt spray tests
on steel, copper, brass and aluminum.,
Insl-X Co., 857 Meeker Ave., Brook
1yn, N. Y.

Snap -Action Switch
CORD CD -318-A

CORD CD -874

t,ke1144,.

....... A.

NOW IN PRODUCTION: CD -318-A
CD -307-A
CD -874
JK-26

JK-48
PL -47
PL -54
PL -SS

PL -63

"A" Plug

PE -86
SW -141

BC -366
BC -347-C

JB-47

Your inquiry is invited on these and

other Inter-communícatinn Equipment

, ,,
RADI

DESIGNED TO insure good contact
pressure and greater speed of opera-

tion, a new small open -blade snap
action switch is available for a wide
variety of applications including machine tool control devices, aircraft
landing gear controls and for con -1
struction of various relays and contactors. The manufacturer states
that a patented rolling spring produces a positive snap action with less
than 6 ounces of operating pressure,
.i

1VLIR
KARINIÌZA
ND
TELEVISION CORPORATION

lust W. VAN

BUREN ST., CHICAGO 7, ILL.

METAL INSTRUMENT AND

UTILITY CABINETS

Although the armed services still
have first call on this useful and
attractive BUD product, as on
other BUD precision parts, the
time is fast coming when they
will be available once again. Revisions and improvements in the
entire BUD line of cabinets have
made this series of housings the
finest available for appearance
and utility. Remember to ask
for BUD cabinets and other precision parts when they are available once more. Your satisfaction will be assured.

BUD RADIO, INC.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

286

and that smaller coils may be used in
relays, and also that its extremely
fast action minimizes contact burning.
The switch permits both pre -travel
and over-travel. It has a rating of
15 amps on 125 volts a.c. Its overall
size is 3-xiAx1 inches. It is made in
SP, S or DT, set and return types and
may be assembled to suit the needs
of relay builders.
Acro Electric Co., 1316 Superior
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Sound System Projectors
Two

NEW INDUSTRIAL sound system
projectors are available for music
and voice paging, for PA systems,
and for time signals or alarms. The
speaker baffles are made for 12, 8
and 6 -inch projector horns. Each
size projector can be mounted vertically or horizontally. The speaker
baffles are of rugged two-piece construction.
Available from Commercial Metal
Products Co., 2251 West St. Paul

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

ELECTRONICS
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RESISTORS: Power Wire Wound Resis50, and 120 watts.
25,
10,
5,
tors
Wire lead or lug terminals on styles 5K and 10K.

STYLE

"K"

Lug terminals only on styles 25K, 50K, 120K.

MultiSTYLES MFA, MFB and MFC: Precision Meter
immerwater
plier Resistors. Hermetically sealed. Salt
sion proof.
Type MFA -7.5 megohms max.
Type MFB-4 megohms max.
Type MFC-1 megohm max.

Non -inductive windings available.

Various types of mounting, shown in catalog.

STYLES A, B, C, D, E, F: 120, 90, 50, 35, 20,10 watts.
Hermetically sealed power wire wound resistors.
Designed to withstand salt water immersion tests.
Ferrule Terminals for fuse clip mounting.

STYLE V. D.: 10 watt and 15 watt wire wound.
Resistors designed to make voltage divider sections
when mounted end to end on through bolt.

SPECIALTIES

250,000 ohms max. per section.
MEGOMAX: High voltage, high temperature, composition resistor. Hermetically sealed.

Non -inductive windings available.

SPRAGUE

Style
STYLE SP: Wire wound bobbin type resistors.
section.
dual
-2,
SP
Style
section.
SP -1, single
2.5 watts, continuous rating, per section.

CO.,

Resistor

Type
Type

-3400
2-6800
1

ohms to 100 megohms
ohms to 100 megohms

Voltage and power ratings depend on resistance value.

Division, NORTH

ADAMS,

MASS.

:

MV214

RESISTORS

SPRAGUE KUI

evJ

,e=mweevezze_è

.e.mm.....ffleatege

tt:tttt>t1W;;

REGISTERED TRADEMARK

ELECTRONICS

l iovember
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GOULD

MOODY
CAN GIVE YOU THE
RECORDING BLANKS
YOU REQUIRE

Throat Microphones
BOTH THE

Universal Microphone Co.,
(Inglewood, Cal.) and Kellogg
Switchboard Supply Co. (6650 S.
Cicero Ave., Chicago, Ill.) have available throat microphones.
Universal's microphone is designated as T-30 and is available in bulk
orders to sub -contractors and prime
government contractors for use on
This instrument, at a

price within

the reach of any shop, is an optical
device for measuring or comparing
objects by means of a magnified
image.
It is used for:
checking tools to eliminate errors
at source.
inspecting and measuring pivoted
work.
screw machine parts, etc.
verifying tool settings by checking first parts made.
controlling tool wear t b r o u g h
regular checking of work.
inspecting the finished product.

GLASS BASE

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING

BLANKS

Easy to operate, simple and sturdy in
construction, the Wilder Projector offers
many opportunities to speed up measuring, checking and inspecting.
Base Price $268.75

army radio equipment. It is a carbon
type, mounted in a synthetic rubber
neckpiece with an elastic neckband.
The plug is a midget two -prong
breakaway type and is non-locking
and therefore easily disconnected.
Also available with the microphone
is an extension cord and a switch assembly which contains the press -to talk switch for the microphone and
control relay circuit.
Kellogg's equipment is a pair of
tiny mikes that fit snugly against the

WRITE FOR
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS
and LITERATURE
Telephone CAnal 6-3512
for immediate service

GEORGE SCHERR CO., INC.
Optics Dept.

128

Lafayette St., New York, N.

Y.

STALLMAN'S
'PHONE NUMBER IS

Ithaca 2297
Don't delay ordering your "Black Seal" Record.
ing Blanks because of priorities. An AA -2X rating
is automatically available to all broadcasting
stations, recording studios and schools.

Through one of those annoying errors
that give premature grey hairs to publishers and advertising men, the
wrong telephone number was given
in the advertisement of Stallman of
Ithaca (New York) in that concern's
full page advertisement in the September issue of Electronics.

"No better instantaneous recording blank was
ever made," say engineers in major broadcast
ing stations from coast -to-coast of the new
Gould -Moody "Black Seal" Glass Base Instantaneous Recording Blanks.

Enclosing your priority rating when ordering
will expedite deliveries.

THE GOULD -MOODY
COMPANY
RECORDING BLANK DIVISION

395 BROADWAY

NEW YORK 13,

N.Y.

Actually, Stallman of Ithaca's 'phone
number is Ithaca 2297 and NOT
Worth 2-6276, which was the way it
appeared in the advertisement after
the typographic gremlin had gotten in
its work.

throat and pick up words directly
from the vocal cords without noise
from an engine or gunfire.
Both of these microphones, are designed to free the wearer's hands for
other duties.

288

As wholesale distributors serving the
New York state territory, this concern
features prompt deliveries on Electronic and Laboratory components of
all types, industrial fluorescent lighting, tools, and electronic consulting

service.
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HOPE THIS TUBE'S
LIKE THE LAST ONE

SPEER

CARBON COMPANY

ST.
CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ELECTRONICS

-

MARYS, PA.
DETROIT
CLEVELAND
NEW YORK PITTSBURGH

was a honey!
"Boy, that last transmitter
Dished out the old signals like a dream-for pretty
nearly twenty thousand hours. You could pile on
the power when you had to and the old tube never
acted up afterwards. Seemed like the sky was the
limit on high frequencies ... Wish all tubes were
like that..."
They can be, when built with SPEER graphite
anodes. It's remarkable how much more life and
stability you pack into rectifier and transmitter
tubes with SPEER anodes. Their graphite structure dissipates heat faster, minimizes insulator
leakage and gas troubles. Graphite anodes keep
their original dimensions in service. Warping
and fusing is impossible even under repeated
overloads. Tubes with SPEER graphite anodes
materially improve the operation of any transmitter. Write for our Anode Booklet and list of
manufacturers using SPEER graphite anodes.

-

® 4690
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Continuous -Duty Converters

YESTERDAY'S
MODELS
ín

TOMORROW'S
WORLD

l'he buying public will expect wartime progress to
be reflected in future peacetime products. Your
prewar models will be thrust aside unless engineered to postwar standards.
The engineering experience of THE ERWOOD
COMPANY qualifies it as the logical consultant
on your difficult technical problems.

TRE ERW0:0D C0IVIPANY
225 WEST ERIE STREET

('HICACO, ILLINOIS

NEWLY DESIGNED, TWO POLE,

rotary
"Konverters" are available in 225
and 350 volt -amps continuous load
capacities at 3600 rpm with 40 deg.
C temperature rise. The converter
changes 32, 110 or 220 volts direct
current to standard 110 volts, 60 cps,
a -c current. The manufacturer has

available a special filter which is
contained in a sheet metal base upon
which the converter is mounted which
is for use when the converter is being
used with especially sensitive radio
or electronic devices.
Kato Engineering Co., Mankato,
Minn.

Pilot Lights
SERIES 900 PILOT LIGHTS

REDUCED

AMPERITE
VOLTAGE OF 24V
WITH AMPERITE
BATTERY.& CHARGER, VOLTAGE VARIES
VARIES APPROX.
' ONLY

50%

2%

I

REGULATORS

(designed
for grounded pilot light panels)
measure approximately 2 inches in
length, and mount on 1 -inch centers
to permit a number of units to be incorporated within a small space. The
body of the light is of a hexagon design so that a socket wrench may be
used when installing. The bulb,
which automatically comes out when
the jewel holder is unscrewed, may

7eatteted
Amperites' cut battery voltage fluctuation from approximately 50% to 2%,
2: Hermetically sealed
not affected by
altitude, ambient temperature, humidity.
3. Compact, light, and inexpensive.
Used by U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Corps.
1.

-

DELAY RELAYS:

be changed from the front of the
panel without disturbing the body

For delays from I to 100 seconds.
... Send for catalogue sheet.

Hermetically sealed. Unaffected by altitude,

This -page folder will help you solve
ENGINEERS: Current
and Voltage Problems; contains
4

much valuable data in practical' form

-

Write for your copy now.

AMPERITE CO., 561 Broadway, New York (12), N.J.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.; 560; King St., W. Toronto
....

....

.

.

M.a.:

290

mounting or wiring.
Ventilated for cool operation, the
pilot light is available with either
faceted or plain jewels from the
manufacturer, Gothard Mfg. Co.,
1300 N. Ninth St., Springfield, Ill.
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This is the reason
they called the tube

II3b5°3 0
Does it seem far-fetched to you?

Can there be any possible similarity
between an ocean wave and an ultrahigh frequency tube?
As a matter of fact, there's a very
definite similarity.
A breaking wave is the best way we
know to picture what happens to electrons in the KLYSTRON tube invented
by the Varian brothers-Russell and
Sigurd-and Dr. William W. Hansen.
Inside this tube, the inventors were
able to direct a stream of electrons
which concentrated their power and released it much as waves do when they
mount into crests and crash on the
shore.

ELECTRONICS

-

fin!*

That's why the tube is called KLYSTRON.
The name comes from a Greek word
that denotes the breaking of waves on

Army and Navy, the development and
perfection of the KLYSTRON continued,
and is still continuing.
Applications of the KLYSTRON include the generation, amplification, and
reception of ultra -high frequency waves.
Naturally, they are being devoted exclusively to war uses at present.
When the war is won, Sperry research will explore the fascinating field
of KLYSTRONICS** in relation to the
comfort and security of a world at peace.

a beach.

Initial research on the KLYSTRON
was done in California at Stanford

University. The Sperry Gyroscope

Company was quick to see the tube's
possibilities. So they helped the inventors carry on further development of
the KLYSTRON as a valuable tool of war
and aeronautics.
When the tube got bèyond the early
experimental stages, the Varian brothers and Dr. Hansen joined Sperry's
staff of inventors, engineers, and research men.
With the close co-operation of the

SPERRY
GYROSCOPE COMPANY, INc.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Division of the Sperry Corporation

*KLYSTRON is a

registered trademark

of the Sperry Gyroscope CompanyRegistration No. 371650.

**Trademark
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Plastic Tubing
"STRIATUBE"

401$#*'''?

A

1

Ib. BILLET OF ALLOY
onedize4.

106 MILES cti
JELLIFF ALLOY

"C'

WIRE

(.0008)

/tau«

for
electrical insulation is available with
one or more color stripes extruded.
into the body of the tubing to make
PLASTIC

NUMBERALL

TUBING

easy identification possible. The color
stripes are an integral part of the
extrusion and are as permanent as
the body of the tubing itself: Either
opaque or transparent tubing can be
had with one or more contrasting
color stripes in any combination desired. Characteristics of the tubing
include high dielectric strength; nonoxydizing properties; resistance to
acids, alkalies, oils and greases; and
resistance to deterioration due to
aging or constant exposure to light.
The tubing is available in either flexible or rigid form in a wide variety
of sizes, lengths and thicknesses, as
well as various degrees of flexibility.
Carter Products Corp., 6921 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio.

NUMBERING and
LETTERING PRESS

MODEL 40

Quickly stamps serial numbers
and other details on name
plates, names and numbers on
tags, etc. Can also be furnished for HOT stamping.

Portable Dual -Tester

ifrt age

MODEL

JELLIFF
MILL

No. 804

DUAL-TESTER

.

Write for catalog.
is a new

NUMBERALL

portable tester equipped for direct
testing of all acorn tubes, as well as
old and new types of regular receiving tubes, rectifiers, etc. It measures
14ix13x6 inches, weighs 121 lbs., and
comes ready for operation on 105135 volts, 50-60 cps. Functioning as
a multimeter, the ohmmeter reading
ratio is 500,000,000 to 1; current
reading ratio is 1,000,000 to 1; volt-

STAMP & TOOL CO.
Staun Island. N.

Huguenot Park

Y.

REFLEX
SPEAKERS
ore now the

ACCEPTED
STANDARD
for all
WAR USE
EVERY REFLEX
in th.

UNIVERSITY LINE
is the result of
YEARS of
RESEARCH

THE

C. O. J MIFF
SOUTHPORT

MFG. CORP.,

- CONN.

SPECIALISTS IN
FINE WIRES

EVERY REFLEX
in th.

age reading ratio is 100,000 to 1.
The d-c voltmeter ranges from
0-25-10-50-250-1000-5000. The a -c
voltmeter as well as the output volt-

UNIVERSITY LINf
has a vital part
to play in th.
WAR PROGRAM

meter ranges from 0-10-50-250-10005000; the d -c milliammeter ranges
from 0-0.5-2.5-10-50-250-1000. The
d-c ammeter range is 0-10 amps ;
ohmmeter ratings are 0-250-2500-

Thera are
OVER 50 SPEAKERS
in the
UNIVERSITY LINE

25,000-2.5 megohms-25 megohms.
Radio City Products Co., Inc., 127
West 26th St., New York 1, N. Y.
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COPPER -OXIDE

TUNGAR

SELENIUM

Need a Rectifier?

is best for your specific
Then you will want to know which type
or Tungar.
requirements-Copper Oxide, Selenium
answer because GenGeneral Electric can give you an impartial
eral Electric manufactures all three.
a valuable consulting
When next you need a rectifier you can get
G -E Tungar and Metallic
service (no obligation, of course) through
to Section A1137-119, AppliRectifier Engineers. Address inquiries
General Electric Company,
ance and Merchandise Department,
Bridgeport, Connecticut.

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

-

ELECTRIC
293
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Hydrogen Gas Purifier

091$4220,

REMOVING RESIDUAL OXYGEN,

SERIES 800
PILOT LIGHT
Features

.

Removable Snap-socket
Rigid Non -short Terminals
Gothard Series 800 Pilot Lights are particularly
adapted to aircraft,
radio, switchboards and a wide range of electrical
devices. Socket
and new style rigid terminals that cannot work loose
or twist are
integral parts of the spring member, which locks
firmly into Jewel
housing. Socket is easily removed with spring member
for replacement of lamp bulb. Bulb may also be inserted
from front of panel
by removing slip -ring mounted Jewel. Range of Jewel
colors plain
or faceted-miniature or candelabria screw sockets,
or miniature
bayonet sockets.

deaMeee

Ask for Gothard Pilot Light Assemblies
Catalog for complete information.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1310 North Ninth Street, Springfield, Illinois

CARTER 'Seize/note
OF FAMOUS COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT

mois-

ture, and other active contaminating
gases from commercial hydrogen may
be accomplished by a gas purifier
which is available for applications
such as prevention of oxidation in
steel -heating furnaces, reduction of
metallic parts in the production of
electronic tubes, the welding or brazing of metals in an atmosphere of
pure hydrogen, and also for hydrogenation in various food industries.
The hydrogen gas to be purified
passes through an electrically heated
furnace which holds a calorized seamless steel tube containing small pieces
of pure copper for removing oxygen.
The gas moves progressively through
three glass containers filled with
purifying ingredients such as caustic potash or sodium lime. The gas
finally passes to three supply lines.
Each of the supply lines is controlled
by one adjustable diaphragm-reducing valve which is capable of reducing the pressure down to
lb per
square inch. The oven of the purifier
operates on 110 or 220 volts. An auto transformer is provided for regulating the heat. All parts of the
equipment are mounted on a frame of
heavy square steel tubing. Removable caps on top and base of the glass
dryers permit easy filling or occasional cleaning.
The purifier is available in different sizes from Eisler Engineering
Co., Inc., 740 South St., Newark,
N. J.

Alloy Plastic
THE MANUFACTURER of this plastic,
known as "Emeloid", says it is a

HOUSANDS of these Carter Origin° Genemotórs
ore constantly
something "extra" in MOTOROLA'S famous FMT-30D Mobile providing that
FM

Radio transmitter, pictured above. Why not submit your requirements and
become acquainted
with this preferred Power Supply?
the latest catalogue of Carter products will be sent upon
request.

1606 Milwaukee Ave.

Carter. a well known name in radio for over twenty years. Cable:

Geneemo

294

ó

controlled plastic with characteristics similar to those brought about
in steels which have been treated
with different alloys. As a result, it
is possible to obtain hardness, softness, elasticity, toughness, freedom
from magnetic attraction, etc., or a
combination of these characteristics.
The plastic may be used in some applications to replace metal. The plastic can also be formed, molded,
shaped, cut, sheared, sawed, punched,
pierced, stamped, polished, drilled,
machined, lithographed and printed.
It is light in weight and available in
several grades, in either clear or assorted colors.
The Emeloid Co., 287 Laurel Ave.,
Arlington, N. J.
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THE" INVISIBLE

Magic achievements, yesterday the dreams of man, today become working
Aracticalities through the art of Electronics, applied to Science and Industry.
4

Today all the proven, skill and experience of Ferranti
¡Engineers and manufacturing facilities are properly de 'toted to perfecting new refinements of Transformer de1.ign and construction to speed Victory.
'

But TOMORROW . . . these Ferranti improvements
lo longer will be "military secrets. They will become
'working tools in a new world of American Industry. The
leadership established by Ferranti Quality will help you
meet the challenge of new postwar developments, with
an even higher degree of efficiency than it helped in the
days that have gone forever. Consult with Ferranti now
on your postwar plans for tomorrow.

I

-

Plan wit

Mark of Progress and Quality

FERRANTI ELECTRIC, INC.

ELECTRONICS

RCA

BUILDING
295
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Resonance Meter
indicator is
a rectifier type vacuum-tube voltmeter which provides means of determining resonance in oscillators
and transmitters, measuring standing wave ratios, checking transmission lines, antenna systems, tank circuits, coupling devices, and providing
modulation indication. It is ruggedly
constructed and may be used for
resonance measurements in the field
as well as in the laboratory. It is
particularly useful in connection.with
the installation and maintenance of
absolute altimeters, blind landing
markers, glide path markers, airport
traffic control, weather teletype, and
broadcast relay circuits. Measurements are made in the ultrahigh -frequency range from 130 to 600 Mc.
The meter will not be damaged by
severe over -loads. The diode voltmeter head can be moved along the
main axis of parallel rods so that
optimum impedance matching can
he obtained between the tuned circuit and the indicator. A sliding bar
is provided so the operator can resonate the parallel rods to the desired
frequency.
Erco Radio Laboratories, Inc.,
Fenimore Ave., Hempstead, N. Y.

Here's news for men in
radio and electronics
Just out

TYPE MW -60 RESONANCE

LOW

Loss

Align =Aire
Trimmer!

CAPACITY
RANGE:
2.5 TO
16

MMF

Meissner improved,
low loss, low drift,
Align -Aire Trim-

mers are ideally
suited for operation
under high humidity...and in critical
R.F. circuits -.3280 degrees rotation...
less than 1 mmf per 180 degrees!

Dissipation factor at 1000 kc: .064%...
Q-1570... dissipation factor at 40 mc:
3.7% ...insulation resistance: greater than
1500 megohms...breakdown over 350
volts, 60 cycles...700 volt AC breakdown
available on special order.

One of the most complete works of its
kind ever published,
this outstanding reference work presents a
wealth of essential
theory a n d up-todate standards, practice, and data, especially selected and
organized to meet the
needs of the engineer
dealing with practical
radio and electronic
problems.

RADIO ENGINEERS'
HANDBOOK
By Frederick E. Terman

Professor of Electrical Engineering and Executive Head, Electrical Engineering Department, Stanford University (absent on
leave), Director, Radio Research Laboratory, Harvard University
1,019 pages, 6 z 9.
profusely illustrated, $6.00
13

big sections, covering

Tables, Mathematical Relations, and
Units
2. Circuit Elements
3. Circuit Theory
4. Vacuum Tubes and Electronics
5. Vacuum -tube Amplifiers
6. Oscillators
7. Modulation and Demodulation
8. Power -supply Systems
Copper Coaxial Cable
9. Radio Transmitters and Receivers
10. Propagation of Radio Waves
SOFT TEMPER COAXIAL cable is avail- 11. Antennas
able in continuous lengths up to sev- 12. Radio Aids to Navigation
eral thousand feet. The cable is 13. Measurements
Terman's
concentrates on those
wound on wooden reels and has the topics which Handbook
the radio man thinks of as consame electrical characteristics as stituting radio engineering presented in

rigid cable of the same size (i inch).
The cable can be easily uncoiled and

Meissner Align -Aires are encased in the
newly developed Type 16444 Bakelite...
compact in size: 7/16" in diameter by 11/s"
long. Samples sent upon request.

1.

-

concise descriptions, fundamentals, formulas,
procedures useful in actual design, tables.
diagrams, etc. Consult it for data needed in
routine problems of design and practice, or
in investigation of special problems or
branches of work. Check your methods
against best accepted practice. Save time,
trouble, and error-get quick, dependable
answers to your questions, when you need
them, from Terman's Radio Engineers' Handbook.
See one of the first copies off press. Just
mail the coupon; pay for or return the
book after examination. This authoritative
and convenient summary of radio engineering knowledge can be of constant ana
valuable aid to you. Send the coupon
today.
10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New

MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS

"PRECISION -BUILT
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS"

bent by hand to the desired Contour.
The cable may be obtained with special glass-insulated terminals, and if
desired, can be shipped under pressure.
The Andrew Co., 363 East 75th St.,
Chicago 19, Ill.
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York, 18, N. Y.
Send me Terman's Radio Engineers' Handbook for 10 days' examination on approval. In
10 days I will send you $6.00 plus few oents rostage or return book postpaid. (We pay postage on

cash orders.)

Name
Address
City and Stare

Position
Company
s
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JUST THE RELAY YOU

WANT

When you can select the relay that exactly meets your requirements from a regular line, you have saved man power, time and
money. WARD LEONARD RELAYS include types and sizes for

every application. They all have crisp action, are dependable
and durable yet consume but little current. Why have a "spe-

cial" designed when there

is an

existing WARD LEONARD Relay

that will serve your purpose?

`g- Relay Bulletins
Bulletins are available describing light, intermediate and
heavy duty relays in various contact combinations, high
voltage relays, metal and molded base midgets, aircraft

power relays, transfer relays, sensitive relays, thermal and
motor driven time delay relays, latch -in relays, and variouus
types of radio relays. Send for the data bulletins of interest
to you.

WARP LEONARD
RESISTORS RHEOSTATS
Electric control WL devices since 1892.

RELAYS

WARD

LEONARD

ELECTRONICS

-

ELECTRIC

COMPANY, 32 SOUTH STREET, MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.
29,

November I943
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74 BOOK
B

D -C Voltage Generator
DEVELOPED AS A CONTROL COMPONENT

EVERY

U ENO/NEER
SHOULD

w

NAUE/

A

A

R 7he NEW

DIAEGO CATALOG

R

OF WARNING & SIGNAL

B

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

O

pages

valuable data on the most
extensive line of Warning & Signal Pilot
24

N

of

-

Light Assemblies
completely covering
alt Electrical, Electronic, Radio, Marine

D

and Industrial applications.

An indispensable guide for Engineers,
Technicians, and Purchasing Agents.

S

Write for your copy, on company letterhead, today!

B

O
N

is a 20 -ounce d -c voltage generator
which uses a permanent magnet field.
The unit may be used as a tachometer
generator or a circuit control generator. The permanent magnets are
made of Alnico. The output voltage
is rated at approximately 2 volts per
100 rpm and is linear with speed
within 1 percent. Voltages are equal
to within 1 percent for the same
speed in either direction of rotation.
Internal resistance is 230 ohms. Less
than ounce -inch torque is required
to rotate the armature. For low-speed applications, silver commutators and brushes are available instead of copper. The mounting ring
measures 2 A; inches in diameter, and

D
S

DIAL LIGHT CO. OF AMERICA, Inc.
90

WEST STREET

NEW YORK

(6),

N. Y.

HANOVIA

Inspectolite
Reveals surface faults in metal by ul-

tra-violet fluorescence.

Method is rapid, positive and inexpensive.
Used in many

war plants.

Write for further information.
A COMPLETE LINE OF QUARTZ MERCURY ARC
LAMPS AND TRANSPARENT FUSED QUARTZ.

HANOVIA
CHEMICAL & MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. E-4

Newark, N. J.
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the over-all length of the aluminum
housing is 34 inches.
Eastern Air Devices, Inc., 314
Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Insulation Testers
states these new
"Megger" insulation testers are the
the first instruments of their type to
be made in this country. They are
similar to the manufacturer's "Meg"
(variable pressure) and "SuperMeg" (constant -pressure) types,
rated up to 500 volts and 1000 megohms, except that they are housed in
plastic molded cases. The instruments are of the "Megger" generator
and direct -reading ohmmeter type
which operate simply by turning a
crank and reading a scale. The general assembly of the instrument includes an ohmmeter, generator,
gears, crank and the main case.
Bulletin No. 1735 describes and
illustrates the testers and is available from the manufacturer, James
G. Biddle Co., 1211 Arch St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
THE MANUFACTURER

ELECTRONICS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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that came to New England
In use, Sickles electronic specialties accompany the Allied
armed forces into every extreme of climate-steaming tropics, burning deserts, frozen northlands ... on land, sea, and
in the air. So to help make sure that our products continue to exceed the rigid
specifications of government procurement agencies ... to know that they'll stand
up in service ... we've brought the jungle to Chicopee, and the arctic and desert
as well. This hot -cold, wet -dry box duplicates conditions under which Sickles
products must operate. It's part of Sickles unusually complete testing laboratory
one more reason why you'll benefit by specifying Sickles coils, condensers, and other units when Victory is won.

...

The F. W. Sickles Company, Chicopee, Massachusetts

lectroaic 5/*ecialiies
ELECTRONICS

-
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We'll make it
for you!
it

or help you make
Plant facilities and
trained technicians of

RADIO WIRE TELEVISION INC.
now available for manufacturing
Electronic and associated products.

Multi -Contact Plugs
and Sockets
No. 2400 of multi -contact
plugs and sockets incorporate new
features which include increasing
the leakage path and incorporating a
new type of contact designed to improve current-carrying characteristics. This series is interchangeable
SERIES

MADE Public Address
and Sound Equipment for the past

with the manufacturer's No. 400
series. The plug and socket bodies
are made according to Navy specifications, and are interchangeable with
either a cap or a bracket. Sizes range
in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 contacts and
are available with either a shallow
bracket for flush mounting, deep
bracket for recessed mounting or
with a metal cap with or without
cable clamps. Contacts are mounted
into recessed pockets. Barriers surrounding the contacts are designed
to increase contact -to -contact and
contact-to -ground distance, thereby
increasing the voltage rating. The
socket contacts are phosphor bronze,
silver plated. The plug contacts are
of brass.
Howard B. Jones, 2460 W. George

ten years.

St., Chicago, Ill.

We have been making:
Pre -amplifiers

Power supplies
Cord Sets
We have done much work involving

Rectifier Units

Chassis Wiring

Assembling

Soldering etc.
We can handle all
Sub -Assembly Work.

kinds of

Among our Customers:
U. S. Army Signal Corps
Large Industrial Concerns

Examine our Credentials:
ONE OF THE OLDEST and

largest

radio supply houses in the world.
22 years experience in this field.
WE HAVE

COLD

TIMIDITY

WE HAVE PIONEERED several new

audio developments.
COMPETENT ENGINEERING STAFF,
expert purchasing and expediting

departments.
KNOWN TO ALL MANUFACTURERS
in the field-to many as far back

as 1921-and therefore in position
to demand and get preferential

treatment.
NO LABOR SHORTAGE.

Plant faci-

lities in New York area.
3 PRIVATE TELEPHONE

LINES
reserved exclusively for personal
and efficient service to industrial
customers.
INQUIRIES INVITED
CONSULT US WITHOUT OBLIGATION

Kthio are
7,,pisiû,, lac..
100 SIXTH AVENUE. NEW YORK
BOSTON, MASS.

NEWARK, N.

1.

NEED RADIO PARTS?
carry large stocks of radio and
electronic parts at all times. We
We

distribute the products of all

nationally -known manufacturers of
radio and electronic equipment.
Immediate shipment on anything
in stock-no need to split orders.
Naturally, items restricted by WPB
are held for government sale only.
FREE: catalogs, supplements and
bargain flyers which we publish
from time to time will be mailed
to you without charge, on request.

Carbon Pile Voltage Regulator
TYPE 1042 DESIGNATES CARBON

pile
voltage regulators which will handle
many types of aircraft generating
systems and will control the voltage
of 24 -volt aircraft systems which use
engine -driven generators in either
single or parallel, main engine or
auxiliary engine operation and rated
from 1.5 to 6 kw. The regulator can
be used in conjunction with any 30 volt generator that requires a resistance range of 0.7 to 55 ohms and
where the maximum regulator wattage will not exceed 75 watts continuously. For installations where the
voltage regulator can be blast cooled,
the unit may be operated continuously at 100 watts. The voltage regulation of the instrument will not be
subject to more than 0.2 volts variation regardless of the position in
which the regulator is mounted.
The regulator consists of a stack
of carbon discs held in a supporting
housing which has fins to facilitate
the dissipation of heat. Carbon contact plugs at either end of the stack
provide electrical contact to the carbon pile.
Regulation is accomplished by increasing or decreasing

TH'ERA1ATITE TREA TED

THERMADOR
TRANSFORMERS
Thermador Transformers are
Thermatite treated to withstand extreme temperatures
and humidity-arid or moist
heat-dry or damp cold do
not hamper their efficiency.
Thermatite is the name of a
process of accurate heat controlled vacuum impregnation
developed and improved over
a period of ten years.
Thermador also manufactures built-in Electric
Heaters. Electric Ranges, Electric Water Heaters.

THERMADOR
Electrical Manufacturing Co.
Riverside, Los Angeles

5119 S.

Severe

/Mtes Ahead
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Type C-2851
Series, Used as

Roughing

Controls on Outer
Crystal Ovens

Sensitive as

a

Type B-3120
Crystal Dew Point
Control

dog's ear

Type RT Adjustable Crystal Temp.
Oven Control

Type C-6363
Switch Circuit

Breaker

Type PM

(NA F-1131)

Circuit Breaker

Rugged as the big rock
Type ER Series
Ambient Compensated Time
Delayed Relays

Type C-4351
Series Used for
Tube Warming
Tube Cooling,
and High
Limit Controls

KLIXON

SNAP -ACTING

.

CONTROLS

MEET

ALL

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

actuating element
The enormous advantage of the Klixon Control is the simple, fool-proof
disc which always makes a quick, clean break or a sure,
. the Spencer snap -acting thermostatic
is snap -acting, it
solid make no matter how often it operates. And because the Spencer disc
what position it
is not affected by shock, vibration, motion or high altitude no matter in
Regardless
is mounted. In addition, Klixon Controls are small, compact and light in weight.
or
of your control problems such as-motor and transformer overheat protection,
it is
electrical circuit overload protection, or temperature controls for radio equipment,
probable that one of the many standard types of
Klixon Controls will meet your requiremeñts.

ELECTRONICS

-
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SPENCER THERMOSTAT COMPANY, ATTLEBORO,
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One of the Army's most valuable
"weapons" in winning this modern
war is the SCR -299 high-powered
mobile radio communications unit built
by the Hallicrafters Company. Equipped,
with GTC transformers, this versatile
unit has served its indispensable "first
line" where the fighting is thickest in
the Aleutians, Europe, the South Pacific,
in China-wherever the Allies are on
the move.

The selection of General Transformers
to form a part of this indispensable unit
is mute proof of its precision fabrication and never -failing, dependable service. We are proud to enlist our entire
manufacturing facilities, our engineering

ingenuity and 'assembly lines to aid

our Armed Forces.
You are assured of
these same services

for your post-war
planning.

GENERAL TRANSFORMER COMPANY
1250 West Van Buren Street

Chicago

7,

the pressure on the stack of carbon
discs by a series of radially arranged
leaf springs which are controlled by
an electromagnet. This action varies
the resistance of the carbon stack
which is in the generator field circuit. The electro -magnet is actuated
by the generated voltage. The magnet has a main shunt winding and an
additional load compensating winding for use when the generator is operated in parallel with other generators.
,Eclipse -Pioneer Div., Bendix Aviation Corp., Teterboro, N. J.

Illinois

Two -Bearing

Motor -Alternator Sets
A NEW LINE of two -bearing

Cinaudagraph Speakers,
3911
"e/1740,

Jüte'

S.

Eq

Michigan Ave., Chicago

SeeeviceA,

abide in, etl

4%f?P

K E

9A4W

(ball),
3600-rmp motor -alternator sets in
integral ratings up to 5 kva, singlephase, are available for converting
direct current to alternating current
for various applications. These include any applications which require
a -c power, such as radio and other
electronic equipment of standard a -c
design. In operation, the d -c motor
of the set drives the alternator, which
has a field connected in series with
the motor armature. An increase in
the alternator load causes an increase in the motor load, so that increased d -c is drawn from the line.
This greater d -c current strengthens
the alternator series field, tending to
maintain a constant a -c voltage.
The motor and the alternator of
these sets are similar in that the
armature windings are on the rotating elements and the fields are staionary, being attached to the frames.
A solid shaft, supported by a ball
bearing at each end, serves to mount
the rotating members of both the
motor and the alternator, thus eliminating a number of parts and making for saving in weight. To disas-
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ENGINEERS
WANTED

ELECTRONIC - COMMERCIAL
by a

Fast -Growing Company
Specializing in Electronics
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS-High calibre
men with proven technical al5ility and a

well-balanced background of acoustics,
broadcasting, frequency modulation and
ultra -high frequencies. Opportunities exist
in the research, designing, development
and manufacturing of electronic products
in general, particularly cathode ray, transmitting and special-purpose tubes; communications, electronic and precision test
equipment.
Also an opportunity for a physio-chemist,
preferably with electro -chemical experience.
Women with technical knowledge will be
considered.
In addition, applications are invited from
technically experienced men with commercial qualifications:
COMMERCIAL ENGINEERS-Several are
required. Should have a sound technical
experience in any one, or a combination of
the following fields: communications, special device circuits, quartz crystal and
electronic tube applications; quartz crystal
and e l e c t r o n i c tube manufacturing
processes.

Also one man who should have a background as metallurgist or physicist and
preferably some practical experience with
x-ray techniques.
Duties of Commercial Engineers will consist largely of personal contact and correspondence with engineering personnel

among manufacturers of electrical and
communications equipment, also with Government engineers.
Our war production record is good, with a
substantial post-war future. We have a
world-wide background of electronic research and development. If congenial association with a young and progressive
organization fits in with long range plans
for your own future development and
prosperity, let us hear from you. Tell us
your age and enough about your technical
education and training, experience, draft
status, availability and salary requirements to warrant an early interview in
New York City, Dobbs Ferry or some
mutually convenient point. A photograph
will be appreciated. Address your letter in
strict confidence to

Office of the President

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
DOBBS FERRY, WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N. Y.
.

If you

are now working in an essential industry at your highest skill, please do not apply.

ELECTRONICS

-
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semble, the complete rotating unit
may be pulled out of the stator
merely by removing an end shield.
Motor Div., General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.

EDITORIAL

REPRINTS
NEW WORLD OF ELECTRONICS.

.

. Reports

of

this symposium from the March 1943 issue contain
articles on the application of electronics to telephone,
telegraph, radio and military communications; applications of electronics to welding control, induction heating,
facsimile and photograph transmission, television, motor
control, geophysical prospecting, industrial control
problems, research, medicine etc., etc.
This 100 -page book is useful for executives and engineers wishing to know what electronics offers American
industry in speeding up war production and as a
profitable post-war business. Each article is by an
expert.
Prices, 1 to 50 copies, $1.00 each; 50 to 100 copies, 85
cents each; 100 copies and more, 75 cents each.

UHF TECHNIQUES

...

This is popular 64 -page book
on the new science of ultrahigh frequencies. Widely
used by Signal Corps, U. S. Air Corps, U. S. Navy and
pre -service schools. Individual articles are "Electrical
Concepts at Extremely High Frequencies," "Radiating
Systems and Wave Propagation," "Generators for U-H -F
Waves," "U -H -F Reception and Receivers," "Wide Band
Amplifiers and Frequency Multiplication," "Measurements in the U -H-F Spectrum," "Applications of Cathode Ray Tubes," "Wave Form Circuits for Cathode -Ray
Tubes," "Physical Behavior of Wave Guides."

This is a new reprinting: further printings are dependent upon paper supplies. Price 50 cents each for
single copies or 35 cents each for 26 or more.

CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRON TUBES

..

.
A
two color chart illustrating the classification and rela-

tionship of all commercial types of electron tubes,
together with a pictorial chart showing the chronological development of various members of the family
of electron tubes. From the July 1943 issue. Price 25
cents each for single copies or 20 cents each for 25 or
more.

ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
330 West 42 St., New York, N. Y..

Please send me

copies New World of Electronics
copies UHF Techniques

copies Electron Tubes chart
I

enclose

$

(this saves time and accounting)

Name

Address
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Literature
Fiberglas. The development, properties, manufacture and the uses of
Fiberglas are presented in an 18 page booklet. Fiberglas can be
fabricated into resilient batts or
rigid, sawable boards, can be woven
on a loom like cotton, and is used as
insulation in boats, portable shelters, industrial pipes, war plants
and planes. This booklet is available from Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp., Toledo, Ohio.

Sound Equipment. Audio amplifiers,
industrial broadcasting equipment,
intercommunicators, loudspeakers,
microphones, mobile systems, phono
PA systems, public address systems,
recording equipment, record players
(portable) and other sound accessories and systems are described in
Catalog 38, available from Bell
Sound Systems, Inc., 1183 Essex
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Erie Data Sheets. Data sheets for
Erie's loose-leaf resistor catalog are ,
available. These data sheets cover
Hi -K ceramicons and disc ceramicons (fixed ceramic condensers) and
mica button condensers for use in i
v-h -f and u -h -f electronic equipment. These data sheets are avail-,
able from Erie Resistor Corp.,° 640 t
E. Twelfth St., Erie, Pa.
AN Connector Charts.

charts for the instruction, assembly, ordering, servicing or repair of
Type AN Connectors are available
from Cannon Electric Development
Co., 3209 Humboldt St., Los Angeles
31, Calif. Chart No. 1 shows insert
arrangements, with shell size total
contacts, wire sizes and other data.
Standard AN types, parts and interchangeable features are also shown,
together with an explanation of the
components of a complete AN identification number. Chart No. 2 contains the complete AN identification
number of each of the four types of
AN connectors with the inserts
shown in Chart No. 1.

November 1943
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r

The Powers Electronic staff is proud of its contribution to the development of the Electronic Megaphone
and of its other communications systems which are

serving our fighting men.

"Back the Attack"
POWERS ELECTRONIC

8c

COMMUNICATION CO.
NEW YORK

GLEN COVE
ELECTRÓNILS

-

!V ovember
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Flexible Rubber. Silentbloc is a
union of concentric metal cylinders
joined by a layer of rubber under
pressure for the purpose of mounting, coupling or isolating machinery
or equipment in motion. The booklet
contains a chart giving the natural
frequencies of vibration and one
giving the deflection rates. The
typical applications and characteristic advantages of Silentbloc are
also given. Booklet available from
The General Tire & Rubber Co.,
Mechanical Goods Div., Wabash,
Ind.

CAPACITORS
... BY...
GLENN -ROBERTS

O Long

manufactured as
component parts of famous G -R Welders, Glenn Roberts Capacitors and
electronic components provide important features

resulting from seventeen
years experience in this specialized type of engineering.
Glenn -Roberts Capacitors are sold with complete data on
relative electrical characteristics. This permits selection of
the proper unit for the most exacting requirements without
costly trial and error. inquiries are invited.

ELECTRONIC DIVISION

GLENN -ROBERTS COMPANY
1009
FRUITVALE AVENUE

2107 ADAMS STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Insulating Materials. A 60 -page
catalog covering G. E. insulating
materials, lists and describes varnished cloths, varnishes, Glyptals,
tapes, cords, cotton sleeving, varnished tubings, mica, wedges, soldering materials, cements, compounds and many other items.
Copies are available from Editorial
Service, General Electric Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn.

ewe

NçISE
Á,sE\\)

*

When the "cease firing" order

is

flashed to our fighting

men, we'll get to know in detail the vital part that radio
played in winning the Victory. Then, the same dependable

SentineL

performance given on the battlefield by Sentinel -built
equipment will be reflected in new peacetime models ... models which will flow from
Sentinel's factory lines, now fully utilized
for war production. Then Sentinel dealers
once again will be able to supply outstanding values in the radio and electronic field
-battle -tested equipment in modern -as tomorrow designs that will please and sell.

RADIO

Pressed Steatite. Crolite Pressed
Steatite catalog contains a detailed
listing of standard pressed steatite
parts for which tools are available.
The listings are in the form of detailed and dimensional drawings of
bushings, trimmer -capacitor bodies,
terminal strips, tube sockets, tube
parts, coil bases, variable capacitor
end pieces, oscillating crystal cases,
tc., with corresponding numbers. A
copy of this catalog may be obtained
from Henry L. Crowley & Co., 1
Central Ave., W. Orange, N. J. ; use
business letterhead.

SENTINEL RADIO CORPORATION
2020 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Ill..

Cathode-ray Bibliography. The
March -April -May -June 1943 issue
of the Oscillographes contains an
up-to-date bibliography on cathoderay subjects, including : luminescent screens, photography, oscillo graph amplifiers, time -base circuits,
power supply and several cathoderay applications. Copies of the
Oscillographer available from Allen
B. DuMont Labs., Passaic, N. J.

Engineering Data. Catalog D043
contains information on Dilecto, a
laminated phenolic plastic. This
catalog explains the properties,
manufacture and uses of Dilecto.
Catalog D043 available from Continental -Diamond Fibre Co., Newark.
Del.
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... in either Locke wet process porcelain
L-4*.
-Grade

L-2* or Locketite-Grade

Literally millions of Locke radio insulators are in
active service with the armed forces. If you need approved
units for the equipment you are making, and need them
quickly, let us know. They may even he available
from stock.
Our Radio Insulator Catalog is now being reprinted. If
you do not have a copy we will be glad to send you one.

.20elize
RADIO INSULATORS
*ASA American War Standards C75, 1-1943 on Ceramic Radio

LOCKE INSULATOR
ELECTRONICS

-

Insulating Materials, Class L.

CORPORATION, BALTIMORE, MD.
307
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PERMANENT

MAGNETS

Motion Picture. A silent motion picture entitled "Lightning", explains
some of the important scientific
facts about natural and laboratory
lightning. This 16 -mm film shows
animated traveling wave action and
actual test performance of G -E
lightning arresters and expulsion
protector tubes. Some highlights of
G -E research work on lightning in
the field and in the laboratory are
given. This motion picture, No. AX 565, is available through any Gen-

eral

Electric office.

Publication

GES -402 contains ordering informa-

tion.

LET'S

Research

Together
You with your knowledge of and
experience with permanent mag-

netism as applied particularly to

your

problems and pro-

own

Buying Data. The 180 -page "Motor
Buying Data" covers popular types
and ratings of motors up to 100 hp,
gearmotors and M -G sets. The 276 page "Control Buying Data" lists a
wide variety of controls and accessories for d.c., single-phase, squirrel
cage and wound rotor motors. The
motor and control loose-leaf book
contains complete product listings
and information on special features
for specific industries. Copies of
both these booklets may be obtained
from any Westinghouse district of-

Voice

Communication
Components
Plugs

and

PL -54
PL -55

fice.

jected plans.

We with our broad knowledge of
and experience with the subject,
gained by designing and making

permanent magnets for many different companies, among which

HOW FORTS KEEP ON
THE BEAM

are leading manufacturers of the

most important instruments used
by the armed forces.
Yes, let's research

interested

and

together. Two

qualified

viewUNIVERSAL high quality plugs,

points focussed on your problem.

jacks and switch assemblies
have been made available to
prime and sub -contractors for
earliest quantity deliveries. Catalog No. 830 contains complete
details.

11 -cc -1

CINAUDAGRAPH
CORPORATION
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT

A radio compass is being tested in the
Radio Division of the Bendix Aviation
Corporation before delivery to the Army.

The test equipment shown here simulates
radio signal reception in actual flight and

tests the accuracy and sensitivity of the
compass and the loop antenna at the top
of the picture

308

INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION
301 Clay Street, San Francisco 11, Calif.

CANADIAN DIVISION

560 King St. W., Toronto 2, Ontario

ELECTRONICS
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RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
Your APPLICATION

FOR

Type 11X Receiver and PTL-10X Transmitter for Mobile Applications.

Complete 22 Watt High Frequency
Mobile Installation

*

Complete 50 Watt Central Station Installation.

Type PRS -9X, 30-40 MC Mobile Receiver
with Dust Cover Removed.

Type

*

30-40 MC Mobile Transmitter
with Dust Cover Removed.

PTS-22X,

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
PARTIAL LIST OF TYPICAL PRODUCTION MODELS

SERIES 17

Watt Multi -Channel Transmitter, Receiver and Power Supply in 83/4" x 15" x 11" Cabinet.
6 and 12 Volt DC and 117 Volt AC Models available.
available for operation from 6, 12, 32
20 Watt Multi -Channel Transmitter and Receiver
and 110 Volts DC or 117 Volts AC.
available for operation from 12, 32 and
50 Watt Multi -Channel Transmitter and Receiver
110 Volts DC or 117 Volts AC.
Marine or Central
Includes Tunable and Multi -Channel Fixed Tuned Receivers for Mobile,
10

SERIES 26
SERIES 56
SERIES 6

Station application.
ranges up to 8,000 KC.
Single Frequency Crystal Controlled Station Receiver for frequency
TYPE 11A
KC.
Crystal Controlled Mobile Receiver, for frequency ranges up to 8,000
TYPE 11X
up t. 8,000 KC.
ranges
frequency
for
Instant Heating 10 Watt Mobile Transmitter,
TYPE PTL-10X
to 8,000 KC.
up
ranges
Instant Heating 22 Watt Mobile Transmitter for frequency
TYPE PTL-22X
Instant Heating 22 Watt Mobile Transmitter, range 30-40 MC.
TYPE PTS-22X
Crystal Controlled Mobile Receiver, range 30-40 MC.
TYPE PR -9X
Crystal Controlled Station Receiver, range 30-40 MC.
TYPE PRS -9A
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT YOU REQUIRE!
WRITE FOR QUOTATION ON STANDARD OR

KAAR ENGINEERING CO.
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Equipment
Manufacturers of High Grade Mobile and Central Station Radiotelephone
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R -F

Gun

(Continued from page 111)

heating is by the use of a relatively
high frequency. Experience indicates
that something of the order of 200
Mc must be used.
Control of Time Cycle

Precision made, utilizing automatic,
electronic testing and control, these
tough little DX Xtals can take the hard
knocks at -30° or 130° F. Ample production facilities now available for
large lots or individual crystal orders.
BUY AN EXTRA BOND, TODAY!

GENERAL OFFICES

1841 W. CARROLL AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.,, U.S.A.

Accurate control of the heating
cycle is a necessity. This is particularly true where it is desired simply
to tack the veneers rather than to set
the spots completely. For this reason
a means of automatic timing seemed
desirable. The circuit incorporated
for this purpose is arranged so that
the trigger on the gun serves to start
the heating cycle, with the length of
the cycle being determined by an adjustable timing device. The heating
period is variable from a fraction of
a second to ten seconds by means of
a control on the back of the chassis.
There is also a control cut-out switch
so that the cycle can be manually
controlled if desired. In this case
pressing the trigger starts the cycle,
and releasing the trigger stops it.
A signal light indicates when power
is on, but in practice it has been
found that listening for the click of
the relay is more convenient than
watching the light.
In production operations where the
device will be used by inexperienced
labor it is assumed that it will be set
up and adjusted beforehand for the
particular operation. Thus all the
operator need do is hold it firmly
against the selected spot, press the
trigger, listen for the click, and then
go on to the next point.
REFERENCES
(1) Perry. Thomas D., Flexible Pressure
Plywood Work, Mechanical
Engineering, June 1943.
(2) Iloyler, Cyril N., An Electronic Sewing
Machine, ELECTRONICS. Aug. 1943.
(3) Taylor, John P., Heating Wood with
Radio -Frequency Power, Trans. ASME, April
1943.
(4) Taylor, John P., Radio -Frequency
Heating Speeds Plastic Molding Operations,
ELECTRONICS, Sept. 1943.
(5) Miller, E. Eugene. The Vidal Process
for Molded Structures, Ariation, Oct. 1942.
(6) Fairchild, S. M., Details of Duramold
Fabrication, Aero Digest, Feb. 1943.
in Veneer and

Transformers
for Combat

In Active Service

Over the Entire Globe

DINION COIL COMPANY
CALEDONIA, N.

Y.
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MOLYBDENUM sheet anodes have
been replaced by zirconium -treated
graphite anodes in tubés made for
the Signal Corps by United Electronics Co., with a saving of over a
ton of scarce pure molybdenum
rolled sheet on one contract alone.
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A CONTINENTAL DIAMOND

product

is in there slugging!
makes hundreds of electrical and mechanical parts
which are vital to the successful operation of radios, guns,
controls, communication systems, and all electrically energized units in our fighting equipment afloat, ashore and
C -D

aloft.
Many of these applications posed new problems and
conditions for NON-metallics. The research and experience
which resulted has provided our laboratory with a wealth
of "know how" which is at your disposal to help solve your
"What Material?" problems.
CELORON
products include THE PLASTICS... DILECTO-a laminated phenolic:
to U -H -F
suited
especially
resin
plastic
pure
DILECTENE-a
molded phenolic:
VULCOIDFibre:
Vulcanized
THE NON -METALLICS, DIAMOND
insulre!ion
mica insulation.
resin impregnated vulcanized fibre: and MICABOND-built-up
sizes and specifications.
standard
and
gives
products
all
these
describes
GF
Folder
C -D

-a

...

S. C.
DISTRICT OFFICES: New York - Cleveland - Chicago - Spartanburg,
cities
in
principal
West Coast Rep., Marwood, Ltd., San Francisco - Sales Offices
C D-43

FIBRE COMPANY
Established 1895

ELECTRONICS
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Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics since 191

1- 1

E
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R
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Cathode
Follower
(Continued from page 117)

this expression, then differentiating
P with respect to RL and equating to
zero, in the well known procedure to
determine maxima and minima. The
value will be found to be

2r'R

=rP -R
(14)
If RL is given, that is, cannot be
chosen, no attempt must be made tco
satisfy Eq. (14) by giving R a value
such that Eq. (14) will be satisfied.
A little thought will show that R
should always be as large as possible
for R approaching infinity, RLo9, will
approach the value 2rp. Since the
plate current flows through R, however, large values would make a high
voltage d -c supply necessary.
Due to the balanced condition a,
far as plate supply is concerned these
circuits seem to show the way to the
solution of the d -c amplifier problem.
as shown in Goldberg's paper. It is
hoped that this discussion will help
workers in this field to become a little
more familiar with the characteristics of them.
RL,n,

Directory advertising helps win the
war of business. MacRae's Blue
Book reaches the "blue chip" buyers
throughout industrial America. For
advertising rates write

;

A DIRECTORY OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY
18 E. HURON STREET
CHICAGO
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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WITH
ONE-HALF
ACTUAL

DI -ACRO

SIZE

1938.

BENDER
H®,

A heavy Copper Bus -Bar for panel board
and terminal assemblies is illustrated, ac-

curately duplicated in two planes with

angles formed both flat and edgewise, across
the material horizontally and vertically.
DI-ACRO Bender No. 2 has a forming
radius up to 6' and capacity of 34' cold
rolled solid steel bar or equivalent.

Send for Catalog
"METAL DUPLICATING
WITHOUT DIES"
showing all models of DI-ACRO

Benders, Shears and Brakes,
and many examples of parts
formed by
"DIE -LESS DUPLICATING".

ll'PEIL- IRWIn

REFERENCE

Schmitt, O. H., Electrical Control u1
Galvanometer Characteristics, Jour.
of Sci
Instr. 15, pg. 234. 1938.
Schmitt, O. H., Cathode Phase Inver
sion Rev.

2

Many electrical and other
parts can be duplicated
without dies, saving Man
Hours and Critical Materials and helping to meet rush
delivery schedules. DI ACRO Precision Machines
Shears, Brakes, Benders
form angle, channel, rod,
tube, wire, moulding, strip
stock; bi -metals, dielectrics,
sensitized materials, fiber
slot insulation, frequency
reeds, etc.

of Sci. Instr. 12, pg. 548, Nov
Rahm, W. E., Electroencephalography.
ELECTRONICS, 12, pg. 11, Oct. 1939.
Geohagen, W. A., An Improved C -R
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Minneapolis 15. Minn.
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"TELEVISION must be intimate.
. What the viewer sees on the
screen must be in harmony with the
informality in which he is clothed in
body, in mind and the intimacy of his
home surroundings."-Samuel H.
Cuff, program director of DuMont
television station W2XWV.
.
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PRICE OF THIS FINE
A N OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE 16% ON THE

-

Model 488
MULTITESTER RCP
ULTRA -SENSITIVE
it
effected because of unusually large production runs have made

Economies
which
possible for us to reduce the price of our Model No. 488. This instrument
formerly sold at $71.50 is now only $59.50.
with
per volt
Model 488 has Dual D.C. Sensitivity; 20,000 and 1,000 Ohms
exacting demands
measurements for A.C. Amperes. It was built to satisfy the
handsome oak carrying
of the Signal Corps-sturdy, durable and complete with
electronic equipment.
case-ideal for field and shop testing of military and naval
attention.
At this new low price Model 488 demands your
soldering of connections.
Check These Features
Batteries are readily accessible . . . can be replaced
volt and 1,000
merely by releasing spring clamp. No soldered terminal
Dual D.C. sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per
connections to batteries.
ohms per volt.
volt.
A.C. sensitivity of 1,000 ohms per
RANGES
microWide-scale 4/" meter with movement of 50
amperes.
D.C. Voltmeter . . 0-3-12-60-300-600-1,200-6,000 volts.
Readings as low as 1 microampere.
A.C. Voltmeter . . 0-3-12-60-300-600-1,200-6.000 volts.
accurate.
Output Voltmeter . 0-3-12-60-300-600-1,200-6,000 volts.
All multipliers matched and 1%
to 1 ratio
D.C. Microammeter 0-60-300 Microamperes.
Exceptionally fine ohmmeter scale spread 75
D.C. Milliammeter 0-3-20-120-600 milliamperes.
from center to full scale.
D.C. Ammeter . . . 0-12 amperes.
Readings as low as 0.25 ohms.
0-3-6-12 amperes.
A.C. Ammeter . .
Heavy duty high voltage test leads included.
0-3,000-300,000 -30,000,000 ohms.
Ohmmeter
soldering or un rectifier-no
meter
replaceable
Instantly

...

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK CITY

127 WEST 26th STREET
PRECISION ELECTRONIC

MANUFACTURERS
UNITS -TUBE TESTERS
Y
GENERATORS- ANALYZER

ELECTRONICS
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ME

S
MULTI--TESTERS-OSCILLOSCOPES -AND SPECIAL INRUMNTSBUILTTOSPECIFICATIONS
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SUN RADIO
OFFERS

FAST DEL/VERY
FROM AN

CIZ1
STOCK
of

RADIO PARTS
RADIO TUBES
and

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT
You'll be amazed at the great amount
of
radio -electronic materials we
now have in
stock and the precsion efficiency
with
which we expedite priority requirements.
No matter whether your order is large
or
small it. receives our immediate, expert
attention. Just write, wire or phone
us
and see for yourself.
SEND FOR THIS

FREE
CATALOG!
Everything in radio and electronics
at your finger tips! This
handsomely bound, 800 page
catalog
listing countless thousands
of
standard radio -electronic materials
is yours simply for the
asking if
you are actively engaged
in the
war effort doing purchasing,
expediting or engineering.
Write
today on your company letterhead
stating your title. Address
Box
EN.

An Aid
to

Your
War
Effort

800
Page

* SERVICE

Buying
Guide

B -H

Curve Tracer

(Continued from page 131)

integrator stage of the equipment.
1f the current is now varied, the
A smaller amount of phase shift is horizontal
distance between the two

produced in the horizontal channel. steep portions, corresponding
to the
The output voltage from the shunt coercive force,
should not vary after
is almost exactly a sine wave; and saturation has been
reached. Varia phase shift leads to a displacement tions, if they occur, are
due to incorof the horizontal time base on the rect horizontal compensation.
screen, pulling the two steep porTo obtain accurate horizontal adtions of the hysteresis loop apart, so justment, a 2 -inch diameter
airthat the loss area appears larger. wound coil of about ten turns
is sub Equalization could be obtained by the stituted for the little loop,
connected
same method as in the vertical ampli- to the vertical amplifier,
and coupled
fier, but the low harmonic content inductively with
the high -current
in this channel permits the use of a circuit. Care should
be taken that
simpler network, as shown in Fig. 5b. no iron is present anywhere
near this
Compensation with- this network is coil. Since the permeability
of air is
possible only for one frequency. If constant, independent
of field intensthe 60 -cycle source contains strong ity, a straight line appears
on the
harmonics, the type of equalizer screen (Fig. 6d) ; its
slope depends
shown in Fig. 5a should be used in on the voltage induced
in the coil.
both channels.
Usually, a narrow ellipse (Fig. 6e)
Adjustment of the equalizers is is obtained at first, rather
than a
most easily accomplished by means single straight line.
If the horizon of samples, using some characteris- tal phase adjustment
is now varied
tics inherent in B -H curves.
until the ellipse is reduced to a line,
In Fig. 6, a normal hysteresis loop phasing is accurate and
complete.
of ordinary transformer steel is
shown (a), together with distorted
Practical Data
forms resulting from incorrect vertical phase adjustment (b and c).
For a great number of applica When the equipment is first put into tions, comparison of the character operation, curves resembling one of istics of different materials is of prithese distorted patterns are usually mary interest. In these cases no
observed. By varying the input volt- absolute calibration of the equipage to the power transformer, no ment is necessary.
change should appear in the correct
As long as washers made from difcurve (a) , except that the saturated ferent materials have identical di portions (s) stretch out when the cur- mensions, the curves on the screen
rent is increased. Incorrect vertical permit numerical comparison. Difphasing spreads these portions and ferences in thickness can be compenmakes them appear like (b) or (c). sated by using a correspondingly
By adjusting the vertical equalizer, larger number of turns for the little
a trace similar to Fig. 6a can be coupling loop on thinner pieces. For
obtained. With a loop containing many materials only one turn is
long saturated portions (s), vertical needed, and in this case, if thick adjustment can thus easily be made nesses are different, the vertical
of extreme accuracy.
deflection is proportional to the

FOR PROMPT

4,000

Tel. BArclay 7-1840

New York's Oldest and Most Complete
Radio-Electronic Supply House

1,300
O

0

'VVVM

0.5}íf

SUN RADIO

& ELECTRONICS CO.

0.1µf

0

(a)

o

0

o

(b)

r

212 Fulton Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Back the Attack! Buy Bonds-Now!

FIG.

5-Equalizing networks used
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LET'S

TIME IS AMMUNITION..."

NOT WASTE
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They Won't Forget "Rola"
IGHT now manufacturers of war materials can
be making friends for tomorrow's products,
products that do not yet exist ... that may not even
have reached the blueprint stage. For if what a Company makes for. War gives good account of itself,
isn't there likely to be a greater confidence in the
Company's peacetime products ?
Take Rola for example. In leading factories throughout the country skilled mechanics are building thousands of communications systems for the Army -Navy
Air Forces ... using various important parts made by
Rola. In countless places all over the world technically trained military personnel are installing and

maintaining these systems, again with Rola equipment.
When their wartime job is done, most of these men
will continue in their chosen field and will occupy
positions of importance and influence in all branches

MAKERS OF THE

ELECTRONICS

-

FINEST IN SOUND

of Radio and Electronics. We firmly believe that into
their peacetime jobs these same men will carry the
highest regard for everything that bears the name
"Rola", a regard born of the first-hand knowledge
is a
that a Rola product ... whatever it may be
Quality product.
At least we can think of no way to make more certain "they won't forget Rola", than to continue to
provide the very best equipment it is possible to
make. THE ROLA COMPANY, Inc., 2530 Superior
Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio.

...

New applications constantly are being found for Rola's diversified equipment and broad manufacturing experience. If
your production problems involve anything related to our
field, we believe you should see what Rola has to offer.

REPRODUCING AND

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT
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You can count on

Wincharger Antenna Towers. They
combine strong efficient coverage with

built to last quali-

7

ties that insure you
years of service.
Add to these advantages their strikingly attractive appearance plus a sensationally low initial
cost and it's easy to
see why an ever increasing number of
Wincharger Antenna Towers are being
used for:
Commercial Broadcasting
Police Work
Air Lines
Signal Corps

thickness. The gain control on the
scope can be used to equalize the
calibration.
Eddy currents flowing in the sample tend to make the hysteresis loop
appear wider, leaving the level of the
saturated parts and the slope of the
steep portions unchanged, but increasing the total area enclosed by
the loop. With eddy current losses
present, this area corresponds to the
total core loss at 60 cycles, rather
than to the hysteresis loss only. This
is a valuable feature if total core loss
is the object of interest, and in this
case the sample should be of a thickness intended for actual use. If,
however, the actual hysteresis loop
and the real value of coercive force
are required, samples of the smallest
thickness available should be used
to keep eddy current losses down to
a minimum. This precaution is particularly important with high -permeability materials.
The average diameter of the sample washer determines the field intensity H produced by a given current. Washers of different average
diameter, therefore, require proportionately different currents to obtain
the same H. If the calibration is
to be maintained for a larger washer,
less horizontal gain is required. The
equipment described provides enough
current for saturating alloys even if
the permeability is low, provided
that small diameters are used.
For quick comparison, a number of
samples can be slipped over the same
fine wire loop and inserted one after
the other around the copper bar.

urements at elevated temperatures.
This unit consists of a heavy round
iron casting with a heater winding
on the inside. During the measurements the whole assembly is protected by a heat-insulating cover not
visible in the picture.
The photographs of the four
hysteresis loops in this article were
taken during such a test, using a
sample of low permeability, with the
temperature rising in three steps
from 80 deg. F (largest curve) to
200 deg. F (smallest curve).
To obtain permanent records, the
curves can easily be photographed
from the screen. With a curve of
average size on a 3 -in. tube with
green fluorescence, an exposure of
1/50 second on high-speed panchromatic film with an f/4.5 lens gives
satisfactory results. The screen
should be illuminated from the outside just enough to make the mask
with the calibration lines appear
clearly on the print.
When the current is gradually increased from zero beyond saturation,
the oscilloscope shows a hysteresis
loop slowly growing out of a single
point into the final curve. The
changes of reversible permeability,
represented by the average slope of
the trace, from its low initial value
to its larger "operating" value, and
its final drop when saturation is
approached, become clearly visible
and measurable.
Calibration

While the simplest way of calibrating the equipment consists of the use
of samples with known characterHeat Runs
istics, it is also possible to apply
The holder assembly can be voltages of known magnitude to
the
mounted on a heater unit for meas- vertical and horizontal inputs and

Ordnance Plants
To be sure for years ahead
-be sure to specify Win charger Antenna Towers.

Makers of

/NCA
FARM ELECTRIC
SYSTEMS

DYNAMOIORS

/NCfr
VERTICAL
RADIATORS

WINCHARGER VERTICAL RADIATOR
WINCHARGER CORPORATION

SIOUX CITY IOWA

FIG. 6-Curves obtained during initial adjustments
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thus obtain an absolute calibration.
The following formulas are useful in
this procedure; they are accurate
only for narrow washers, with outside and inside diameters not too
different, because of the error introduced by the assumption that the
numerical average represents the
true "magnetic average" diameter.
The following symbols are used in
the formulas :
I = current through bar in amperes,
rms.

E. = voltages at horizontal and vertical
amplifier inputs in millivolts, rms.
(mv) = ratings of shunt in amperes and

EA,

(A ),

millivolts.

= outside and inside diameter

D., D;
T
n

H
B

of

sample in inches.
= thickness of sample in inches.
= number of turns in loop.
= maximum field intensity in sample
in oersteds.
=,maximum induction in sample in
gausses (lines per cm2).

The current through the bar then
becomes
A)
1=EH((MO

The field intensity is
H = 0.45
The induced flux density is
B

=

116

Ev

(D.

- D;). Tn (for 60 cycles)

To obtain an absolute calibration,

the peak-to -peak deflection of the
oscilloscope per millivolt is first established for both channels. The
relation between millivolts and magnetic values is then used to convert
the observed deflections into peak
values of H and B.

wherever battles
Dynamotors
Electrical Equip
Today it is Winco
Rotary
Winco
ep endability,
are won.
little extra
that
de
provide
anent will
need to make the differyou
,; and a great product.
that extra performance
"washout
a
be so helpful
ence between
can
Winco Engineers
That's why
when you need:

TYPE
and SHELL
IN
BUILT
MOTORS

ADJUSTABLE
SYNCHRONOUS

MOTORS
AVIATION

ROTARY ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMEN
KEEPING FLYING FORTRESSES ON THE BEAM

and
DYNAMOTORS
VSETSRS
GENERATOR
MOTOR
LIGHTING
RAILROAD
GEN RATORSR

LTIr"f--vfr!HE OYNsMOTCR SU£CIALLY OG$!CN£0
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Active bomber crews depend upon the
accuracy of the automatic radio compass
to help guide them safely to and from
their objectives. The pear-shaped loop in
the circle picks up the bearing of a radio
signal which is transmitted accurately and
automatically to the pilot and navigator
by means of the compass

ELECTRONICS
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MCC

ROTARY
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
WINCHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX

CITY, IOWA
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Tube Design

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

derexposed or overexposed. It is evident in Fig. 3, 4, and 5 that wider
latitude in the thickness and materials of the specimen may be obtained
at the expense of contrast in the film
by using high voltages, since at short
wavelengths the differences in the
transmitted intensities of the radiation produced by differential absorption become smaller. In addition,
various methods to obtain wider latitude, involving such techniques as
the use of special filters, or using a
number of films having different response characteristics, are part of
the tricks of the accomplished radio-

grapher's trade.

?face e.« a V'eEzcate
CONTROL PROBLEM?

SIGMA
Seøedtze ZeQary

»ea euted.

Motors

Fans Heaters Power
Relays Vacuum Tube Circuits
Keyers, etc.

Seded Sy
oz

t sc , %ha

'e ewe/aged
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Current Overload Current Under load Current Differentials Current
Polarity Bridge Balance Alternating
Current Frequency Pulsations up to
200/sec. or more.
Sound Level Illumination Level
Temperature
l-lydrolysis Level of
Electrolyte Time Delays Voltage
Variation Current Variation, etc.
Exceptional Precision in control of
variables of almost any kind is often
possible in well engineered systems.
We solicit the privilege of assisting
you in your own problems.
Technical Bulletin 2 offers graphic
methods for designing
relay circuits. Send for
a copy today.
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

igio'a Instruments, i1u.

v

RELAYS

20 FREEPORT ST., BOSTON ,22, MASS.

eze.

(Continued from page 139)

The development of film viewers
with greater intensity light sources
permits the ready viewing of sections of film which might previously
have been considered overexposed.
In addition to the factors affecting

contrast, there are other variables
in respect to the quality of the radiographic results which a skilled industrial radiologist must consider.
Since all materials have the property
of scattering x-rays, it is necessary
to take special precautions to reduce
this effect to the minimum. Geometrical factors such as the size of the
focal spot, the target to film, and the
film to specimen distances have quite
an influence on the sharpness of the
radiograph, and the amount of distortion in the finished radiograph.
A rather useful way of decreasing
the exposure time lies in the use of
intensifying screens. Less than one
percent' of the x-radiation which
strikes a film performs useful radiographic work. The working efficiency
of the x-ray beam can be substantially increased by mounting the unexposed film between layers of a material which has the property of absorbing x-rays and transforming the
energy into longer wavelength radiation in the ultraviolet and visible regions of the spectrum.
The intensification factor using
calcium tungstate screens is high
enough to permit reductions in exposure times to between 1/10 and
1/100 of those required without
screens, and even greater reductions

BRAND
RESISTORS
Globar Brand Resistors, built to specifications, tabulated below, will reduce your
production costs, improve the performance
of your circuits, help take the headaches

out of your service department and
strengthen your reputation for quality

devices.
A resistor is essentially an energy dissipa tor and as such it should be rugged. Since
the demands of electronic circuits are
quantitatively exacting, a resistor should
be electrically and mechanically stable so
that it will retain indefinitely its established resistance value at normal loading.
A good resistor should withstand, without
suffering a permanent change in resistance,
the maximum accidental over -voltage to
which it might be subjected in service.
Moreover, it should be free from micro phonic effects, inductance and capacity. It
should have a comparatively straight line
temperature and voltage characteristic and
it should not be affected by humid atmospheres.

Globar Brand Resistors are built to
meet these requirements.
This company was one of the first manufacturers of electronic resistors and today
Globar Brand Resistors, steadfast against
abuse, are serving as precision weirs in the
electron arteries and capillaries of electronic circuits throughout the world. A
trial in your electronic circuits will serve
to verify these claims.
PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

"A"

TYPE

RESISTORS

PART

WATT

RESISTANCE

OVERALL

OVERALL

NUMBER

RATING

RANGE

LENGTH

DIAMETER

/5

150 Ohms to
4.7 Megohms

2144

763-A

t/4

47 Ohms to

759-A

1/2

33 Ohms to
15 Megohms

3/4

766-A

I

47 Ohms to
15 Megohms

11/8°

792-A

3

22 Ohms to
150,000 Ohms

5

33 Ohms to
220,000 Ohms

997-A

1

15

774-A

TYPE

997-CX

1/4
,

1

7/e

25/8

1/4»

1/4

15/32

152"

RESISTORS

1

to 150 Ohms

2144

7/64

1

to 47 Ohms

5/8"

7/32"

1

to 33 Ohms

3/4"

1/4"

to 47 Ohms

11/8"

1/4"

763-CX

1/2

759-CX

I

766-CX

2

1

792-CX

4

Ito

774-CX

6

1

22 Ohms

5%

-

According to

10%
R.

7/8 "

15/32"
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Globar Division

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
in some cases.
REQ. U. S.
OFF.
Because of the finite size of the
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
crystals in the intensifying screen, ¡'Carborundum and Globar are registered trade -marks ofi
some loss of definition is entailed and indicate manufacture by The Carborundum Company
PAT.
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with their use. In general, where
considerations of the speed of the exposure are unimportant intensifying
screens are not used.
.
The radiographic efficiency of
x-rays can also be increased by the
use of thin lead foil intensifying
screeds Loout .005" in thickness. In
this ease the action is produced by
the release of secondary electrons as
well as by secondary x-rays produced
in the lead. In addition, gri ater contrast and definition result be:.ause
the lead tends to reduce the intensity
of the longer wavelength scattered
radiation to a greater extent than it
does the intensity of the primary
rays. The amount the exposure time
can be reduced depends upon the
kilovoltage, the film, and the thickness and composition of the specimens. As a matter of fact, for low
voltages the exposure time may be
greater with lead screens due to excessive absorption of the primary
rays.

The Army -Navy "E" proudly
flies over the Chicago Trans-

former plant-awarded for excellence in war production

X-ray Tube Design

Most x-ray tubes are diodes, and
from the standpoint of the number of

elements involved, their construction
and design should be very simple. As
a matter of fact, it is possible to generate x-rays from rather simple
tubes. Much of the simplicity of

ransformer is an organation specializing exclusively in the
design and manufacture of all types
of small transformers and reactors.
Housed in our modern daylight plant
are complete laboratory and plant
facilities for the handling of every

operation in the manufacture of fine
transformers for Electronic Devices.

Installing a 150 -kv radiation -cooled deep
therapy tube in a lead-protected testing
chamber. The operator carries a piece of
x-ray film (clipped to his vest pocket) that
is developed and replaced at regular intervals as a check on the system of x-ray
protection

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 WEST ADDISON STREET

CHICAG0,18
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May We Do
A WAR JOB
For YOU?

-

We're mighty busy turning out
MURDOCK RADIO PHONES
and
many other radio and telephone parts.
Every item in this output is distinguished by infinite manufacturing skill

-

fine precision engineering

-

as al-

ways for 39 years.
But we would like to do even more
to help win this war. And we can!

We still have manufacturing facilities
a v a i I a b l e for making more Radio
Phones and related parts.
If you are swamped with work in our
field, and need outside manufacturing
assistance from a splendidly equipped
plant with a national reputation for
making precision products, we suggest
that you get in touch with us.
We solicit your proposals to do work
for you on a sub -contract basis-with
prompt deliveries assured. Write Dept.
66 for catalogue.

Ears of

the

Nation
Wm.

J. Murdock

Chelsea

Co.
Muss.

construction is lost, however, in mak- 1.11 x 10 as per Compton and
ing the tube suitable for routine Allison.` The remaining energy must
high -quality radiographic work on an be dissipated from the target as
economical basis.
heat. For this reason the problem
Tubes built for medical diagnostic of heat transfer from the anode of
uses have a voltage range in general an x-ray tube is one of the important
between 40,000 volts and 100,000 problems of x-ray tube design.
volts. Medical therapy tubes in some
Tungsten has been widely accepted
instances are employed to 1000 kilo- as the material of the target for xvolts. Tubes for industrial radi- ray tubes because of its low vapor
ography are in general used in a pressure, high melting point, high
range between 30 and 220 kilovolts, atomic number, and reasonably good
and in some instances to 1000 kilo- thermal conductivity. Two general
volts. The glass walls of the tube, methods for dissipating the anode
which must insulate the electrodes heat have found wide use among
for the total impressed voltage across tube manufacturers. In the first and
the tube, are usually fabricated of less used method, the tungsten x-ray
a hard, highly resistant glass, such target is supported by a molybas pyrex. In order to minimize the denum rod and the heat dissipated by
very appreciable x-ray absorption of radiation through the glass bulb. In
the glass, the x-rays are generally the second method, the copper is cast
brought out through a specially over a tungsten button, and the
ground window in the bulb.
resulting casting machined in the
The bulb tends to pick up negative manner indi,cg,ted in Fig. 9.
charges during the operation of the
Under operation the energy into
tube, and for high voltages, particu- the anode is conducted through the
larly when the tube is operated on a envelope of the tube by a copper radiself -rectified basis, it is frequently ator rod. For air -insulated operation
found desirable to use hooded anodes. the power is dissipated into the air
This construction eliminates electron by convection or forced air cooling.
bombardment of the glass wall, in For the case of high loading, as in
this way preventing punctures of the 220 -kilovolt tubes for industrial
tube envelope which would occasion- radiography, the heat is dissipated
ally occur otherwise due to the high by a forced oil cooling system which
electric stresses which build up.
maintains the temperature of the
For very high values of im- anode adjacent to the oil below 200
pressed voltage, it has been found deg. C for loading as high as 25 ma
necessary to employ the multi -section at 200 kilovolts peak potential. Load
construction, which essentially per- limitations in this case are imposed
mits division of the potential gradi- by the temperatures at which the
ent along a series of electrodes be- oil carbonizes on the cooling surtween the cathode and the anode of face. Water, which has a higher coolthe tube.
ing efficiency than oil, is not considElectrostatic focusing is almost ered an economical cooling agent for
universally employed in fixing the this application because its use
focal spot size on the target. The would require grounding the anode
tungsten filament is mounted in a side of the secondary winding of the
specially machined focal cup similar high voltage transformer rather than
to the one shown in Fig. 9. The size° its midpoint, thus doubling the voltof the focal spot on the target is a age for which the cathode side of
critical function of the widths and the secondary must be insulated.
lengths of the mouth and throat of
In order to permit stable operation
the focal cup, and the depth of the of the tube, it is necessary to adjust
filament.
the anode -cathode spacing so that
The efficiency of production of x- no cold emission effects can occur
rays is approximately given by the due to high electric fields. Since
following equation °
adsorbed gas layers, and contamination of surfaces accentuate cold
x-ray energy
KZ V
(4)
cathode ray energy
emission instability, it is necessary
where Z is the atomic number, V is to use materials which can be outthe impressed voltage, and K is a gassed at high temperatures on exconstant. At 100 kilovolts the effi- haust without causing deposits on
ciency of x-ray production is between the bulb.
0.5 and 1 percent for a tungsten tarThe safety of personnel in using
get, assuming a value of K = x-ray equipment is greatly increased
,
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With today's heavy demands for power, line voltages are constantly
fluctuating thus impairing the performance of much precision and
manufacturing equipment. A Raytheon Voltage Stabilizer incorporated into such equipment will control output voltage fo plus
or minus %% over wide fluctuating voltage limits. Here's what
Raytheon will do for you.
%%... Quickly stabilize
Stabilize varying AC input voltage to
any load within their ratings ... Input voltage is stabilized within 2
cycles, variations cannot be observed on an ordinary volt meter...
Stabilizes over wide AC voltage limits, 95 to 135 volts ... Entirely
automatic operation, connect it and forget it.
New Bulletin DL48-537 is free. Write for your copy.

for
Army- NQvYfacture °I
The covetedin the manufacture
equipment and tubes,lonTs
war
Ro?theon w
over oll four
12,000
where
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,eot APOLOGY uu?

a PROMISE

Through Uncontrollable
Circumstances ... Our
Catalog was Delayed
...

Our sincere apologies
we've tried
to be patient, and hope you have too, but
it is now really ready for mailing, after
several months' delay in preparation. It's
NEWER, more VALUABLE, and more
INTERESTING.
We promise you a BETTER book,
however, because the interim has allowed us to include many new items.
The catalog is packed full of helpful,
up-to-the-minute information on timing motors for use in Automatic Reset
Timers-Time Delay Relays-Vacuum
Tube Circuit Controls, etc.
Complete information on Timing

Motors by The Originators of
The Timing Motor

Send TODAY forYour Copy!
Address all inquiries to Dept.

11

Headquarters
Timing

for

Motors

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
*
r

INCORPORATED

-

*

efflwecticid

by "shock proofing" the tube, that is,
mounting it in an oil -immersed

grounded head, and making high voltage connections to it from the
transformer
through
grounded
gables. The head is generally equipped
with a lead easing to provide x-ray
protection.
"Shock proofing" the
tube permits reducing its size, since
the minimum spacing required to
prevent sparkover is much lower in
oil than it is in air. An alternative
method frequently used consists in
mounting both the tube and the high
voltage generating equipment in the
same oil filled container.
For high -current exposures of
short duration, the rating of the tube
is limited by the possibility of melting the tungsten focal spot. As the
current is decreased and the time of
exposure becomes longer, the tube
rating becomes limited by the heat
capacity of the copper anode and the
continuous heat -dissipating ability
of the anode cooling system.
A typical rating chart for a 3.0x8.8
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New and Old Workers find SPINTITE
fastest wrench for speedy assembly of the
small
parts.
Standard sizes with hex sockets Iron.
3 16"
to 5 8". Knurled Round and
Square Sockets available on special
order.
SPINTITE works like a screw driver

151 Set in

Leatherette
Roll includes
7 SPINTITES
3 screw

driven

and chuck type

handle
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MAXIMUM EXPOSURE TIME -SECONDS

FIG. 10-Sample rating chart for 100 -kilovolt x-ray tube used on full -wave rectification. Effective spot size is 3 x 3 mm

mm spot, which has an effective focal
spot of 3.0x3.0 mm, is shown in Fig.

10. Greater energy of short time
loading, and hence larger x-ray output, is possible with a larger focal
spot. However, such increased intensities are obtained at the expense
of radiographic sharpness, which
varies with the size of the focal spot.
In some medical applications it is
desirable to make radiographs of
very short exposure times requiring
high intensities of radiation, and a
high degree of sharpness in the finished radiograph. In order to permit
the desired loading of the tube it is
necessary to rotate the anode, thus
spreading the heat over a large area,
and confining the source of x-rays to
a very small effective area. Exposures to 200 ma are commonly used
with these tubes in connection with
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mm effective focal spot, and in
some cases as high as 500 ma with a
2 mm effective focal spot. The usual
times employed in these techniques
are 1/60 sec., 1/30 sec., and 1/20 sec.;
and accurate timers are required to
a

1

prevent overloading the tube.
The anode, which is supported on
ball bearings, is rotated at high
speed by an oil immersed induction
motor, the coils of which are at
ground potential, and are mounted
around the outside diameter of the
anode portion of the bulb. The rotor
of the induction motor is part of the
anode assembly of the tube. Since
these tubes must be outgassed at
temperatures considerably higher
than their normal loading, it is
necessary to provide a good vacuum
lubricant which is reasonably temperature -resistant. These tubes have
special problems in regard to dissipating continuous loadings, since
the bearings provide a poor thermal
conducting path to the outside of the
tube envelope yet must be kept cool.
In certain industrial applications
it is necessary to make radiographs
in times so short as to preclude the
conventional methods of timing exposures. In order to obtain useful
x-ray intensities in such intervals,
it is necessary that extremely large
currents, of the order of 2000 amperes, pass through the tube. The
hot tungsten filament tube cannot
pass these currents because of the
limitations imposed by space charge,
and safe operating temperatures of
the filament. Slack and Ehrke10 have
developed a 300 -kv cold -cathode x-ray
tube which permits high speed exposures (less than a micro -second).

INVITES YOU
TO INVESTIGATE
.

. .

POWERSTAT
Variable Voltage Transformers

for problems involving an exacting control of voltage. POWERSTATS combine the
features of continuous, stepless and highly
efficient control of AC voltage and power.
Reliability, ruggedness, light weight, efficiency
and modern design make them a standard on
many types of combat equipment.
The new Motor Driven POWERSTATS are
ideally suited for automatic manufacturing
processes, or incorporation into your product.
Manually operated types are made into the
same rigid specifications for use where remote control is unnecessary.
.

SEND FOR BULLETINS
POWERSTATS
149 LE
Voltage Regulators
163 LE

-

-

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC CO.
33 LAUREL STREET
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In conclusion, I should like to
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John Walker in preparing the figures shown in the text.
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FOR WAR.
Split second communications

are vital to offensive action.
Valpey crystals insure reliable transmission of tactical
orders at all battle fronts.
VALPEY CRYSTAL CORP.
HOLLISTON, MASS.
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Shifting Q -point or CPO Converters

Milkers of Precision
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CORPORATION

6347 GUILFORD AVENUE, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

ØPdAN
ELECTRIC PLAINTS

Ratings
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watts.
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35,000
50 to

800 cycles, 110
to 660 volts,

-

A.C.
6 to
4000 volts,
D.C. Also dual
A.C. and D.C.

output types.

ELECTRICITY for ANY JOB-ANYWHERE
* ONAN GASOLINE DRIVEN ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS provide

electricity for many electronics jobs, general applications, and for emergency
service.
They're doing a war winning job today, furnishing vital power and light for
scores of war tasks on all the fighting fronts.
Your inquiry regarding present or post-war needs for ONAN Electric Generating Plants will get prompt attention.

D. W. ONAN & SONS
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It is assumed that the multi -electrode tube in Fig. 3a operates with
electron coupling, which may be defined as a sort of coupling for which
the reciprocity theorem is not valid.
Thus the signal grid, carrying. the
signal voltage (e,)A, is coupled to
the plate via the electron stream.
Similarly the oscillator grid, carrying the oscillator voltage (eO)B, is
coupled to the plate via the same electron stream. Due to the screen grid
separating the signal grid and oscillator grid, there is no coupling between the input circuit and the oscillator circuit (space -charge coupling and other forms of coupling
being neglected). It is therefore
evident that although direct circuit
interaction with accompanying undesirable phenomena is avoided, the
plate current will contain components of frequencies A/2i and B/2nn.
It will also contain components of
frequencies IA ± BI/2t.
The plate -current signal -grid -voltage characteristic of the tube dis`

cussed may be tlié straight line
shown in Fig. 3b. When a signal
voltage (e.),, is applied, the tube behaves as a linear device-as a distortion -free amplifier. If now an
oscillator voltage (e0) were applied
to a coplanar grid with the same sort
of characteristic as has the signal
grid, the tube should work as an
amplifier for both the applied voltages. No additional components of
new frequencies would appear. If 'the
oscillator grid, however, precedes or
follows the signal grid in the same
electron stream, then additional components of new frequencies will appear, the tube now acting as a frequency converter.
The case of inner grid injection
will first be considered. When controling the intensity of the electron
stream, the oscillator grid also controls the signal -grid slope g,. This
action may be illustrated as in Fig.
3b, where the i,,
e,, characteristic
tilts around its cut-off point (assuming for simplicity that the cutoff value remains fixed) . The frequency of the tilting movement is
the frequency of the oscillator voltage. In case of outer grid injection,
Fig. 3a, the action is merely one of

-
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current division between the screen
grid and the plate. Even in this case
Fig. 3b illustrates the conditions
quite thoroughly, the result as before
being a tilting of the signal grid
characteristic. The instantaneous
slope may therefore be represented
generally by the expression
(gm) in.l.

COt1tO10 M

GRAPHITE

=

(gm) a ;--

k" E. cos Bt,

(11)

where k" is a proportionality quantity, and k" E. = g,,, is the amplitude
of the transconductance variation.
The periodic variation in transconductance between (gn,) e + k" E and
(gn,) e
k"E0 illustrates the periodic
gain variation in the tube, which
causes the output wave to expand
and contract-in other words, to become amplitude -modulated (compare
with screen -grid and suppressor -grid
modulation). The modulating device
is not utilized as a modulator, as only
one of the side frequencies is picked
up in the output (usually IA BI/
27r). The conditions are similar to
those previously described for the
sliding Q -point device. Whether the
modulating device acts as a modulator
or frequency converter is, as before,
a question of the tuning of the output impedance.
A mathematical expression for the
desired output may be obtained as
The instantaneous plate
follows

-

An electrical conductor
Lew in photoelectric

sensitivity
Diamagnetic
A black body
Low coefficient of
expansion
Gas absorbent
Opaque
Chemically inert
A conductor of heat

-

:

current of interest is
(12)
i, = (g.)., .1 (e.)
A substitution from Eq. (11), neglecting the constant term, yields
A

Vacuum tubes
Ray focusing anodes in
cathode ray tubes
Shields
Grids, radio
Plates, radio
Electron guns
Nonmetallic electrodes
Glow discharge tubes
Luminous gaseous discharge
lamps
Experimental cells
Converter and output tubes
Electron multipliers
Half wave rectifiers
Three element discharge
devices
Photoelectric cells
Counter electrodes
Resistances
Thermopiles

ACHESON

COLLOIDS CORPORATION
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(13)
=(k" E. cos Bt) E. cos At
- - - +4k" E. E. cos (A-B) t (14)
The same treatment could have been
applied to the sliding Q -point converter. If the converter has a parabolic characteristic, Eq. (11) applies directly. As the plate current
contains one term, such as the one
shown by Eq. (12) , the expansion in
Eqs. (13) and (14) follows directly.
A study of the Q -point movements
in Fig. 3b reveals that the Q -point
keeps on shifting from one charac
teristic to another. The term "shifting Q -point converter" was coined
and introduced to illustrate this par-

i,,

ticular condition. The "sliding -shifting" terminology has worked out
quite nicely in practice, but two other
terms are herewith presented as alternatives, the new terms being related to the path of operation rather
than to the Q -point. As a starting
point for this discussion it may be
stated that over-all nonlinearity is a
primary requirement on a frequency -

order too large ... no order too small. This
is our 18th year of representing and warehousing
stocks from the best known firms in the industry.
We'll take care of your requirements ...we'll help
you with technical advice and priority problems and
No

Trained expediters
will rush your orders
as fast as wartime
conditions permit ...
backed by a guarantee of 1 OO<yosatis-

faction.

Telephone Orders to BRYANT

9-1946

AVIZY
RADIO COMPANY
N.Y.
/03 WEST 43 ST. NEW

YORK,
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Make Plans Now...
for the coming .. .

PLASTIC ERA

Consult..

.

HOGAN
Here at Rogan, seasoned engineers are ready and willing
to assist you in determining

your post-war Plastic requirements.

Whether your peacetime
products are to include electronic equipment, electrical appliances, stoves or what have
you, the Rogan Organization
will gladly provide cost-free
advice on all phases of plastic

production.
Send us
Your Specifications Today!

HOGAN BROTHERS
Compression Molders and Branders
of Plastics
2003 So. Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

changing device. The nonlinearity
provides for periodic displacements
in the output wave above and below the average value (the displacement frequency is usually A
B1/
27:). The displacements occur because the amplitude of the excursions
along the path of operation follows a
periodic variation, controlled by the
oscillator voltage. There are two
fundamental ways of controlling the
excursions: to operate with a curved
characteristic, which is fixed, and
let the oscillator voltage directly determine the amplitude of the excursions along the fixed path of operation, or, to operate with a straight
characteristic (a temporary assumption) that wiggles back and forth,
and let the oscillator voltage indirectly determine the amplitude of
the excursions along the now coninuously changing path of operation.
When a tube with straight-line signal -grid characteristic is used, the
path of operation becomes curved
because of the particular geometrical configuration. To illustrate these
wo different actions the terms "Fixed
Path of Operation" (FPO) converter (i.e., sliding Q -point converter) and "Changing Path of Operation" (CPO) converter (i.e.,
shifting Q -point converter) have
been introduced. The path of operation in the CPO -converter shown in
Fig. 3b is of very interesting form.
In FPO as well as CPO converters
he curved path of operation provides
for one or more product terms, both
devices acting as multipliers. The
respective outputs show similarities
with the so-called product -pattern,
Fig. lb, which yields variations of
sum and difference frequency.
The previous discussion as applied
to Fig. 3b illustrates the fact that a
tube with linear input characteristic
will produce conversion. The assumption of a straight characteristic
was made, however, merely to bring
out the principle of the action. In
practice, requirements of high gain,
avc-action, etc., necessitate class C
operation with curved characteristics. As indicated by Eq. (14) the
output amplitude is a function of the
oscillator amplitude, and converters
may therefore be operated with such
a large oscillator swing that the mixing device is forced all the way from
some sort of saturation down to far
beyond cut-off. The action in a converter of conventional type is rather
complicated
several phenomena

-

Manufactured in standard dimensions
7/8" x 17/ 16" x
1

4" seated height

.

.

.

for all

frequencies in. the range from
175 kc to 40 Mc
constant
coupling . . . high selectivity
extreme stability due to
use of ceramic parts and silvermica condensers
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...
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Send

for data sheet.

Precision manufacturers of all
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SMALL ACTORS

show up, which in the above discussion have been left out of consideration.

Playing Important Roles

Frequency Conversion Applications

A simple code receiver such as the
one shown in Fig. 6 is a frequency

converter. The fact that it does not
produce detection is stressed by the
mechanical analogue shown in the
same figure. When operated by an
input current of frequency A, the
device is equivalent to a motor -generator, delivering an output current
BI. It is true that
of frequency IA
a code receiver usually uses a detector as mixer, but the detection
components (the square wave envelope) are not utilized.
The shift in frequency from A; 2ir
131/27c is sometimes deto IA
scribed as heterodyne detection,
which term is somewhat misleading
as no detection takes place. As a new
and more suitable term, heterodyne
code reception is suggested. (When
the difference frequency is utilized,
heterodyne code reception and heterodyne reception may be referred to
by the common term beat reception.)
In case of a code receiver of superheterodyne type, the arrangement
shown in Fig. 6 illustrates the detector stage, following the i -f amplifier. The local oscillator, which in
both circuits makes code reception
possible, is known as the continuous
wave oscillator (CWO). Unfortunately it is still better known under
the somewhat misleading name beat
frequency oscillator (BFO) . From
the following description of a beat
frequency oscillator, it is obvious
that the continuous wave oscillator
is not a beat frequency oscillator. It
is therefore suggested that the term
BFO not be used.
If the detector in the superheterodyne for code reception is a large
signal diode, it may be looked upon
as the mixer in a sliding Q -point converter, in which the Q -point slides on
and off the tube characteristic, being
forced periodically far beyond cut-off.
As before, the Q -point follows the
oscillator voltage, in this way producing the desired variation of the
converter admittance.
A beat frequency oscillator (BFO),
as the one shown in Fig. 7, is again
a frequency converter. This is indicated by the mechanical analogue
above the block diagram. As is wellknown, a BFO may be used as laboratory equipment to produce audio

great drama of war now being enacted before a vast world audience, such small products
as radio cable connectors may seem relatively unimportant-yet, upon the efficient functioning of
these parts depends the maintenance of vital
lines of communications with the fighting units.
Astatic Co -axial Cable Connectors, designed and
manufactured to meet exacting government
standards, are made to take the strain of combat
service and provide dependable radio circuit
contacts under the most trying conditions. Used
and highly praised by many leading radio manufacturers, Astatic Connectors are playing important roles in the field of wartime radio communications. Increased manufacturing facilities insure
prompt deliveries.
In 1 -he

-
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Working for Victory
Preparing for
Peace

Now, the entire Peerless personnel is busy day and night producing small transformers of all
types for UncleSam and his allies.
These transformers embody revolutionary improvements that are
making our war weapons superior to the Axis-improvements
that will make your peace -time
products better than ever.
This equipment and transformer engineering experience is
available for the solution of your
war or post-war problems.

Peerless Stock Transformers
come in a wide range of designs and capacities-Special
Transformers will be built
to your specifications.

PEERLESS ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CO.
6920 McKinley Avenue, Los Angeles 1, California

et

Conclusion

It has been shown that a frequency
converter is a modulating device, in
which the modulation output is not
utilized-or a detecting device, in
which the detection output is not
utilized. Whether a modulator or a
detector is used in a frequency converter is merely a question regarding
practical circuits. Modulation or detection theory may be used to explain
the action in a frequency converter,
although a special conversion theory
is sometimes desirable.
The task of explaining in a simple
manner the action in various types
of converters is very much a matter
of using a clear terminology and a
suitable classification. The system

Zieetrürg 0014
BUTTON TYPE. FLAT OR STEPPED TYPE
SQUARE, OBLONG AND ROUND

CLOSEST TOLERANCES
EXCELLENT FINISH

MINIMUM LAPPING
GREAT SAVINGS IN MAN HOURS
AND COSTS

PROMPT DELIVERIES
Send

for full information

Oct/ilex Company
UNION, NEW JERSEY
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or video frequencies. It has two heterodyning oscillators. The first may
be considered as the source for the
incoming wave to the mixer, the other
one as a local oscillator. The frequency converting device may utilize
either a modulator or a detector.
As a further application consider
frequency conversion in FM transmitters. Here converters are used to
produce in a single frequency multiplier different multiplication for the
carrier and for the swing. Converters are also used in systems for
indirect frequency control. These
processes may be referred to by
means of the terms heterodyning or
frequency conversion or frequency
changing, all these terms being justified and at least one of them needed.
'As far as FM receivers are concerned
the terminology applies in general.*
One group of mixers that has not.
yet been discussed is the one used in
broadcasting stations, public address
systems, pulse generators, pulse amplifiers, etc. These mixers are in
general linear mixers or adders and
produce a linear or somewhat nonlinear superposition of contributions
from a number of input electrodes.
It is suggested that such devices are
referred to as adders whenever risk
of confusion with the superheterodyne type of mixer is present.

i

* This discussion has not been extended
to
cover the details of the terminology of frequency converters in FM receivers. Such a
discussion would require the introduction of
several new terms, with TEM used-as a
suggestion --for, true frequency modulation.
The notation FM may then be used
for the
entire art, exactly as it is used today
in
newspapers and magazines. As a technically
correct term for the entire art angular modulation (ANM) or time axis modulation (TAM)
may be used. 'l'o follow up this idea, the
field of TAM is then split up into three
important groups: TFM, PM (phase modulation) and PPM (frequency -phase modulation). The last group Is the one of primary
interest in present broadcast
technique.
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ELECTRONICS

adopted by the author in teaching
involves an extended IRE terminology as well as a tentative classification. The discussion of movements
along the path of operation or movements of the path of operation itself
has resulted in such technical terms
as sliding Q-point or FPO converters and shifting Q -point or CPO
converters. In each case the modulating properties of the device constitutes a gain variation, controlled by
the oscillator voltage. A tentative
definition such as the following may
therefore be formulated a superSoldering seams on metal cans-either ferrous or non-ferrous metal - with Lepel
heterodyne converter is a device of
High Frequency Induction Heating.
variable admittance or transadmittance, which shifts the frequency of
a passing wave by an amount determined by the periodicity of the admittance or transadmittance variation. This periodic variation in efIN
p
is of fundaTime fectiveness of the device
in
the undermental importance
standing of the action that takes
AT A
place in such modulating devices as
converters.
FRACTION OF THE COST modulators andwishes
to thank the
The author
E.
L.
Chaffee and
Director Professor
If you have a production solderfaculty members of Cruft Laboratory
ing job, a relatively inexpensive
for valuable suggestions concerning
Lepel High Frequency Heating
the material covered.
Unit will do it in a fraction of the
time required by other methodsAppendix
cost.
the
of
and at a fraction
Definitions Wow in Use
It will also do a neater job,
Among the IRE definitions concernsave solder and permit use of any
superheterodyne converters the
ing
soldering alloy from lowest to
following are of primary interest:
highest melting point.
Signal: The form of variation with
dependable
simple,
is
so
it
Yet
time of a wave whereby the information, message, or effect is conveyed
and clean that many installations
in
communication.
are operated entirely by women.
Modulation: The process by which
The same unit, manually or
some characteristic of a periodic wave
also
can
is varied with time in accordance with
operated,
automatically
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career?
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Fraction
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be used for brazing, hardening,
annealing, stress relieving, bombarding and melting of all metals.
It is readily convertible from war
production to peacetime applications at practically no expense.
Send samples of your work
with specifications for complete

engineering data and recommendations. Write for catalog.
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.Modulator: A device to effect the process of modulation. It may be operated by virtue of some nonlinear
characteristic or by a controlled
variation of some circuit quantity.
Modulated Wave: A wave of which
either the amplitude, frequency, or
phase is varied in accordance with a
signal.
Telegraph -Modulated Waves: Continuous waves the amplitude or frequency of which is varied by means
of telegraphic keying.
Demodulation: the process of modulation carried out in such a manner as
to recover the original signal.
Detection: the process by which there is
obtained, in response to a modulated
wave, the signal imparted thereto in
the modulation process.
Rectification: a process of operation on
a wave to produce a unidirectional
component.
Beating : a phenomenon in which two or

If you are wise, you will realize that
the secure future that every man desires
must be gained by preparing now.
You will not wait for a "lucky break".

You will analyze your present capabilities
-decide where you will fit into post-war
world of radio and industrial electronics.
You won't wait very long for you will
realize that time is short-that your future

now!
CREI home study can prepare you for the
opportunities that are available to every
engineer who wants to take advantage of
them. Our program of technical study will
help
bring your knowledge up-to-date
your
develop
and
you in your daily work,
ability to cope with any technical radio
problem.
CREI courses are prepared to fit into busy
schedules. You can study a few hours a
week without interfering with your present
In the years to come, you will
work.
remember the day you read this advertisement. So, don't forget to "follow-through"
is

...

now-for this

is the time to make sure

that your preparation for postwar success
shall not he "too little, too late"!
One CREI student, a broadcasting engineer,
recently wrote: "1 found your course sufficiently advanced for a college graduate.
and of an engineering nature."
WRITE FOR FREE 32 -PAGE BOOKLET

If you are a professional
radio engineer, let us prove
the value of CREI study. To
help us intelligently answer
your Inquiry, PLEASE STATE
BRIEFLY YOUR BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE,
EDUCATION AND PRESENT
POSITION.
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ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

E. H. RIETZKE, President
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Street, N. W.
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more periodic quantities of different
frequencies react to produce a resultant having pulsations of amplitude.
Beat: a complete cycle in the phenomenon of beating.
Heterodyne Reception (Beat Reception) : the process of operation on
radio waves to obtain .similarly modulated waves of different frequency.
In general, this process includes the
use of a locally generated wave which
determines the change of frequency.
Superheterodyne Reception: a form of
heterodyne reception in which one or
more frequency changes take place
before detection.
Frequency Changer: a device delivering

BORN FOR BATTLE!

alternating current at a frequency
that differs from the frequency of the

KNOCKS and shocks in wave -slamming PT
boats...vicious vibration in rough -riding tank
and blasting battlewagon
swift changing
temperature extremes (130 above to 60 below)
in aircraft ... it's all in the day's work for the
Advance Midget Type Ceramic Insulated R.F.
Relay. With delicacy of precision construction
and adjustment, it has the unfailing stamina
that's vital when lives are at stake. And isn't
that all to the good when war is done? This
relay, born for battle, has the qualities that
will make it a peacetime medal-winner, too!

...

ADVANCE MIDGET TYPE
CERAMIC INSULATED R. F. RELAY

supply.

(The above formulations differ from the
IRE formulations in the respect
the
technical terms signal, modulation, that
are
not repeated in the beginning of theetc.,
definitions.)

Proposed Definitions

Sum Pattern: a time plot of the algebraic sum of two or more waves.
Product Pattern: a time plot of the
product of two or more waves.
Mixing: the process of bringing together two or more waves in a device
producing a linear or nonlinear
action.
Adding: the process of bringing together two or more waves in a device
producing a linear action.
lUixing Device or Mixer Stage*: a
device to effect the process of mixing.
Mixer stage may be abbreviated to
mixer.
Nonlinear Mixer Stage or Multiplying
Device: a device to effect the process
of a nonlinear action. (A nonlinear
mixer stage may employ a device
with straight characteristics, operated in such a way that nonlinearity

This unit is a sturdy, compact double pole
double throw relay available for either A. C.
or D. C. operation. Especially designed and
widely used for aircraft, marine and other
mobile communication equipment, it is only
234" x 11/2" in base dimensions, and 11/4" in
height (minimum space required for mounting).
To safely handle R. F. power,high dielectric
results.)
ceramic Steatite insulation is used throughout
and all control terminals are adequately spaced. Linear Mixer Stage or Adder Stage or
Adding Device: a device to effect the
A third contact assembly may be added to
process of adding. Adder stage may
be abbreviated to adder.
this unit, either single pole, single throw or
single pole, double throw. Pure silver contacts
Heterodyning: a process of mixing for
afford ample carrying capacity for all types of
the obtaining of sum or difference
frequencies.
portable rigs. Coils are continuous duty type.
The unit may be mounted and operated in any Heterodyne Code Reception (Beat Reception) : the process of operation on
position. There is complete absence of "hum"
telegraph -modulated waves to obtain
or "chatter" on A. C. operated units.
similarly telegraph -modulated waves

of different frequency (usually of
audible frequency) .

OTHER ADVANCE RELAYS
are made for general circuit control applica- Beat Frequency or Difference Frequency: the frequency of the ampli-

tions. Each receives individual adjustment and
inspection. Orders given prompt attention, and
deliveries are on schedule. Write for details.

óvonceo%,
ADVANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY
1260-1262 West Second Street, Los Angeles, California

*

Tens of thousands of these
Clarostat power rheostats are in
daily use. They are standard equipment in many fighting and civilian
planes. They are proving that they
can take it-and then some. They
are provably tougher, because . . .
supports resistance
*Insulated metal coreimbedded in cold Element
winding.

/,be

Maximum
cement.
setting inorganic and radiation.
conduction
heat
}oead
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*Normal current rating
xc
to
up
setting
by 50
at any
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rotation without damage
temperature rise.
smooth oper*Tripod -type rotor provides
at all
conduction
positive
ation and
settings.
mechanically and
*Exceptionally rugged
long, ecodependable,
electrically, for
nomical service.
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I
50 -watt.
Other
*Standard units: 25-to and
ohms.
10,000
5000 ohms and 0.5
special bush-

ings,r.
resistances,

knobs,aptorsorde
shafts,taps,

* Write for bulletin

..

.

tude pulsation of the resultant obtained in the phenomenon of beating.
Beat -Frequency Generation: a process
of -heterodyning --or Th'bt-At
thedifference or beat-frequency.
Beat-Frequency Oscillator, BFO: a de* Note that "converter stage" or "con-

verter tube" and "mixer
or "mixer
tube" are abbreviated stage"
"converter" and
"mixer". To avoid confusion
it is advisable
always to use the. complete technical
term
whenever there is risk of misunderstanding.
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vice to effect beat -frequency generation.
Frequency Conversion or Frequency
Changing : identical with heterodyne
reception but may have a broader
meaning, as it does not refer only to
the receiving side. It is here assumed
that heterodyne reception covers not
only obtaining the difference frequency (Beat Reception) but also
obtaining the sum frequency.
Converter Stage: a device to effect
frequency conversion. A frequency
converter stage may be referred to as
a frequency converter (abbreviated
form), being identical with a frequency changer.
Converter Tube: an electron tube which
contains the electrode system of the
local oscillator as well as the electrode
system of the mixing device.
,Mixer Tube: an electron tube which
contains the electrode system of the
mixing device, but not the electrode
system of the local oscillator.
Detector: a device to effect the process
of detection. A detector may be any
device which in response to a modulated wave enables the signal (intelligence) imparted thereto to be heard,
seen, felt, or recorded.
Q -point: the (moving) point of operation, the position of which is determined by locally applied voltages.
(The oscillator voltage is to be considered as a locally applied voltage.
The input signal voltage is the operating voltage.)
Sliding Q -point Converter: a frequency
converter in which the admittance or
transadmittance variation is caused
by an oscillator voltage applied to the
signal electrode.
Shifting Q -point Converter: a frequency converter in which the trans admittance variation is caused by an
oscillator voltage applied to electrode
other than the signal electrode.
Single Input Mixer: a mixer in which
the signal and oscillator waves are
applied to the same electrode.
Double Input Mixer: a mixer in which
the signal and oscillator waves are
applied to different electrodes.
Outer Grid Injection (OGI) : the type
of oscillator voltage injection employed when the injection electrode is
further from the cathode than the
signal electrode.
Inner Grid Injection (IGI): the type of
oscillator voltage injection employed
when the injection electrode is closer
to the cathode than the signal electrode.

A -75-J,

New Resistor Tubing

a

Pictured above is our new A -75-J refractory tubing material. A -75-J has
special qualities that make it highly desirable for wire wound enameled resistor
tubing. It is particularly well adapted for electrical control and radio use. Glad
to give you further details and quote prices on your requirements if you will send us drawings or specifications.
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The Colonial Insulator Company
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ON MEASURING: "I often say
that when you can measure what you
are speaking about, and express it in
numbers, you know something about
it; but when you cannot express it in
numbers, your knowledge is of a

meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it
may be the beginning of knowledge,
but you have scarcely in your
thoughts advanced to the stage of

science."-Lord Kelvin,
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1883.

For additional engineering information on Model 645 and other instruments of the same case style write
for 645 data sheet.
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NEW BOOKS
Radio Networks and the
Federal Government
By THOMAS P. ROBINSON, Columbia
University Press, New York, 1943, 278
pages, price $3.50.

with the formation of the
Radio Corporation of America on
Nov. 17, 1919 and with the technical
origin of broadcasting at KDKA on
Nov. 1, 1920, this book traces the
growth of the American way of
STARTING
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or chemicals. They have great re -usability.

troublesome vibration noise, and resistance
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Boots engineering department can
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AIRCRAFT NUT CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICES, NEW CANAAN, CONNECTICUT
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broadcasting by private enterprise,
as a background for analysis of the
present legal battle between the Federal Communications Commission
and the radio networks. Many facts
and figures, a bibliography and a
carefully prepared index add to the
usefulness and reference value of the
book to anyone interested in the political aspects of this one phase of
radio hroadcasting.-J.M.

BOOTS

Alternating Current Circuits
By R. M. KERCHNER and G. F. CoRCORAN,

M3n3

Second edition, 563 pp., price

$4.75, John Wiley &.Sons, New York.
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Perfect co-ordination of skilled minds and hands
organization with 20 years of radio
manufacturing experience has been the secret of
MERIT'S success in building precision equipment
to the most exacting specifications.
in a well knit
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to offer prompt shipment on
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ing current measurement represents
predominantly the point of view of
the power engineer and is somewhat
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the spring

of 1938, the volume by Kerchner and
Corcoran has been revised and is
now issued as a second edition with
many changés from the first. It is
intended as a textbook for junior students in electrical engineering who
have had adequate preparation in
physics and mathematics including
the differential and integral calculus.
The book represents a sincere, and
undoubtedly successful, attempt to
present the basic principles of alternating current circuits to students
who may later elect to follow either
the power or the communications
field. The chapters on balanced polyphase circuits, on unbalanced polyphase circuits, and on symmetrical
components definitely deal with problems of primary consideration to the
power engineer. The chapters on
electric wave filters, coupled circuits,
and transmission line calculations are
topics in which the communications
engineer may be expected to be more
interested. The chapter on alternat-

-
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LOCKING TYPE

TUBE
CLAMPS
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for Chassis Mounted
Glass Tubes

Series 930
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weak, especially for measurements
beyond power line frequencies.
A distinct effort has been made to
teach the fundamentals of alternating current theory rather than to
dwell upon current practices which
may change from time to time. There
are no photographs of imposing electrical installations or power lines
strung across the mountains or .similar imagination stimulating photo-

graphic reproductions. Professors
Kerchner and Corcoran have packed
their volume with good sound engineering theory, making adequate but
just use of calculus, differential
equations and complex algebra. Al-:
though the book gives some treatment of transient and non -sinusoidal
wave forms, the major bulk of the
volume is devoted to a solution of
steady state conditions with sine
wave voltages and currents. The volume does contain many schematic
wiring and wave form diagrams, and
in many cases the latter have been
supplemented by photographs of
actual oscillographs.
It would seem to this reviewer that
"Alternating Current Circuits" is
the type of volume which the student, using it as a textbook, would
find useful not only during his training as an engineering student but
later as a practicing engineer when
the book will undoubtedly come in
handy for reference use.-B.D.
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Automatic Flight

WHEN CONSOLIDATED VULTEE

developed

this superhuman radio flight reporter, the
need for compact, reliable, portable power
was met by Burgess Batteries-also used
in all laboratory testing and development
work at Vultee Field. When a plane is
test -flown, stress and strain conditions at
70 key points equipped with gauges are
relayed continuously to the ground station.

Radio Troubleshooter's
Handbook
By ALFRED A. GHIRARDI, Radio & Technical Publishing Co., New York, 3rd
Revised and Enlarged Edition, 1943, 744

pages, price $5.00.

data useful chiefly
to those servicing radio receivers,
consisting essentially of the second
edition (1941) with some of the text,
illustrations and data brought up to
date. Of particular merit is the new
28 -page chart of tube characteristics
and base diagrams, covering receiving, special-purpose, transmitting,
cathode-ray and Army and Navy
tubes. I -F peak values are given for
over 20,810 models of superheterodyne receivers. Tables and charts
give a wealth of other useful reference data in handy form for engineers, including addresses of many
firms connected with the radio inA COMPILATION of

Series 929 For Metal Tubes
Birtcher Clamps are suitable in all

applications requiring a sturdy,
positive -action device for securely

holding tubes and similar plug-in
components in their sockets under
extreme vibration stresses.
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Samples and Prices Upon Request
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100 MILES AWAY engineers watch the ticker
tape of the Burgess -powered recorder .. .
direct flight maneuvers or warn the test
pilot of danger by radio. Why not bring
your electronic problems to Burgess Engineers when portable power is involved?

FREE.. ENGINEERING

HANDBOOK
80 -page manual of basic data and characteristics of dry batteries for all electronic
applications. Tabbed for ready reference.
Write Dept. 9 for free copy. Burgess

Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois.
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Not all "secret weapons" are reali'
weapons in the saine sense as the
now -famous "bazooka". But many,

including electronic sound devices,
are just as spectacular.
The speed with which Bell Engineers were able to meet sudden
wartime demands for new electronic equipment, was a direct
result of their aggressive policya policy of aiming constantly.
toward new and better electronic
sound applications and instruments for the amplification, transmission and recording of sound.
An even greater speed-up in technical progress has resulted from
BELL'S production of war -vital
sound devices. This is your assurance that BELL will be a leading
name in peace -time electronic
equipment too

BEtfone
BELfonc intercommunication
systems offer every type of
service for instant speaking
contact between all executives in any business firm
or manufacturing plant-or
between individual executives' and any number of
subordinate stations. Write
at once for complete details.

Understanding Radio

LEGAL NOTICE

By H. M. WATSON, H. E. WELCH and

F. EBY, 603 pages, reprinted edition,
price $2.80, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York.
G.

THIS NEW EDITION of a popular book
on elementary radio is directed pri-

marily at the elucidation of the principles underlying radio communication. It is intended as an introduction to radio and is suitable for use
in high schools, trade schools or junior colleges. It is essentially a practical book with emphasis on outlining qualitative concepts and is virtually free from mathematics even
of the simplest sort.
The authors have used some
novelty in certain of their diagrams
and frequently have stimulated the
reader by including photographs of
historical interest. A list of technical terms is included at the end of
each chapter, and there are many
sets of questions by which the student may test his comprehension of
the text which has been studied. Emphasis has been placed on the actual
construction and operation of radio
equipment. It would probably be unfair to classify the book as a laboratory manual but it does partake of
the characteristics of a combined
laboratory manual and text book.
The fundamental principles of
radio are outlined in the chapters
dealing with vacuum tubes, resonance phenomenon, electroacoustic devices, power supplies, transmitters
and receivers, antennas and other
chapters treating the usual radio
topics. The volume is well illustrated
with carefully drawn diagrams, and
is printed on good quality paper. It
is not the sort of a volume that the
engineer would select for his own
reading but it is the kind of book
that he could well recommend to his
non -technically trained friends who
desire to gain some understanding of
the fundamentals of electronic and
radio communication.-B.D.

Dynamical Analogies
By HARRY F. OLSON, Acoustical Research Director, RCA Laboratories,
Princeton. 196 pages, price $2.75, 194,3,
D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.
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analog of an electric circuit is a
well-known and common example of
the use of such analogies. Unfortunately, however, several types of analogies are possible and often the
behavior of the analog is as difficult
to comprehend as the original circuit
itself. Moreover, with certain types
of analogies the correspondence between the two systems is not too
close, so that a complete explanation
in terms of the analogy is often impossible.
Fortunately, Dr. Olson has avoided
all of the undesirable characteristics
by treating only those analogies in
which there is a complete mathematical correspondence between the
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dynamics in one system, and that in
another physical system. The book
deals with the analogy between electrical, mechanical, rectilinear, mechanical rotational and acoustical
systems. The subject matter is developed in stages from the simple
element through to complex arrangements of multi -element systems. In
each case, the dynamical system is
developed from its fundamental differential equation which is the same
for the four physical systems selected
except for the differentiation in symbols which is required to distinguish
one physical system from another.
Thus, the dynamical analogies
treated by the author rest on a
thoroughly firm foundation. They
have the advantage of reproducing
the equivalent performance of a mechanical, electrical and acoustical
system, side by side. This feature
should make the volume useful to
those whose training is largely in the
mechanical, electrical or acoustical
field, although the tone of the book
appears to be largely one emphasizing the electrical point of view, notwithstanding Dr. Olsón's considerable professional work in the field of
acoustics.
After an introduction in which are
defined the terms employed in the
volume, there is a chapter on elements of dynamical systems which
should be useful to those making
their debut into college physics. The
next two chapters deal with dynamical systems with one, two or three
degrees of freedom and this in turn
is followed by chapters on corrective networks, wave filters, transients, driving systems, generating
systems, circuit theorems, and a final
chapter on the applications of the
analogies discussed in previous sections of the book.
In the preface, the author .states,
"Although not generally so considered the electrical circuit is the most
common and widely exploited vibration system. By means of analogies
a knowledge in electrical circuits
may be applied in the solution of
problems in mechanical and acoustical systems. In this procedure the
mechanical or acoustical vibrating
system is converted into the analogous electric circuit. The problem
is then reduced to the simple solution of an electrical circuit. This
method has been used by acoustical
engineers for the past 20 years in the
development of all types of electro-

ELECTRONICS
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acoustic transducers. Mechanical
engineers have begun to use the
same procedure for analyzing the
action of mechanism." The text assumes on the part of the reader a
familiarity with the elements of alternating circuit theory and physics.
Except for early sections in which
circuit elements are defined, the
volume is rather devoid of differential equations as such. A large part
of the treatment is developed on the
basis of steady state alternating current theory, making use of the customary complex vector notations
with the operator. The chapter on
transients is treated by the method
of Heaviside's operational calculus
and the required mathematical
manipulations are therefore largely
algebraic, in character. It appears
to this reviewer that "Dynamical
Analogies" may be expected to serve
two useful functions. For the practising engineer it correlates four important dynamical systems, in each
case showing the relationship between the elements in each system.
It thus makes possible the solution
of one kind of vibrating system in
terms of a more familiar dynamical
physical system. Secondly, for the
student, the volume will serve as a
means of unifying important principles of dynamics which have probably been learned several times from
different points of view.-B.D.
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lished at a particularly appropriate
time and meets, extremely well, the
current demand for recent technical
data in the radio field. The volume
chronicles much of the newer technique developed for operation of extremely high frequencies (at least,
those branches of the topic which
are not restricted for reasons of
military secrecy) and this gives the
volume an air of crisp modernity
which, alone, will make this a "must"
for radio engineers.
The handbook represents a tremendous undertaking for a single individual. Even though the assistance
of many people and organizations entered in one way or another to bring
this volume into being, nevertheless
the handbook represents a distinct
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achievement for any one man, particularly in standards of organization,
selection of material, and method of
presentation.
The volume is divided into thirteen separate sections as follows:
(1) Tables, Mathematical Relations
and Units, (2) Circuit Elements, (3)
Circuit Theory, (4) Vacuum Tubes
and Electronics, (5) Vacuum Tube
Amplifiers, (6) Oscillators, (7) Modulation and Demodulation, (8) Power
Supply Systems, (9) Radio Transmitters and Receivers, (10) Propagation of Radio Waves, (11) Antennas, (12) Radio Aids to Navigation, and (13) Measurements. An
author's index of seven pages and a
subject index of fifteen pages conclude the volume. As might be expected in a handbook, these topics
are treated in a rather condensed,
abbreviated form, with emphasis on
the significant facts. The treatment
throughout is intensely practical and
useful and there are many footnote
references to the technical literature
for those who require additional
treatment of a particular subject.
This volume is more than the usual
handbook, for there is a distinct air
or atmosphere about it which is
somewhat difficult to explain or define. It seems to this reviewer, however, that this is partially attributed
to the fact that the volume is a combination reference textbook and
handbook, combined with a careful
survey of the technical literature up
to at least the end of 1941.
Topics included in this handbook
and which makes the volume particularly timely include a section on wave
guides and resonators of some 23
pages, the first treatment of electron
optics (19 pages) to appear in a
handbook, a graphical treatment of
passive and amplifier circuits using
generalized graphs, a 21 -page section

on video frequency amplifiers, a 14 page section on ultrahigh frequency

oscillators, 10 pages of frequency
modulation, sections on f -m transmitters and receivers, a section of almost 100 pages on the propagation of
radio waves and containing a great
many references, a section of some
16 pages on antennas with horns and
parabolic radiators in the chapter on
antennas, 9 pages on wideband and
television antennas, and an unusually
extensive author's index.
With the appearance of Dr. Ter man's handbook, it would appear that
the communication engineer, and the
radio engineer in particular, is well
supplied with reference handbooks.
The first of these to appear was "The
Handbook",
Engineering
Radio
edited by Keith Henney, while Vol. 5,
"Electrical Communication and Electronics", and edited by Pender and
Mclllwain represented the Wiley contribution to this important field of
electrical engineering. Four or five
sections in "Standard Handbook for
Electrical Engineers", will likewise
be of interest to the communication
and radio engineer, although this
volume is not directed specifically to
his needs. The accompanying tabulation will show the relative space devoted to topics which may be found
in the three communications handbooks currently available. It should
be pointed out that the volume by
Pender and Mclllwain is intended to
cover the general field of communicátion and therefore contains sections on wire communication systems
which the volumes by Henney and
Terman omit.
A few misspelled words occur here
and there (as is bound to happen in
any undertaking of this magnitude
and produced under present circumstances of book publishing) and the
table of physical properties of elec-
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without charge, our 800
page

trons and ions is taken from Birge's
1929 values rather than his latest
compilation of 1940. But whatever
defects Dr. Terman's book may have
are so minor compared to its usefulness that they may well be overlooked. This reviewer has found
"The Radio Engineers' Handbook" a
stimulating source of general text
reading providing an accurate, comprehensive survey of technical literature, but after all, a handbook is
primarily intended for reference
work and, in the few weeks in which
this volume has appeared, this reviewer has yet to observe omissions
of material which might be expected
to be included in a handbook for
radio engineers.
All told, Dr. Terman's latest volume will be an exceedingly useful
and valuable contribution to the
bookshelf of the professional radio
engineer.-B.D.
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MassachuTechnology.
setts Institute of
1943.
600 pages, price, $3.50. H. John Wiley
& Sons, Inc.
By

WILLIAM

H.

IT HAS BECOME a sort of habit recently to label books as "first" in a
field, meaning a book which is to be
tackled before all others because of
its simplicity and basic nature. Although this recent book of Professor
Timbie is not so labeled, it is indeed
a "first" book. The style follows that
of his very successful "Elements of
Electricity" of which this reviewer
became an enthusiastic booster years

ago.
The material consists of text in
which "facts and theories are presented in simple direct statements,"
examples and solutions of problems
involving the apapratus, many b"roblems for the reader to work out, summaries at the end of each chapter,
and finally an appendix with wire
tables, temperature coefficients, logarithms, etc.
The chapter headings give no picture of the way in which this elemen-

tary text differs from other texts,
since the headings must invariably
be Ohm's law, batteries, magnets, inductance, capacitance, alternating
currents, vacuum tubes, etc., but
once one begins to read the book he
can see that the author has a highly developed faculty for making things
simple, easy to understand, difficult
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ELECTRONICS

For Tomorrow's

Broadcasting-

LOOK TO

to forget. The problems are practical, they give a sense of values, they
teach as much as the text. Some of
the finest material on Thevenin's
theorem this reviewer has seen will
be found in this book.
A "first" book in more than one
meaning of the term.-K.H.
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signal
tracing, frequency modulation and
antennas has been added in this second edition, and a great deal of the
original material has been revised to
bring it up to date as a text for radio
servicemen. Fundamental principles
are explained with a minimum of
mathematics, practical applications
to receiver circuits are taken up,
and definite instructions are given
for carrying out service procedures.
There are many more illustrations
than in the first edition, including
excellent halftones showing constructional details of radio parts.-J.M.
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and both a -f and r-f transformer
cores by compressing metals or alloys
in powdered form to the desired
shape, then processing at a temperature well below the fusion point of
the product, constitutes powder
metallurgy as applied to electronic
devices. Although many recent developments in this field are military
secrets, ít can be said that the low
weight of portable Signal Corps
radio equipment is largely due to
the use of powdered cores for transformers. Applications in other fields
are almost limitless, including such
diversified products as oilless bearings, cemented carbide cutting tools,
molded gears, copper -graphite
brushes, welding electrodes, etc.
This book is intended primarily to
meet the needs of those who must
acquire a detailed theoretical as well
as practical knowledge of the sub BY WALTER
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ject in order to promote the war
effort. The first 90 pages cover history and modern developments, production of metal powders, powder
specifications, cohesion, manufacturing problems, and machines. The
remainder of the book is in effect a
laboratory manual for college students taking a course in powder
metallurgy, giving instructions for
setting up the course, general instructions to students, and details
for performing 15 experiments.
A well -written, well -printed book,
recommended to electronic engineers
and any others desiring up-to-date
information on a subject that may
well play an important part in postwar planning.-J.M.
s
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theory and

fundamentals

This book provides a short course in the
fundamentals basic to radio repair, service
and maintenance, for men preparing for
radio work in the armed forces or for
reference use by practical operators. The
book condenses radio fundamentals, employs a clear, elementary treatment, and
closely parallels the courses of study of
radio schools in the Army and Navy,
forming a manual especially adapted to
quick training in the basic concepts necessary to the operator for intelligent use and
care of his apparatus.
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useful book is
an application engineer for General
Electric, stationed in Detroit. For
many months before this book was
written and published he was instructing men in the use of resistance welding machines, and in how
to maintain them in service. In this
manner he learned what men needed
to know about the subject. The book,
therefore, is written in the down-toearth easy style that distinguishes
the practical man from the theorist.
After a preliminary description, in
homely language, of alternating currents, fuses, volts, amperes, etc., the
ignitron contactor is torn apart and
described then follows its installation and how to keep it working.
The question of proper loading for
ignitrons, proper measuring instruments, such as the cathode-ray oscilloscope, methods of measuring welding time, and time delay relays are
taken up.
Following chapters deal with the
thyratron tube and its manner of
operation, automatic weld timers,
pulsation welding, synchronous timing, locating trouble, energy storage
systems. Descriptions of welding apparatus (made by several manufacturers) are included, and in each case
the reader is well tutored in the
method of operation.
This should be an excellent book
for anyone having the job of maintaining in operation welders with
electronic control.-K.H.
OF
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;

By FRANCIS

This
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ALMSTEAD

book

gives

the reader

knowledge of

the

nature of electrical energy and its control, circuits
and their calculation, both fundamental and those
specific to radio transmitting and receiving apparatus, batteries, motors, and generators and their
care, antennas as transmitters of electromagnetic
waves, etc., with emphasis throughout on the

essentials valuable to the man who wishes to
understand and handle apparatus embodying these
fundamentals.
It reviews the mathematics useful in radio
studies
Covers measuring instruments, sonic wave
behavior, and other subjects rounding out a practical basic treatment of radio
Plainly written and geared to quick -training
needs, the book will be of value both to prospective and practicing radio operators and especially
to men aiming for this field of armed service

Chapters
I. Mathematics Necessary for Elementary Radio
2. Common Radio Practices
3. The Nature and the Control of Electrical Energy
4. The Study of Vacuum Tubes
5. The Study of Electrical Circuits
6. The Study of Electrical Energy Sources: The Battery
7. The Study of Electrical Energy Sources: Motors and
Generators
8. The Study of Electrical Energy Sources: Vacuum -tube

Rectifiers

The Study of Transmitter Circuits
Transmission of Intelligence through Space
Il. The Study of Receiver Circuits
12. The Study of Measuring Instruments
13. The Study of Sonic Wave Behavior
9.

10.

10 DAYS' FREE

EXAMINATION

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., 330 W. 42nd
St.. New York 18, N. Y.
Send me Almstead and Tuthill's RADIO MATERIEL GUIDE for 10 days' examination on approval. ]n 10 days I will send you $2.00 plus few
cents postage or return book postpaid.
postage on cash orders.)

(We pay

N ai..e

Address
City and State

Position
Company

ELECTRONICS
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E.

Lieutenant, U.S.N.R., U.S. Naval Training School,
Noroton Heights, Connecticut
and F. R. L. TUTHILL
Commander, U.S.N.R.,
Eastern Sea Frontier Command
242 pages, 5 x 73/8,
155 illustrations, $2.00
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pletely equipped

with

BIRTCHER
LOCKING TYPE

TUBE CLAMPS

SERVICE

DEPARTMENT.

WRITE!

FADA OF NEW YORK

BULLETINS AND CATALOGS ON REQUEST

928 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

FOR ACTION.

PHONE!

WIRE!

manufacture

a

THE

PARTS

and

LOS ANGELES 32

5087 HUNTINGTON DR.

Electron Tube Machinery

13 11\1

of everts

Fluorescent Lamps, Incandescent Lamps,
Neon Tubes, Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes
and other glass or electronic products, on
production or laboratory basis.

bility of Hipower Precision Crystal

units. With recently enlarged facilities,
Hipower is maintaining greatly increased
production for all important services.
When essential demand begins to return
to normal, Hipower will be glad to help
with your crystal needs.

HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
-205

W. Wacker Drive, Chicago
Charleston Street, Chicago, III.

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
1012-14 McGee St. Kansas City, Mo.

1307-1309 Seventh St., North Bergen, N. J.

Inc.

FINE RIBBONS

rers of

ARVEYR'S,

of

T

Radio Transmitters

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM
Making a modest but effective contribution in Electronics' War accomplishments.
H. CROSS

type,-standard, and special desiun

Specialists in Equipment for the Manufacture of Radio Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes,

Thousands of vital transmitting installations rely on the accuracy and dependa-

Factory -2035

BIRTCHER CORPORATION

Manufacturers AIRCRAFT, RADIO

CRYSTALS by

Sales Division

page 333 this issue,
and 'phone, wire,
or write

complete line of equipment

AC ARC
SPOT WELDERS, electric, from 14. to 50 KVA
WELDERS
TRANSFORMERS, special and standard types
100 to
INCANDESCENT LAMP manufacturing equipment From
400 Amps.
FLUORESCENT TUBE MAKING EQUIPMENT etc.
vacuum
pumps,
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT,
WET GLASS slicing and cutting machines for laboratory use
GENERAL GLASS working machines and burners
COLLEGE GLASS working units for students and laboratory
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
Newark. New Jersey
731 So. 13th St. (near Avon Ave.)

Et

See

Tel.: GRamercy 7-0951-2

+svysrllb'i"L4lt'ïdlfii'J'!v.'/lrrlwv.rr4fr' r

We

To protect tubes and other
plug-in components
from loosening under vibration, get acquainted

has a large stock of Record
Changer Parts. Also replacement parts for all FADA
MODELS as well as a com-

131

TZ.1.DOnSS.,
.o

nlhn

SERVICE

1

F
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ADA

"vorraeeerni,rPi1,,:.+,rJi,r
STEADY SOURCE OF ALL

he"

A

w

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS
447 Concord Ave.

MOST COMPLETE
CAAOF
d»WR(ss/T

Cambridge, Mass.

New York

15 Beekman St.

LOG

ITS KIND
CHAS EISLERS NEW
94 RACE CATALOG

INCLUDES

GASA l ROX Y C RN

MICROMETER
from

transmitters

to 56 mc.,
within 0.01 per cent

METER
Bradenton. Fla.,
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1.5

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES
U. S. A.
Make

to check

ISSUE

supplements other
THIS CONTACTS SECTION
with these additional
advertising in this issue and
essential to
services
of
products
announcements
efficient and economical operation in the field of

..

-

.

Strips insulation from all types of
instantly, easily, perfectly.
wire
Just press the handles and the job
Cuts wire too. Strips
is done.
800 to 1000 wires per hour. Available for all size solid or stranded
List
No. 8 to No. 30.
wires

-

-

Price $6.00.
E

For Pull Particulars

RAL CEMENT MFG. CO.
Rockford Illinois U.S.A.

GE

-BURNERS

( ACONOMIi.f

.A,x.ei ECONOMIZERS
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l'1

Speeds Production

Write Dept.
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J

AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER
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MIXERS
CLASS ROLLERS
GENERAL GLASS
WORKING EQUIPMENT
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ENGINEERING CO.

/5050.13-'Si

NOVARA

.M.1..U.S.A.
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adaptation of BAER vulcanized fibre and phenol
fibre parts for Army, Navy
and Air Corps use, 'is proof of the precision and skill of workmanship embodied
in each.
BAER fibre fabrications
are
stamped, drilled, punched, sawed and
machined to meet the most critical refibre for high
, quirements-vulcanized
di -electrical strength, toughness and
shock resistance; phenol fibre for the
added factor of low moisture absorption. Send for your copy of
Doto Bulletin 120.

S'peci/y BAER

FOR WASHERS,

TERMINAL BOARDS AND
BUSHINGS

N. S. BAER COMPANY
CRAFTSMEN IN FIBRE FABRICATION
9-11 MONTGOMERY ST., HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY

PRECISIOH ,o.,iN POLYSTYRENE
ROD

and SHEET

CARRIED IN STOCK FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Price and size schedules upon request

*LOALIN is a product of The Catolin Corp.

JULIUS BLUM a CO., INC.

532 WEST 22ND STREET

NEW YORK 11, N.Y.

TRANSFORMERS FOR

ELECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS!
have a problem
involving transformers
for electron'c applications, take advantage of
our 34 years of specialization in the designing
and building of transformers. Acquaint yourself with the latest
developments in transformers for electronic
devices. Our engineers
will be glad to consult
It you

with you.
Write Us As to Your Praticular Requirements

DONGAN ELECTRIC
2977 Franklin

MANUFACTURING CO.
Detroit 7. Mich.

"The Dongan Line Since 1909"

comment on articles

The

STAMPINGS, GASKETS, SPECIAL
SHAPES,

This department is operated as an open forum
where our readers may
discuss problems of the
electronic industry or

"DONGAN"
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which ELECTRONICS
has published

Incentive to Invent
IN HIS LETTER in August ELECTRON-

Mr. Eugene Mittelmann, Consulting Engineer, questions the profit
incentive as being responsible for

ICS,

most inventions. "I do not think that
in modern times any important invention was made or initiated because the man who invented it set
out to make an invention in order to
make money."
Admitting that an inventor can't
help inventing, any more than a
composer can help writing music,
nevertheless the underlying incentive
to patent, develop and perfect his
invention, is usually one of personal
financial profit. True, in today's
large industrial laboratories this incentive, regrettably, is no longer an
immediate cash reward or bonus
from his employer (doubtless there
would be far more inventions made
were such talent adequately rewarded) . None the less the employee does confidently expect advancement, in position and salary, if
he turns in one or several worthwhile inventions. And the independent inventor almost invariably seeks
to protect his idea by patent, chiefly
with the hope of reaping adequate
financial reward. I certainly did this
when I toiled three years to arrive
at the 3 -Electrode Tube and Amplifier, and Mr. Mittelmann will hardly
class these as not "important" inventions.
The profit motive is just as inherent and compelling with inventors
as with business men, professional
men, speculators, or the writers of
"best sellers" or song hits. And any
politics-inspired attempt or tendency to lessen this incentive, or to
deny to the inventor his just and
generous tribute from a benefitting
society is wholly socialistic and antisocial.
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ELECTRONICS

earnestly hope that all illadvised and hastily concocted attempts in Washington, or elsewhere,
to weaken our American patent system at the cost of American inventors may be effectively throttled
before more, and irretrievable, injustice and damage has been done to.
that class of citizens to which, more
than to any single others, this Nation owes its magnificent stature,
the American Inventor.
I most

LEE

DE

WITH
BLUEPRINTS

FORES'I

AND WITHOUT
The bird of nature is a creation without blueprints. The
bird of man springs from his
mind and hand as he works
at the drawing board with
pencils. The best drawing
pencil is none too good for
this work. We believe we
furnish that indispensable
part in Dixon's Typhoníte

Patent System
Mr. Eugene
Mittelmann, whose letter you published in August ELECTRONICS, has
got hold of an important truth about
the working of our patent system,
but he seems to have been "too close
to the trees to see the forest".
Inventors are not stimulated to invent by incentive-invention is a
habit of mind plus an innate genius
which leads one to see a problem as a
challenge and to find its solution by
unorthodox means. The conception
of inventions is irrepressible so long
as we have inventors, but the de CORRESPONDENT,

YOUR

Complete equipment and staff
of specialists for the continuous
electroplating of fine wire. We
can now plate a wide range of
metals either on your own wire
or on wire supplied by us .. .
Your inquiry is invited

SIGMUND COHN &
44 GOLD

ST.

SINCE

4

U

C

O.

NEW YORK
1901

(Continued on page 348)

ELDORADO drawing
pencils.
Pencil Sales Department 59-J I
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.
Jersey City, N. J.

TYPHON/TE

ELDORADO

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

..

Electrical Instruments Wanted, new or used
Decade Condenser, 1 mfd or higher max.,
in 0.001 mfd steps
Precision Decade Resistance Boxes, 100
ohms or higher, in steps of 0.1 ohm
Precision Decade Resistance Boxes, 1000
ohms or higher, in steps of 0.1 ohm
Precision Decade Resistance Boxes, 10,000
ohms or higher, in steps of 0.1 ohm
Precision Fixed Mica Condenser, between
0.1 mfd and 1.0 mfd.
Megohm Bridge, General Radio Type 544-B
Impedance Bridge, General Radio Type
650-A

Reflecting Galvanometer, high sensitivity
Potentiometer and GalvanoType K.
meter
Portable Precision Voltmeters, 30 to 600
V.A.C. Ranges
Portable Precision Voltmeters, 10 to 600
V.D.C. Ranges
Portable Precision Milliammeters, to 500
ma. D.0 Ranges
Portable Precision Milliammeters, 10 to 100
ma. A.C. Ranges
Portable Precision Ammeter, 10 to 20 amp.
A.C. Ranges
Panel Precision Voltmeter, 1000 to 2000
V.A.C. Ranges
Panel Precision Voltmeter, 1000 V.D.C.
Ranges
1

Insulation Resistance Test Set, Sensitive to
1012 ohms
Vibration Galvanometer, 60 or 1000 cycles
Q Meter
Give model, condition and price
Research Department

FOR SALE

AMPLIFIER AND MICROPHONES

FREELAND & OLSCHNER, INC.

Jefferson sixty watt amplifier, Shure and
Universal Microphones excellent condition.

Attractively priced.
THE WICKS ORGAN COMPANY
Highland,

Illinois

REBUILDERS OF
RADIO TRANSMITTING TUBES

Let Us Help You
BEST QUALITY, USED

Solve Your Tube Problems

Equipment for the manufacture of all kinds of

250 W up

ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY
electron tubes, radio tubes, incandescent lamps,
neon tubes, photo electric cells. X-ray tubes, etc.
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO.,

65-67 East 8th st.

INC.

New York, N. Y.

611

Baronne St.

New Orleans, La.

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISING

ELECTRONICS

POSITIONS VACANT

ENGINEERS, circuit
ELECTRONIC TUBE
wanted. Exengineers for vital defense work
with outstanding
cellent postwar opportunity
Electronics, 520 N.
company. Reply to P-569,
Michigan A've., Chicago 11, Ill.
for design
YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
electrical devices
and experimental tests on
Breakers and Motor
such as Switches, Circuit
Electronics, 330 W.
Control Apparatus. P-570,
42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
with exYOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEERdevices
for
electronic
perience in design of machine
tools. P-571.
control of motors and
Y.
N.
Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18.

work on elecYOUNG WOMAN for engineering
be college graduate
trical apparatus. Should
Electronics. P-572, Elecwith some training inSt.,
New York 18, N. Y.
tronics, 330 W. 42nd
FIRM located in
FOR OLD ESTABLISHED
history and
Conn. Please submit complete
to discussion. P-573.
Electronics, 330rah.1Wary42nd St., New York 18. N. Y

photooen

POSITION WANTED

Spotswood, N. J.

Peter J. Schweitzer, Inc.,

I

ON

in
ENGINEER -PHYSICIST desires position
Ten years
charge of rese=arch or development.
experience
of radio and electrical engineering
relay control
in electronic applications, radio,devices,
circuits, transformers, magnetic control, acousUHF,
tics, high voltage, industrial
inclined.
etc. Theoretically and mathematically
technical
Possess patent. inventions, and
Age, 34 years;
articles. Salary desired, $9,000.
inGerman descent; Protestant. Organizations
surplus engineers
terested only in accumulating
ad.
PW-574,
this
via cost plus need not answer Ave., Chicago 11,
Electronics, 520 N. Michigan
-

Ill.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

POST-WAR PRODUCT: Individual consulting
engineer in electronics has developed new
and
product in field of home -entertainment
and
business machines with excellent present
elecof
post-war market seeks manufacturer
basis preferred.
tronic equipment. Royalty
BO -575, Electronics, 520 N. Michigan Ave..
Chicago 11, Ill.
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We Need

Postwar Engineers

West Coast Radio -Electronic Manufacturer Wants

SALES MANAGER

Now!
This company, while continuing its
extensive war program unabated, is expanding its Engineering Department in
accordance with a substantial post-war
product development program. Trained
men, by virtue of education and/or
experience, are needed in the Test,
Methods and Development Engineering
Divisions. Special emphasis is placed
on the need for experienced men with
a flair for design and development work
in the fields of electronic and
mechanical engineering, particularly in
conjunction with automatic control
equipment. Previous experience with
heating, ventilationg, air conditioning
and refrigeration installation is desirable, but not necessary.

Engineers, with an eye to the future
and who are not now engaged in essential
industry, should apply by mail enclosing photo or recent snap -shot if
possible.

Applicants should give complete educational background, age, family status,
experience, names of companies for whom
worked and salary received in each position. Give complete information concerning draft status and present work

with the ability and experience to serve os assistant
to the president
Old established firm working on important war contracts wants a high
calibre sales manager with executive ability, practical electronic knowledge and a record of accomplishment in product development. This
man will be given full responsibility and can count on the cooperation
of an unusually able staff of engineers and technicians. Must be able
to handle and contribute to the development of present contracts and
have the capacity to assist in planning the company's post war activities. The position is permanent and, due to particular circumstances,
offers an attractive future to a man with the tact, initiative and ability
to inspire the confidence of the organization. Services must be available now or in the near future. Send photograph with a complete outline of qualifications and accomplishments. Applications held in
strictest confidence. Our own organization has been informed of this

advertisement.

Write

Box

t3W-56E,

Electronicr

sso W. 42nd St., Now York, N.

T.

If application appears to fill requirements, arrangements will be made
for personal interview. Write
Executive Engineer.

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL
REGULATOR CO.
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota

WANTED

ELECTRONICS

SPECIALIST

preferably a recent graduate, with a
knowledge of fundamental circuit theory
and practical experience in electronics for
development of control devices and serv-

icing of electronics equipment. Permanent
position for qualified person. Those employed in essential industry and using
their highest skill should not apply.
Certificate of availability, through U. S.
Employment Office, must be furnished
before final employment.
Personnel Department
HERCULES POWDER COMPANY

I

Wilmington, Delaware

SW -567, Electronics
520 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.

WANTED

WANTED

ELECTRICAL
COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEER
Boston manufacturer seeks an electrical
communications engineer over 30 years
old with equipment manufacturing and design experience.
To build now for a post war future.
Electronic background desirable but not
necessary.
Salary arranged.
Telephone Kenmore 1472 for appointment.
Out of town, write SUTHERLAND -ABBOTT,
234 Clarendon Street, Boston, Massa-

chusetts.
Our staff knows of this advertisement.

ENGINEERS

111

111

WANTED

SALES ENGINEER
Exceptional Opportunity
Are you interested in a permanent position
with an excellent future? Are you qualified for a salary of $5,000 a year or more?
Do you want to apply yourself in essential
war work?
if you are an electrical engineer, have
had experience in radio or high frequency
work and have done some selling, we
have an exceptional opportunity to offer.
The duties of this position include direct
sales contact with industrial plants doing
war work and helping them in solving
application engineering problems in the
field of high frequency electrostatic heating.
This request is urgent and quick action on
your part is important. Reply by mail
only, giving full details including age,
education and experience and availability.

1

Electrical or
Chemical Engineer
thoroughly versed in the theory of
liquid and solid dielectrics for the position of chief engineer. To direct the
research, development and general
laboratory on capacitors and capacitor
applications. This is an unusual opportunity for a capable engineer interested in his present and postwar future.

Industrial Condenser Corp.
1725 W. North Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Dictionary of Radio Terminology in
English, German, French and Russian
Languages by A. S. Litvinenko. 560
Pages, Published in Moscow, U.S.S.R.,
Price, $5.00
FOUR

CONTINENT

253 Fifth Avenue

BOOK

CORPORATION

New York, 16, N. Y.

ELECTRICAL

With experience on small motor -driven
appliances or small motors
or
Experience in electronics as applied to

small industrial accessories.
Excellent opportunity to join growing
organization doing essential war work in
aircraf t and having good postwar prospects.
Location northern Ohio.
Certificate of availability required.
Our employees know about this advertisement.
P-576, Electronics
520 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.

NEW PRODUCT

Electronic article for postwar or now, never before
shown, has sales possibility of around $5,000,000 a
year. Will license, or expand present plant, or form
new company.
D. B. Clark,

Electronic Engineer,

Electron Equipment Corporation
Palm Springs, Calif.

344

Basic electrical and radio theory In the simplest
possible language, written especially for those
without mathematical or technical training.

Dozens of complete how -to -build -it descriptions of
many types of receiving, transmitting,
equipment
show practical applications. Hundredsandof test
diagrams and
large photographs.
Enlarged war -training chapters include: expanded basi,principles, more test equipment
which can be field -built.

and mathematics for solving simple radio problems,
Over 600 pages, durably clothbound, gold -stamped.
From your favorite dealer,
or from us, postpaid; please
add any applicable taxes.
t$2.00 in Continental U.S.A.
Elsewhere, $2.25

EDITORS AND ENGINEERS

1418 North Highland Avenue, Los Angeles
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WANTED

WANTED!

1. RADIO,

preferably with
experience in radio, ultra
high frequencies, general
GINEERS

A RADIO OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
WITH IDEAS-AND AN EYE TO GETTING AHEAD AS A RESULT OF THEM
This advertisement is addressed to an electrical engineer who
is wondering what he'll be doing a year after the war has ended
-where he'll be doing it-and under what conditions.

It is, however, directed only to an engineer who has the two
prime requisites: Plenty of ideas and ambition to forge ahead
with a small company where he will play a big part (and, if
things work out as we think they will, share in the profits, too.)
Briefly, a client of ours is looking to the future and has
asked us to help him find such an engineer for the job involved.
Although this client's business is now 100% war work, and
volume amounts to several million dollars yearly, the company
is not normally a large one-but it has proved its ability for over
ten years to keep going profitably through good times or bad.
It has an important line of well-known, finely -made Radio products to revert to in peace times but would like to have a larger,
more diversified, line-and that's where the opportunity for an
engineer with ideas comes into the picture. The new items he
develops can either be in Radio, or far afield from it, providing
only that present machinery can be utilized in making them.

The men who run the company are young, progressive and
engineering minded. They'll give the right engineer plenty of
help and encouragement and he. won't scare them by suggesting
something radically new and different. That's what they're
looking for-ideas-and, to an engineer who gives evidence of
producing a reasonable share of "hits" along this line, they are
prepared to make a mighty attractive offer.
The company is located in suburban Eastern Pennsylvania. It
will stand rigid investigation from any angle-and it is big
enough to offer ample working facilities plus many advantages
that a much larger concern might find difficulty in duplicating.
Starting salary-well, let's not even talk about that until we've
had a chance to size each other up. Suffice to say, it will be
large enough to match the "size" of the man who interests our
client. More important, however, is the fact that we're looking
for an engineer who has an eye to something more than a salary
as things progress.
If this sort of a set-up sound appealing, I suggest that you
drop me a line-to be acknowledged and forwarded promptly
to our client. All correspondence will be kept strictly confidential, and it goes without saying that our client's employes have
been advised of this advertisement.
HARRY P. BRIDGE, President

The HARRY P. BRIDGE Company,
Advertising Counsellors
Real Estate Trust Bldg.

ELECTRONICS

-

Philadelphia

-

ELECTRONIC EN-

7, Pa.

electronics.
2. RECENT GRADUATES in
electronics or physics.
experi3. TECHNICIANS
enced in radio and electronics.

-

4. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

-experienced in the design
of high production items and

5.

familiar with manufacturing
practices and requirements.
DRAFTSMEN- experi-

enced in product layout
and/or detailing. Also those
inexperienced but trained.

Thin increase in staff is required to
take care of war work of high military
urgency and for definite post-war

plans.
you are employed in esential war
work to the full extent of your skill, do
not apply.
If

Write to:
PERSONNEL OFFICE

DELCO RADIO DIVISION

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
KOKOMO, INDIANA

WANTED
ELECTRO -ACOUSTIC
ENGINEERS
Experienced in laboratory development,
research, etc., for development of war
production items. Offers excellent post
war opportunities. Write.

Personnel Manager

Universal Microphone
Box 299

Co., Ltd.
Inglewood, Calif., U.S.A.
UMW

Permanent Employment

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Well -established

desires

Massachusetts
graduate electronic

Eastern

concern
engineers with flair for research and eye
to future. Permanent position concerned
at present with important development
work for government, with increased
opportunities after the war. Unusual
openings for men with capacity and
initiative. Must be U. S. Citizens.
P-510, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York City
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Abbott Instrument, Inc.
274
Acheson Colloids Corp.
325
Adams & Westlake Company
86
Advance Electric Co.
330
Aerovox Corp.
18
Aircraft Accessories Corporation
55
Aircraft -Marine Products, Inc.
249
Allen-Bradley Co.
233
Allied Radio Corp.
174
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48
American Coils Co.
242
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7
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222
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260
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348
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70
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209
Automatic Electric Sales Corp.
265
Baer Company, N. S.
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*manufacturers

Engineers, executives, and

responsible

for the design and development of electrical products
and equipment, are aware of
the numerous electrical and
dimensional advantages of
t

specialized resistors.
The performance of all
IN -RES -CO units has been
proved in actual use, in ordh e s e

nance

and

essential

indus-

trial applications.
For fixed and adjustable resistors, meter shunts, choke
coils, meter multipliers, solenoids and special coilsspecify IN -RES -CO.
(at top) stacked as a
multiplier, 1/4 Watt, induc-

TYPE LL

series

tively wound, standard tolerance

ohms, maximum resistance 200,000
ohms, size 5/e" diam. x 1/q" high.

(center),
Watt non.
inductive, standard tolerance
/z%, maximum resistance 500,000
ohms, size I" diam. x 1/2" high.
TYPE ML

I

(at bottom), shown
single unit.

TYPE LL

as

IN.RES.CO

INSTRUMENT
RESISTORS COMPANY
25 AMITY ST.,

LITTLE

FALLS, N. J.

Ballantine Laboratories
Barker and Williamson
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Bell Sound Systems, Inc.
Benwood-Linze Co.
Birtcher Corp., The

Blaw-Knox Co.
Bliley Electric Co.
Blum & Co., Julius
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Bradley Laboratories, Inc.
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Bristol Co.
Bud Radio, Inc.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Burgess Battery Co.
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342
243
283
213
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334
251

333, 34]
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Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
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Carter Motor Co.
Carter Products Corporation
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Centralab Div., Globe Union, Inc. 150,
Central Screw Co.
Chace Co., W. M.
Chandler Products Corp.
Cherry Rivet Company
Chicago Telephone Supply Co.
Chicago Transformer Corp.
Churchill Cabinet Company
Cinaudagraph Corporation
Cinaudagraph Speakers, Inc.
Cinch Manufacturing Corp.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
Cohn & Co., Sigmund
Colonial Insulator Co.
Communication Measurements Laboratory
Communication Products Co.....14
Connecticut Telephone & Electric
Division of G. A. I.
Consolidated Radio Products Co
Continental -Diamond Fibre Co
Continental Screw Co.
Corbin Screw Co.
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.

346

188
56
342
66

Page
Corning Glass
Tubing Div.
Cross, H.

Bulb

&

69
341

Dalis, Inc., H. L.
274
Daven Co
Inside Back Cover
DeJur Amsco Corp.
78
Delco Radio, Div. of General Motors 26
Deutschmann Corp., Tobe
2
Dial Light Co. of America, Inc.
298
Dinion Coil Co.
310
Dixon's Typhonite ELDORADO Pencils
.343
Dolph Co., John C.
196
Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co
342
Doolittle Radio, Inc.
282
Driver -Harris Company
284
Dumont Electric Co.
24
DuMont Labs., Inc., Allen B.
68
Dunn, Inc., Struthers
185
DX Crystals Co.
310

Eastern Air Devices, Inc.
Eastern Amplifier Corporation
Eicor, Inc.
Eisler Engineering Co.
Eitel -McCullough, Inc.
Electric Auto -Light Co.
Electrical Products Supply Co.
Electronic Corp. of America
Electronic Enterprises, Inc.
Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
Electronic Mechanics, Inc.
Electro -Voice Mfg. Co., Inc.
Engineering Co., The
Erco Radio Laboratories, Inc.
Erie Resistor Corp.
Erwood Co., The
Espey Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Essex Electronics

87
271

226
341
89
171

239
71

32B
88
80
277
336
252
53
290
264
326

132
166
84
16

223
286
269
333
341

Fada of New York
Federal Tel. & Radio Corp
Felker Mfg. Co.
Ferranti Electric. Inc.
Ferrocart Corporation of America
Finch Telecommunications, Inc
Ford Radio & Mica Corp.
Formica Insulation Co.
Franklin Mfg. Corp., A. W.

341

49
173
295
335

266
258
167
176

8

246
329
318
294
212
51

151

223
200
223
2.36

41

319
34
308
302
149
330
343

331,

Galvin Manufacturing Corporation.. 205
Gemex Company
328
General Cement Mfg. Co.
341
General Ceramics & Steatite Corporation .
32
General Electric Co.
4, 5, 23, 33, 73
257, 284, 293

General Electronics, Inc.
General Industries Co.
General Instruments Corp.
General Radio Co.
General Transformer Co.
Glenn -Roberts Co.
Goat Metal Stampings, Inc.
Gothard Mfg. Co.
Gould -Moody Co.
Gray Manufacturing Company
Guardian Electric Mfg. Co
Guided Radio Corporation
Guthman & Co.. Edwin I.

63
61
75

184
302
306

40B
294
288
258
168, 169
177
85

244
15

170
234
311
223
223
59

Hallicrafters Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
Hanovia Chem. & Mfg. Co.
Harrison Radio Corp.
Harvey Radio Co.
Harvey Radio Lab's., Inc.
256,
Harvey-Wells Communication, Inc
Haydon Mfg. Co., Inc.
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SELECTIVE
SERVICE

"RELAYED- FLUX"
lu/iCF0dyne

-The, Standard by Whirls Others
Ire Judged and Valued"
EQUIPMENT for the war effort,(1.) MUST perform up to highest
standards.
(2.) MUST continue to perform irrespective of climatic variations.

That is why AUDAX magnetically
powered pickups are selected for war
contracts. In building pickups under
euch contracts, we do not have to
change our peacetime specifications because such M USTS have always been
a basic requirement in AUDAX Instruments.
The sharp clean-cut facsimile reproduction of MICRODYNE
regardless
of climatic conditions-is a marvel to
all who have put it to the only test that
really counts . . . the EAR TEST.

-

WITII OUR COMPLIMENTS
"PICKUP FACTS" is yours
for the asking. It answers many questions concerning record reproduction.
A copy of

BUY WAR BONDS

AUDAK COMPANY
S00 Fifth Ave.

New York City

"Creators of High Grade Electrical
and Acoustical Apparatus since 1915."

velopment of these inventive concepts
into commercial processes and commercial products does not come without an incentive and reward ; and
the public can benefit from inventions only as they improve, or lower
the cost of, the products which the
public buys.
Mr. Mittelmann cites the fact that
employees of industrial laboratories
solve problems without incentive.
We may pass over the question whether success in their chosen field,
professional invention, is not the
incentive which keeps them on the
important problems instead of wandering idly in the broad fields of
invention, as so many amateur inventors do. The important fact is
that the existence of the laboratory,
with its equipment and materials, the
payment of the inventors' salaries to
work on the problems, and the willingness of the employer to put their
inventions into commercial use, all
depend upon the incentive of a reward sufficient to justify the risks
and losses which always precede success in research and development. If
I, as a manufacturer, undertake to
develop and apply an inventive concept of my own or of an employee, I
first must face large costs for experimental construction and testing of
samples and equipment. When I have
completed the development, I face
additional costs to educate first my
own engineering and production
staffs, then my sales and service personnel, and ultimately the public, to
the new product. In the change -over
I may render obsolete, expensive
equipment still on my books as a capital asset; and in the end some little thing which everyone has overlooked may lead' the public to dislike it; so that I am worse off than
if I had never heard of the invention.
That is not imaginary-it happens
every day, and most of the best research directors have such experiences.
Why should any sensible man take
those risks, or change an existing
successful business if he can sit back
and copy any successful development
of a competitor? The inventor would
certainly have the urge to solve a
problem if he happened to have the
opportunity to learn of it; and, believing that he had a solution, he
might have an urge to see it tried
and used, so he might start in business if he could find anyone to put up
the capital. He would pay out the ex,

348

pense of the research and development, he would take the risks of failure, and if he were rewarded by finding his innovation a successful solution of the problem, he could have the
satisfaction of seeing it adopted by
his well established. competitors; then
he could write off his losses to experience. Next time he would be satisfied with the mental pleasure of
conceiving the invention.
Only our patent law has made it
prudent to assume the risks of development and innovation. Only our
patent law has made it a greater risk
that a competitor might recognize a
problem or solve it first.
Because the law makes it illegal to
copy a patented invention, the risk
of having one's product or methods
or tools become obsolete is today
greater than the risks of innovation.
It is the recognition of this that has
led American business to concentrate
a large part of its effort and genius
for effective organization on the competition to improve products and reduce costs by search for unrecognized
problems and research for their solutions.
Take away the patent law and the
risks of inaction would beat once removed while the risks of innovation
would be raised so that only fools
would assume them.
TRUMAN S.

Electronic Recording
IN REGARD TO the "All -Electronic
Sound Reproducer" described by Mr.
Parry of KTKN of Ketchikan, Alaska
in ELECTRONICS for August, I should
like to say that I have been working
for some time on just such a device.
The important difference in my design is that the scanning is done in
a concentric continuous circle-the
same type of track as found in the
regular phonograph record. This type
of scanning does away with the problem of the break at the end of each
line as in straight line scanning.
I feel that there is a real need for
this type of device doing away with
the clumsy and antiquated mechanical methods of disc and moving film
sound reproduction. I shall be pleased
to consult with Mr. Parry or anyone
interested in the further development
of "All -Electronic Sound Reproduc-

tion".
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SAFFORD,

Cost/senor at Law
New ) ork, N. Y.

-

BERNARD SEAMON,
Wiscusset, Main'
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in important broadcasting stations, both here and

... in

major motion picture and sound recording studios ... in leading scientific and industrial
laboratories the dominant note is control. Wherever
dependable control is a necessity, DAVEN attenuators
are the choice of discerning engineers. Precise DAVEN
instruments meet every requirement of accuracy . .
dependability ... serviceability.

abroad

THE DAVEN COMPANY
191

NEWARK

CENTRAL AVENUE

HELP BRING VICTORY

ONE DAY

CLOSER
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...

BUY AN

EXTRA

4,

NEW JERSEY

WAR BONO TODAY
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is a "trigger" tube-a grid -controlled rectifier
-which can "switch" power from full OFF to full ON
with

ATHYRATRON

a very small change in control voltage.
The RCA -2050, announced in 1939, was a great step forward
in thyratron design because it combined unusually high stability
and great sensitivity.
Its characteristics were more uniform, too-from one tube to
another, from one temperature to another, and throughout
the
life of any one tube.
Because the RCA-2050 offered such unusual performance,
it
quickly became a favorite tool of electronics engineers.
And it still is !
Here is a Summary of
RCA -2050's
1.

Advantages

Stability Throughout Life.

Characterchange relatively little

istics of 2050
throughout life of tube.
High

Power -Sensitivity.

Extremely
low grid current (less than 0.1 microampere) permits use of high
value grid resistor (up to 10 megohms) with consequent high sensitivity. RCA -2050 can be operated
directly from a high -vacuum photo tube.
2.

3. Little Affected by Line -Voltage Surges.

Stability as affected by line voltage
surges is high because of the low
grid -anode capacitance which results from the use of a shield grid.
4. Extreme Temperature Range.

2050 is unaffected by

RCA -

temperature
changes over the range of -50°C to
+65°C!
5. All -position Mounting. You can
mount the 2050 in any position
since it is gas filled and contains
no mercury. Its position can be
changed during operation.
6. Low Voltage Drop. Xenon filling provides a tube drop of only

8

volts.

Ready for operation in 10 seconds after heater is
switched on.
7. Quick Warm-up.

8. Low Cost.

List price of RCA -2050

The Magic Brain of All Electronic Equipment Is a Tube and the Fountain -Head

of Modern Tube Development Is RCA.

RCA

MC
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is now $1.35, a 62% reduction from
its original price.
9. Army -Navy Preferred Type Listing.

Application
The 2050 has found wide application in industrial control circuits. Its
high power -sensitivity has made it
invaluable as a link between actuating circuits and power circuits
eliminating amplifier stages and
sensitive relays.
The stability of the 2050 makes
possible a high degree of accuracy
in timing circuits.
The RCA -2050 is extensively
in control circuits for positioning,used
for
welding, for air- doffer operation, for
plastic molding, and as a relay tube
in phototube control circuits.
If you have an application problem, RCA application engineers may
be able to help you. Write, stating
your problem, to Radio Corporation
of America, Commercial Engineering Section, 521 South Fifth Street,
Harrison, New Jersey.

Technical Data
Heater volts, 6.3; heater amperes,
0.6; grid -to -anode capacitance,
0.21-141f; heating time, 10 seconds;
maximum overall length, 41/s inches;
base, small shell octal 8 -pin; peak
forward anode volts, 650; peak inverse anode volts, 1300; average
anode milliamperes, 100; tube voltage drop,

8

volts.

TUNE IN "WHAT'S NEW?" RCA's

great new show, Saturday nights,
to 8, E. W. T., Blue Network.

7

TUBES

